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A

11EFALE

The series Soviet Studieslin the Psychology of Learning hnd Teaching,
. .

Mathe tics is a coIlectioa of translations from the eutelisive Soviet
;

liter re of the past twenty-rive years on resea7ech'in the pdYchology ,

. of mathematical instru"c.tion. It also includes works on'methods of

.rteaching mathematics directly influenced by the psychological research'.

The series is the result of a joint.effort by elle School Mathematics
b..

Study Grpup a% Stanford University,.the Department ofRathematics

Bducadon at the University of Geongia, and the Survey of Recent East k
t

European Mathematical Literature at the Universittz of chicago. Select&
, .

papers and books considerea to be of value to, the Ameritan mathe'matics

educator have been translated from the Russian and appear in this

series for the first time in English. 4' .

. =

Research achievements in psychológy, in the United States are,

_outstanding iateed. EdUcational psy'ichol'hy, however, occupies only a

small fraqion of/ the field, and until recentlylittle attoweien has

been given to,aresearch in the psychology of learning and teaching

particular school subjects.

The situation has been luite different in tht Soviet Iron. In

vieW"of the reigning social Lnd politiCal doctrines several branefies

of psychology tpt are highly dei>opd in the U.S. have scarcely been

investigated in ehe Soviet Un', On.the other hand, because orthe

Soviet emplihsis On education 'and its function in the\gtate, research'tft.

11,

educational psyF.hology has been given considerable moral and finandial

support.. Cangevently,it has attracted many creative and tale ted
*

scholars whose contributions have been remarkable.

Even prior io Woril War II, the Russians had made gr strides

'educational psychology. The,creation in 1943 of the'Academy of Peda---,.

gogicai. Sciencel helped to idensify the researeh efforts and urograms

, in this field. Since then the Academy has bc'come the chief edkcational

vesearch and development center for the Soviet Union. One o5 the main

aims of-7ticade fis to'conduC-t research and to train research sCholars'

*
A study itdicates that 37.5% of all materials in Soviet psychology

published in one. year was devoted to education and child psychology. See
Contemporary Sovfet Psychology by Josef Broiek (Chapter 7 of Present-Day

Russian Psychology, Pergamon Press, 1966).
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in general and specialized educatiOn, in eiutati,onal psychology, andt

in methods of- teaching various school subIeflts;

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of t1-4.11SSR comprises ten

research institutes in Moscow and Le.i.ngrad. Mpny of the studies

reported in this Series were conducted at the Academy's tlist,e of

General and Zolytechnic'al Education, Institute of PsycholOgy4nd

Institute of Defeetology, the lagt of which is concerned th the

speciall psychology andoeducati teChniques fOr handicapped children.
,

The Academy of Pedagogical_Sciences'ha 31,members and 64

associate members, chOsen from.among,distinguished Soviet scholars,
1

scientists, and educators. 'Its permanent staff includes more ihan

650 research associates,-who reeeimgpadvice and cooperation from an

additional 4000 scholars and teachers. -The research institutes of

the Academy'have available 100 "base" or laboratory schools and many

other schools in which experiments are conducted.' DevelopmEtts in

foreign countries are closely followed.by the Bureau for. the Study A
Foreign Educational Experience and Information.

The Academy has:its,own publishing hOuse, whlich issue's hundreds of

books each year and publishes the collections Izvestiya-Akademii

See.

icheskikh Nauk RSFSR [Pnoceedingspof the Academy of edagogical

'Sciences of the RSFSR],'the montAy Sovetska a Pedagogika [ iet

Pedagogy],,,and the bimonthly Voprsgy sikhologii [Questions of Psychologyl.
<

Since 1963, the Academy has beenlissuingcollections entitled Novye

Issledovanlya v Ped'agegicheskikh 12aukakh.[NewiResearch in the Pedagogical

Sciences] in order fo ,iisseminate information on current research.

A'major difference' between the Soviet and American-conception of
A

edUcaional revarch is that Russian pgychologists ofrea use.qualitative.
*

rather Oan quantitattve methods of research. in instructioual psychology

, in accordance with the prevailing:European tradition. American readers

may tLus.find that some of the earlidr Rusaian papers.do not comply

exactly to U.S. standards of desiga, anaky,sis, and reporting. By using

qualitaiive methods and by working with small groups, however, jthe Soviets

have been able to penetrate ilitothe cVld's thoughts and to analyze his

mental processes. 701 this end they have also designed classroom tasks

and gettfiCgs-for research and have emphasized long-term, genetic studies

of learning.

Iv



'Russian paychOlogists haveconcerhed themselves with the dyn ics

of mental activity and'with the aim qf arriving at the principlqs o the

learning process itself. They have investigated such.areas as: the

development of mental. operations; the nature and develdpMent o f thought;

the formation of mgthematical concepts and the related questions of %

ghneralization, abseraction, and concretization; the mental oi)erations

of analysis and synthesis,; the developient of spatial perception; the

relation between memory and though't; 'the develogtent of logicat reasoning;

theinature of mathematical skills; and the structure and special.features

of mathematical abilities. ,

In new approaches,to educational research, some Russian psychoaogiits

have developed cybernetic and 'statistical models and techniques, and have

made use of algorithms, mathematical logic and information gciences.

Much attntion has alsobeen given to programmed instAction and.to an

examination of its psychological problems and ts application for

greater individualization in learning.

The inttrrelationship between inetruction and child dev ops..t is

a source of sharp disagreement between the Geneva School of psych*o sts,

led by Piaget, and the Sowie psychologists. The Swiss laycholiagists'

t ttt

ascribe limLted significance to the role of instruCtion in'the develop-
-1

; ment of a,child. .
According to them, instruction is subordAnate to the

specific seages in the development of the childcs.thinkingstages

manifested at certain age levels and're,latively ipdepenclerit of the

conditions of instruction.

As representatives of theinaterialistic-evolutionist rY

mind, Soviet psychologists ascribe a leading role to instr ion.

assert that instruction broadens,the potential ol development, may
.., .

:accelerate it, and may exercise influence not only upon the sequence of

the stages 'off development of the child's thought Sut even uPon the very

character of the .stages. The 'Issians study development'in the changing

conditions of instruction, and by varying these conditións,'they demro trate

how the nature ofrthe chiles hvelopment chAges in the process. AOa

resdlt, thEly are also investigating tests of giftedneWand are using
... '

.

elaborate dynamic, rather than static, ind;ces.
4se

See The Problem of Instruction and Developmapt at the 18th.Inter4ational
Coagreis of Psycholo_gy by N. A. Menchinskaya aAd G. G. Saburova, Sovetskaya

Pedagogika, 196,, No. 1.. (English translation in Soviet Education, July
,

1967, Vol. 9, Nia'. 9.)
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Psychological research has had a considerable effect on the

recent Soviet literature,on methods of teaching mathematics. Experi-
.....

uents have shown the'student's mathematical potential to'be greter
-

than had..oeen previously assumed. Consequently,.Russian psychol gists

have advocated the necessity of various changes in the content and
.

methode,of, mathematical instruction and have particlpated in deigning

the newikovietziathematics curricnlumwhich has been introduced duing

the 1967-68 academic Year.

. The aim of this series is to acquaint mathematics educators and

teachers with directiong, ideas, and accomplishments in the psychology

of matfiematical instruction in Vie Soviet Union,. This series should'

assist in opening'up:avenues\of investigation tct those who are interested
0

in broaden;ng the foundations of.their ptofession, for it is generally

recognized.that experibent and research are indispensable for improvingli
r.

content 4nd methods cf school mathematics.

We hope that the volumes ,in this se.ies will be used for study,
-

discussion, and crit ical analysis in courses in seminars in teacher-

training programs or in institutes for in-service teachers at.4 varidus

levels.

At present, materials have been pregared for fifteen volUmes. EachA

book contains:one.or more articles under a general heading such as The

Learning of Mathematical Concepts, The Structure of Mathematical.Abilitigs

and.Problem Solving\ in.Geomeery. The intioduCtion to each volume is

_intended to provide some background and guidance to its content.

Volumes 4 to VI.were itrepared jointly.bY.the School Mathematics
t.

Study Group and-the Sedtey of Retent Bast European*Mathematical Literature,

A both conducted under grants from the kational Science Foundat on. When
.-

the.activities of the School Mathematics Study Grouvended ih August, 1972

4pepartment of Mathematics1 Education at the University of Georgia

undertook to assist in the editing of Ole remaining volumAs. We express

our appreciation to the Foundation and to the many people and organizations

who contributed to the estalrlishment and continuation of the series

A

,Jeremy Kilpatrick
,

jzaak Wirszup

Edwafd p. Beglel

. James W. Wilson



6-ED1TQRIAL NOTBS'

4 1 - .. 0- . .

1. Bracketed numerals in the texl tefer to the numbered

references at the end.of,each paper'. Where there are twp.figures,

etg. [5:123], second 1.1; a page reference. All references 'are .
,

to Russian qditions, although titles have been translated and

- authors' Aames transliterated.' 4

2. The tr4ns1iteration schemd used is that of the Libraty

of GongrVi's, with diacritical' marks oMitted, except.that KD .an4 R

are rendered as "yu" and' "}ja" instead of "lu" and+ "ia,."

Ilumbered footnotes arq those in the original paper,

starred footnotes are usepl for .editors' or translator's comments.
0.1.
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Iftstruction,".begint'wit'hc.statement describing goals of Solriet mat hemitics

4

e .

INTRODUCTION
.

Leglie P. Steife

.-F10

G4bsh, in Ehe paper "Principles, Forms, and Meihods of Mithetaatics
.

A

4

teaching in 1958. While somg-of the goals reflect the influence of dialec-

ticil materialism and Communist party directtives, 'bthers'are universal.. +d't
Of particular interest are the.goals emphasizing the soci4,1 utility of. math* !!

matical knowledge, .the,ability to solve theoretical and practical prOlems,

logical thinking, functio al relationships and spatial representation: Thesec

AN

4niversal goals are of pa ticular significancp for schooI,m4thematics in the

..
United States today and represrit foices that historically have.influenced

)-school izathergitieS in this ountry. Social utilft theory Was a strong force
..e

i4 school mathematica ckrca 1920-40 and is taking on new,significance'during

, the 1970's in the face of a resurgence of emphasis on sLhoul mathematics
, . JO. .

% programs for'"evtryman." he iibility to solve CheorgEical and praCt4ca1

1 .

,problems conanues té be of?cent al concern for school mathematics programS

anPisjc;eing highlighted during e 1970's beCaute of fort* contributing

to the creation of interdisctliuery programs for schoQl children. The value

of mathematical studies to logical thinking was emphasizediduring the Tost

influ,tial era of facultay paycholegy--and is urrently receiving atteation

(albeit diffierent) with a remphasis on child-centered schoOl mathematics

programs and accompanyIng psychological baes fonnitheLtical learning and

reasoning The gaal concerning functional felationships and spal imagi-
«$

naeion is also timely in the UT:liteld Sta ecauge of the emphasis on trans-
- .

forTational geometry andfunctions in schoo
,

athemats and the ucololization
-

'

,.. ofrfunctions in .the descriptions of childrels thought.*
1 " .,)

II re .
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The remainder o Gibsh's paper!deals with principles, forms, and methods

4 :

,,,r.i

of mathematicg'ilgtrtionrken itinciples.of mathematic& instruction are
IA 4

A

.
4w4e. ). '. .

0

A
.

A

.
. .

0

stated.. The
first.concer,

hs papil,a4fliity in the classroo& Gibsh charac-
i',

...,. .

.,'
. . . %:

.

teipes active mental Wo4 as 'ding independently the method ,of solving
....

.

&problem and substaradAting ate way to wol;.Tve if (p. 51." Thus, Gibsh
.

.,. 1

. *
charactprizes knowledWacquired through

. active mental work so that it
1 ,

a ...:' .1' -. . _ ,-

becomes synonYmous withAheiwledge'aciitared through discovery or'invention--

the solution of a problem is necessary, accordkig_to:Gibsh, fOlt.pupils to

become active.
a

Giblialfs next three princlples of mihematics instruction are interielated.

.First, the basic criterion of successitfor a pupil's activity in mathematics

ia the degree of consciousness the pupil shows-in, mastering the theory. Next,

Ilmathematical theorytan Ae'presented only in a strict logtcal sequence. Thttd,

the teacher should imagineptecisely what the afin of a lesson ia=1-what'new
di

concepts it contai4)and what new abilities and .skills ttle pupils should

obtain from lir 3;esson. Gibsh presents excellent examples, in mathematical

contexts, of,the meaning of consciouKthorongh mastery of study material.

Indeed,, in mathematics education, the student is generally expected to

become conscious of the mAthematics he is learning. This expectation, hoigever,

11.

silould be 'duly tempered in its applicationi especially during the liementaiy

school years. In the elementary school, hardly ever should it be expected,

for example, that a child would acqdire the distributivity.principle'as a

form. Rather, such*principles should be vrewed..as laws which the child's

rasoning obeys in much the same way as transitivity is viewed in cog i

;

\idevelopment theory. The principle should be held as inseparab
.,,

4 . . ' . 0."

content being studied and should not be learned as an tbstr ct form. The
4

ff6 the

xii

v 1 9
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4.

).
attrit of th instruttiOn kould, be quite different deiendingpn whitk goal.

,. .
... . .

.

bne haa.inmtnd-1- sdious.mastery ovthe material,, or noC.
, t r a, .

.. .

. T
, ... - r . . . .

fee-onEary'school Irtel;, stri,ct adherence to the principle, ,
.. ,Even at' th

.

of ecinsciout$ mastery'.of maierigl,can leadlto unnecessary`complication's.*

is generallyassumed that mitehe7salkl conoeptti go tirotigh different

.
. ,

- "learning stages" In :t1tg 'serve
..
of stage,theory in cognitime development

s--.(1,1, .As not all these ':learning stages" irivolve,co:ZoUs mastery,of the-

, .
. . .' , .

,

.
, .- , ' . !, . - ..

.
. c. . .4

Mate4af,:modifiCatioh.Sholild'be:nada of .the principle to aCcommodate this
., , :; '.

.
. , . ,

.

,newer. information. :
( .

.

* , . ,

The probleth 'Or sequente:in MathematicacurricOum is yet.to lie Satip,,
_

. ,

factorilYf resolved. Gibsh takes thejoirit4tf vi;w that "Mathetatics aS a'
. 4.">: ,

''_.;
.

subject of study. ... calm% be presenied without retaining ... compiete
..

*. ,

lagical sequence (p. 11)." itis argSment is predicated on-the' basis that

'

,

mathematics awa science iq a well-constructed syste4of scientific facts
*

;

and dn5; dqarture from a strict logi/Cdl organization in its preseillation

would entail a, deeply rooted 4istortion of the subject. 'The issue Of

sequencing mathematical tOpics can be dichotomized using the product-process

,distinction. Gibsh's point .of view is most consistent with those who empha-

size the products of knowing at tj_ip expense of the r 'tees of knowing--the

"Gagné position." But it is a snbtle matter to combine logical sequenCe of

a subject with student performance [3]'. One cannet,refute Gibsh's position

with.empirical' data only, however, because it entails an epistemology quite

,
differgmt than Lhat. held by educators who emphasize the processes .of knowim

tft /

'rather than the prod ts of knowing.
0

0

Gibsh's fourth principle is conAstant witA two positive contributions
2

made by the behaviorl objectives movement in mathematics education in the

United States. These two contributions are that(1)-teachers have been

xiii
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. a

..
, I 0 o

. . .
,

compelled to distinguish clearly bdtweeh serformanceobjectilres and instrtic-,
'1B

Itional-objectives for their students, And (2) tdachers-are re4uir.4d/to analyze
4

'.
..,

, 4
. , i

.

.

:thei'r daily lessons Carefully.
%

.

4
S V

4 4,114 ,

.

, The remaining five principles of mathematics instruCtion stated by..

444

a

concArn obseryance cif.the scienti4c.prinOple, dteessibility of

'materi4, use ,of visual aids, connection beewAn thedry-And prdCtice-wand

character development. Gibeh .1:11ieves-thaethe level of teaching mathethatics

should Correipond td the'matliematics asja Nelenp&--definitiOns,.axiomv- and
I.

.'tilgorems should bd given with impeccable:precision, and proof's stiould'be

°. conducted as iigorously.as'possible. Irr'the 6bserV4 n:ce of the scientific

- pniinciple,'Gibsh states that "a proof that if not vigerbus, insufficiently
.

substantiated, gi'Ves the pupila only surface knowledge ..... -.Facts that

cannot yet be proved . should be, accepted wIthbut ptoof (p. 19)." Such

-e 4

a rigorous adherence to the scientific principle precludes lustificaLion

'1
.(or "proofs") not based on an axiomatic Method. 4Certainli,4one ried nOt

,

insist on axiomatic mathemptics to create convincini

arguments for pupils [4].
4

4r
,v.

'
A ,

Gihsh takes tlie position that mathematics can be made more aCces sible/

through the use of visual aids in instruction. Instruction is visual. "if it

is based On the pupils' direct Perception of objects 4.. by:their sense organs
a

(p.'29).
ul ,As an example of visual.ihstructioni Qibsh believes that a "child

finally grde:ps the concept of the pumber "five" only after repeated observa-
-

tions of groups OfhomOgeneous objects appearing as concrete repiesentatives

of this number "five;" images accessible to direct percepti6n (p. 29)." For-
, .

mation of a sto.pk-of static pmages ofhalmogeneous groups of five certainly

t.

aids a child.in "knowing" five, but d6es not account for the mental operations

)Kiv

rI



. r
. .

. . .J
performed on those 'images--operaVions which.enabie e Child'to think of

f

to
,

five aimulpaneously,as five and, for example, one d Kour. It is well

known'that children are able to recognize,collect 'ogilobject up to
1

(and often) including fiv$ but, yet, display an i ability.t aolve the .

*.

-class rnclusion problem-a logical requiremant f r a conception of whole
,

.

pin:abet.

. .-

Gibsh'.s insistence on a connection7.6etwe theory and praetice is
.

.

. .

consistent 'with the-interdisciplinary approac to school matbematics and

'acience programs and the creation of school, ii thematics programs for-.

everyman." Those.mathen;aties.educators'int ested.inthese.issues will

certainly find reinforcement in this prilicip

Three forms of mathematics instruction and three'meepot ofmathematics
& ,

, .
N,

ijlstruction are also discusSed. The Berms are lihe heuristic form, the labora-
. .. .

tory form, and.the lecture form. The hedristic form of 4ustruction "(Sonsists

of a'seeuential:System of expediently composedand diatributeci questions to

eihich pupils given itawers within their capacity ..e(p.,40). This:depCrip-
.

tion is reminiscent 6ra4dided discayery technique of instruction as poihted
a

out by Gagne'[2] in the lea:thing of principles. Whether one would encounter

the heuristic form of instruction in its pure.form in actual pract?iceis not

certain becauseJt ,requires the pupils to answer.successfully tille questions
16

posed--a highly unlikely event. It'is, however, an ideal form of instruction

toward which a teacher can strive, givep knowledge of it.

The laboratory form of instruction, as outlined by Gibsh includes the'

solution of examples and problems during class, execution of graphic exer-
4

cises, execution of measuring,tasks, and the execution of model-making tasks.

4.

The laboratory form is based on the use of visual aids. While no mention is,

made oCpsychological theory usually taken as a base for the laboratory form

of instruction, the points made in its'use arecogOt--especially the use

.xv
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of model-
. . , . . .

Ihg'tasks:,'Theae tasks are reminiscent of'DiQ!s" [1] stage of'
.

representation "& mathematical learning.
,

fte
i 41.

4 A
.

.The.methods of mathi'matip instruaion ere dlisanguished frob the'

, /
-formsiof mathematics itistructiod in that the'former.adheres to methods cif

/ At

P ,

-scieliCific ,investigation. The methods describs4 are the Analytfc-Synthetic,
.

the IndUctive, and the Deduive. ;The Analytic-Synthetic method resem es
1.. ,. .

.

, . #

Zolya'srheuristiCa and canelre'itrized profitably, espAcially.in mathematical. -

, 1
1

instruction in s'the econdary school. The inductive method is Separated into.
, . . 1

two parts', incomplete induction and complete induction. The difference
.

reside in the.number of observations made. 'The deductive method consists

in applying deductive reasoning te estaLish the truth-of ptopositiolls.'
-

Maslova and Semushin, in the paper "The Relatio'n Betweeli Mathematics Instruction

.and Life," concentrate on ohe of the ten principles of matheMatics instruction
-0, ,A

for "everyman." Whicle,this paper falls short in specification of ihe content

%
and methods necessaty in dchool matheTatics to enable an educated citizen to

use mathematics in his everyday life, useful suggestions are made. Through-
,

out mathematics insruction, the teacher mtist show hol:7 mathematics refleAs

the real world; develop pupils' abilities a skilJs esse'ntial in everyday

l4fe and in socially,useful,:productive work; establish a close connection

Aetween methods used in problem solving'in school and-those in industry; and
7

develop pupils' ability to give mathematical form to practical problems.

Gibsh, in the paper "The Pupil's Activity zi's alNecessary Cdndition for Improving

the Quality of inst,ruction,"elaborates on topics' presented in his previous

-
paper in this volume. Of particular interest is his assertion that, whenever

possible,;each topic of ,the school mathematics course should begin with a

statement of the fundamental question to be answered rherein. This 6statgment

of-the fundamental question is reminiscent of Ausubel's advance organizers,

even tho h it does not have all of's-the same characteristics. AN such, i't. is

ieVg XX,
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,an intereSting classroom procedure whose utility could be ascertained through

. N` -
- . .

experimentation. Othertopics receiving .elaboration are: the heuristic

,methodll,of instrudtion, the teacher's role 'An developing the pupil's ability
. , . .

°. - .,v )

. T
to flud methods of solving problems j.ndependently,;independentelcecution of

. -

exercises by-the pupils, and laboratdry work.for the pupilil.
-

Moro, in his paper "Independent Work for Pupils in,Arithmetic Lessons;
4

in the'Elementary Grades,"-oEfers,a classification of.1gil a' indegpident

,t
.0"4.4.

.

. work based on clafgroom op6drvattons and a 3uxtsposition of variops theoretical

4
,

e
o

points of view. The f2irst clas of indeliendent- Work idelltified ii4 1;ased on

the criterion Of. the pedagogical aim ot. the independent tasks. .1IeT.e,, two
,

. basic groups of tasks were identified--instructive tasks and c citing tasks.
-

`Az The second class of indepeldent work ideniffed ietased on:fitlie riterion of

#, the nature of the activity demanded of the pupils: Imitative ac4vities,
,

independent-application of knowledge and skills acquir4d earlier with

teacher guidance Ina where the object of application is distinolt from that

worked on in the acquisition of the knowledge and skills to be applied, arid

creative tasks where the children must pose the question.and Seek,ways 4

solution. ikhlie third class of independent work is based on the criterion of

the curriculum -material on which work is done--e.g., concept formationtasks,-
t

problem-solving tasks, or practical work.

Moro, then, views independent work more broadly than does Gibsh. In

fact, Gibsh's Conception of independent-work can be catagorized under the

second class of independent work identified by Moro. Moro'S distinctiOri

between work that is or is not indeP'epdent is based tuainly on whethev the

work is done without teacher guidance or with teacher guidance, respectively.

xvil



TeaChers of elementary,schpol math ics as Well as. methodologista
-

will find Moro's manuscr4pt particular valuable because of the mich,4d

a

detailed examples,of ways of eondu ing pupils!.independent work. Long

iexpclaltikens, with many exaMples
(A

through independent work. T
..

% dent work including instr Jting children in problqm scdving, imiependent
, . .

ure, 4 ssystem foi conduCting.children's independent .

.,,
f ..

l'work, and in4pende work for thd first twvgrades by topic. While tile
. ...

-,

aritiven concerntag tealling new material
p

r

ics covered include assignmspta for indepdh-

tasks of a practical

material idtsoi

of infOcidual

coMputerize

\N\ope;atio041 evidence of atthoughtful analysis o il;Jdependent

' ---

work a of a bal./ace between activities directed or not,directed by the

t dle, it is still: relevant to-the critical problem
A

ng instruction faced by. t4e elementary schools-.- Too often,

agbrial systems of individualizing instruction do not Show
4

tea er. For the 'large share Of schools not operating on a computer

maAaged system

orci is,timely.

of.mathematics

ties, creating

of instruction, the amalysis of independent work. given by

'Certainly, it.ought-51iNtimulate teachers and supervisors

to conduct a careful analysis of their daily tedching activi-

an aftpropriate 1;alkice between inddpendent and ponindepandint.-

work--and laetween the various typesof independent wo --expected of students.

\.

0
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PRINCI151:ES, FORMS, AND METIODS OF MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION*

A.. Gibsh
%

The Subject and.%tthodological Problems of Teakhdilg Mathematic
,

-The Party directives cone rning'the schodl, which*determine 'the
e

contenteand directions of all Soiet edtdationi have formed the basis

for the teaching of the in4ividua,1 disciplines,. including mathematics. '

At esent, mathematics teaching in the Soviet g neral-edu ation.-school
1

4

has vh following tasks:

To communicate,to-theyupils eh& knowledge abilities'and skillS
.1

'that'constituteathe bases of mai hematical science ati4 hwe the most,

eduCatiotlal and practical value':
.

,

2: ,To develoiin theyupils a dialectical materiitlist wcirld,view

during the instrUction process.

.1c.3. To'develop eachlaupia's ability tq present.matheitiatically a
..

problem conc.erning the quantitative and spatial relationships of the
..

real world and to apply thd acquired knowledge and skills for an inde-
_

'pendent solution of the problem. . '.\
*

.
. - -V

w
4. To-clarify, as thoroughly as possible, the contentdbf the

t
,

-school mathemAtics course, primarily the idea of functional rel tionbhip,

and to develop the pupils' spatiAr conceptions and,a lively spatial

imagination, wilAth they must have for study of geometry and'of the .

/

many related .4ects', as,well as for the deropment of th'ei/4practical
, -

activity..
A

/5. To make the pvpj_ls'acquired mathematical knowledge ctnd skills
,

an instrument for solving the problems of practical,living.
1

.

6. To establish skills in logical thinking and properly (logi-

cally and grammatically) constructed speech.

7. To inculcate, in"every way possible, in mathematics. lessons:. .

(a) Soviet patriotism and national pride; (b) enthusiasm for science;

(c) the ,ability to lersevere in overcoming difficulties; (d) operating

.systematically, the habit of self-checking, attention, and accurac in

doing.any kind of assignments.

.1

*From Proceedkngs [Tzvestiya] of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences

of the RSFSR,'1958, Vol. 92 , pp. 95-148. 'Translated by David Al HenderSon

.andVJoan



illuminates our enviroameilti a Science does this only if it is,based on

a materialist world-vida, 7A proper explanataa of.natural phenomena
,.5t

. P 4

eapndt help beingabased 'on 11 materialistic perception of tham; therefore,

. the proper tea 'ing of'the nattF11 sciences, among which is mathematics,

oi ' is organically

Let us examine each of these.
5 '

1. Above all, Slovie&-44ation, as di.stinct from pre-revolutionary

education, has isolated three aims which should be pursued by sch9O1

tion---= the pupil should acquiire not only knowledge in the subject,

but abil ties land,habits as well. That is, his theoretical knOwledgd

be insep'arable from practice, supplemetting and reinforcing it. This
t -7 .

4
basic requirement is dictated by methodological and educational consider-

.
.^ t

ations and torresponds directly to. the essete of solytechnic instruction. .

2. The only true_ science is that whiCh'realisticalZdescrif,es and
T.

nAecteewith theprocqss of 'develNkirig a PuAely

ic, materialist world-view, which' is the basip for-jail training that
'

thejupile acquire in school and which will guide them in their further

theoretical and practic414Activity.

3. Arithmetic, algebra, and trigonometry'provide a powerful means

for solving' and investigating a great number of theoretical and especially

practical problem's. Many theoreticaX and practical problems may be solved

and investigated by composing and sOiving equations and inequalities and

systems of equations and inequalities, which Txpress analytically the

condirtions of the corresponding problem. Mastery of the method of equations,

'as we may call this means ofresolving and investigating mathematical

problems, ip one of the most important ipdices of the level and depth of

the'pupil's mathematical knoWle'dge and, to an even greater degree, of his

liability to apply this knowledge in practice, which constitutes the most

a.ltssential element of polytechnic education.

44 eometry also.affords the pupil activ eans of solving a great

numberie)f.problems connected with tan's prat ical activity. We must

acitowNie that anoeven higher mathematical cevelopment, an ability to

nse initiative, and a capacity for elementary Creativity are required in

this field. ,

4. The Soviet methodOlogy of teaching mathematics requires that this

instruction be profoundly interesting, that it.reveal fully and comprehen-

sively each concept in the mathematics course. Only such instruction can

2



1

. a
,

,.

fulTy effect a couddlous and'
,

thoroUkh mastery of the material, and
.

1,

this is one of the most important c
ft
riteria og the pupil's mathematital

.
... .

,enlightenment, Ineur Soviet Interpretation- ogthe wowd.
_

t .
4

Of the basic ideas*oCthe school mathematics coursis, first place .

shou be given to presenting the idea of func4slal:relatiOnshit, which
.

.
.

9,

is th best b3pression of the essence of mathematics wee science'

. concerned withthe dialectic aspect df_thb 'quantitative and spatial

relationships of the'real world.
- .

. ,
,

Usilg the method of equations and the'idea of functional r4ation-

ship makes it pvssible to study,the'quantitative relationships of reality
... ....,.. L

.

in their static and dynamie States. And, in these forms, the spatial. .0..
. *. ,

1 relationships ofIreality should be studied,'as the teacher worka on
.

, t

developing proper spatial conceptions and a livelyspatial imagination .,

in the pupils. Mastery of spatial conceptions and_the presence of a
*

.

t' Apatial imagination are another criterion.of the pupil's Athematical

eAlightenpent. '

5. It has'already been shown, inpexamining the first'requirement

above, that the mathematics education of the middle-school graduate

Should consist bt.,^the knowledge, aciiities and skills he has :ckuired.

This requiremeni,must be considered in,all of its.implications.

Confronting the,methodology of teaching mathematics is the problem,

bf finding.ways to Conduct practical mathematical activities Which would

most closely approach life, the real environment that awaits the school

graduate. In particUlar, this work can be more successful if the pupil,
111,

after having found a theoretical solution to a problem, is able; as they

say, to reduce it to a number,to,ptesent it finally in numerical form

with the proper degree of accuracy, and, if needed, in a visual form,'

using diagrams or graphd. :Fox acquiring this knowledge, the pupil must

have skill in using computing instruments (the arithmometer, the elide

rule) and various tajAes, as well as in obtaining appropriate information

filom approximate calculation. It goes without saying that a person who

is solving practical problems should have a firukknowledge of mathe-

matics, at a sufficient level of development.

6. .The distinguishing and determining feature of the Soviet school

is that its guiding principle is the training.of people who have the best

trait:0ot Soviet man--the builder of a communist society. This man sh uld

A

3
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be 'distinguished by his initiative, hiE:, ability forea creatiVelsolution

of problems, and kLis habits of logicarhinkint PrOper1y and deal).-

erately -organized mathematicastruciion gives the teacher the greatest_

opportunities for training persons_of this type, and although teacherapin.

all diseiplines are workpag toviard this goall,the beak.,
*
mDat advantageous,

..,
.

position is,held by the teacher of mathsmatics-.2-a' subject in which'

initiative and creative abilities and the application of lofical thinking
. ,

tiare often crucial. 0
_

-

,
7. The same conteption'of each member of,our Soviet society a '

man who participates activAy in all.the diverse and multifaceted operations

df a 'nation obliges the schodl to train in his progeny thesemoral quali- f

ties that are needed in life, listed above.
*-

This survey pf problems., 4whichoface.mathematics-t&aching.4n the
I

-Soviet school, givesa certain notion c) the'scope and, nature of the

problems cdnatituting the subject.matter and'content of the methodology,

of teaching mathics.

The methodology of teaching mathematics, stemming from the general

-( theory establiihed by the Soviet school, establishes what principles

should underlie mathematics. Instruction in the Soviet school, What forms

this instrnction should take,,and by what methods it should be realized.

;. The essence and content of the methodology of teaching mathematics

, as a science is wholly determined by the essence and content of the

problems facing the School in mathematics instruction.

Uaing the definition established by Sdviet education, one mayj

characterie the Soviet methodology of mathematics teaching having thebe
t

points as ita subject of study:. (1) a communistic upbringing of,the

pupils during their instruction in the school course in ilathematics;

(2) instructioft'in the school mathematics course, i.e.,'the .communicalion

of knowledge, abilities, and skills in mathematics to the puVils; (3ris'

training of the pupils in the field, of mathematics, i.e., attaining,

with the aid of instruction, that'level of development of the pupils in

'mathematics which would afford the uhddle-school graduate an opportunity

to 'be successful in.his chosen vocation.
da

4
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s Principles gi_MAthematics Instruction

pupil ActiVity-in Class

One of the most essential requirements for-facilitatilI the ipirovd-

ment of the, quality,of instruction is 04 awakening of thf,,pupils,'

interest and activity. The.rtate of'activity, as contrased with passiV-

ity, occurs when the pupils exert'a certain menial tension, a Certaiti

effort of thought, directed at solv,ing a problem assigned to them.; The

pupil's will, which farces,him to.think over'the proposed questiod4,

takes part in this operation. The more Lteksting the problem, the
%

more satisfaction the pupils who perform such thinking have, and the more

successfully they move along in solving it. It is obvious tha knowledge

acquirea bractive mental work (finding independently the method of

salving a problem and substantiating the way to Solve it) is the

soundest. Facts thus establphed can always be reproduced, and tha

methods of argument and,the conclusions arrived at by the pupil in

solving one problem can be,applied in solving other-problems.

Thelpteacher has several means of making the'.class particip.atell, tshe

major ones of which are discussed below.

1. The exposition of each chapter amd, where possible, each topic,
a

of the mathematics course should begin with a statement of the question.

AThis statement serves as a short introduction, a preaMble to the chanter.%

It establishes a connectidn with previous material and explains the basic'

aimilOothe topic or problem to be solved% This introduction gives a 0

perqPective to the listeners,.it awakens an interest in solving the

problem and often outlines general ways of solving it. ,Here are some
,

examples:

a. The introduction of fraCtional ahd negative numbers makes it

necessary to increase the stoCk of numbers, since the "old" numbers are

Lisufficent for expressing tile result of measuring quantities not con-

taining the unit of measurement an integral number of times and the

result of Measuring directed quantities. This%'ame idea mmst guide the

establishent of the concept of.irrational and imaginary numbers.

b. The concept of direct and Lavefse proportion can be eatablished

by isolating the essential properties ("it is iricreased or decreased

byso many timeS") that distinguish this type of functional relationship

from other tAoes.

5
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, 4.10

. , Ak
c. nte lp can be/distiigutqlied from 1 other poiygons by

,

._ t.,

itsprigidity; e gectitiic expr,g on,4 this_prop prty ts the fact( ' -A.-

. .

.that fro6 the in$,equali y of 4e,si4es-of two triana1e110,
( .

one can derive the correspoeiing equality'olgthe angles. The question

of.the posibility.of the converseileads to the idea of siNilailty. 6

d. The pupils adn lie familiariz.d with fe ideag of symmetry
..*- .

A ,

' proportiOn, and similarity by"bbgintltng with theAminationoCONepts
's

in nature (leAvem.olf trees, flower Weis, etc.) and of the most%nearly
. . . A

. perfect productis,of"architecture; paik4,0, gull scuqtire.
.k.

.e. Properties of the circle may be,Aolated by -comparing f.t. with'
.. 4..

a straight line, whic,4 has boith sipilar amet slivittply..diitiiliguishing;:
. ) . . ,. .

characteristics. Even familiarizing.rie puPils terkicially with o
. ,

-..

plane curves (the ellii.pse, parabola, hyperbola, sine curve, sira1 ,
( , i . 1

and, perhaps, spatial ones (fo; instance, 4.he helix) produpei animation .

. ,

*".

and variety.
. /

.

f. In approaching the ccmcept.of.the secon'd-degree equation (and'
* ....

.equsetiorsis of higher degrees N4.n general), one may direct the pupils' ,

,

'attention to-the fact that Ale 'simplest equafton, whoseroots may be
k, A

$, has the form (x -00(x - .0) 0, i.

0. The questiori.arises whether,it .

conversely, every equation of the type

indicated by the number a and

the form x
2
- OA + ay4 4-

is Possible to maintain that

al2+ bx + c 0 has two ro

g. The unit n"Metric Relations in the Triangle" contAns the'

'presentation and ?olution of the,problem of analytically (as distinct

from graphically)1/4finding som0 elements of a triangle, given its 6t er

elements. A number of facts which manifest LeN.existence of a functional.

!relationship among elements of a triangle (features of the congruence of

triangles) may be replaced by facts expressing this relationshily

analytically.

1.;. General properties of the exponential ;unction should be a

generalization of the properties of the exponeni with a positive base

and exponents which are positive integers already established in arith-

metic: "In raising a proper or an improper fractlon to a power with,an

exponent which is a positive integer, it remains respectively proper or

improper"; "If the base is a fraction that is proper (imprher, distincf



froMone),- with an increase of the exponent the fraction is deereased

(increased)."

i. The unit,on the circumference imd the area of a Circre (in the

ninth grade) may be begun withsome brief infOrMatidn on Arehimedes and

'his work in witich he uses the "method of exhaustion.",

j. The introduction o -the complex tunbers in the form of a:gair

-of real nuMberS can be given aurally to,.the pupils n passing fziom the
..-

number axis, each point of which is in correspondene, e with a definite, .

. .

reaZ number, to the plane,. on which a given system of rectangular
. b,

coordinate axes has a definite'pair of real numbers corresponding to
,
each of its points.

/

ak., The transit tion !Tem the geometric arc and the geometric angle 0
.

,

. U., thg directed arc and the directed angle in the trigonometry course 4

111111612''

may be made analogbusly with'the trans/Tion.from the geometric segment

to.the vegtor placed on the axis.
,

t. The unit on "Similarity of Fi;ures" can be begun by morc:

accuracply defining similar figures having identical shape but diff rent

dimensions,which were originally described in the sixth and sevent
Ar--.

grades. Later, with.the aid Of'construction (by hand),-the ;upiIs become
:

convimced that the corresponding equality qr the angles of two polygons

generally (where n > 3) does not involve tfie proportionality of the sidgs.

Finally, they can examine figures that are exceptiorial in.this respect--

triaMgles--and establish conditizie of their similarity, from which two

theorems, formulated as direct.and inverse theorems', express the above

relatienship between the equality Of corresponding angles and the pro-
N. \

poftionality of the sides of triangles.

2. The greatest success in animating the class may be obtained by

weonducting the instruction according to the analytic-synthetic method,

which derminds thorough preliminary wilrk.and.craftsmanship of the teacher.

The detaild. outline of the individual'topics of the course, assuming

it ia.done ccording to the analytic-synths,tic.method, is a difficult but

quite inte esting proidem which must be solved by4the teacher in his

daily creative work,. Each euch outline should contain a whole eystem of

problems which the teacher has to ask the pupils; the solution of, each

problem should be complete and comprehensive, and should involve the class 1,

to the utmost. Examples of outlines'such as these are givenrin the section

on Elle analytAe-synthetie method, pages 54-67.

() A

f

A

^
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3. A state of necessary activity facilitates the pupils' inde-
,

pendent completion of the mathematics assignments in class and at home.

The teacher should therefore see that the pupil is forced to seek out,

as often as possible, the solution of theoretical and practical questions

(e4iamples,,problems) independently, applying all his efforts'and doing-
. A

aetermined mental Wibrk, without leaning en the "urgings" of the teacher,

who mistakenly considers them a.useful "help" for the pupil. This

does not m n, finally, that the pupil should be dePrived of the teacher's

general guidance in his independent solution of the problems assigned to

him.

The Pupil's Conscious and Firm Mastery of the Study Material

The basic criterion for the success of the pupil's activities in

mathematics is the degree of consciousness he shows in mastering theory

-rand in doing exercises. What is meant by a conscious, thorough mastery

of the stud9. material? Let us examine some examples.

151P

ExaMple I. The unit on parallelograms is begun with, inition
(')

of ,the term "parallelogram,".i.e., the.term "parallelogram" eplaces,

. according to agreement, the words "a convex quadrangle, whose oppos$Pg

. .sideg are mutually parallel (property a)." This property is established

in the presence of a convex quadrangle by agreement. It fs then

established that if the quadrahgle has propertST a, it also has other

properties $.,'T , and., 6, relating to its sides, angles, and diagonals.
ey

" A question then arisea: "Is the converse applicable--do each of the

/;VGP

erties a, 7 , 6 entail property a?" It turns out that they do.

Each of tile properties ,,./ , 6, therefore, can:ke taken as equivalent

to a
.

as the pl-operty defining the parallelogram. The properties

6 are then conditions by which one may concl,iglewhether'a convex
-...,

quadrangle is a parallelogram. The precise understanding(of this role

of properties B, /, 6 and their relation to property a-would wholly
. ,

determine conscious mastery of the topic. These ideas relate not only

to-the unit on paralielogramsof course, but to many others.
%

Example 2. Having thoroughly-studied the unit on measurement of

segments (magnitudes), the pupil should answer the following questions

completely and with substantiation: (a) De segments A ..==. 4.7.cm. and

B 8.3 am. haire a common measure? What is 'it? (b) Segment A is equal to
41r^

..

8



3
of segment B. Find the greatest common measure of these segmenis,

5 P

15
(c) SegMent A is equal Ito -irof segment B. What nuMber will be used

to.express the result of a decipaf measurement of segment A by segment

B? (d) The same question .in relation teksegments'A and B, linked,by .

17 i
the equation A =--S or A

5
(e) Under what,circumstandes will the

15 3

result of measuring a segment be .expressed by a rational number? By an

.irrational.number? Why?

Each topic that the class undertakes should be thoroughly thought

out by the teacher, and analyzed by him with regard to various aspects--

what ity aims and basic content are; what the connection betweenthis

topic Gd the previous material is; how the ideas of previous material
f

can be used to present the current topic as aAnatural,development of

ideas that'are already familiar to the pupils.ok.iew.to isolate from the
,

topic being studied.all its essential elements.Which wholly define its

content. e

&ample 3. When beginning the exposition of the unit on second-
-

.

degree equations, the teacher should review with the pupils all infoNmation

concerning4 basic concepts of first-degree equations and, using them

skillfully, should make the pupils understand new concepts and facts

concerning the unit on second-degree equations. The teacher should

explain.that the condept of the equation and its root and the plan for

solving an equation remain unchanged, but that the second-degree equation
II.

differs from the first-degree equation by the number of roots and: the

means of solution. If the teacher begins the exposition of this topic

Illby asking the pupils to write an'e- tion which would have the number's

3 and 5 as its roots, and then leads them to the idea that this require-
/ di

ment would be satislied by the equation (x - 3) (x - 5) = 0, which.could

pl. be transformed to x
2
-; 8x + 15 = 0, then it would be natural to ask*

,whether any equation of tile type x
2
+ px + q = 0 has two roots, and how "

)

they can be found. It should seem completely reasonable to the pupils

that this question is equivalent to the question whether any trinomial -
,

of the type x
2

+ px q can be represented as the product of two factors

that are linearly related to the unknown x. Furthervarguments establish

that such factoring can be done only if p
2

14 > 0. . T4,1s4;lhod of
,.

_
presenting the.topic completely 'develops the basic idea that the roots of

an integral rational second-degree function can be found if this function

9
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is decOmpositle tato linear fact rs

If the pupil grasps Otis asic idea full he has,mastered the topic

with sufficient awareneai; and will be able, with that awareness, to go on

tO solve analogous questial*,-in his future solution of equatiOns of

.higher degrees. .

Example 4. .From geometry we .know that a triangle is defined by

three of its independent elements,ipf which,at leastfone is liieeth.

Therefore, beginnirl the unit "Metric RelEitions in the Triangle"

(mentioned in example g in the section "Pupil Activity in Class"),

the teacher can bring tO the pupils' attention the fact that to determine

the length of any side'of a right trivgle, it ia enough to know the

length of its tthar two sides, with wAch the length of the unknown side

can be connected in one equation. This lesson and the next are in the

chapter which takeS up the problem of finding this equation, this relation.

The relation expreasing the Pythagorean theorem is this kind of equation.

In the scalene triangle, if we proceed from geometric considerations, it
.

is not enough to know two sides, and, as can be seen from the ve.ry method

of finding.the square of the third side, another element must be given--

the projection of one of the given sides onto the other. This projection

is subsequently replaced by the product of the Ate by the cosine of

the angi.e enclosed by the two sides.

Thuilic the ability to obtain some_ metric relation and even a whole

system of these vlations cannot be considered as sufficient conscious
a.

mastery of a topic. It is necessary that the pupil recognize the whole

problem--that he begin from some substantiated foresight and thank

purposefully. Even before inferring the P'ythagoregn theorem he should

be aware that knowing the lengths of two.legs' of a.right triangle makes

it entirely possible to find the 'length .of .the hypotenuse. In exactly

the same way, before concluding the formula for the square of a side of

a triangle, be should realize,that knowing the lengths of two sides of

a triangle is not enough, that another element is needed.

ft goes without saying that the teacher can demand of the pupil a,

completely conscious mastery of the study material only if the lessons\i

develop, with enough thoroughness and depth, all the factual and

conceptual content of this material.'

10
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If, however, the teacher knows holt/ to present a'maehematicalfact,

not by itself, bui as a part of a thain of organically interrelated

facts, he has the right to )05ume that the pupil too will gradually

learn and subsequently ;All be in a position to approach the study and

analysis of mathematical the?ry.

Soviet teachers have long known that if a topic is to be thoroughly

revealed, one must pose a system of questions on the topic to the upils

that elucidate the eisence of the concepts and facts contained in thg

topic. They also know that it is especially hmportant Oat these questions

train the pupils to, draw itide4endent conclusions from the theory they

have learned and to apply it on their own as they solve simple theoret-

ical 'and practical questions.

The Syst4Matic Nature of Presenting and. Masteritng the Material

1. Mathematics as illsciefice is a well-constructed system of

scientific facts whose theory may be preisented only in a strict logical

sequence. Mathematics.as a subjatt of study likpwise cannot be pritsented

wtthout retaining the basic requirement--the observance of complete

logical sequence. Disturbing this requirement would.entail not only di-

gressing from the scientific principle bht-also such a deeply rooted

distortion of the subject that it would simply cease to be a subject of

study. The school mathematics course should be a strictly contained

system of information fram the field of mathematics. It would.be unthink-
.

able to study or to teach a school mathematics course in which, for

instance terms would be used before being defined,

to make references.to still unprovedlpropositions t

and so fotth. A carefully thought-out 'curriculum a

in which one had

prove a hypothesis,

a suitable textbook

save the systematic natufe of Ohe.teacher's presentation of the matha-

matics course from this type of distortion. The defects that might appear

in the curriculum and the4extbook would, of course, be noted and elimi-

nated in due'course.

2. The teacher,who attempts to be systematic iNhe construction of

. a method of teaching a section or unit of the course finds himself in a

different position. To. achieve his aim he has to think .out and prepare

- (a) a system of the distribution of all the material relative to the

section or unit; (b) a system of questions that he will have tq ask when



a

presenting the new material and %%lien reviewing, and expanding it; (c)

a system of exercises for the pupils to do in class and at home. The

result of the teacher's work will be systematic if he finds a proper.

order an4.1ogical sequence of ideas such that each new idea is prepared

haturally and follows from the prceding orie, and if the questions and

exercises are arranged in a definite Sequence. The teacher, as ha

elaborates the topic methodically on his own, will have to work hard at

first, but later he will have only to make.some corrections and improve-

ments on the basis of his experience. If his selection of.a.systen of

exercises is helped by good workbooks with problems and examples, he

achieves a systematic teaching,of theory based primarily on hi; own

knowledge and experience. But the element creativity in this work

will give him great satisfaction and inner joy.

3. A moat carefully planned systematic presentation of the material

is utterly necessary for the pupils to taster new material consciOusly

and thoroughly. Only gradually, in a definite system effecting strati-
.

fication, by adding new knowledge to previous ldgically and organically

related knowledge, can a sufficient mastery of A subject be ensured.

The pupil should use what is acquired, recognized, and known as 1000asis

for understanding new material. In understanding newly mastered material,

his thought seeks.anaIogies, examples for generalizations, sources of the

appearance of new facts, and methods of substantiating them:

.Analysis of the reasons for the pupils' lack of comprehension of

some concepts or facts in a theory often leaAs to the/eq,nclusion that in

.learning these facts, the pupils diA not observe r,rt system, that se-
. .

quence which is the only oni permitted and regular in a given case, and

whose destruction could not help bringing the pupils to d misunderstand-
.

ing of theory and to vagueness in their minds.

The systematic structure of the material to be presented should also

take into C:i.insideration all the psychologidal and logical elements of the

process of the pupils' mastery of neW material. Here are some examples.

# 4ample 1. For the unit on "Similar Triangles," the teacher can

prepare the following plan.

a. Similarity: Observed in nature (leaves of trees, petals of

flowers, the wings of butterflies of one species); observed in archi-

tecture (the plan of the facade of a building and the facade itself);

12
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observed in surveying 1E50. (the map of a locality and the locality

itself); obtained through photography, etc.

b. Establishing the first definition: "Two recti ear figures

.are called similar if they have an identical form but fferent dimen-

sions."

c. aking this definition more precise: For identity'of form

both figures must have the same number of sides and angles 'zind coires-

pondingly equal angles; the fulfillment of this condltion alone is

not enough, however--covelete identity of form exists only if the sides

of one polygon are proportionalsto the sides of the other.

d. ptablishing the method of constructing the conditions to prove

that the.corresponding equality of the aggles of two quadrangles, penta-

gons, and in general, figures of n sides where n > 3, does pot entail the

proportionality of the sides. It suffices td draw an arbitrary Pentagon

AACDE, draw from some point A' in the plane the segment A'B' parallel to

side AB and equal to, say, of side AB, then from point B' the segment

B'C' parallel to side BC and equal ito, say, 1:of side BC, and finally,

from point C' the segment C'D' parallel to side CD and equal to, say
3
-4-of side CD. If, we then draw half-lines D'E' and A'E' from points D'

and Aeso they are parallel to sides DE and AE resPectively, until they

intersect each other at point E', a pentagon A'B'C'D'E' is obtained whoae

angles are correspondingly equal to the angles of'sentagon ABCDE, but

whose sides are not proportional to the sides of this pentagon, since

A'B' 1 2 C'1\A3 4?

AB 3 CD 4

pupils shOuld notice that whenever the given polygon has five

sides, the corresponding lengths of only three sides of polygon A'B'C'D'E'

mAy be made to order, since the lengths of the last two sides will already

be determined by their direction.

A similar situation may be observed in constTucting a quadrangle .

A B'C'D' whose angles are correspondingly equal to the angles of a gimen

qu drangle ABCD, but whose sides are not proportiOnal to theisides of '

thi quadrangle; again it.appears that we cannot specify the lengths of

the st two sides.

A different conclusion must be drawn when using the same method

13 ;s



to construct triangle ALB'C' whose ankles arecorrespondingly equal to

,the angles of a given triangle.ABC. In.,,thit;case, after having specified

the length of side A'B', we have to limitourselves to this, since the\

lengths of sides B'C'..and A'C' are already*termined by their direCtion,
,

and the point C' will appear as the point ofl.n4Fsection of the halt-

lines B'C' and A'C'.

f. The question arises whether the lengths4p0he sicles of triangles

ABC and A'B'C' stand in some mutual relationship.i'ilw\theorat is given

and proved.
Ns.

Theorem 1. If the angles of,one triangle are 'correspondingly

equal to the angles of another triangle, then the sidesof these

triangles are proportional. 9

g. Having written theorem 1, in the form
-

LA' LA, LB'

A'B' VC' A'c'

AB BC AC

the teacher 'directs the pupil's attention to ,the fact that the condition

of this theorem consist of two independent relations'and that from thie

system of relatIons there folls each of the two independent relations

included by the theo4em, So that the .theorem has essentially two con-

.clul.ions. Under the teacher's guidance, the pupils should compose a.

formula and prove the two inverse theorems.,

A'B' A'C'
Theorem 2. L ZA;

AC

Z13' ?.

A

Theorem 3. A'B' B'c' Atct

AB BC AC

ZA' Z A; LB' Z.B?

h. Theorems 1-3 are fvmulated as three indic'ations of the simi-

larity of triangles.

\i. Application of the established theof-to the solution of practi-

cal problema.

Example 2. For the unit on "Properties of the Exponential Function,"

the following plan may be composed.

14



a. Re-establish in the pupils' minds the following fact (which they

knowgfrom arithmetic) from the unit on "Multiplying Fractions." In

multiplying a number by a proper fraçtionwe obtain in the product a

number smaller that the multiplicand; in multiplying a number by an

improper fraction, not equal to 1, we obtain in the product a number

greater than the multiplicand.'

b. This proposition underlies two pronoditions concerning positive

.integral exponents: When a positive fraction is raised to a positive

integral power, its character of being-a proper or an improper

fractiOn) is not changed; and for a positive base greater than 1, the

larger the exponent, the larger the power and for a positive base less

than 1 the larger the exponent, the smaller theSower.

The two propositions in (b) are first elmined usina exargles,

then proved generally, using the arithmetical fac\t indicated above.

c. The two propositions in (b) are expanded to cover tha cases of

the plitive fra4ion, and_the negative (integral'and fractional)

exponent, for which examples are first examined, then proved generally,

utilizing the properties of numerical inequalities.

d. Construct, by pointegraphs of the functions

1 x
Y m ,21c, m Y m 3x, Y 10.%

and use the established properties of exponential functions to make the

course of these graphs more precise.

e. Using the graph of the exponential function as an eXample,

establish the concepts of the monotonic change of a function, the asymptot-

,ic approximation pfoa curve tb some axis, and the nnlimitM growth of a

function. Compare the graphiq the function 2"i to onelof the function x
2

.

f. Using the notation of the conditions of the tWo general theorems

established: If a > 0 and a'§. 1, but a > 0, then correspondingly

act § 1; if a > 0 and a f. 1, but a < 0, then correspondingly aa f 1;

if a > 0, a l, a > then correspondingly, aa..§ at3. Ask the pupils

to compose formulas and prove (by tbe indirect method) a101 possible

converse theorems.

15



Ask the pupils the following system of questions:

1. Axe .the powers

2/5
)

-7/10'

(T) al,id (3.

... numbers greater or less Chan 1?

2. What conclusion may be drawn

a. About the exponent a if.
a a

; -8(?-) (7-)

b, About the positive base a if

3/8 5, .

(a) = (a)r°
4
= 2.7 ?

-3. Which of the two powers is greater:

3/8 7/8. -4/5

P6-) or a)

4. What concluSion may be drawn

a. About exponents a sand 13 if

A

;.2.391- < 2.35 ;

b. About the-positive base a

a
3/8

< a
9/8

; a-4
/5

> a

6/5

A

h. While the pupils are studying the unit on the exponential

410.

-

Nnction, give Orem eXeroises related to it, including construction of a .

graph of an eXponential function, and solution of exponential equations

analytically and graphically.

Example 3. For the unit on regular polygons, the following plan

may be proposed. -

a. The concept of the regularity of the polygon. Is the equality

of the sides of a polygon the result of the equality of its angles, at,

conversely, is. the equality of the angles a result of the equality of

its sides? An exception: the triangle.

b. 'Ilia relation: Regularity is identical (equivaleptly, adequately)

to a systtem of two facts--to the equality of angles and the equality of

sides, which; for all polygons except triangles are mutually independent.

I.



c. The construction of regular polygons, using a circle divided-

into equal parts. Convex and concave (stay-like) polykons.

d. The existence of a point simultaneously equidistant from all

vertices and all sides of a regular polnon. Using equality of the

angles and sides in proof. ,

e. In the case of the ronvex'quadrangle (any on the equality

el its angles entails the existence of the center of a ircumscribed

circle, and the equality of its sides entails the existence of the

center of an tnscribed circle. Where goth relations exist, the centers

coincide.

f. The similarity of regular polygons of the same type. The co-

efficient of similarity. Proportionality of like linear elements (radii,

apothems, diagonals, perimeters).*

g. The division of\a circle into equal parts usink a compass and

ruler. Gauss' theorem (without pro-of).

h. The calculation of the sides of regular polygons (convex and

starlike).*

i. The approximate division of a circle into equal 'parts.

4. ,Historical information.-

k. Questions on the topic:

Under,what conditions does there exist a
point equidistant from n'po ts in the

plane; is this a ndcessary c dition?

2. Does an irregular polygon have a center?

'0
3. How many ways are there tp find the center

of a regudar polygon? Can this be done using

the construction of diagonals?

4. How many elements determine a regular polygon?

5. How many regular polygons (convex and star-like)

. may be obtained by dividing the circle into
58, 10, 12, 15 equal parts?

6. How can one construct the side of a' dod'ecagon, an-

icosagdn?

7. Can one construct, using a comuss and straightedge,

a regular figure with 64 sides; with 9 sides?

te

The Purpose and Ideological Intent of the Lesson

1. In thinking over a lesson to be presented, the teacher should

17



tinagine'precisely what the aim or the designation of the lesson is,

what new concepts or ideas it reveals to the pupilP, what new knowlegLe.,

abilities, andskills they shall obtain. The conceptual conteni, the

interest, of teaching must be juxtaposed against a .dry, formal inter- -

nally unenlightened communication of information.

Underlying the school mathematics coufsi are ideas such as the Orin-

ciples of calculation (one of.the greatest triumphs of human mature),
-

algehraic symbolism (at a. higher level,.a useful apparatus for performing

and noting m'athematical research, as well as a language understood by

any educated man), the method'of equations (one of the major sections
A

of the school algebra course, which determines the significance of the

course as a subject that develops methods of solving and investigating

many problemi by utilizing functional relationships among quantities),

the concept of.a variable (including general properties of real varia--.

)31.es observable in phenomena of the material world--the quantitative

character of the mutual connections of _chinges occurring in it), the

concept of a limit and the method of litits (information of the essence.

of mathematical analysis), the concept of size and its measurement

(comMensurable and indommensurable quantities, relations between rational

dnd irrational numbers), the idea of axiomalc construction and the

deduciive exposition of science (the system of geometry).
4

This short list.of dile fundamental ideas of the school mathematics

courSe illustrates the rich idea content of his course; each teacher

should strive to d velop this content as fully as possible and to see__

that the pupils n1astçr it thoroughly.

2. The teaching f mathematics in the Soviet school shOuld use

any meSns at its dispos1 to deelop a dialectical materialist world-
.

view in the pupils, who are the future builders of communism. This can

be done both in connectiOn with the establishment of individual facts
.

(iutrlduction of the field of numbers reflecting the relationships among

*objects of the material world;.establishment of concepts of geometric

forms as a result of abstraction from the 'representations of physical

bodies; familiarization with axioms as statements formulating real

properties of objects in the material world), and especially.in lessons

devOted to certain general condlusions (development oAhe concept of

number; axiomatics of aatiimetn and geometry; ideas of non-Euclidean

18,
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geometry, which refute the idealistic teaching of the a priori nature of

spatial conceptions). But it goes 'without saying that the teacher's

activity in developing the.pupil.s' world-view should not.be limited to

individual lessons or even to a series of tessons. Illuminating a

problem in its historical development, revealing the role of mathematics

as a means of investigating the laws of change in the Laterial

choosing appropriate problems iilustrating,this role of science in the

investigation of nature and the search for means of furthering it--aIl

of these serve the.purpose, too.

Observance of the Scientific Principle

Individual branches of the school mathematics-course (arithmetic,

algebra, geometry, trigonometry) as subjects of study do not, of course,

Ireproduce the corresponding sciences, but the level of teaching each

topic should correspond to the state and treatment of it in sciences.

teaching conducted on this level leads pie pupil

"
O the field of the

iccorrespondingscience, into the realm of scient ic condepts, ideas, and

Methods, creating a firm foundation for his knowledge, widenift his

menta,1 horizon, and substantiating his world-view.

To implement the,scientific principle during the teaching process,

the teaching must be conducted at a sufficiently high theoretical*

. level. Definitions-of concepts and formulations of axioms.and theorems

should be given with impeccable,precision, with a proper revelation of

their essence; proofs of statements should be conducted as rigorously

as is possible at the given level of school Instruction.

The ,possibility and necessity of observin3Irge scientific principle
t

.

are based, first, on the fact that scientific proof and faultless logi-
..

cal argument further the initial understanding of the question; however, '

an unscientific proof, i.e., a proof that is not rigorous, iilsufficiently
f

substantiate) ,.gives the-pupils only surface knowledge--to relate uncriti-
k

cally to argumentation, to accept as proved what wa6 not substantiated\

to agree easily, to master the material formally, externally. FaceS
,

that cannot yet be proved at a given stage should be accepted without

proof.

Ifx In particular, among mathematics teachers there is a widespread

mistaken notion that arithmetical facts can be rigorously proved only

19



with the use of letter notatiiiili in fact, any argument using Vumerical
-

examples, as long as there is,po.reliance on the individUal properties

of the numbers used, has the fu1 l. force of a proof. Thus, in fifth

grade, it is no trouble to prove the two statements that are tne basis

- for, the conclusion of the criteria of divisibility:, and even a further

series of statements from later sections of arithmetic as presented in

the fifth.and sixth grades.

Here are some examples of the violation of the #ientbfic principle.

a. In the definition of the concePt of the prime number, in the

phrase "is divisible only bi 1 and by itself" the most important word--

"onlyV=-is omitted.

b. In the definition of the concept of proportional quantities,

in the phrase "is increased or decreased so many times" the most essential

words--"se many times"--are.,omitted.

c. In checking a proportion by establishing equality between the

.product of the means and the product of the extremes, reference is made

to the direct theorem: "If a proportion is correct,.the-product of its .

.e

extremes equals the product of its means," but one must refer to the

converse theorem, "If four numberi are such that the prodtL'of two of

them equals the product of the other two, a propoition can be made of

these numbers, taking the first two numbers as the extremes or the means

of the proportipn and the other two numbers as its means or extremes."

d. In composilliTa quadratic equation, given its roots, calculation

is based on the pro4prty of.the-roots of a' quadratic equation, this

property being expressed by the theorem: "If a and a are the roots of a

quadratic equadon x
2
+ px + q - 0, then a -p, and aa q1"4aut

one must use the theorem: "If the numbers a and a satisfy the equations

a + a = -p and q, thenqhese numbers are the roots of the quadratic

equation.

e. The definition, "An equation is an equality that is true for

certain values of the unknown," is inadmissible since it does not include

equations having"no roots. 4This remark also refers to the definition of

the concept of a sy.stti'of equations.

f. If in.the proof of the identity of an inequality one starts'

from the proposition that the inequality being considered is true for

all allowable values of the letters it contains, then, approaching an
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obvious inequality, onemust prove by the converse method ,that the origi-

nal inequality is theresult of this obvious (deliberately true) inequali-

ty; this conclusion will be valid whenever all operations performed in .0

the direct transition ire reversible.

g. The.defiaition of an irrational nutber.as a root of the nt4

degtee from an incomplete nth degree of some number does not correspond

to the scientific ihterpretation of an irrational number.

h. A shining exaMple of a quite unsubstaAtiated ar,sument is the

explanatio en in several texts (Kiselev's, among others), of.the

solution of a 'ystem of linear equations; this explanation comes down

to an indication.of rules by \Thiel' the solution of a system can be found

and Contains not even the most elementary theory.of the problem.

i. In defining the concept of the locus of pointS, there is no

'indication that the locus of points that has property a should contain all
,

points having this property and only these points, pr thetwords "and

only these poloats" are omitited.
.

.

j. In formulating the axiom of parallel lines, it is not stressed

that it is not establfshing the exfstence of a lin6 b passing'through a

given point A and parallel to.a given line a, but' theuniqueness of

'this line b. 7

In present g mathematics scientifically, logical elements of

arguments, whic are of great educational.valde, acquire special signifi--

cance. These elements are: (a) the ability to.establish and formulate

accurately pll conditions and the conclusion of the statement being

proved, and then to form a course of proof in the form of a short but

expressiVe and visual notation whicht,beginning in the upper grades,

becoles increasingly symbolic;.(b) the abili,ty to compose the inverse
-

or contrary theorem for a given theorem; (c) the ability to make a correct
4

logical division of ,Etclass into subolhsses, to pick out types from a

class and distinguish type features from class features,, to distinguish 3
a feature from a definition, to establish whether a condition is necessary

or, sufficient.

Training in logic, although givdh in all school discipli s, may be

done with the most success in mathematics lessons due to the specific -
,

character of mathematics. For in studying mathematics, the logical

structure of an argument can be revealed moSt vividly. .The mathematics
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teacher should carefully think throu each proof presented to the 'pupils

and shour144resent it irreproachably; In the proof,.there should be no

omissiong that woUld destroy its rigor, even though the pupils might

not notice the omissions. The pupils' reasoning might (and should) involve

mutual,criticism of the chosen paths and methods of proof, as well as of

logical gaps and f1awe7that occur.

These requirements should be applied not only to ney groofs but also

.to the pupils oral and written answers, which should be evaluated in

relation to both their content and especialAy their fomulation, which

very often allows one-to judge the pupils' flaws,in thinking.

Training in logical thinking, however /should be 'done gradually,

becoming morefintensive as the upper grades are approached, in which the

level of development, theAnterests, and the need for proper arguments
sr

are conducive to it.
_ .

Teachers fall Short of fulfil ing these requirements (requirements'

Iwhich must be satisfied in the met odology of mathematics teaching for
e

this methodology to promote logical thinking) in the following ways:

J. .By hot considering it :their duty te isolate all points in the

. statement and conclusions of theorems precisely and to make a notation

of the course of tile argument, as well as to demand it of the pupils in

411'
their classwork or homeigork.

Y
2. .' By permitting a number of logical defects in their explanations

(insuffgcient rigor of argumenta, incompleteness or insufficiency of

.argumentation, lack of,substantiation for generalizations and analogies,

incorrectness of classificatioa, etc.) and, more often, by'not explain-
.

ing or eliminating these defects ih the pupils' written and- oral answers.

3. By reducing their demands on thehupils in solving gdometry jiwww.

problems and the construction of geometric figures when substantiation

is required.

4. By reducing especially their standards for substantiation of

algebraic and trigonometric theory, and by making almost no demands for

justifying the rules of arithmetic.,
.

54. By permitting errerg in the notati,on of Ihe pupils' work, both

'in class and at home beccatur of a lack of systematic checking; disorderly
0

'(a4,d consd-quently illogical) notatioft is observed in many notebOoks;

istrict, sequential kboth written.and oral) expositions of arguments have

22
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not been required oet-pupils; they are not dissatisfied with their dis=

ordered or insufficiently'ordered-thoughcs.

In view of the cardinal importance of noting thconditions of

theorems and the course of their proof, we shall present some examples

,of this notation as used in the sixth, seyenth, ailetenth grades.
IP

Example 1. Theorem: "The external angle of a triangle is
greater than either nonadjacent
internal angle."

Figure 1

IBCD is thg external angle of AABC

*s. LBO >IB?
4

Complete notation. of the proof

Construction: BE = EC; gF AE ; we collect points C and F

LABB ,y4CEF (vertical angles),
ACEF AAEB AE EF (by construetion)

BE = EC (Uy construction)

2. Therefore, LBCF LB.

a. LBCD >LBCF3
IBCD >LB.

4BCF = 4B

Short notation of. the proof

1. ACEF AAEB; LBCF = LB.

2. LBCD > 4BCF3
/BCD > ZB

ZBCF LB

4

_or

a

As can be clearly geeri from these notations, the short notation

differs from the womplete one in that it omits justifications that are

includad in the complete form. In the sixth grade.(even in beginning
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the study of geometry) tlie short form,is more.convenient if the4kati-

fications are give orally by the pupils; toreove;., the justifications

should have content, i.e.,they should be. verbal references to the

points in the conditions that are utilized, as well as the points of

the proOf and the statements used.

EXample Z. Theorem: "The largest angle in any triangle is the
one opposite the largest side."

Figure 2 ,

In AABC

BC > AB

LA > LC ?

041.-

Sh t notation of poyo.of

Constructioni BD AB; join points

A aria D. 4A > ZBAD; L BAD - LBDA;

EBDA > `LC.. . .1 A LC.

Example 3. Theorem: "In any parallelogrshe diagonals
bisect each other at their point of
intersection."

Figure 3

1. ABCD is a parallelogram;

2. AC and BD are its diagonals;.

3. AC intersects BD at point O.

"AO OC, 'BO =, OD?

419
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Complete notation of the p400f.

BC;
1. AAOD ABOC

r ,
1./1=43, Z2 =14.

2. AD = OCi BO = OD.

Example 4. The theorem on the criteria for parallelism of

line and a plane.

1. a -0 a

2. b a

3. a H b

tlyt.

r-

Figure 4

Complete notation of the.proof

1. Let a be not 11 to a.
4

2. Then a x a at some point K (condition 1)

(Point K is not shown).

3. Plane (a,b)x a along line b (conditions 3, 2, 1).

4. Ka, a C: plane (a:b);'... K c1-2plane (a,b);

K Z a, K c plane (s.,b)", K C:br.which.contra-

diets condition 3. Thus a 11 a.

In this notation (suggested for ninth grade), mathematical symbolism

is already being used (C:is the symbol of inclusion in a class or the'

symbol of belonging, x is the symbol for intersection, 11 is the'symbol

for parallelism). References to points in the conditions are in

.parentheses at the end of steps 2 and 3 of the proof, which inditates

25
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a

how proved statements are substantiated. These points should, of course,

-fre stated in detail verbally by the pupi4.

From the above notation one can imagine the kdegree of rigor reqVred

in mathematical argumentation in tke upper (ninth and tenth) grades.

.By doing proofs with such rigor, the pupils, can be brought to a full

understandink of the substantiated decillive Argument. They also will

acquire skill in constructing such arguments and in giving the required

justification for each step without skipping from one statement to the

next or drawing unwarranted conclusions. At this stag9ethe teacher

should obtain from the pupil an adequate explanation of each assertion,

accompanied by a precise and verbally formulated reference to a point in

the conditions or the proof of a statement proved earlier. It was

imporible, for example, in the proof given above, to assert thai planes

ta.,b) and a intersected along line b only on the basis that b is their'

Common straiglit line; it was necessary t:prove that these planes do not

coindlde, due to condition 1.

It is especially important that the pupils notice how clearly all

threejPoints of.the conditions used were indicated'in the last notation

(in the proof of the theorem of the paralleitsm of a line and a plane),

and how no condition wai-included that did not'belong in the-data.
.c_

Failure to use ar one of the given conditions would mean that it was

superflu us, i.e., hat it was mistakenly included aMong the conditions

of the eorem, whose inference (conclusion),would thus not depend on

. this condition. Drawing on 4 new condition, however, would show that the

inference (conclusionYof the theorem did not ptoceed from the given

conditions, was not a result of them, and there06re the theorem in its

present formulation woad be incorrect.

Accessibility of the Material

The 'methodology of teaching mathematics, as it exists in theory

and is effected in practice, is constructed basically on the principle

of accessibility. This is true because all devic4s of teachiscig Individ-

,

nal topics re ommended in this methodology presuppOse a definite store

.and leVel 9fknowledge, and take account of the development appropriate

to the,pupil's age and of his ability at this age to perceive abstract

knowledge._ However, the proltWopm of creating a methodology of mathe-
_

\JAN

.4
.--

matics teaching that would bring the material in this discipline fully
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within the pupil's grasp has not yet been resolved.

This situation is significantly aggravated because tire study

Material in the present curriculum has_st11 not been.arranged so.as
-

to correspond in every possible way 0 the material's cOmprehensibility
A'

to the pupils. Thus many years of experience have brought teachers

to the unanimous conclusion that the arithmetic course (especially in

parts containing instruction in fractions) is not completely accessible

to fifth-grade pupils, and the geometry course, as it has been taught

up to now in the sixth grade, is inaccessible to these students. The

geometry course is abstract, divorced from rea14.ty, and corresponds

neither to the pupils' level of development nor to their interests and

requirements. These materials deprive the teacher of the possibility

.ai drawing on concrete facts that are familiar to the pupils and on

the natural curiosity and inquisitiveness characteristic,of children

at this age.

Other topics can be cited which entail significant difficulties

in teaching, due to their inaccessibility to the pupils. The theory of,

ileory of measure-

d the chapter on

equivalence of equations in the seventh grade, t

ment of quantities (using'the Euclidean algori

irrationa umbers in the eighth grade, the study of'limits and its

application in the ninth and tenth grades, and the chapter on complex

numbers (in its present exposith4 in the tenth grade are a few examples.

But what can.be recommended to the teacher who is struggling to
4

make his material clear to the pupils? Above all, he'should bring into

operation general didactic hints relating to this topic'and usually

expressed in formulas: "From the near to the far," "From the known to

the unkn " and "From easier to harder" the best,choice and

combination of which will.be suggested to him by"his experience. For

mathematics teaching, these general hints may be supplemented by the

following ones:

1. "From the particular to the general." Thn teacher might

preface a theory with a group of well chosen examples and problems. Such

a method of helping the pupils to understand theory a practiced at all ,

levels of instruction and is highly effective.. At tiMes the teacher

finds it,possible and even expedient to limit himself to the "establish-

mene' of a fact, using examples (criteria for divisibiLity in the fifth

grade, division of a,polynomial by, a polynomial in the sixth grade,
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properties of equatipna in.-the:severflirlide,..finding square roots in
.

seventh grade, etc.), so as to lay the groundwork.for some of these

topics in the uppe grades. We repeat tAat,strict reasoning done wtth

an example, but not using individual properties of this: examplIk, has

the.full strength of proof.

For example, in examining three cases:which may appear in solving

systems of linear equations, one might begitt with solving the systems

of linear equations using numerical coefficients and establish by

examples that these systems can be defined, undefined, and inconsistent,

and then find criteria for a system's inclusion in each of the possible

forms.

The'conclusion of the formula for solving a quadratic equation by

isolating a perfpct square dn the left-hand side of'the equation is first

'Inlade Using a series of examples of equations with numerical'coefficients;

these equations gradually increase in complexity. After this the con--

elusion of a general formula will no longer present any diffic4ty,to,
A

.the pupils.

2. "The more accessible the study material become's to the pupils

the more they participate in class." It'is rd to overestimate the role

of making pupils participate in order for them to attain complete under-

*
standing of the material being communicated. It is well known to the

experienced teachers_who become accustomed to using activization of the

pupils as a powerful lever in conquering* all the "difficult" places in

the course. A planned system of questions, directed at revealing the '

, .

essence of a epic, its nucleus, is an effective way of leading the

pupils to a t understanding Of the material.47:06h 41

- -

For claefylAg th4 possible results of decimal measurement of seg-

.

ments, the follOwing _system is suggested:

What number expresses the result of decimal measurement of segment

1
A,by segment E if A = 2.7E; A = 3--E; A 5--1E; segment A is inCommensura-

7 .

ble with segment E?

. 3. "The material becomes accessiiale to the pupils, if the teaching

is accompanied by the use of visual devices "

When the teach4f foresees or Observes itractice that the material ,

as presented is not simple enough, he tries to nd methods that might

help him to present it visually.
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Visual Aids in Mathematics Instrhetion

Instruction is called visual, if it is based on the pupils' direct

perception of objects and.phenomena by their sense organs. This study

of concrete objects and phenomena is necessary to cross "from lively

contemp;ation to abstract thought." Only by having entrenched in his

consciousness a sufficient number of viviaitImpressions of objects

appearing as concrete (accessible,to direct perception) images,of a

. concept that is studied will the pupil be it a position to construct

the concept, with the help of the act of abstraqing,' in his mind,,and

make it something he has maetered, an element of'the knowledge gradually

accruing inside his head. As an example, the child finally grasps the 40.

, concept of the number "five" only after repeated observation of groups

of homogeneous objects appearing as concrete representatives of this.

number "five," images accessibleto direct perception,.

The teacher develops the concept "three-eights" in the pupil's Mipid
Zt.

marking off before his eyes three one-eighth portions of a circle, each

portion being one of-aght equal sectors of the circle. And the teacher

1 1 1
explains that of 71:6f a circle is -f-2- of the circle by dividing the

circle into four equal gectors.and then subdVing each of these sectors

11 into three new, equal sectors, of which there are 3x 4, i.e., 12, in the

whole circle, The dame operation, repeated in application to a-segment,

takes concrete the proposition that -3- of 71.- is Frequent repetition4

of the same device for various,pairs of,fractions leads by generalization

to the donclusion that of 171 of any quantity is equal to of this-1 1

mn
quantity; here one abstracts oneself from the kind of quantity of which

the operation of division into equal parts is performed; it is necessary

only that this quantity permit such division (that it be additi

All elementary geometric concepts (solid, surface, line, p t) are

established by emining concrete (physical) solids, surfaces, lines, and

points and fin ng the essential properties that determine them. Although

abstract concepts are thus created in each pupil's mind, when the pupil,

in all his subsequent reasoning, speaks of the straight line, for example,

he will visualize one of those concrete images of the straight line, whose

abstraction from individual properties has led him to the concept of the

straight line. Where possible, our thinking replaces the abstracted
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concepts with their concrete representations; this fact is very

'iMportant for substantiating visual devices that'teach one to see, in

every concrete image of t concept,-its essential Properties, i.e., these

devices repldce abstract thinking With concrete thinking.

The examples we have given of the application of visual instruction

that aims to sreate-an abstract image do not exhaust the cases in 4hich

visual aid acquires a special sirificance. A very essential rdie is

played by visual aids in the examinatiollof facts and phenomena which

permit so-called geometric interpretation, a representation of numbers

and relations between numbers, using geometric imagesToints, segments,

lines. ,It,would be harder to%ecome aware of thegorld of numbers and

relations among them.if numbers could not be graced by/their geometric

representations--segmenis and points ort the axis and in the plane, and

relationships between numbers as given in assignmentsrgraphs of these

equations. The teacher uges this idea widely in solving arithmetic

problems, in composing equations from problem conditions, for geomet41..0.,

interpretation of the solutions of equations and systems-of equations,':

in studying the
.4

Properties of fuhctions, for illustrating sequences, for

representing real and complex numbers, in the study of trigonometry,

and in many oiher cases.

In studying solid geomet?, models are inspected, leading to concepts

of points, lines, and planes in space, ofspolygons and round bodies. Here

the same process of abstraction occurs as in establishing concepts of

points, and surfaces in the beginning of the study of geometry.

But moreover--in studying the mutual positions that lines and planes

in space may o.ccy relative to each other, as well as various properties

of these objects for ted in axionhs and theorems--visual aids catT,be

stiCks, knitting needles, records, i.e., concrete representatives of

previously formed concepts. Again, abstract thinking is helped by

conceptions arising as a result of observing real ob,jects, having--at

the Observ s command--a certain relative PoSitfodIn space. In$crossing

-from these tangible Visual aids to drawings, the pupils bring their

'Inagination into Pla4.4and.gradually acquire the,ability to understand the

Lag, to create a-true mental picture corresponding precisely to the

dra and then to reproduce a conception of tha .v.quired image, without
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using a drawing. Man needs this capacity for spatial imagination, for

mental reproduction of spatial cenceptions. It should be incultated in

every wty possible as One of the most important aims that every pupil

twat achieve during his general education.

These, in general, are the fields itx which visual instructiel6 in

the broad sense of the word, are ;kpp,lied. ,The teacher, however, would

be making a mistake if he limited himself to these fields. The visual

aidb should not be drawn upon sporadically, from case to case, from

topic to topic, but systematically, and should be made an organic part'

of the teaching of a'subjeA, underlying a concretely individual method

of instruction, beautiful models of which Were given by K. F. Lebedintsev,

a famous Russian methodologist, in his textsrand problem-beoks. The

concrete-inductive method supposes a broader interpretation of viaual

aids than we have disclosed above. In this broad ifiterpretation, visual

aids are generalized to concreteness, which could consist net only in

the possibility of directly obs6rving an object or phenomenon, but in

construction of ieneral conclusions only after (and on the basis of)

examining a series of selected objects the abstractionOf whOse peculiari-

ties should lead to necessary general conclusions. Thus here, too,

vis,kial aids fok teaching consist in the accumulation (for the instruction
A

process), of abstraCt concepts in the imagination, which are derived from

the study of concrete material.

Tha Connection Between Theory and Practicer BXercises in Mathematics

1. The question of the connection between'theory and. practice,

the consideration of which constitutes one of the most essential reqUire7

ments of pedagogy, has become at present--in the transition to universal

polytechnic education--a problem of first importance, which is being

studied Ind develdped by the science of education.

Previously the link between tiNzy and practice was understdod to

mean that ttstudy of theory should be'accompanied by the execution of

a system of exercises that would promote conscious and thorough mastery

of the theory and the acquisition of the necessary abilities and skills.

NoW a requirement has been added to these basic concepts, which are,still

valid--to'direct mathematics instruction and its applications so that

each middle-school graduate would be able to manage his acquired krfew-

,

ledge any time he needii to in practice, in solving a problem,lo present
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the problem in a mathematical form, do the required operations (calcn:-

lation, construction, investigation) skillfully and rationally, and

find a meaningful answer. Such an approach to mathematics ,instruction,

constantly directed toward expOsing all means that mathematics may
/,

provide for-solving practical problems, should enable the pupile to

master the methods gradually, tore fully and diversely, and to become-

convinced practically of their wide applicability and force, until .

finally the pupils will be using them as a matter of course in solving'

.and investigating quantitative questions. Among such mathematical means

are devices.for direct calcula*ions -(precise and approximate) Sand cal-

culations using tables; methods for doing rational identity transfOr-

, mations, methods for composing and solving equations'and systenia of

equations; methods for investigating solutions of equations and problems

with nunlOrical and parametric data; devices for investikating the change

of functions and construction of their graphs; methods for solv g

construction problems; geometric and analytic methods for'solving triangles;

means of representing spatial figures on a plane; means oe-gra hic

solutiin of equations dhd systems ofequations; d ices for computations

using the slide rule.

The pupils' utilization of all of these means should be organi-

eallxiconnected with the study of theory; it shoul, be not only an

illuaration of the application of theory to practice, or a proof of the

effectiveness of this theory; it should have itlependent value'as a methOd

for the pupils to acquire a system of very impor?int abilities and skills,'

wholly necessary for their future activity.

The teacher sbnuld never relax his attention to this aspect of.mathe-

matics teaching, but should strive constantly.to fill it with valuable

content by reinforcing the connection between theory antpractice.

Selection of exercises 4nd problems in the text should be a special

concern of the teacher. He should always be on the watch for questions

for whose solutions he should skillfullyafter several preliminau'-

quests, arguments, and considerations involving a certain amdunt of mental

effort--apply certain methods offered by mathematics.

2. Exercises in mAthematics should be combined with theory into a

single organic whole. They will not only illustrate theory but will
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almost always delve deeper into it and supplemoppt it. The teacher should

bear this in dnd when selecting'exercises% At the firsilfttages his aim

is to inculcate firm abilities and skills in the content of the_chapter

being studied. But at later stages, while still attending'n this main

purpose, he constantly and to a greater measure should strive to impart

to the,pupils the ability to 4 exercises unassisted. In this connection,

the following iequirements should be applied to the methodol y of

conducting exercises:

a. 14actica1 tasks should be done by the whoi class with maximum
0

participation. In other words, theopupils should b active not only in

studying theory, but in doing exercises as well. It would seeM that

teachers are not aware enough of4gx...9171,ous requirement or do not put
,.

. it into practice. Often only a few pupils will do.the homework assign-

ments or examples and problems the teacher proposes in class, while the

rest sit in silent agreement. There is oilively discussion, which

would not'only uncover any mistakes but wo ld also criticize the methods

of solution, show the most logical ones, the teacher'sand tablish--wi
N'5...........--.--,--ill

aid--useful general conclusions that should lay the foundation for further

practice._

In addition, the teacher, drawing on the pupils' activity, should
,
re-examine the various aspects of the theory being studied by using. .

examples and
7
where possible, should deepen and even expand the examples.

For instance, in the unit on algebraic fractions as the teacher establishes
-

the most rational means of making trans ormations and performing operations

on fractions, he also should explain the set of lsoi4able letter-values

and the identical Character of these transforms n. and operations.

In solving systems of numeTical linear equations, the existence of

three groupf of these equations--defined, undefined, and inconsistent--
,

has been established. In, solving 4oblems using what has been established

and seeking new loci of points, the teacher may,go beyond the framework

of the topic. He may be impelled to do so by'the pupils' natural enthusi-

asm for interesting problems and their desire to find and apply new

examples of loci; tht,pupils' activity in this case 'should be encouraged.

In solving second-degree equations by using examples, one may estab-,

lish all propevties of the integral rational second-degree function with
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realcoefficients: the criteria for its introduction into the field

of real numbers; the concept of its roots; the relationship between its

roots and coefficients and the check of Its roots based on this; its

increase .and decrease; the attainment of its largest and smallest values.

We gave these ektimples only to explain our ideas. However, almost

any topic can be made more profound and concrete through the execution-

. ;,.
of exercises relating to it.

b. Written exercises should definitely be alternated or '6ombined
rt

with oral and semiwritten exercises.

As is well known, the principle of applying oral counting in calcu-.

lations is highly regarded in the teaching of,arithmetic. Unfortunately,

this very valuable principle has found too small a place in algebra.and

especially geometry. Ne

solving algebraic exampl

ertheless some.of'the calculations done in

s can end should be given orally, at least in
4

part (semiwritten exercises). A teacher's requirement that all stages

of calculation te written out in detail should be recognized as in-
-,...)

advised and'even harmful. Oral calculations save time and enable the

pupils to find the shorcest and most correct ways to solve examples,

as welf.as to check theirowork.

Oral calculation can be especially widely d in working on

identity transformations of rational and irrational e ressions. But

it also is useful in several other sections.

The product (a
3

- 2a
2
+ 5a + 1) (4a

2 6a + 3) of two.polynomials

set up in decreasing powers of the same letter can be found by the method

of "grouping the elements containing the same power of the principal

letter": 4a
5 + (-6 - 8)a

4 + (3 + 12 + 20)a
3 + (-6 - 30 + 4)a

2
+

(15 - 6)a + 3 , 4a
5

- 14a
4

+ 35a
3

32a
2
,+ 9a +.3, where the coefficient,s

are found and calculated orally.so'that the result is written immediitely.

For proving the identity a(b + c) 2 + b(c +.a)2 + c(a + b)2

4 abc (b + c) (c + a) (a +.b), the pupil must orally establish the

coincidence of the coefficients,of identical powers'of some letter taken

as the main one. For example, the coefficient of a
2
on both the left

and right sides will be the expression b + c; of a, the leit expreas.ion

2
will be (b + c) + 2bc + bc -.4bc, and the right expression will be

(b + c),(b + c), identical with that on the left; the free element on the
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left will be the expression bc2 + 13.2c, and on the'ilght, cb + Obc,

'which is identical to it.

For h,great plAny exev;ies kn algebra and a number of problems in
%

A

'geometry,-ote.mWeStablish orally only the plan of solutiffn, the iost

expedient course, which is a good basis.for sounding out the pupi
-

knowledge and their quick-wittedness and for instilling this abil ty in

them. This type:of oral exercise, indicating only the path of solution,-

without fulfilling it completely or. bringing it to an end, permits the

pupils to survey, in the shortest length of time, all those examples and

problems that are either analogous to models already examined or are

insignificant variants of themi. In other cases general\course Qf

solving an example or problem might be examined orally blxfOre-Its

assigned for Komework, with a view to facilitating and accelerating

completion .of te assignmeni. Here the teacher should make every effort

to see' that this preparation for soiling an example or problem be done

with the efforts of the whole class, not individual star pupils. Star

should'supply aid only whendthe plan of solution does not occur

to the average pupil or when this plal.cambe,perfected.

c. When the ill le solve examples.and prallems, one must bvery

. attentive to any expTe ion of their indkendence, initiative, arid
! - ,

felements of creativi yi, and must awaken in them,'as far as possible, the

urge to find the most rational waya of solving a problem.

Inculcating these qualities in the Soviet...pupil should be the object

of the teacher's constant care and should constitute a definite part of '

his work in preparing for a lesson; The teacher may select appropriate:

material which opens the field for the pupil's independent thought,

fOr his activity in searching .for the best, Most expedient ways tp solve
v.

.....

a problem. This material can include not only practical problems but

also--on the.order of exercises--theoretical ones. This type of work

by the teacher enables the pupils to solve theoreacal and practical

problems by themselves and is the best way of attaining thefundemental

aims o mathematics teaching.

Let Us now cite sevIral examples for whose solution devices more\C

f

rational than those usually used by pupils may be applicable.
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..

To simplify the fraction

5

3

2 3
-4 + 2

its numerator and denominator are multiplied by the common denominator,

-60, of all fractions, present in the numerator and the denomiirmtor of the

75 - 180
given complex fract!ion; it thereby becomes

80

240 + 24 - 90°'

To factor.the ekpression a(b + c)
2 + b(c + a)

2
+ e(a + b)

2
- 4abc,

it suffices to remoye,the parentheses and arrange the terms of the

polynominal obtained by'deereasing powers ef 4me let;er, say a:

(b + t)a24(b +.c)2 aj- be2 +.b2c'and then group these terms in.tht order

in-which they are written: (b + e)(a
2 + ab + ac) + bc(b + c) =

(b + c)(c'+ a)(4 + b).

To simplify the fraction

.

,

x
4

x
3

- 3x
2
+ 5x - 2

.

the pupil rewrites the numerator as (x -1;
4;2 (x +1) and. must find the

,

common factor-of the numerator-and denominator by dividing the, danominator

by_Jaae of the factors of t,he numerator (x - 1 or x + 15.

To calculate the su

a
2

1 1

a - 1 + 1 a - 1 a + 1 '

it is'expedthnt first to.combine the fractional terms having the same

denominator and to perform operations on tht terms.of each group .separatel5i:

2
a 1 a 1

a 1 a + 1

then tlac fractions oktained may be reduced and calculation may be done:
0

4--

, (a2 +.3 + 1) - (a 1) = a2 + 2.

In precisely the sg.Q way, to solve the equation

c 1 I
--I-- +

1 + +
x + 1 x 1 x + 2

it is advisable first to replace the first two terms in-the left part by

their sum,.then replace the'second two terms.by their sum, bringing the

mequation to the 'form

2x 2x = 0;

x
2
- 1 x

2
i- 4



then, factoring the left part of the equation,

(' - 1
+

2
1

x
,

find the rpots: xl .. 0, x . ± IT- .

To solve the equation er

2

x --1 x - 6 x4- 5 x - 2
x 2 x 7 x 6 4 3

it is advisable first to exclude.from each fractio

part:

1 1
1 + 1 + 1

1 1

1
+

x 2' x - 7

.."

writing the equation in tle fotm

+
+.x - 6

%

. ±
7

+
x - 6 x - 3 '

then, guided by the.denominators, to group the terms thus:

1 1 1 . 1

x- 7 x - 6 x - 3 x - 2
,

after which the given equation comes -down to the equation

(x 3)(x - 2) (x - 7)(x - 6),

9
'having the root -I .

«

The sum of'the first thr rms of an arithmetic progr6ssion
is equal to 60. If we add 2 4, and 7 to these numbers,
respectively, three sequential elements of a geometric progression
are obtained.

To solve this problem it is best to designatethe three unknown terms.

,of-the arithmetic progression as x d, x, x.Id.

First we find that 3x 60, x 20, 4nd then compose the equation

(20 d 1-2.2)(20 + d + 7) = (20 + 4)2, that is, the equation (22.2 - d)

(27 + d) 24
2

. Its roots are d
1
- -7

4
and d

2
3. This method of

designating the terms of an arithmetic proigression simplifies calculation

appveciably.

d. In homework assignments one should include, as far as possible,

a part demanding independent work of the.pupils. To complete this part,

he cannot limit hithself to using knowledge that has been communicated to

him.
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On the contrary, the assignment will evoke th upil's interest and

he wIll strive to do it without.fail and-in the best ma if it contains

questions whose answers are not implied or sel&-suggesting, but which he

must think about if only a little, and conaider.

e. The Content of problems given for practical activities in rorthe-

matids should illustrate the value of mathematics,as a discipline that

gives man the abilities to solve many problems he faces in his practical

activity. In this area mathematics should come into contact with adlacent

disciplinea--mechanics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, geodesy, technology.

Instruction-as a Means of Character Development

Most important of the principles which underlie,Soviet didactics and

methods of teaching in all diaciplines is the principle of developmental in-

struction, the essence of which is,developed in the Soviet theory of

.education. In its application to the teaching of mathematics, thistiorin-

ciple is realized by fulfilling the following requirements:
.

1. Like other school disciplines, mathematics instruction should

have as one of its basic aims the development in pupils of a dialectical-

imaterialistic world-viç,, assuring only a correct, scientific und rstand-

ing of all surrounding phenomena occurring in natur and in

society. This'world-viewAshbdld be formed in the pupils' tonsci ess

as a result of a gradual, systematic illumination of the laws of dialectics

in mathematical examples, organically combined with instLetion and

naturally 'explained by these laws art 4 of this section).

.

2. Mathematics instruction shOuld be conducted on a level and by
P \

methods so that the-pupils can develop:\mentallw, can acquire an interest

in and a love foT the workthe mind,"\caa understand the significance

-of science and value it as a triumPh of the human mind--as the result of

the combinedorces of people who have freed mankind from delusions and

, falsehoods and who have directed it to a better future. Sucli instruction

' slowly but purely transformS the ptolchildren, who are obliged only to

the teacher's explanations and to do assignments, into effective pupils,

who are always in an active, creative frame of mind, interested in all

or mosvf the disciplines they study, mastering material,. often going

far beyond the curriculum's framework, taking a most active part in

clubwork-21in general, it transforms them into Soviet pupils who beanthis
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famed name with honor and dignity.

It is in this field of the teacher's activity that the instruction

he gives is inseparably,linked with Character-building, so that one

organically connected=with the other, One is imperceptibly transformed

into-the other.. Thia type of developmental instruction provides the

teacher with a vast range for his own creativity and improvement. His

patsoial example, his dedication to'science, the inspiration he shows

during lessons and in his activity generally--tilj.sof these influence the

pupil inexpressibly and are an efliect ve force in training the pupil in

the way ;cited above.

3. Mathematics instruction slibuld help the pupils to form good

habitstof logical thinking and to master structered peach properly--

logically and grammatically.'

'4. Geometry instruction has its own dowelopmental task, especially

related to the content of this subject: to' develop in the pupils correct

apatial r resentations and a lively spatial imagination, which are

neces ryiofor both the study of geometry and related subjects and eor

tber further 1/4x

4
,s-actical activity. The teacher should work especially

carefully to develop this aptitude in the pupilsihighly valuable for

every educated-person-- constantly perfecting it and diversifying its

devices and applications. The pupil who does not develop the proper

aptitude for spatial imagination cannot be regarded as making normal

progreys in mathematics.

5. A very important means of character-building in mathematics

instruetion is in the teacher's hands--the proper selection of problems

that will be iiistructive in e:tablishing the connection between mathe-

matics and related disciplines. i

6., The stt

ta-nrviet metho

in this methodolog

AP
dy of mathematics in the Soviet school, i.e., und

ology of teaching and the demands of the pupilstinvolved

is beneficial in'developing the most valuable quali-

ties of the Soviet man. Their will-power is trained, along with perse-

verance in attaining a goal fixed with determination, assiduity and

persistence in overcoming obstacles; constantly--over the whole period

of mathematics study--the pupils are acquiring elementary creativA habits,

the ability to ask, investigate, and resolve-a question on their own.
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Forms and Methods of Mathematics Instruction

Forms of Mathematics Instrdetion

In every school discipline, instruction takes place both inside and

outside the classroom. We shall examine the forms taken by mathematics

instruction the classroom situation. There are three fundamental ones:

-the heuristic form, the laboratory form, and the lecture form. We shall

begin by developing the esseice and content of each of these fo5ps

separately. One must not forget, however, that in hi6 teaching the

instructor may alternate among these forms, combining them to conform

ith the general tasks or individual goals he has set for himself.

The Heuristic Form of Instruction. To make the pupils participate

actively, for teaching them how to trace a means to solve a given problem

altogether consciously, to use this means confidently until the gdal has

s'een reached, the heuristic form of instruction is the most expedient.

the heuristic method consists of a sequential system of expediently

composed and distributed questions to which pupils give answers within

their capacity, gradually revealing the essence,of the concepts intro-

duCed and the facts thus cotmmunicated. It goes without saying that the

efficacy of this method depends primarily on how logically and methodi-

cally the system of questions is coMposed and how adeptly the teacher

guides the entire course of the heuriktically conducted lesson.

In the section on Principles of Mathematics Instruction we indi-

cated that to create the necessary psychological situation in the Class-
.

room, 110e., a mental tension,whose discharge would result in the pupils'

active participation, one must begin the communication of new material
4

with a statement of the question. This anticipatory element of a lesson

devoted to describing new material is an organic part of it and is
(

inseparable from it. The system of questions onthe topic should include

this part.

Example 1. Topic:. "The theorem of the external angle of a. triangle."

The teacher familiarizes the pupils with the.,concept of the external

angle of a triangle and then, directing their attention to Figures 5 and

P6, conducts the lesson witn tne Loliowing system of questions.
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Figure 5
-0

1. Compare the size of the external angle BCD in
Vigure 5 with ihe internal angles B and A, which are not
adjacent.to it.

Figure 6

Angle BCD as an obtuse angle is greater than either of.the
acute angles B and A,

2. In Figure 6? It seems that here too external'angle
BCD is greater than either of the angles B and A.

3. Is it possible to have a cape in which both the
external angle and one of the internal angles are,obtuse,

rigure.7

4. What conclusion.can be drawn about the sizes of

. the external angles id Figures 7 an$1 8?

Itseems that here too the external
1
angle is

greater tha either of the internal angles.

5. Is it possible to have a.case in which the external
angle,,is acute and,the internal angles obtuse?

No. Lines AE and CB and lines Br and AC'do not
inte sect (Figure 9).

&.$

1
Measuring with a protractor is permitted.

4.

(
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Figure 9

6. What conclusion may we draw from-obsetVation?

In a triangle the external Amg1e is greater than
either of the nonadjacent internal angles.

7. But. is this really so? Can we be sure khat each
external angle of any triangle has this property*? How can
we vbrify this?
n /

This must be established by argument, that is,
proved. ,

8. How will we prove this property we have discovered
about the external angle of a,triangle? Evidently we shall
have to.compare it somefioW-With each of the internal angles.
Let us begin, for #1xample,,with angle Thus, we want to
.prove that IBCD > /B. But what does it mehn when we say tlia
one angle is "greater" than anothet?

That means that angle BCD can be divided into two
angles, one of which is equal to angle B, so that angle
BCD will be the sum of two anglesan angle equal io angle ,

B and some other angle wFi.ch is the difference 'of the angles
BCD and B.

9. True, but how can we do this division (partition) of an
angle into the two angles we need?' The Greek geometer, Euclid,
whom we have already mentioned, has answered this question. In
his Elements he dtew segment AM through apex A of the triangle
and through the wid-point M of the opposite-side BC, and on its
extension through the .side of point M he marked off segment ME

'proved that half-line CE is just the half-lile we are looking
equal to segment AM n. He the joined points E and C land then

for, i.e., the half-line thatdivides angle BCD just as we need
it divided. Now let us try to prove that Euclid was correct.

Figure 10
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What dd you think? Which of the two angles BCD and ECD
is equal lo angle B? Evidently, angle BCE is equal to
angle B. ,

10., Truebut how can provelt?

Theft the teacher ends the discussion in the.usual manner, i.e.,

examinini triangles containing comparable angles, proving the angles

equal, concluding with the equality of the angles BFE and B, which

proves the original premise.

Example(2. Topic: "In any*triangle the'angle with treatest

measure lieg oppoaite the side with greatest length."

A

Figure 11 FigUre 12

1. Let us recall the theorem,of the isosceles trianglei
In an isosceles triangle (Figure 11) the base angles
are equalo.

2. Correct. But the angles at the base are angleb lying
opposite equal sides of the triangle. Thus the formula

'must be stated differently: "In. any.triangle, equal

angles lie opporite equal sides." .

. Now let us see what Can be said about the angles lying
opposite unequal sides of a triangle. Let us take
triangle ABC, whose side AB is greater than side BC

(Figure 12). So that we can use the theorem on the ,

triangle with equal sides, let us try to apply this
case,to the case of a triangle with ;equal sides. How

can we do this?

,
On the greater Side

k
BA we mark off from vertex B a

.segment BD equal to segment BC (Figure 13), tken join points

D and C.

'Figure 13
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4

4. Correct. Then we obtain what isosceles triangle?

Triangle BDC wittlequal sides RD and BC and, thereidre,

,with equal angles BDC and BCD.

5. And what angles must we-compare?

LAngle BCAsand angle A.

I
But to compare thed, we introduced auxiliary equal
angles BDC and BCD. We shall compare angles BGA and

---A with these angles. LBCA ZBCD, since the,second
angle is included'in the first; .LBDC > dA,-by the
theorem on the external angle of a triangle.

7. Can we drasca conclusion about angles BCA and A from
'these two inequalitieta

Yes,,since angles BCD and BDC are equal and orie of them

may be substituted for Ehe other
.

8. What conclusion can we draw, Usifig this substituUioni

LBCA > LBCD > ZA, and therefore, LBCA > A.

ExamfIt--3-. Topic,: "Quadratic Equations."

1., Who can write an elementary equation having a root of 2T

Answer: x - 2 0.

2. Who can write an elementary,estlation having..,roots.2 and 5?

Answer: (X-2)(x-5) =.= 0. /

3. Correct. But if we do 'Itiply outtiledeft-hand side,

this equation becomes - 7x + 10 . 0, which has the

same roots. If you were given the latter equation, how
could you prove,that it has the roots 2 and 5?

Answer: You factor7 it.

4. And, how would you factor the trinomial x
2

7x + 10?

JS

We repreSent its middle term as a sum (we decompose the

middle term-into two summands, we "splinter" the middle

tFm) and transform the trinomial into a quadrinbmial.,

x - 2x 5x 4- 10, in which we can combinelike terms.

5. Correct. But can we factor any trinomial of this ,type

in this ry? For exaMpie, bow do you2factor the tri-

nomial x x - 12; 16x 7 16x + 3; x - 2x + 5?-
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Answer: x
2

- x - 12
(x-4)(x+3);
4x ( -1) -
kn w how to
be factored?

m x
2

4x + 3x - 12 m x(x-4) + 3(x-4? =16x2
- 16x + 311m 16x

2
- 4x 12x + 3 =

3(4x - 1) = (4x - 3); we do not
factor the trinomial x -.2x + 5--can it

You factored the first two trinomials 2orrect1y, and now rue
can probably solve thesc equations: x - x - 12 = 0; 16x. -
16x + 3 m 0.

a.

'The first equation has roots -3 and. 4, an d the segind, -1Tand
.7"' ,

4

7. Correct. For the third-trinomial, it is understaadable that .'

you were unable to factor it--it reall, has no factors. Not
all of you however, were able to find the factors for the
first two trinoMIals,, and eVen those who could had soma
trouble. The question arises whether we qan:find some general
method lor solving the problem whether a tr1noMia2_ of the
type ax + bi + c can be factoreL, and, if so, ha-.

Then the teacher familiarizes-the pupils with the method of singlisftg

out a perfect squire from a ttinomial of the second degree such as ax
2

+ bx + c; here he of course begins with parti9ular,cases'and gradually

approael,:s\the most general case.

Example 4. Topic: "The theorem on the bisector of the inte'rnal

ang, of a triangle."

As a prelimiinarle, ,for homework the pupils are to,prove that, if in

--- triangle t.B,C the sides AB and BC'are unequal and AB < BC, the'bisector

of angle D divides the.opposite side AC of the triangle into unequal

parts AD and DC, where AD < DC, i.e., the smaller part of the base (AD

belongs to th,e/.40aller side AB, and the larger part of the base ,110C)--
.,

to the larger ,side. This theorem is the result of another:theorem:

"If in.triangle ABC sides AB and BC are unequal and AB < BC, ihen

Median BM, dropped from vertex B of the triangle, divides angle 11 into

unequal 'parts such that LAM > LCBM." The proof is conducted using

an ordinary construction,(for theorems dealing with the median): The

r

1^1,

) .

median BM is extended for a distance equal to%it to point D (MD), and

point D is joined to point C. .
,

After checking,this homework assignment, the teacher may conduct

the lesson with a system of questions:

1. If in triangle ABC sides AB and BC are equal, how does
bisector Bd divide side AC?

Into equal parts AD and DC.
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2. Now let sides AE and BC of triangle ABC be unequal, and..
.10t us suppose thatAB < BC. Now hbw does the bisector

divide side AC?

Into uneqUal parts AD and DC where AB < DC, by the theorem

ready proved.
1

3. Correct. But Euclid, in h4- Elements, gave .a more yrecise

answer to this question. He prbved,that a perfect relation

appears: AD:DC x. AB:BC. Now let us try to find the
proof of this statemedt. Look carefully at the proportion"'
tRat we must prove tind at the positions of4the relative
segments, given in a drawing.

Seglenta pr and DC are located on side AC of angle A, and
segment AB is on side AB-44tht(angle.

4. Can you seewhat auxiliary line we must draw to construct a
segment that would be the missing term in the proportion
AD : be . AB : ?

.
FrOM vertex C'we must drawls- line parallel to bisector BD'
intersecting*the extension of AB at some point E. Theta',

we shall be able to use the theorem on the voportionality
of segments formed on the sides of an angle intersected by

parallel lines.

5. 'Quite. right. Come to the klackkoard and make the construction.

-'r

Using this course, the, class proves the theorem,'with the teacher's

Odance.

Example 5. Topic: ."General Properties o,f the ETiaential Function."

. 1. What;property does an arithmetical product of two numbers
have if the multip),ier is a proper fraction?

In this case the product is smaller than the multi-

plicand.

2, Right. Using this theorem, what 'Conclusion can we draw
about a.power whose base is a proper fraction and whose

expol4ent Is a positive integer--for example, these powers:

3 5

(q) 41) , 0.248, etc.?

All these powers are proper fractions, since, for example,

(3\

5

4-) :34 '54 4
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end-from multiplying the properfraction 3/4 by the
proper fraction 3/4, we obtain a number, less than
3t4, i.e.opgain a proper fraction.

3. Correct. That means we can state the following theorem
"In raising anyproi,er fraction to a positive Integral
power, we again obtain alpro'per fraction.!'

Well, whdt can we say about the poSitive integral

4)
power of an'improper fraction, such as (i-5j- ?

This power is an improper fraction, for in multiplying
4 4

the improper fractiona-i- by the improper fraction j-we

' 4 -
obtain a number greaterthan.jr, i.e., again an improper

fraction, and so forth.

4. It appears we can now formulate'a general theorem:
"In raising any positive fraction to a positive integrai
power, we obtain'a fraction having thesame form (type,
character) as the base" By the form (type, character)*of
a fraction we mean here its property, of being proper or
improper.

-5. Now ft is completely natural to ask ourselves what
conclitston can be made about a power if the base of
it is a proper ,or improper fraction and the exponent
is a neggiive integer, for'example

-2-

-3 -5

74-

-8
0.24 .

.

To ansWer this question, the teacher asks the pupils to calculate

the poWers,he has written and to draw a general conclusion from them.

"In,reising my positive traction to a negative integral power, we obtain

a fraction with an inverse form (type, character), 1.e.,.an improper

fraction if the base is-a proper one, andia proper fraction if the base

is an i4roPer one."

Similar reasoning, stemming from the same property inherent in the

. product of two numbers when the multiplier is a proper or improper fraction,

leads the class to establish a second general theorem. "If the base of

a power is a proper (improper) positive fraction, with 7 increase of

the exponent, the power decreases (increases)," Extension Of the above

thedrems to cover positive and negative fractional exponents can also be ,

donelMainly through the pupils' own efforts.
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These ekamples we have givep may.help the teacher to form a certain

notion of the essence of the heuristic method. However, the system of

questions that may be asked on each topic can he extremely varied, and

quite a broad range still remains up to the teacher's creativity.

The Laboratory Form of Instruction. The form of instruction which

is built on,drawing senses (mainly sight, Vouch, and muscular effort)

into active participation'is called the laboratory method. The following

types of activities may be included in the laboratory form of instruction.

Independent solution of examples

and problems during class

This tyve of workwis done either by the class as a whole (all pup

are given exactly the same problem to do) or by giving the pupils indi

ual data (they are given variants of a problem, with the brighter

children getting the more difftcult variants). The teacher, watching

the solution of ,the assignment; can get an idea,of the level ofjcnowledge

of many pupils,,their ability to apply their knowledge in practice, the

firMness of the skills they have acquired, their initiative and aptitUaes
4

for an independent and possibly creatiVe method of finding the most

rational ways to solve a problem.

This type of work has not a liim; significance when we cOnsider

thalOthe pupils' competition with one another gives rise to a:healthy

'and beneficial thutual influence and that all who cope successfully with

an assilnment experience moral,Satisfaction when their Worts are veri

r
ed.

Execution of graphic exercises

The following belong in this category: construction of diagrams

and graphs of functionsf graPhic illustration of the solution of equations

and inequalities and systems of equations and ineq4a;ities, graphic

solution t equations and systems of equations and inequalities.

Constructing diagrams is done in the fifth and sixth grades for

helping the pupils to understand the idea of change and giveg rise to

'the idea of functional relationship. It induces the pupils to apply

their efforts actively, to be creative. Joining in this group work

t-gives many of the pupils real joy. Lessons devoted to constructing
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diagrans are very lively and at the same time very useful for masterina

the concepts and ideas that mall up the.content --O'f the lesson topic.'.

As early as the sixth grade, there is a transition from the

construction of diagrams'to the construction cl graphs of functions.

This prodigious task, snligh is organically conn*cted withi the,problem

of constructing a mathematics-course on the idea of th6lunction, is

fulfilled radually, in a definite sequence; it is examined with the ,

greatest cotpleteness and depth In the upper grades as a measure of
.0*

compiling 'the appropriate material. There are tuto stages in its

resolution.

First the pupils acquire skill in conatructing graphp by

points. 'This is a ver ) im portant s ntage; constructio of graphs by.p,intsr

is also applicable in the second stage "and in general becomes an oblig-
:

atory elenent.in the process of grapihing functions. In the first stage

one nquires a fIxed conception of the graph as a locus of points,whose

coordinates satisfy a given equation.

The pupils' activity in the first stage involves constructing the .

points of a graph by given coordinNes, first on the blackboard covered

with a coordinate net 'aid. later in an arithmetic notebook, containing

squared paper. Eventually the pupils need more independence and

initiative in"their assignments.on graphing a function. Here, of course,

the work may be done eittier by the whole class or in individual-variants.

In the latter case all.variants can require constructing a graphOf thd
*

same function but from various systems of points so that ail points

constructed by the indiAridual pupils are visibie not only in their note-

books but also 6n the blackboard, resulting In a curve'Cstructed from

1? all points found by,the individual pupils being kesented on*the b1ack-7
2

9. -board.
C .

To some 'extent in the seventh grade, but mostly beginnin in ei4gth
,

grade, the pupils construct graphs of functions*after a preliminary

analytic investigation of their cotise. This does

l'i
meall tflat more

thoroughly covered properties of functions should not first'be examined

on a graph that-has been constructed (from points and partly on the basis

0 ,

, y

2
prof. V. L. Goncharov used such a device in an experimental check

of the algebra.textbook he wrote.
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..of a preliminary analytic examination) and oty then proved analyt-

ically. The construction of the graph of func ions, based on an analyt-

4). teal investigation of their course, is of gr t value in combining the-

pupilvs mental and physical actpity and in joining theory and practice

harmoniously.

These extrcises usually interest the pupils very much, especially

if the functions illustrate a law thatrverns a prodess studiedin

science (physics, chemistfy, technology, biology), a natural phenomenon.
41

"Ekercises in constructing graphs of functions have such great

value for mathematics 'study in the school and higher educational inati-
.

tutions and for the pupil's future practical work that the teacher Should

not limit himself to the types of functions indicated in the curriculum,

but should feel free to introduce other functions that ar tructurally

Aimila'r to those being studied. Such, for example, are the linear
ax + b

fractional function y =
cx + d'

the trigonometric function

,y = a sin (bx +,c).and others which are easily relted to functions

that are already familiar to the pupils.

The, construction of graphs, for tlie purpose of illustrating the .

solution of equations and inequalities, systems of'equations and

inequalitiep, is in essence not only an-illustration, but also the

beginning*of a contribution to this solution. Such a contribution.is

'especially clearly shown in solving a system of two equations, of which

one or both-are of the second degree. Here it is important to establish,

By constructing graphg, the number of points of their interadction and

consequently the number of solutions of the system. .

Finally, the construction of graphs havet another valuabe rtrac-

tical application. It is used for a graphic solution of equations and

systems of equaiions. This means of solving equations may be success-,

fully appliewhenever analytic solution.of 'an equation or system of,4

equAtions involves difficulties.

Execution oaf measuring tasks

This category of laboratory work includes the measurement-Or' engths,
s

.

areas, volumes, and angles (done in the classroom) and measurement in a

locality, done partly in the classroom but mostly out of it.
r
The pupils

uually ben doing measurements of the first type in the lower grade§
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whim learning information about. geotfy that is relevant there. Gra7----

ually these exercises in measurement become more complex (for example,

in field sk_e_petru and familiarization with elementary measuring instru-

ments) and prepare for the transition to measurement in a locality.

Both types of exercises in measdringshave, of course, a specific

place in mathematics instruction, but their significance increases as

polytechnical training is introduced into the school. The skills acquired

in 2ing these exercises provide a valuable store of practical knowledge

and abilities, which the Soviet schoOl should be giving its students at

this time.

The execUtion of modelmakingtasks

This type of laboratory work, which is not yet fully realized in the

school, occupies an increasingly important place in mathetaatics teaching

in connection with the recent introduction of polytechni41_4affting.

Although mathematics teachers, striving-to develop visual conceptions in

their pupilA used to use prepared models, modern methodology no longer

considers it possible to use only the pupils' contemplative activity,

but requires that they take Part in creating a model, in constructing it,

which uld activate their thinking and deepen their knowledge in pne

area or another. There can hardly be any doubt of the correctness of

this methodology. But modelmaking plays a considerable role in.two other

respectA; it promotes development of the pupils' elementary skills in

constructing the details of models and in handicraft (in working with

wire, cardboard, glass, tinplate) and develops.the pupils' creative

aptitudes, forcing them to construct and create models by themselves,

often of complex geometric figures illustrating the proof of theOreilis

and the solution of problems. Such are the models for the theorem on

the shortest distance between two intersecting straight lines or the

solution of the problem on construc g a straight line through a-given

point and cutting across tg±vicintersecting lines (here it would be

best to have a model containing the given intersecting lines in parallel

planes).

The construction of models illustrating the course of the chanLe of

some elements of a figure (flat or spatial) in terms of the Change of

some,parameter opens a vast field for the pupils' creative activity. This
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I.

idea of ting change in the eleMents of a figure has lately been

recogni y by many teachers, who apply it.in their practice.

e Form of Instruction. The.form that the teacher gives

to the epends on the content and the4ature of the material to

be sttreied. Whenever new materialqs to be given and couducting the lesson

heuristically would present difficulties and not.be expedient, the teacher

resorts to presenting the material as a short lecture. This lesson fo"rm

is used primarily.in the upper grades, and its usefulness increases acCloord-

ing to the proximity to completion of the school mathematics course; one

must not think, however, that kt is entirely excluded from mathematics

teaching in the fifth through seventh grades. To be sure, the lecture

cforM is the only way to present historical material, which, of course, is

given even in the fiZh grade in conjunction with the study of arithmetic.

It is completely necessary to accustom the ihildren to "listening

to lectures." Listening to lectures is paramount to studying some part..

laf the.Material on the basis of related and sequential information gfVen

by the teacher. This trains the pupils powers of application, forcing

them to be "active listeners" (to manifest activity in what would seeup

an inactive manner, by simply listening), prepares them to listen to

lectures in the higher educational institution, and develops the ability

to listen and try to graep the words of the lecturer, speaker, or inter-
.

locutor, an ability that is valuable for every educated person. The

teacher's lecture exposition of some part of the material acquires a

ecial significance in mathematics instruction too,. because it givesI
.

the Ipupil a model of speech connected, that is sequential, logically

constructed, and stylistically correct.

7-The reader who has carefully familiarized himself with the above

examples of how to conduct a lesson in heuristic form has probably noticed

that it is not always possibje to do o completely, in "pure" qrm so to

e speak. Most often the teacher must i errupt the smooth alternat on of

questions and answers with short expla or knterjections, 'which''''

have essentially the form of a lejtu . Thus the lecture form of commu-

nicating the study material occurs i vitably. The teacher's

experience should s-uggest to him how much the lect re form must be

.used in each individual case, and, as a rule, he s ould not permit this
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form whenever it is possib1 and more useful to use the heuristic form.

We repeat, however, that in the ninth and tenth grades the lecture form

is to be preferred to the heuristic wtenever the /atter does not evoke

enough of the pupils' mental tension--whenbver it does t awaken in

them the desired interest in the problem but gives rise boredom and

a certain'ironic attitude toward the attempts of t eacher wlip tries

to make a mystery of material that is longe a mystery for them,

'children who are "no longer babies."

Finally, the exposition of a partic ar p rt of the study material

La a lecture is undoubtedly of use becausc it gives the teacher the

right and the opPortunity to demand.of the pupils a. corresponding expo-

sition of that same material in their answers during the lesson. Moreover,

he can make this material the Apbject of written OrMentation by all the

pupils through which he can establish the extent to which his chosen

form of exposition has achieved its aim.

There are often times when the teacher comes across a convenient

chance to begin the exposition of a topic in class that could be developed

and finished by the pupils in their club. For examsple, the theorem on

the blIsector of the internal and external angle of a triangle can be

completed tliclub by a lecture on the two harmonic points (the

points dividing the given segment internally and externally in precisely

the same respect) and on the Apollonian circle. 'The unit on dividing a

segment in mean and extreme ratio can be expanded to the unit on the

golden mean. The unit on regUlar polyhedra naturally entails a lecture

on Euler's theorem about convex polyhedra.

So, too, the unit on isolated equations of higher powers, given in

the eighth and tenth grades, leads to a lecture on equations of higher

powers; the unit on the infinite decreasing geometric progression may be

ciCuded with a report on converging and diverging numerical series.

A lecture given in class on the essence of the method of mathematical

induction is continued in the club as a report on the same topic.

ThAe examples, whose number may be greatly increased, will clarify

for a teacher how study material, presented in class primarily by lecture,

can be a good basis and stimulus for a pupil's report in the mathematics

club.
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Methods of Mathematics Instruction -

As is well known, analysis and syritnesis,_ inductiothand deduction

are methods of scientific investigation--methods of seeking the proof of

the correctness of various scientific relations (trulhs, facts, proper-

ties). When scientific relations become the subject of instruction, the

teacher, as far as possible, puts the pupils in the position of persons

who must rediscover or establish these relations independently.
3

The
0.

teacher "organizes" the pupils' reasoning and directs it in a definite

channel. To do this, he uses the same scienafic methods--thus the
c.`,/

methods of scientific investigation become methods ick,,f instruction.
4

Finally, the path taken by instruction s4ould necessarily coincide with

that of scientific investigation; another path may be taken in instruc-

tion, reasoning may be organized differently, but still this reasoning

will be realized through the same scientific methods-- analysis and

synthesis, induction and deduction. This is easily seen in examples.

1. The fact that "in any triangle the greater angle lies opposite

the greater ide" was discovered inductivel and then proved deductively;

but e do nor know,how the first deductive proof was made. And yet the

te chet should do this proof as naturally as-possible and promote mastery

of it; he has a powerful means at his disposal--analysis, whose appli-

cation shows the most natural way to find this proof.

sir 2. The fact that "the three bisectors of a.triangle intersect at

une and the same point" can also be discovered inductively; deductive

proof is easily found too, through analysis. But although one may

I/ discover inductively thalk"the three altitudes of a trilngle intersect

at one and the same point," we cannot confirm that ordinary deductive

proof of this fact, which can also be easily found through.analysis,

coincides with what someone first established. But, for our purposes

of instruction, this has no significance; for us it is only important

that analysis leads us to a sufficiently natural and visual method of
W

pro6f of this stat,ent.

The Analytic-Synthetic Method. This method is an organic combi-

nation of two methods--the analytic and the synthetic.

3
Unfortunately the teacher often has only a limited time for this.
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Analysis

Analysis is., of two types.

1. The first type consists in the following. To establish a

relation Q, one tries to find a relation or system of relations Al such

that Q comes as a result. Then for each of the relations of Ai one finds

that relation Or system of relations A'2, A"2, A"'2,... from which

relation A
1

follows accordingly. This process continues until all

relations are covered, either those given in the conditions of the

statement being, proved or those established earlier and thereby

considered true.

To give complete clarity to this general description of the process

of analysis, let us cite some examples.

Example 1. Theorem: In any rhombus the diagonals are perpendiculhr.

1. Quadrangle ABCD is a rhombus.

sk. AC and BD are its diagonals.

3. AC X BD at point C.

AC BD?
A

Figure 14

The following is an analysis ofthe proof of this theorem: (a) to

prove that AC.1.. BD it is sufficient to prove that B0.1. AC. i.e., that

(b) BO is the altitude Of triangle ABC. (c) For this, one need only

establish that ABC is an isosceles triangle and that BO is its median,

that, is, that (d) AB - BC and (e) BO is the median of triangle ABC.

RrtIon (d) follows from condition 1, and relation (e) follows from

editions 1, 2, and 3 of the theorem.

Lt us look a little more closely at the links in this chain. Note

that not only does relation (a). follow from (b), but relation (b) f011ows

from relation (a); thus relations (a) and (b) are equivalent; they can.

fully replace each other. We can say that relations (a) and (b) are t

..

differentioLin form bilt identical in content.

This is not valid for relation (B) 'and tlie system of relatiOns

(c), (d), a
1"

(e). Otelation b follows from the system oftrelations
1.

(c), (d), an (e), but the system of relations (c), (d) and (e) does

not follow from relation (b). Indeed, from the fact that BO is the

altitude of triangle ABC it does not follow either that this triangle

5 5
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is isosceles or that BO is its median. ,For relation (b) to be valid,

it is not necessary that the system of relations '(c), (d), and (e) be

valid, but it is sufficient. The presence of the system of relations

entails the presence of relation (a), which is subject to proof.

Example 2. Theorem: A circle may be inscribed in any triangle.

ABC is a triangle

Can a cirAe be

in AAtC?

Figure 15

Analysis of Che proof of this theorem may be presented in the

following scheme.

(a) In triangle ABC a circle may be inscribed?

(b) There exists a drcle tangent to all sides of triangle ABC?

(c) There exists a point equidistant from all sides af triangle ABC?
T

T T ....1%

(d) All points of the . All points of the The bisectors
bisector of angle A are bisector Of angle C of angles A
6quidista4 from sides are woidistant from mid C inter-
AB and AC theorem on siaes CB and CA sect (property

.i.

the bisector of an (theoreM .on the of. non7para11e1
angle), bisector of an straight lines).

41111,
angle).

o A In'this analysls we were looking'for relation (b), from which!

relation (a) follows, then relater; (c), from which relation (b) follows,

and,finally the system of relations (d), from which relation (c) follows.

We turn our attention, however, tà the fact that (conversely) relation

(b) is a consequence of relation (a) and relation (c) is a consequence

%
of relation (b). Thus (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent, and each of them

-

may fuIl replace either of the others.

But the systep,of relatidns (d) is not a result of relation (b); it

consists of nonequivalent relations. Here there is only a unilateral

relationship. For relation (c), which is subjected to proof, to be valid,

it is s cient that the system of relations (d) be valid.

1.
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It can be seen from these examples that this type of analysis

consists in seeking the logical path to be followed from the given

relations to the relation being proved, i.e., it consists in estab4shing

the path of proof that the given relations are conditions that are

sufficientto realize the relation to be proved. This type of analysis

is applied in proving propositions.

2. The second type of analysis, applied in solving problems

(geometric or algebraic), consists in the following. .Beginnin:L,from the

assumption that the unknown figure or value of a quantity exists, we

seek those relations that are the consequences of this assumption, then

the relations that derive from these consequences, continuing until we

coms to the conclusion which may serve as.the original relation.in a

chain of inverse propositions. Obviously we find in this manner the

condition orsystem of conditions necessary for the existence of,the,

unknown figure or value.

Thus, where the first type of analysis has the purpose of prov

that known relations (given in the conditionS of the proposition) are

sufficient for the existence of the conclusion of the proposition, the

second type of analysis helps establish ,Ole conditions necessary for

the existence of a value or

so that after this (by synth

sufficient, and, if reqmfred,

system of val4es of an unknown quantity,

is) one may select those that are then

add the new sufficien conditions.

Example 3. ProblemL tonstruct a right trian le given its hypbtenuse
%

a and the radius r of a circle inscribed in it.

In the analysis of the solution of the problem, we assume that the

problem is solved, i.e., that the unknown triangle is constructed

(Figure16). Let this be triangle ABC in whichAB= d, BC = a, 0 is the

center of the inscribed circle, OD = OE = OF = r.

Looking at the drawing, we see triangle BCC is determined by

triangle ABG. In triangle BOC, BC = a, the altitude OD is equal to r,

1130C 1800
B C

1800 45' = 135', so that the problem of construct-
2

ing triangle ABC from elrents A,. a, r comes down to constructing triangle

BOC from the angle at vertex BOC, from the base a, and the altitude r.

a
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Figure 16

'Example 4. Problem: Given a circle of radius R and line. MN at a

distance d from the center 0 of this circle, construct a circle tangent

to circle &and lineN at a given point A on this straight line.
,

We analyze the solution of the problem. For this we assume that the

problem is solved, i.e., that the unknown circle is conatructed (Figure

17). Let this, be a circle with center 0', tangent to circle 0 at point

K and to liDMMN zit the giveupint A.

It.can be seen from the drawing that the center 0' of the unknown

circle is dn ehe perpendicular AC, drawn to line MN from point A. At

first we can make no further conclusions about the location of the center

0', but, inspecting the drawing carefully, we.notice that the center

is at a distance"from 0 ecal to the sum of radius R of the given circle

and radius x of-the unown circle; from point A it is at a distance x.

This leads us to think that if we mark off segment AC eqUal to radius R

on the extension of the perpendicular AC, the center 0' is equidistant

--Tram points 0 and C, ale, consequently, will be on the perpendicular to

L0', constructed to segment OC from its center L. We conclude that the

figure we assumed constructed detewines the canter.0' of the unknown

circle as. a point:

(1) located on the.perpendicular AC erected from point A to MN;

(2) equidistant from points 0 and C and therefore on the perpen

dicular L0', constructed to:segment OC from its center L;

(3) which is.the point of interSection of the perpendiculars

- AC and 1)1'.

7,-"-From this we conclude that to construct the center of the unknown

circle, we must construct perpendicular AC and perpendicular/L0'.'



Examples 3 and 4 permit us to make the general conclusion that

analysis in solving problems on the construction of some figure F from''

its given properties a consists in finding a figure or system of figures

F' with properties ca- such that it is wholly determined 415,44ligure F,

so that in order to construct figure F it is necessary that a figure or

system of figures F' be,constructed.

Example 5. Problem: A pool has two pumps. The first pumps water

into the pool. Tir second can pump out an equal amount of water, but

it takes h hours longer. When both pumps are working together, the pool

is filled in a hours. How long does it take the first pump to fill the

pool?
a

To solve this problem, we designate the unknown number of hours by

x and compose an equation,

a a

x h
(1)

How d we *rive at this equation? We first assumed that when

h > 0 aia > 0, then we can assert by considering the quantities h
ik

and a: There exists some value x of the unknown quantity (the time'the'

\first pUmp takes to ill the pool) that is the answer to the problem. By

ireasoning we then es ablished that this value of the unknown quantity

satiSfies equation (1). Thus it turhed out that for the statement:

'N(a) there exists a value x of the unknown quantity such that it

answers the problem, entailing the statement that .

(b) this value x satisfies equation (1).

Consequently, the fulfillment of statement (b) is a condition.'

necessary for statement (a) to be valid. In Other words, only that

value of the unknown quantity which is a root of equation (1) can answer
,

the problem. 4

We cannot, however, draw' the i&rerse conclusion. From the fact
* ,

alone that some number Is the root of equation (1) it does not-follow
r.

tVt it answerethe queption of-the problem. -In other.wprds, fulfillment

of statement(b)is not condition 'sufficient for sLtement(a)to be valid.

Therefore, having ed equation (1), we shall have to be addition-
,

ally convinced that one or another of its roots gives the answer to the
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question of the problem, or--if none of 4the roots of equation (1)

satisfies this rkuirement-- that the problem has no solution at all.

But how carkwe be convinced of this? Raving carefully considered

the idea of the unknown value x whose existence.we have assumed, we "tall

try to establish those supplementary relations satisfying it. It is

easily understandable that the unknown value x satisfies not only

equation (1), but also the relation

0 < x < a, (2)

which in view of this expresses still another condition that is necessary

for the eistence of a value x of the unknown quantity, which would

answer the problem.

But
iA

t is not hard to see that relations (1) and (2) are not inde
.

pendent. If p, from equation (1) given in the form

x x + h
a

it follows that > j; i.e., that x < a. 'Mere are two mutually inde
.

pendent conditions:

a a .
1, and > 0

x x + h

which are necessary for thee to exist a valne of an unknown quantity

which,would answer the problem. Neither of these conditions in itself

is sufficient. One may pose the q stion of the sufficiency of the system

(combination) of these mutually jdependent conditions. We shall show

below that thissystem is indeed suf icient for there to exist a value of

the unknown quantity that will answer the probleni.

0 Synthesis

To each of the two types of analysis there corresponds its own type

of 'synthesis. Let us examine them.

1. Assume that, in trying to find a proof of some proposiltion Q,

'We have made an analysis, as represented by this scheme:

;i1

A'
3

(Co tion 1)

1
--1

rA" A' "
.3 i

3 4'

(:onditions 4. (Conditions 1

and 3) and 2)
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Let A' , A" , and A"' be those statements that'are direct consequences3 3
3

'of the data of the conditions of ihe theorem, as indicated (in parentheses).

Then it is clearly possible to form an argument consisting of a converse

transition:

(a) from condition I of the theorem--to statement A' and from it to
3

statement At*
2'

(b) from conditions 1 and 3--to statement A"*
3'

(c) from conditions 1 and 2--to stateMent 4T;

(d) from statements A" dnd A"--to statement All*

(e) from statemehts.AI and,A"--to statement A *
2 2

A (f) frpni statement Al--to proposition Q.

This method of establishing some relation, consisting La a,sequentIal

transition (with the aid of logical inferences) from the given conditions

of a theorem to be proved to its conclusion, is the first type of synthesis.

Let us.return to examples 1 and 2.

Exaule 1.* Synthesis consists in the following4(page 55):

(a) -from condition 1 we find that AB ,= BC, and from conditiOns 1,

2, and.'....rWe conclude, that BO is the median of triangle ABC;

-(b) henc2 we infer that BO is the altitude of triangle ABC., i.e.,

that BQ AC and,,consequently, BD_L AC.

Example 2. Synthesis eonsipts in.the following (page 56):

(a) since tile bisector of anY -angle is a locus of points evildistant

'from its sidp, the bisector 1 atgi.e A contains all and only those points

equidistant from sides AB and Ac, and the bisector'of angle C contains

411 and only those points equidistant from sides CB and CA; these bisectors
4

(from the property of nonparallel lines) intersect at some point 0;

(b)- therefore point 0 is equidistant from all sides of triangle ABC,

i.e. if OD BC, CEA_ AC, OF_L AB, then OD = OE = OF;

(c) drawini a circle of radius OD with its center at 0, we obtain

a cfrele tangent to all sides of triangle ABC (by the theorem of the

stfaight line dra erp cular to the radius at the end of the radius

lying on-the circle), i.e., an inscribed circle.

2. The second type of synthesis consists in establisiing that the

6nditions found necessary for the existence of the unknowrfigure or

the values Of the unknown quantity are also sufficient.

A
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Examples 3 and 4. In construction problems, synthesis is made

fter the unknown figure is constructed and is nothing but a proof that

/the conditions, found through' analysis and used in the construction

necessary for the existence of the unknown figure are also sufficient.-

. In solving example 3 it was established that in order to constiUct

the urkwn triange ABC it was necessary to construct triangle BOC. A314.
.

,this ondition is at the same time sufficient. Indeed, having constructed

triangle BOC from its base 4, the altitude r, and the;;angle (equal to°

135°) at vertex 0, and having drawn rialf-lines BA and a, forming angles

with half-lines BO an respectively, these angl are equal to angles
/V:

es

OBCand OCB and inters t at some point A, and we obtain the deSired

triangle. Indeed:,

(a) half-lines BA and CA intersect, and at right angles, since

"LOBC +OCB 45°, and ZABC + ZACB 2(20BC + 90*;

(b) 0 is thep0Int Of.intersection of the bisectors .b.0 and CO

of angles iltand---C of triangle ABC, i.e., the center of;the circle

iAcribed in it.

altitude OD of triangle BOC is the radius of this inscribed

---"circle in triangle ABC, but this altitude is exactly equal to r.

In the solution to example 4 it was established that in order to

.
construct the center 0' of the unknown circle one must csnstruct:

(a) urpendicular AC, drawd from the given point A to the given

straight line MN;

(b) perpendicular LO', drawn to segment OC from its center L.

But this condition is simultaneously sufficient. Indeed:

, (a) straight lines AC and LO'eetp.endicular to the sides of the

angle, intersect at some point 0'; 71

(b) from the equality O'C = 0'0 presented in the form 01A + 11. =

O'K + R itwfollows that .01A 01K;

(c) in view of this, the circle circumscribed about the center Oi

with radius O'A passes through point K, so that point K is the common:

.

point of circles 0 and 0', lying on their line uf centers 00' and,

consequently, the point of their taugeAcy;

(d) the straight line MN, passing t rough the end-point A of the

radius OA'and perpendicular to it, is tang t to the circle constructed

with its center at 0'.
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These proofs that the conditiAs found through analysis) necessary!

for contructing fhe unknown figures in probleMs0 and 4, are at the

same time sufficient conditions kor it; they are the stage of'the solution

of these problems, which is called synthesis.

Example 5. Analyzing this problem, we arrived at 'the conclusion

that in or.der for a value f of the unknown quantity to exist it must

satisfy a system of relations:

a a.
= 1, x O. (3)x x + h

Having solved the equation constitutiqg the first necessary condition,
,

we can replace this sytem wAth an equatiOn equivalent to it:

li(h2 + 4ah) h
x = (4)

2

This value of the unlirown quatlikty may te viewed as the answer t.)40

the prdblein, for it ia the value of that intervl..oftinie during which

the first pump fills the pool. Indeed', it follows from the equation

'that the part of the pool:tilled by the firEit pump in 1 hour7ds

the part of the pool emptied by the seconepumA in 1 hour b exactly the

part of/the iool filled after both pu have been operating together fel.
.;

k
*

4f
1 hour.

v

The above proof that pystem (3) of the conditions necessary for the

existence of a value of the unknown quantity is at the same-time sufficient,
/ .. v

for this.-constitutes that.stage of solution of the problem, with thevhelp

A.,of the cAmposition of an equation expressVig its condition, w k ch is

called synthesis.
,

3. The analytie-synthetic method is successfully applied whenever.
f a . ,

a theorem may b'e presented in the form 4 a problem.

Examp.14. 6. Te prove in class the theorem on the square of a side ivgb,

opposite an acute angle, ehe t acher does not tell the.pupils the formula

but asks them to solve this pro iem: "Given lengths a and b of two

sides of (triangle containing an acut snip, find the length of the
4

rd side."

In dpreliminary discussion with the pupils, the teacher establishes

that, sinc.es triangfe is determined by three independent elements, knowl-

edge of lengths a an ti. b is not enough to solve the problem and that

another element must he_known; what kind of an element this is, is

explained In the process of solving the problem. Then the class does
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the following analysis under the teacher's guidance set Figur4 18;

'where BC'= a, AC =-b,

.

AB?

a

0
- Figure 18 ,

This a.nalysis'shows that this third element, knowledge of which is

necessary for solving the problem, is segment,CD, i.e.,44tfte projection

of one of, thg two giVen sides (GA) onto the.othOr.given side (C ).
. .

Designa.ting the Length of this projeqion CD by ba(to.show hat

CD this e prOj ction of side b 'onto side 41, we synthesize:

1) AD = b - b , .
a '

2) ,BD = a - b :, .

* 2 2 - 2
3) AB

2
= AD

2
+ BD = b

2
- ba

2 2
+ a .-'2.aba -f-ba i= a + b

2.
2aba.

&

,

This order may be appliedwhenever the conclusion of some definite

formula is replaced by calculatiA of that magnitude designated by the

left part of a formula and whosb value is exprtssed by the right part--

for exampie; geom6tric formulas for calculating thenonfundamental

elements Of a trianglet, or trigonometric formulas, known as formulas

of aadition dnd Suhtragtion,and their conseqUencest.
0 4

4. Let us summarize and state one'generpal consideration.

S.

r-ciatity\and brevitY we Shall introduce the

-We s all Z'rite symbolicthy a theorem that cOntists
- a

following from relati n a in t4vis manner: This
It-

, that "relatioq,a gi n" and that "fA,ation B must
.r

.01,et us as:tVuettaat ..1

(1) eaV of these theoremsl'is true:

a, a, a; (A)
r. 6

.

. IPT: ,---'- *

..- 4idint 4 is deVoted -to a db6et dev4
. ,

,. of the questjon and iiggresigned to familI

64,
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following designation.

of a relation B

notation "will signify,

be proved.4

,
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* (2) relations 8,1 , 6 are independent, i.e., no one of them nor

any sroup of them entails any of the others;

(3) if some relatio iit. is the consequence of neither any relations
A

p, , or 6 nor 'any group of them, then theorem a is untrue.'

In this caseWe may confirm that the theorem is true, i.e., that

%relation a follAgs from the combination of relations fi,-r , S.

We may formulate this theorem in-words thuS:

. Theorem. If for the.existence of relation a it is necessary that
w

each of the mutu4ly indepandent relations 6, and only these

'relati.ons, exist, then for the existence of relation a it is sufficient

that a system of relationrs a, , 6 exist. .

Proof (ind#ect method). Assume that relation a does not exist,

despita the existence of relations 13,T, 6 snbject to conditions.1.73...

Let%us examine under what conditions this is possible. From condition.

1,it follows that the nonexistence

the nonexistence of a, so,that the

a could,be the noneXistence of any

af each.of

reason for

one of the

the relations ,

the nonextstence of

rekatiod,1 , 6.

t entails

"relatic;n

But,

according to the conditions, this does not occur. Therefore,.the invali

ity of the telation a cannot be due to the invalidity ot dny c3ne of .

the relations [3,1-, 6. We still MuSt find out whether the invalidity of

relation a is the consequence of the invalidity of some relation e inde-

d-

.

pendent of ryeations 13, , .6. That cannot be, for than the theorem t

dEnl.d be true,'contradicting

' Thus the .assumption that ia the pxesence of relations 13,-1, 6,

subject to conditionl 1-3, relation a does not...occur must. be rejected,

i.e., relation a really is a consequence of relations 6-
,

Example 7. For a number a to be divisible by 12 it i necessary

that a be divisible by 3.3and-4. ',In addition, the relations "a is divisi-

ble by 3" and "a is.divisible by 4" are mutually independent'. The

relatioft ."a is divisible by 2" is a consequence of,Cha. relation 'a is

'divisible by 4"; the relation "a is divisible by 6" is a consequence of
w.

the system of relations "a s divisible by 2" and-"a is divisible by 3."

ThereIls.no relation distinct from the two indicated independent relations,

and the two'that are the consequences of these independent relations can

be the 'consequence of the lation "a is divisible by 12," for the number
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IZ has, besides the trivial divisors 1 and 12, only the divisors 3, 4,w

2, 6. These considerations permit us to conclude that if a is divisible

by 3 and.4, it is divisible by 12. Indeed, the indivisibIlity of a by

12 could be the consequence only of its indivisibility by either 3-or 4,

and this contradicts the conditions.

The converse theorem, having the following content,,is also true.

If

a a a
(I) each of the theorems

, '

(A) is trUe,
7 6

(2) relations f3, , 6 are inde9endent, and"

(3) theorem.,

Then we may confirm that if relation E is.not a 'Conequence Ol any one of

the relationsa, T ,.6 or an group of them., then theorem PI is untrue,

1.e.,the relation E is not a Ohsequence of resrtion a either.

We may formulate this thegrem in.words

Converse theorem'. If for the'exiatenfeliof relation a)it ienecessary

I.

ad,

that each of the mutuallyjndependent relations a .1,- , Oexist, and it

is sufficient that the system of these relations exist,*then there i
. .

single relation c, independent of'relations 13, 7 , 6, which would be
. ,

necessary for the existence of relaion a.

Proof (indirect method). If there were so6 relation e Phase
A *

existence would-be necessary for the existence of relation a, then it

would appear that )two theorems would exist si4ultaneou9.y:

P, r, 6 a
and --,-,

a OW
i.e., that theoreM ---L l

e
'would be true,.which contradicts the

a .

conditions. Therefore, proposition must be rejected. .

E

;ExElmple 8. For a number a to lie d.ivisible by 12 it ig.neces Y

for 4ach of two independent relations-I "a,is divisible by a and#"a

is divisible by 4," to be fulfilled, and it is pufficient thht the sistem

of these relations be fulfilled. No relation c'that Auld not depend on
. .

the tWo indicatd relations and whose fulfillment would be necessaTy for'
. . . ,

. . .
.

1 the divisibility of a by 12 exists, f6r from the'theorems
_

a is divisible by 3, a is divisible by 4 gndl atls divisLble by_12

a is divisible by-12 .

there wduld follow the theorem
a Is iivisible by,3, a is divisible by 4

E .
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i.e., relation El would depend on the system of relations "a is divisible

by 31 and "a is divisible by 4," which contradicts the condit

These examples of (direct and converse) theorems, expres ing the

relation between conditions necessary and sukficient for the exist-Once

of a relation, show why we attempt through analysis to establish all

mutually independent necessary conditions in order to find a system of

sufficient Sonditions. ,

In examining example 4, we established that, for the existence of

the unknown circle, 'it is necessary t,hat there exist: .

(1) a perpendicular AC, drawn from point A to line.MN;

(Z) a perpendicular L0', drawn from the center L of segment-0C;

(3) a point of intersection 0' of th4. perpendiculars.

. Condition 3 is obviously a consequence of conditions 1 and 2

(perpendiculars drawn from the sides of an angle intersect), i.e., it

is dependelit on them. But conditions 1 and 2 are independent. Therefor

the system of Conditions 1 and 2 is sufficient for the unknown circle to

exist.

The Inductive ana De.ductive Methods of Instruction. In this setion

we sh41 examine the application of the inductivp and deductive methods .

of mathematics instruction.

Incomplete induction
...0"'

1. The inductive method of mathematics\X struction is the methOd

o,f eStablishing same facts (truths, propos'itions) and cpnsists in finding

_general conclusions on the basi!s of a definite number of separate (parti-

cular) observations. Thus, instruction conducted inductively is built

on eriat obtained from direct lierception of actual objects and facts.

It ,is lly understood that this method alone can and should be applied
0%

in theM.eginning stages of mathematics instruction, but it also retains

itt; ue at other levels of this instruction whe the.pupils show their

need for establishing general atttitudes by thfmthod of abstraction as

well as sufficient aptitude for it.

(a) Having established the criteria for divisibilitysby 2 and 5,

4 "and /5, 8 and 125, the teacher turns to seeking the criteria for

divisibilityby 3.. He begins by examining individual numerffQ exaMples

and observes in each of them that if a number is divisibre by 3, the sum
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//of itt digits is divisible'by 3, and, conversely, if the sum of the

digits of a number is divisible by 3, the number itself is divisible by

3. After the pupils have been convinced of these facts throligh many

examplesi they will hardly be inclined to doubt them, but-o0course

they will want to know the "reason" behind these phenomena. This is a
-

good chance for the Ceacher to ask them to OFIve this problem by them-
,*

10 selves, as they had found the criteria for divisibility by 2, 4, and 8.

(b) The inference of the formula for solv g the equation of a

perfect square, based pn isolating a perfect uare .from its left part,

is always begnn In this way, by solving diverse numerical examples

of gradually increasingcomplexity. In thege examples the pupils learn

the general principle that, for the left-hand side of each quadratic

eqUation, one may establish precisely whether it may be decomposed into

linear factors and, if so, which ones.

(c) ,FamIliarizing sixth-graders with the concept of the altitude

of a triangle, the teacher draws on the blackboard some scalene triangles

of various shapes and draws the altitude to the base in each of them. By
-

examining these triangles the pupils "arrive at the conolusion" that

if the base angles of a triangle are acute,, the altitude falls on thi7,9

base, and if one of the two base angles of a triangle is obtuse, the

altitude falls on the extension of this base.

This conclusion, inferred purely inductively by the puliilsk,on the
,

basis of a series of drawings, seems fully convincing to them,- completely

believable; at this stage of their mathematical development it haa not

yet occurred to them that they may doubt'an observed fact, and the

teacher would be in error if he aroused their doubts now abo* the authen-

ticity of the conclusions they have cirawn. But when it is possible for

the- teacher to substantiate this fact, rigorously, he errs again if he

does not take advantage of this opportunity. ,

Let us turn to the generality contained in the above examples a-c

and constituting the essence of the concept of incomplete induction.

Iu example 1 we ware talking of the set of natural numbers whose digilipt

add up to a number divisible by 6. It appeared that, all the elements. we

investigated in this set have one and.the same property--diwisibility by
,

3. The question arose whether all elements of the i nfinite set being

studied have this property; the pupils said yes.
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In example 2 we looked at the set of all quadratic equations

with numerical coefficients. It appeared that each equation we idvesti-

gated had or4 and the same property. Concerning it, one could determine

.
precisely whether its left-hand term could be decomposed into linear

factors and which ones, or whether it could not be factored. One must

determine whether all elements of the infinite set we examined-have this.

property. This question is thoroughly solved by applying those Same

arguments to an eqt.lation in general form.

In example 3 we studied the set of triangles whose base angles are

acute and the set of triangles having one of these angles obtuse. It

appeed that all triarigles of the first set have one and the same

Propert"--the altitude of each of them falls on its base. The triangles

of the Second set have another common property--the altitude of each of

them falls onNiche extension of ityase. As a result, the question arose,

whether one could confirm that all elements of the first infinile set

and all elements of the second infinite set have such properties.

Thus the inductive method of instruction may be applied when it is

necessary to establish that all elements of some infinite set M have.

one and the same (common) property.a arid when strict proof of this fact

cannot b'e given to the pupils, or,when the teacher nevertheless considers

.it necessary to first "discoverr the fact with the help of inktive

. argumentation.
41

In examples 1 and 2 a strict.proof may be given immediately after .

the fact is "discovered," and in example 3, only later, after all the

necessary information has been accumulated. The induction used in examples ,

e 1-3 is called incomplete inductio.p. We gave these examples only.to

illustrate the inductive method of instruction. They have no peculiarities
4

which would separate them from the great number of othet cases in which
ik

the teacher applies
t

the inductive method.

We shall state a much more general idea. APplication of the inductive

method underlies the application of the so-called concrete inductive

method, which constitutes one of the most valuable achievements-of the

methodology ,of teaching

1

f mathematics, one of its most fruitful Ldeas.
r

.The concrete inductive m thod is contrasted to the abstract deductive

method, which--according"to teachers who are Aisposed toward it--should

, only.gradually acquire a leading position in mathematics instruction
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in the upper grades, without displacing the concrete inductive methods,

but coexisting h it. Asiits name indicates, the concret inductive

method re that the entire concept or general principl (which in

the f 1 analysis must be invested in an abstract form) beg'is to be.

built up or created in the pupil'a mind through a study of com letely

conerete images and propositions on the basis of an examination

series of concrete examples that disclose (with sufficient definiten

clarity, and completeness) the essence of the concept and basic idea of

that propbsition which is eO,be concluded. It is fully understood that

this goal may be attained only by following the inductive method of the'

investigation and finding prbpertied of Concrete objects. In additiion,

by concrete eXamples -we must of course mean not only objects and phenomena '

of the external world directly perceived by our senses, but all individual

representatives of those concepts that are to be generalized.

Thus, whereas in eAlfle 3 each triangle drawn on the blackboard is*

directly perceived k,y sight, in example 1 each natural number whose

digits add up.to a number divisible by 3 is only an individual represent-

ative of'the general concept of the natural number!having this''property.

In this sense, each separate number wh digitsadd Up to a number

divisibl by 3 is related to concrete ects; in the same-64nse, we call

concrete each quadratic equation with definite numerical coefficients

(examplite 2).

Complete indection

2. Sometimes that method is called i ductive+-true, noC consistently

enough--which consists of establishing so4 fact (principle, proposition,

truth) by exa4ning all.singularly poAsi (mutually exclus ive) cases

and the proof of the justification cot this fact in each of the possible

cases.
0

(d) For a proof o4 the: theorem, "An Lnscrsibed angle is measured by

a half of the arc on whicliit is,based," we establish lts correctness for

the only three possible cases; then the theorem may be considered

'completely proved.

(e) To establish the general rule'fch- ad4ucing the trigonometric

function of any angle belonging to the segment (00 ... 3600)'to a trig-
.

onometric function of an angle of the first quadrant, we infer this

rule f r each of the following.only possible represenehtives of the value
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of an angle, given here as an algebraic sum: 90* * a; 180°'t a;

270** a; 3601 a, where 00 < a < 900; after this the rule may be

considered established generally.

Examples 4 and 5 share the fact that they illustrate the appli-
.

cation of one and the.same method. Hawever, they are .not the same.

While the proof of the theorem of the inscribed angle cannot be presented

without examining thy definite sequence of the three cases studied, the

conclusion of the rule for adducing trigonometric functions can be

drawn immediately by using thisecommon method. If the teacher desired

to communicate this general method to the pupils, a preliminary exami

nation of particulat cases would be devoted to presenting the whole topic

with a very useful concreteness and visuality.- In this case, the device

used by the teacher could. be called inductive. But if the theacher

decided to eXamine all only possible (and mutua4y exclusive) cases,-here

there would be no element of transition from particular. observations

to a generalconclusion, but a general conclusion would be created by

proving a theorey for all possible cases without exception, and the

omission of even one case would make the proof fallacious, since there

would exist that logical error which is called the incompleteness of a
.

,

proof. The device used in examples d and e.is called complete induction.

It goes without saying that the teacher is not obliged to cons.iaer

all possible cases himself. He is helped by thV pupils, who in individ-

-ual cases, ind:6)3endentIy apply a course of reasoning indicated by the
_

teacher. It is important, however, that the pupils know that to regard

a?rule as establiShed solel on the 11;lasis of its being.established in

Zsome, but notall, cases woutl be an error in logic. ,

Deduction

3. Let us turn'to an examinatidn of the deductive method of mathe- Alp

-matics instruction. It consists in applying deductive reasoning to

,establish speci c tfieoretical facts (truths, propositions). 'This
t

reasoning consists of a system (chain) of sequentially realited syllo-

gisms. As is known, in deductive reasoning we usilallv use

enthymemes (syllogisms which lack one.of their premises), but the teacher

should nevertheless present deductive reasoning in its complete form

a

through examples, i.e., sO.7.-Tt'at all its syllogisms would be clearly

separated.

\,
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Example. The i proof of the theorem, "In any triangle the greatLr

angle lies opposite the greater side" may be decomposed into the follow-

itg syllogisms (Figure 19): *

14

Figure 19

1. 0In any isosceles triangle the base angles are equal.

DBC is an isosceles triangle with base-DC. Thereforel

BDC 4 BCD.

2. The sum of the two angles is glier than either*

-angleACB = 4ACD 4. LBCD. Therefore, LACB > 4BCD.

3. If one of two parts of an inequality is replaced/by a

quantity equal to it, we obtain an inequality 0 the same

sense as the given-inequality; ZBCD 4BDC. Therefore,

L ACB > 4BDC.

4. Every external angle& a triatgle is greater than each of the

internal angles not adjacant to this external angle.

BDC is the external angle of triangle ADC4 Therefore,

. BDC > LA.

S. The inequality of angles is A transitive relation. -*

L. ACB > LIOC: 4BDC > LA. Therefore% LACB_5 LA, that

is, CCI > LA.

Even in this example it is clear that ip a deductive proof of a

mathematical statement one must use syllogisms'of various modes. It'

is quito advlsable, however, to dwell on the present mode having the

most widespread usage, and examine it more deeply, showing what its

essence is., Any syllogism of this type can be presented in this general

form:

Every eiement-Of ciass K has property a.
Object A is an element of class K.
Therefore, object A has property a.
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Thuk, syllogis<l given above may be given the following form:

Every tr ngle belonging to the class of isosceles triangles
bas'the prop rty that its base angles are equal.

Triangle BDC belongs to this class (is an element of this
class). V

Therefore, triangle ,BDC has the property tHat its base
angles are equal.

Thus the inference weshave examined consists in the fact that if

4
we include.some object A in class K according to some specific criteria

'(Iwe relate it tc class K), we ascribe to object-A all those properties

that determine class It is easy to unde;stand that the major and

minor premises of a syllogism together constitute just this base on

.whichWe construct a corresponding point of the proof. Tflus, in the
mk

example cited for proving that 4BDC LBCD, we refer.briefly to°the

theorem of the_isosceles triangle, saying, "according to. the theorem of

the isosceles triangle'; but unfolding'this brief reference, we see that

it leads to the first two propositions (the major and minor-premise) of

.syllogism 1.

4. As is known, the deductive method of reasoning has an especially,.

wide application in proving geometric propositions (theordiaS). Tiie" ,

teacher, however, should clearly recognize thatf-we use chiefly this

same method in proofs of propositions of arithmetic,1 algebra, and trigo-
.

nometry too. The basic,fault in teaching'algebra, especially in grades

t 8-104 is that the study of its theory is not given the same significance

as the study of theory in geometry. Th'e,heory of algebra is presented

on a lower level and the demands on the pupils are of a lesser degree

and scope. More and more,often methodologists and teachers are indi-

eating this serious fault as the or9in of insgufficient knowledge,ofe

algebra. The propositions constituting the theory of the school algebra

course must be given a precige form that would isolate the nditions

and conclusion of a theorem and allow the prpof to be conuót4 strictly

-`-deductively to the ilme extences,is done ift geometry. Neanwhile, besides

the propositions.clearly formuldted as theorems .(the theorem of Vieta,

the theorem of Bézout), the School algebra course.contains a great many
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propositions havihg a completely precise content which are subjected

to strict logical preof.

We cite several examples:

1. If the determinant of a System of two linear equations with two

unknowns is distinct from zero, the system has one and only one solution.

If this determinant is equal to zero, but at least one of the supple-
4

4 mentary determinants of the system is distinct from zero, the system

has no solution. If the determinant of a system and both its supple-

mentary determinants are equal.to zero, but at least one of the-coeffi-

cients in the system of equations is distinct from zero, the%system has

an infinite set of mutually dependent solutions.
4

0

2. If the discriminant of a quadratic'equatioals a toelitive number,

the equAtion has two uaequal real roots. If this discriminant fs equal'

to zero, the equa,tion has two equal real roots. If the discriminant of'

a quadratic equation Is a negative number, the equation has no real roots.

3. If we multiply the numerator and denominator of an algebraic

factlbn by any expression not,reducing to zero, we obtain a fraction

identically, equal to the first.

4, If to both parts of an equation we add any number or any

expression that does not lose its numerical sense in the system of values

of unknowns cc:instituting the solution to the.given equatibn,'we obtain

a. new equation equivalent to the gieen one.

5. There is no integer or fractrOn whose square would be equal to
Ask

2. A

6. If a > 0, and m and n are natural numbers, then (am)n

7. If a > 0, then when a 1 and a > 0, the inequality-aal !1

is correspondingly true, and when a k 1 and a.<

is correspondi gly\Fue.
IMO 0

8. If a 0, b > 0, c > 0, then log (abc)= log a + log'b + log c.

We have ci ed some examples' of algebraic propositioRs precisely

formulated. Ea h of them represents a theorem that may and should (in

t* appropriate grade) -be rigorously proved. But these examples are not_

exceptions. In algebra theory there,are a great many theorems, and, in

formulating them, the teacher'is obliged to precisely isolate their i

conditions and conclusions (see examples 1-8) and to appeal cllarly to
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each of the conditions in proving these theorems. All demanda made on

'the proof of geometric thevens should be ma4e on the proof of algebraic'
t

theorems. Everything said above.about algebra is of course true for

.arithmetic and trigonometry, too.,

!MR

As ear1S-as the fifth grade, when the teacher tells the pupils

about the criteria for diqsibility of natural'nuMbers, he is affarded

Ihe opportunity to,invest theni in the if-then form of conditional propo-

sitpns. He should strive to do this later too, during the entire perick

of arithmetic study, and then in other sections.of mathematics.

Not every pupil can replace the short formulation of the proposition. /

"the 44144. n multiple oi two relatively prime numbersi.kis their yroduct"

by ts full\ormulation: "if two numbers ate relatively 'prim their

dow
CO 111 1 6 n multiple is the product of these numbera." But just now portant

thi is for developing full nrecision and clarity of reasonii3g the

teacher will see when he has to conduct more complex deductia arguments

with the pupils: 4,11 proof based imprecisely on all the given conditions

and only the;a conditions ceases to be a proof.

Even more so than in algebra,_it is possible to carry ciut strict

deductive proofs in trigonometry as taught in the'upper (ninth and Centh)
4

grades. Here the pupils' general and mathematical development is quite

sufficient for the teaching to be conducted on the neceSsary scientific

level. "Therefore, formulations of theot.ems in trigonometry and their

proof should satisfy the demands made for scientific prd'ofs; in partic-
,

ulat, deductive proofs should be conducted with precise observance of

references to all the conditions ang all propositions used--as Major

and minor premises--in the proof.

Here are some examples:4i,

1. -The so-called theorem of additiOn should be formulated thus:

"If the sine and cosine of any two anglb a and B are known, the

sine anecosine of the sum (a + B) of these Aligles can be found by the

formula:

sin (a + B) = sin a cos B + cos a Skri(--B

cos (a + B) .. cos a cos f3 sin akin
,

,
Thus the values a, B and (a'+ al of the angles themselv re not

given, and there is no need to know them; these values ate no give;
. J

7.5
A
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any attention in tile proof of the theorem. owever the,theorem may

be proved, all eases that may arise shodld be eX,Lined, including

the border cases:

7 7 7
a = 0, = 0; a = 0, = ; a = f3 -21 etc.

2. In the conclusion of the formula

tan a + tan
tan .(a + 13,

1 - tan a tan (1)

.it is. necessary to stipulate that,it is established under the conditions

a (2k + fi0 (2k + 1) a + 0 (2k + 1) , (2) .

4

and in proving it we must show precisely where we use these conditions.

To emphasize that these conditions are organically connected with the

theorem, itt musCbe formulated thus: "If condition (2) is-satisfied,

then formula 1) is true." This is applicable t8 any other formula

whose left or right partcould lose its numerical sense.

5. Vinally, let us dwell again On one method of instruction related

to the inductive method (once again, it is insufficiently substantiated).
A

Here is an example.-

'Wishing to teach the pu 'Is the method of factoring polynomials by,

a proper grotiping of their,elements, the teacher would have difficulty

beginning with the formulation of a gewal rule for using this method;

only by solving a sufficient number of various problemsN14strating

all typical cases that/may appear will the pupil be
/

the met4ed from the ,theoretical and practical point

almost complet.ely exhaust the content of the topic.

This methodscannot be called inductiVe.in the strict senaof the

word. It is distinguished from the inductive method by the fact

aTtains no generalizing,stages, that is, it does not lead to the

establishment of some.geopral proposition. However, this method of

communicating specific knowledge and skills is\spacially valuable in

le to master fully

f view drld thus'

, .

realizing tIce concrete inductive system of instruction. The t her

uses thls method whenever he considers it exp dienit to prefac le study

of thecry, with the assignment of a sro p excises related to it.
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RELATION BETWEEN MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION,AND LIFE

G. G. Maslova and A. D. Semushin

: The close relationship of education to life and work should be an

imFortant element in the.content, organization, and methods of teaching '

ko
mathematics. Theabstractness of mathematical propositions does not in

itself mean thatNathematics is d14orced from real life and practical

experience? On the contrary,"mathematics is valuable as a subject of

study because--as a science of the spatial forms Old quantitative
f

relationships in the real world--it reflects,and describes a large number

of physical principtes, in an extraordinarily general form an0 facilitates

their application to extremely diverse practical- questions.

The connection with the practical world is brokeil when the instruc-

tion fails to reveal adequately the various ways ix which the material

stUdied can be applied, or when the pupil* are unable to use.the mathe-

matital concePts they have acquired. When teaching subject rich in'

practical applitation, one must emphasize content, and not just formal.

structure, or'else iiathemãtics instruction becomes divorced"from life.

The mathemattt curriculum for each grade.includes wbrk on measuring

.and graphic computation*: to be perforre on data obtained by measurement

(making simple estimates, construetingidiagrams and graphs, solving prac-
4

tical problems, etc.). It algo includes making modelis, working wi hl
calculating instruments and tables ,solving problems illusteati g the

,
,

.

.applications of mathematics to a variety of fields, and ping practical
.--- .

._tilork in a
v
locality.

i

Bringing school Mathematle closer to life, however, annot be

limited to fulfilling certain specifications of the curriculum. Thtough-
. M

out any course the teacher must "show the unique tiay in which the laWs of

rthematics reflect the real world;'he must develop the pupilst ability

o express practical work in mathematical form; he must civeloP in them

abilities and skills that are needed in.socially useful an'd productive

From Semushin, A. D. (Ed.). On Teaching.Matheqaics in the Eight-

Year School Moscow: Academy of Pedagogical'Sciences of the RSFSR,

1961, pp. 26. Translated by Nancy Goldberg.
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0
worki, and ha must work Aystematicilly at bringing'together th'e school.'s,

methods of solving problis .and the methods used in,industry.. (..

Let us vi on now to a more detailed,examlnation of these problems.
r "

Showina How Maehematits Reflects, theNeal World

One important means of bridginlk the'gap between mathematics instruc-

tion and life is.to develop in tlui pupils a proper conception of mathe-

=tics as a science concerned with quantitative relationships and spatial'

forMs in,the world of objett4. The children mit be shown,,with well-

chosen examples, how the mathematical principles,that they are learning-

reqect reality.

ForPeXample, as concepts are .formed in the first stages of,schooling,
. .

each concept must be the result of abstraction from concrete properties,
,

of objecy and phenomena known tothe pupil from,his everyday experience.

Here one should use the pupil's expeeience in'school shops an4

participation in:socially'useful,activities; material thatilltistrat
-

life in his village,'dis5titt, city, or region; and infoimatign iffout the

athievements of lodern science.

Concrete images of mathematical concepts must'be.usel.n.et day 4rilg.

initial familiarization with ebese concepts, but throxighout the entite,

Teriod,in which Ley are studied. This makea itpossible for the pupils

to recogni:ze that, it, studyihg a,mathematical principle they 4re also

ying many charaCtertstically diverse phenomena of xed1ity..7

Thus, in studying the proportional relationship.y = kx, the.pupils
'4

Should learn that the functiOn y kx expresses a ggnerq. type "of relation'
,

A

, :r

a
;1

.-

v'that'may exist between several quantities--for'example, betVeen the
. . . . . .. :.:

..

' distance s travelled by a body at constant,velocity v and the,time t of
. ...c

its motion (s = vt); bet*een the cog s of a quantity of identical,iteM.14'
4

-and their number; between the circumference,C of'a circle."and its diameter
.

.

D
..

(CI.. 71), or-C-4e. 3.14D); between the linear (circular) veId"Lity'v it _

%.. .

meters per minute of a part D mm in,diameter iut.on a lathe, and the- . .

"IrDn. 4 .

.; 01; 12. Fzkij.). ; between ( 'number n of revolutions of the spindle in one minute
\ , ''

the mass of a body P and its voluie V.(P. Vd, where 6 = density);
.. .

between the power P and the magnitude of the,current I upder constant

voltage E (P =.IE),
e.

In using these examples one should stross that although in the
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function.y kx the argument x.(aild therefOre the dependeq variable y)

can assume any:real value, for concrete physical examples the values of

the arguliP and the values:of the eunction are oftenolimited. Thus,

the mass of a body and its vblume, the diameter df a shaft and the

circuderfnce*of.its cr Oss secti4n are expressed in poElive nuMbers;

the size Of the shaft's* diaMeter is limited by the.diMensions of. the

lathe; and so on. Consequently, graph of the relationship between

two proportional quanfitie6 is oftsn only a part of the graph of y = kx.

The best way to illustrate this is to examine the graph of the function

.Y en to,construct a graph of the ratios of several proportional

Oanti es for cases where the variables cannot assume'ell real values.

eI Slmila rk can be done when studying.the inversely proportional .

ratio y -1-4=. It should .11.0 noted, however, that for exaMigices of various .

ratiosinversely proportional ratios 4n particular-,-the selection of'

dependent and independent variableS must be in keeping with,the physical

niture of phenomena. Thus one hould not say that from Ohm's law

E = IR, it follows.that the resi t nce a wire at constant voltaged

E is inversely properfional to the current I, which would seem to come .

E
,

from the-equation R = y. In faCt, since E and I are not independent, the

.stie'of the resistance is directly dependent only on thd dimensions and

the material ef the wire.'

In studying ,the linear relationship y kx + b, the pupils should,

be shown that this function expresses tIve connection between various

..conorefb quantities, in particular:the relationship of the final ve loc-

ity vt of a body,And the time (t) of its motion at'the,constant

eration described by vt vo + at, where vo is the velocity at time to,

and.a is the acceleration.

ThaNnumber of examples of,linear relationships that one may-use in

the 4ght-year schools is rather limited. In the upper grades, there-

`.(

fere, supplementary.examples must,be examined for the pupils to see AP
...

la .

Clearly that the formul y = kx,14- b expresses, 'in general form, the
.

,

,

relation between a largevumber of quantities--for example,' between Ne
i.

length k
t

of ra rod and its teraperature t, Z , iii z (l + ut), where ft. is ,

.
t 0 , 0 .

the length of the rod,for &fixed temperature taken to be s..C. and
4

.

_

between the pressure P and the temperature t of a gas at 4 constant
t
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.
,

volume, P 'PP
0
(1 + st), vihereT

0
is the pressure of the gas'at a fixed

t . .. A
e t

temperature taken to be 00. ,` N..
.

.

.As a result of this work, the pupils should unFterstand that when

. studying variaus types of ratios between two quantities in mathematids,'
.0/

we are intereste4 in the type and operties of the ratios,(Is the ratid.

linear, quadratic, or'of,some other t e? How.dOes'the given function'.

change? What is its domain or the range of-its values? etc.), ,but not

in tile quantitiea themselves.

This same idea of the uniqueness .6k the reflection Of mati;ematical

laws in'the real world should also be brought systematically into the

geometry course. The geometry curriculum in the eight-year.school pro-

vides that the pupil become familiar With the most,iMportanexelation-

ships of the Lements of a. number of.geometric figures (solid and plane)

and withm:f61-mu1as for calculating surfacei; and volumes of the basic

aolidg. In using this,material the teadlier should show the applica-
,

bility of the derived formulas t6 the solution of,diverse practical
f

problems. The pupils must understand, .for example, that the formula .

s = r ri can be used to solve such problems as,finding the-sides s

of the largest,cross.saction of a square beam .that can be formed from

a cYlindrical bar ok.given rAdius r; determining the diameter of i metal

core for Taking a bolt'with a square head of given dimensions; and

others:
_

Yor this same.goal to be achieved in the arithmetic course and"in

tfie study of 'the elements of algebra, the pupils can compose kormulaS
, c

for solving probleme and can compose p r blems based on a given formula.ek

Through sUch work they will gee that the ormulas for solv4 prXilems

in various iubjects are oftep identical, but.,that, on'the otildt hand,
a +

from ohe formula (such as tt -lat fcri the arithmetic average
2

b
) one

can compose problems'perhaps. even dxternally unlike each other kilt whOse
,

mathematic al content is the_same. In physics any formula expres es an

interrelationship with concrete quantities, while this need not he so
A

1in mathematics.

New material should.be studied in close conjunction with the.,

practical; new concepts, rules, and' theorems should be introduced, where

possible, with practical applications. (Here "practica.1' is used rather

breadly, to include use in the various branches of mathematics as well
4

,
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:as.in the other sciences.) Today, practical problems are often treated_

in studying the elements ofgeometry and trigonometry, bUt it.is rare

for this Ewa of groundwork to be laid

more often, it should be
( 4
bili Y,Of such an approach:ts'other egtc

mathematics curriculum.

One way to reveal the, link betwien mathematics and everyday life\

in an algebrai course. By treating

ppesible.to extend the appIica7

tiOnikf the secoildary sChool

'is to give the pupilspractical 'problems at the beginning ofim new topi,c

or section. The use of accessible examplms helps to disclose the practi-

cal value of .the topic or section and to define itwplace in the general

system of'the course: Sometimes simple problems Wtth pi4ctical,conterit

ban be givegrand one can explain the basic mathematical content pf a

subject by using'tfieir solutions as amplest .The pupils are

the uSefulnesp of Studying:the appropriate material. In the.spventh

grade, before.the circilmfSence off a circle ié studied, questions suil as

.1-

thesp may be aske4.:.

How can lp find the-distance covered by a wheel dulling

one revolution?

k
Bow can we determine the distance to the.water in a

well from,which a 'bucket is raised on a chain by means

of a windlabs?

How far would such a bucket drop in three turns of
the windlass?

Before the volumd of a pyramid is studied in the eighth grade, 15rob-

lama' can be given on finding the 4Cilumes and weights of bodies, the capac-
t.

ity of ships and of structulje 1; having the shape of regular pyramids.

'Occasionally it is good.to intro4uc'e4h4 pupils to new material gy

using their own experience. As Sixth graders examine various devices

for
e constructing peirpendicufar and parallel lines,'one needs to.consider. s

thp skills they may have acquires when mskthg* thesp constructions'in the

shIps. When axial symmetry is taken up in the sixth grade, it is neces-
.

sary first to ascertain what kinds %?sf figures having an axis of symmetry
. .)

%ao

the pupils have made in the shop , whether the symmetry of a part was
,

c/essentihl'in constructing-it, and- w its mannfacture'was carried out.

Finally, for this work to be successful: the teacher hihself must find
.

,kb.

out beforehand how marking is done in shops or,in factories and how
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various conatructions'ate carried'out in aCtualdrafting and he must
1

consider which of these methods can be. shpwn in class and.used in
4

practical work.

In the study of trianglesthe pupils should be made aware--by their
ti

manufacture of .various objects i4 the shops--of the use of the "rigidity"

. of the triangle in cOns*uction, .in:technology, and in eyerYday life.

They should understand.,that'the "ri dity': of constrUction is ensured by

introducing slants in them, thereby forming triangles. An elementary

example of this property's application is- an ordinary gate (Figure 1).

The pupils shpuld be st;own that teats for the congruence of triangles.4
define their "riiidity.."

JI:T;F ILI If L

Figure 1

Iv the seventh grade the'pupils become/fAmiliarwith examples making .

practical .use of the moveable quality of figures. Many examples can be

considered when the parallelogram is studied. Here too the pupils' shop

experi±ence should be.used.

Lft e tudying the similarity of'figurits in the eighth grade, the piApils

learn that the properties of.similar fi,gures are appli d extensively in

-drawing mapS and plans to varioils scalesjn finding sçances in marking

parts according to diagrams-in industry and so forth. The pupils must

thoroughly understand the connection between scale and the coefficient

of similitude.

,Developing the Abilities and Skills

in Ever yday Lite and in Socially

Productive Work

Mathematics instruction presents good.opportnnities for develsping

the pupils.' aUiPities and often the skills essential for socially useful

Easential

Useful,

and pro uctiVe work. The development of these skills should be carried

g2
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out systematically threughout the pupils'tsChooling. We should give

considerable at,tention to developing comPutationalskill (oral and

skiteen), including work:with elementary calculating instruments and

skill in operating with fpproximate humbers (rules for rOilnaing,off,

rules.for reckoning digits). A significant nhmber of exercises using

this material should thvolvp problems with practical contentespecially

problemio.ih whiclythe data &re-a-result of m4surements made by the

pupils themaPives. LIR solving these probl , first under the teacher's

guidance and,-then on their own, the pupils determine what the doctracy

ofthe resulc..shollld be and acqllire tlhe ability.te work with,the moat
04

important measnritg instrdMents-.-the scale rule, the protractilr, the

vernier caliperS, and the transversal.scalewhile simultaneously becom-
.

ing familiar with the mathematical principles underlying them.

Teaching cAlculation on, the abacus is. begun in the fifth grade. .To

consolidate stnd develop skill With tie abacus, we should teach the pupils

to Ilse such calculation ,in'later yeats as-well (for etcample, in making

estimates on ihe coit Of repAr of a building and solving other prollems

with practical content).
/

The systematic use of tables (of,reciprocals, squara roots, trigono-
*

netric functions, the circumferences of circles in terms o their diem-
4 vet

Aters;, and others) in various talckations will also help o develop N,

skills that will be valuable in preparing the pupils for practical.

activity,. -

In the eighth grade, instruction in the, slide rule is accompanied,by

its,use in the solutiin of many probleps in the algebra course and then

.by Vgrious calculatiorls in mathematics:, physics,' chemistry% and other.

subects.. The pupils should be aware !that the accuracy attained with To

the slide rule is sUfficient.for solving many practical pcoblems. When

the slide rule is studied, the lAupils are taught to.estimate a nutherical

result and to make visual'estimaxes otthe lengths ol segments, the sizes

of angles, and the aras of geometric figures., t

The development of computational skill is ,supplemented by instruction

.in various techniques for,making calculations and solving problems.- FOr:

4 f
'example, in calculating the area of a quadrilateral plat of land drawn

to a cecia±n scale-,' we firSt firtd,the area of the quadrilateral ABCD

repreSented on 'Elle map and thedct1e area Of the'plot-of.landAulf.

N
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The area Of the quadrilateral is equal to the sum of the areas

of twr triangles, ABC and CAD. -It is,simplest to choose a dia onal,

such al AC (whose length we call a), as ehebase -of .both triangle*,
-

and,to draw altitudes of triangles from the 4ert,ices 13'1=410, of lengths

h
1
and h

2'
respectively. The'n the area wOuld be

C
1

2--1

It is more convenient to do the-calculations afterthis eipression has

beensimplified. .%

Tau LL1.-T- PL1u2 "2" 's

This e?cample cat show how-a clever choic of the bases of the triangles'

and the use of algebraic manii3ulation simplify the problem's solution.

In sEu61ng.fUnctions, which have a wide practical use,'aonsiderable
t

attention must be given to deviloping skills useful to the pupils in

later,work.. Thus they should be able t9 1!_read'? graphs of functions (that

is, to find the value of a function for a'givenyalue of the argument,

or-the value of an argument for a given value of the f tion). 'For
,

example, they-should be able tp estimate the squaye and cube roots
.

ofa'number by using giaphs of the functions y ...aX2 and y ;tx3, :Mad

they should 1e able to find the distance s travelled by a'body moving

aea velo4ty v for,a time t from*wthe graph of s vt.A
CompNte mastery of the idea Of functional relationship involves

much preparatory work throngh the tonstruction of various types of graphs

in the arithmetic course. To t1tis aim all types of diical data may
.

be used--data on the fulfillipent of annual aiid quarter foduction plans,
.

'on rural econoffiy, and On the achievements of onella.teriitory, region,',
..

city., or district. Diagrams'can be made to reflect school life (the

amount of scrap metalAnd waste paper'd011ected by Pioneer teams, the

number of trees and bushes planted by the children, the use of atric
>

.

power in the.school at.-vailLous times of day, and So on). The pupils'

experience in other classes should also be utilizeL For examplit

laboratory work in cheMistry, physics and biology can provide data useful
. .

e

for practice in reading and
cli

onstructing.graphs;- aii.a the'school shops -

are often a villuable source oI factual mategal'on direct and inirerse

proportions.
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,

Problems en finding parameters of equationil.from graphs of these

equations are useful in developing mpstery both af the abstract concept
..

of a function ana4...concrete practical skills. For example,i the pupils-

kight be aske&-to detertiine.the values of a, b, c,.(1, snd k from the

. graphs in Figure 2. In addition.to the prepared graphA mathematics
,

.. .

le-spna, graphs made by
.

the pupild themselvesand based on the'results

of laboratory work in science efasses can be used

. ,

At

Figure
.146e

In,their mathematics course the pupils should become familiar with

,calculations from given formulas. Thia makes it possible to increase

the nuMber of oiactical exercises ana,heips to dpveloO the pupils'

computational skill. Exercfses of this type can involve finding the

numerical value of au Algebraic expression and, in ,the geomeury.
.

.,

course, calculating volums and aurfacfs of solids fromformulas. For

example, in studying the volumes of bodies symmetric about spme axis of

rotation,,the pupils can be givqn a problem on calculatingthe volume

ofa barrel ...from the formula:

V 0.785h(
d 2

2 )

1
where V = the volume of the barrel: D the diameter of its widest part;

= the 'diameter of its narrowest part, andt h = the height of, the barrel.
0

In geometry in the eight-Aar.school, the'pupils ahould be shown

.how to use the Construction devices fhat have the brOadest practical

application (1,n drafting and marking), including the straightedge*, the

compass, the drafting triangle, and the bevel.

The techniques involved in especially important constructions

' (constructing, parallel and perpenclsiculdr.lines, bisecting a segment Or
-

an angle) shoul be so firmly grasped that Wifen,the pupils later SQ e
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construction problems, they,will be able to concentrate on seeking the

problem's Solution,.rather than on the'external form of the problem. ,

To develop skill in construction,1/4the pupils must solve,censtruction

problems effectiVely, that is, the solution theY obtain must be such

that it pan be carried out to a, sufficient degree of precision using'

actual.instruments. Since many specialized instrUments used in praCti-
.

cal work operate on principles that the pupiks cdn grasp; they should

be familiarized with these instruments,whenever possible-r-especially

these instruments-;Ill l'ater be encOunteredtin the shops.

It should 1:;e interesting to the studkIts.to substantiate geomae-

A

.#1

tiically not only thip correctness'in form of parts made in the shops,

but also the accuracy of the various-devices used to check this correct-

nesS. Thus, in the carpentKy shop the paral1elism.6f the opposipe sides

of a fram e may be Veriffed by,the perpendicularity of its adjacent sides.

In this eXample the pupils can confirm the aCcuracy of.the checking .

, device ,by themselves.

The pupils should also be acquainted with elemehtary devices for
,

the approximate splutipn of construction problems like dividing a segment,
4

or*au axc of a circle, or an angiel. into equal parts, and rectifying a
(

circular arc.. These problems are simple endugh in themselves and .ai.e

often encountered in practical work..
41

.

Towards a Closer Connection,betweex the Methods

tsed in Problem Solving ip School,

and Those Used in rracOtal

Work 4

Children should be prepared to participete in socially useful and

prbductive work by perceiving a close connection between the methods ot

solving problems in school and those used, in industry, agriculture, ars;di-

everyday life. The idea of functional relationship is used in almost

.any area of modem industry--diagrams, graphs, nomograms, and graphic

siethods
of problem solving in general, both'approximate and exact.

Nevertheless, these methods of ftoblem solving have apt b"-een sufficientlY

discussed in secondary-school instruction (grades 5 to S).,.

Instruction in geometry can be brpeght closer the rewirements'of
4 #

industrwhy reorganizing the traditional systerd'for teachins the methods

86.
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of solving,construction problems. slt ias been-Ttated mora than once

that the "classical" manner of solving problems with compass and straight7

edge does not take into consideration the requirements of everyday

activity and doesonot prepare pupils for practical work. ,I4 actual,nrac-

dee, construction problems'are solved using not only the compass and

the straightedge but also the set square, the protractor, ond various

equivalentsoof the bevel (an instruthent that permits'an angie tobe

constrUcted equal to a gi.s.b ilone, withouAny'auxiary'constructions)

1
The mathematical aspect of .salving construction problems with a comPass,

6

straightedge, set,squw4., And bevel cariand. should he formulated just

as rigorously as in constructions using only a pompass and straight-

edge. In the first geometry lessons in the sixth grade, before this
, -

aspect has isin formulated, one can permit the use of the ruler as a

.scale rule.and of the protractor as an instrument for measuring anglea.

Later the ruler should Be used only as a straithtedge, while the pro-.

tractor i s used for constructing angles equal to a given one (that is,

it is used as e hevel).

Wilal the use Of these techniqueg constructions with compass and

straightedge in tae senool.aecome a realistic 'example of solving

conptruction.problems using iimited.means. Construction problemi 'should

sfill be solved in the "clasgical".manner, that is, the valiaty of all

constructions should be rigorously proven. The complete solution of

these problems, therefore, involves fonr stages: Analysis, constructign,

proof, and'investigation.

Tfie pupils shoufd thoroughlc understand th t, depending on the

A
conditions and.purposes of the constrUctions,-a single construction can .

often ,be made with different instrnment.s and, consequently, by different

methods. Thus, perpendicular lines are 1111011 constructed with the

drafting triangles and the straightedqe, or with the T-square and the

drating triangle: '\in marking plane surfaces that have protuberances

so that 'the triangle cannot be employed,_ the compass and straightedge

are used for:-constructing perpendicular lides.

Using many instrUments for constructions and teaching the most

practical methods of construction makes it possible to acquaint the

pupils with graphic methods of solviag geometry problems that are usually

related to problems on calculation. The use of graphic methods signiff=

cantly increes the number of problems whose solutibns a/re within the
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pupils' reachyreinforces their ability to make construction's, develops

their-accuracy, increases their 4tention span, and provides them with

,
means *f checking an analytic eolutionr The graphic method J.s often

simpler than the analytic one and may still provide the necessary accuracy
6 a 0

It is therefore often used in performing the most diverse calculations..
. /

Let us give some,eNamples.
. . . - . .

Suppose that one must solve a triangle given certain eleMents--tha

- is, suppose that one is given. some iff the sides and angles of afetrieng'l
. . 1

,
4

and that one must find the others. This pro)Xem is,usually solved ana-7-

lytically, but the pupils should also be shown a graphic solutin, espe-1.'

cialb, since it is very simple if the cons,truction of the triangle from the

.given elethents has caused no difficulties.. For a graphic solution orthis

problem:a rriangle must be consiAucted from the given elements, then the

unknown elements measured (the triangle is ugually canetructed to a
.

specific scale).

lit us look at another examge. Say we)have to measure the distance

iperween two points A and B, separated 117 aa obstac1e,6and seppose that

the measured gontities aie the distances AC, BC, and the angle'ABC

(point. C.is,c4ipsen arbitrarily). The most logical device for solving

the problem is the,coeclept of the similarity e! triangles: From the

given 9easurements, a trianglf A1B1C1 is co,nptructed similar to triangle

ABC, and side AlB1 is measureeoff. The unknown distance 1s obteined if ,

- Vie multiply the length of the segment yl byt coNofficienttof

tude.. ln-deten4ning the length of the slants of a structural frame

(truss) (Figure 3) it is also useful, instead of using right triang;.es

and the Pythagorean theorem, to,determine the unknown length graphleallr,

-. using the similarity of triegles. The graphic method sheuld also be

Figure 3

V
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Figure 44.
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used More often in solving equations and sysEena of equations:- This

'helps greatly in*conso

ing,and reading magig.
e-

In the eightsear a

ting,fhe alilitis ana ski10used in cOnstruct-
mw,

.

oql.q.kc:i,attention must be even to,developing

.the imaginat should be done ndt only by thorough.,

study of the rel441onshipi3.4b een the
o
elements of plane and'solid P'.

,
figutes, but alsolI atystematic us4lof stereomeiric images and concrete

bodies in the st4dY'of plane geometry. :Thus, in studying't4e areas'of
A

plane figures, ,thepUptia.Olintlisked tocalculate, from.the dimensiqns

given on the draWing, the lateral surfaces-and the entire surfate of a

solid compoSki of right arAlle4pipeds (Figure 4). Similar'problems .

.should be solved using models of solids and other,objects, .7.1.th the

pupils doing all the necesaary measuring by .themselves.

Occasionally it is useful to have geometry problems olVed with

prepared drawings given in arthogonal projection (find the entire surface

. and lateral lengthotf the edge of.the pyratilld in Figure 5) and faMiliar

tib the pupils from the,drawing course. This is all the more important
1,

since orthogonal projection,(composite drawing) is A fundamental methdd'

of representation very widely used 4n technology)''' The ability to re-
/

create a body from its projections is thus a very important type of

spatial imagination for plipila to deivelon.

-
Developing thi Ability to Give Mathematical

Form to Practical Problems

. A basic means for developing such ability is to ieach problem

solving according to the current Curricular material. Before."S'elect-
,

ing proN.ems tebe solved with the pupils, however, one must 6gta:blish
4

new criteria. In mathematics Tessons a certain amount of attention must

be paid to solving problems of an applied nature--problems with indhstrial

coMtent.from various subjects in schdol, problems one must cope with in

everyday living. Moreover, the content and,..number of these problems

'should Alt distract the pupils from studying mathematics proper.

The meed for an examination of appli&I problems in

' course has already been determidecl in work experience,
,

content of these problems should be clearly expresved,

of the:problem should be qccessible to Ale pupils, and

the matl matics

Theinathematical

e applied aspects

the sithation
a
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'.,. described in.the problein s1uld be contemporary ancl realistic. The -.
. ,

- , .

*sib'plest ample of.such*a.pmblem'as the'ebtimation of. eipenditUiis for

4
1-7

various' 44-Cof repair wot4.1(aPar.tMent'decorating,.electric'elpwiridls,
, L.,. .:. . .

simple, c, onstruceion. work, etc.).-
.
.

, . ,

. .

. , ..-, ,!. ..

._ .- , , .

.
A Ilignificantaumber Of.problemS with practical content ha$,been.

0
published in peiodicals-.and in Niarious'collections. Ain the teachar

,

uses tliese'prob*ens,.he!mustacqualnt,the.pupils with'.both elcact ahd

approximate solUtions. is Useful's-id RI:low that.the_appitaitate riature'

'of the,answex cam be Prroduced-not Only bY'usims the,prohieM's,initial
*

data in appidkimate form, but also by .the limited'accUracy required in
. 1.

-he".anaufer-aS determinedoby'the speciiic-coriditions oftthe problem. ,

For example, in.the first'two PrOblems giVeri below the:dati are
,

apProXimate, Th.the first, the diaineter of'the-cable .(or.rope) on which-
.

'the load is suspended is,not-taken'into consideration in the seednd,

the piece is'asepqe to have the shape of a right:pataIlelepipeds while

.

in reality the sides have lirge radii of curvature and there'are large.

tolerances for the linear dimensions, SP'

Problem L. The druijof a winch was 400 mm in diameter

and made five rotations. Row far was.te load raised when

thisilappened?

Problem 2. From a piece of steel whose right 'Cross

sectioM was 200 mm by 400 mm and whose length was 2m,

a rolled metal plate was obtained whose crosa'section

was a rectangle with sides of 100 mm and 250 mm. What

was the total length of the rolled metal If.the metal

_loss is assumed to-be 2%?

Problem 3. Determine-the length of a cylindrical
spi'ing with an internal diameter of D mM If the diameter
of the.wire.is d mm and the number of spirals of-the
spring ts n.

Using the last pri#blem as an exAmple, the pupis can be shown how a

number of as umptions are introduced in solving a practical problem. Here

we make the proximation that'the length of each spiral of the spring is

;equal to the.circulgereAce of a circle/of diameter Dav
D + d; and, a

result of this assumption, the unknown length 9 ofthe piece can be
1

found rather easily from the formnla av

At the beginning 9f the school yeat the m4thematics teacher
r

should become acquaintea with the trade and polytechnical,school curric-

'Lila and shoald learn what mathematics knowledge the pupils will need,

*
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A
and where kid to Aat exeelit the pupas wil:1 use th.ip knowledge. It

.,

baefUl for ihe teacher to selecc in gdgOce lietypes Of pirlems

that.tlie pupilemaiencounter in trade i:essons, whgn study.fng'related

disciplines,:ahd in everyday life. Soof the m6st interesting prob=

lens can be examdned with the pupils during-their mAthematics lessons.

-.Practie4 work in the.tlassroom and

to dev'elop the pupils! abiriiies to'

cal problems of everyday lift.

The content Of practical (apftied) wotk is determinegeby.the

curriculdia of th'e eight-year school. Practital worli ahotild 'be conducted

measurements Ln the fl_eld can help

give' mathematfical form tb.tha,paCti-
p.

. ,

tfiroughout-,the.school year in 'conjun4iOn wtth,the_study àf the apgropri- ..

ate;Currieulum paterial% The time devote& eb this Nork can vary from. .*A,
A

,

or 15-minute dipcussions (for clIciage, at Che,eA4 of a.lesion) to
- ,

,a. special, separate 1essons-rd4ending on the comple..xity of the assign-
,

4

In applied work, great:gse tan be. made of objects in the'immeaiate

surroundings (measuring the length and width ot.a room, 'calculating iti

area and volume, finding the perimeter and,Area of* a pupil's notebook,

of.a tabletop, ett.). Each school should eldo have apfiApriate materials

available for distribution.. For example, the fifth grade mi

of rectangle's and triangfes; the sev **gradesets of ri

pipeds, right prisms, cylimiers; ett igOlOgrade-4-aets of pyramids. cones,

spheres, and cambinations'of polyhedra4and round hodies.

t have sets

t parallele-

These sets can be made by the pupils in industrial art lessons or .

,

as homework assignments. The sets should include both elementary mann-

facturing parts and material distributed in, the drafting course. In

.order to check the accuracy oftlie pupils' practical work,'modela of sets

can be provided to the teacher, and charts can be' drawn,up fbr each of
t

them that-indicate the dimensions of the items'to be made. Answers to

all written problems should' also be provided.

Materials fr.om industrial field trips may help the pupils fvmulate

'and solve problems whose content reflects practical requirements; and

manual training lessons can help them acquire so9.skills in applying

mathematics to the-solution of practical problems. In such lessons the

pupils can apply their ability to solveconstruction problems (for
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eXample, in marking piAcies of work) and. their Lipaliarization with drawL

Jugs and representationssand with furrctions and ,their graphs. Special'. .

attention, howev'er, should be directed
4.

to driiliandi their skills_ in,appiox

imate calcblation. * A

When:the same type of.problemlocurs in several_subjecta, tho-teachera
4

'must be careful to use uniform terminology and methods in dealing,with.

'these problems For example, problem§ oAercentage -and on proporions4;
0

'in chemistry and,physics classes alust be solved in the save way as those

in mathematics Class,.
4

'Eliminating,the gap between mathematics and 6-VIryday l,ife is impor-

.
taut in preparing the pupils for i'stacticalzork.z. At the same:time, Avea177'

: ing the connections of the eight -yelir7school mathematics course-with life',

4 ith work-in the shops, with'socially useful work, and with related school

subjec.ts is one way of demonstrating the abstract nature of mathematics

knd of improving'the pupils'.mathetaticar'sophistication.

11.

J.
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THE IWIL'S ACTIVITY AS A NECESSARY.CONDITION.

FISR IMPROVIN( THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION
*

I. A. Gitsh "

7 'The school lorganizatiort that hi currently under way a umes th4,

new Rrincip es of teaching the basic sclenees'will help to t the neig

demand's 1 educators,. Of these principles, the!most-impcirtant is that
/

_the whole educational prpcess should'be *based on afiethod Oat would

act jpn eVery way possible to awaken the pupills Vterest and adtivtity;
r ' .

It'is ob/ious-that the soundest knOwledge is that Actiuired through

active thinking through haNfieg iddeOendentlpfound a method of
. . .

_
. ,

solving ;a problem and haviuggenetali;ed it aa-far as one can -- and
. /

that the facts Inia establiiihdri Can always be reproduced by the person

who has once found them. ki.reo pr:the. mithods of'reasoning and the

conclusions drawn by'a pnPil ri;,solVing a prol?lem can be applied to thd
.

solution.of other-question thUS broadening his experieace an!dhelpimg

him to deek.means Of solv ng 'problems of ever-increasingsgenerality.

Such a degree and eh.a level of pupil developmeitt will assure the

pupil of a substantia education in the basic sciences in general and,in

mathematincs tft parti ular. The knowledge-he acquires on his own and his

ability.to pose, s. ve, and investigate a question will be his most

'valuable achieve nt not only in mastering fundamentals of the sciences;

but in all [his reductive activity in scht;oliend after-he has finished

school.

Observe ns of the pupil's approach tç this activity confirm that

such actiyi y is most productive when it is done in close conjunction

withtlie lying of problems that intdrest the pupil--,assignments thit

permit h m to show his indeRendence and to display his personal creativi-

ty und alent when he solves them. This is why instruction that increas&I

the, p il's itterest in the subject in every possihle way and utilizes,

his reatiye abilities, is the most crucial of the tasks facing the new

sch ol and is justifiably considerea the school's primary goal. The

t cher.who recognizes the extreme importance of making the educational

V.

0

From,Semushin, A. D., (Ed
Year School, Moscow, Academy of
pp. 26-56. Translated by Nancy

.). On Teachini Mathematiat in the Eight-
Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR, 1961,
Goldberg.
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/proCtiss active will striv.to effect this activation in every possihle
2

way. He has at his disposal many methods with which to do this the

most'effectiVe of which are,the
---`

Thd Stateitent-of the QueStion Forming the'

*i Content of a ChapteK. or .Tooic
'

' ;The exposition of each section and, Wherever possiblei of each topic
,

.-.
of the school- mathematies course should begin with a statement of'the

fundamental questionto be ansWered therein. 4This serves as a short

intrOduction to the chapteri eitablishee ts ConneCtion with the pre-

ceding material, and exWains the basic puiyose of the topii--the Problem
s

that is to be soled. This introdpction opens siseas to the audience14 .

awakens their interest in solvin&the,problet, and often.dutlines general

methods for the solution itself.

The question.can be stated in two forms, which are not shierply differ-

entiated.

1. The teacher may quickly bring the pu ils into,contact with the.corp.-

cept or.emall sphere Of new concepts, without prefacing his discussion

with more general observations.

Example 4. The unit on "Triangles" is best begun by)explaining that

the triangle differs from all other polygons in its special property of

"rigidity," which can be demonstrated 'by comparing a ce4esed polygon of

more than three.sides with,a closed triangle. The first is subject to

detormation that changes the angles while retaining the sides, whereas

the second is not subject tq this deformation. The geometric expression

of .this fact is then found, and it turns out that the equality of the

corresponding angles of two triangles is a consequence of;the 'equality

of their corresponding sides. Here one can establish (and later,develop)

the question of the possibility or impossibility of a converse conclu:ion

whose answer leads to`the idea of similarity.

Example 2. It is advisable to preface the units on "The Segment

'Joining the Midpoints of Two Sides of a Triangle" and "The Segment Join-

ing the Midpoints of the Two Nonparallel Sides of a Trapezoid" with a

question such ,as "Let two lines AE and A1E1 be giyen in a plane. Equal

segments AB, BC, CD., DE are marked off on line AE, and through their end '

polite mutually parallel lines are projected until they intersect line

J
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f
,...- teacher pNoiposes.that,a párOtcular case be examined'as a-preliminaul

when- till given lines intersect, at some poillt 0 siva when congruent se
, .

. ..

ments are.marked
.

off begInniilg from this paint,6.
.

. ,

. . , ,

The question.of the conVerse thedrem'S validity. vv. Ile as
, . _ .

It is explained that the converse is true on.l)#if the equal gmelit9- ate

N
marked oft from the point of intersection 0 f thtgiven i 1 y..0m

. v,

0.

<

.

A1E1 in' points Al, B1, C Will these segments A1B
1'

D1E15oe mutuallY equap"

0 each pupil is asked t9 make a drawing in tpenotebook,and to answer

0

the_question experimentally,by nilifuring'sigmente A1B1 111C1, C1D1,

,D7E iS It is thus shown that, riv1K th9ughlkE mid A.i E
1
might be at various

.

:angles to each other and despite the Various lengths of'the'equal seg- :

ments on line AE (due to the various lengihs of the drawings.of line AE
. /

. .

itself), the corresponding segMents made by tll_parallel lines op Alei,

.
,will be mutually equal..,, The nedd prises Of proving'this Assertion.: .The

10.

here, there is a direct transition to the t orems on segMents

medians.

Example 3. To decide on the number of point§ that determine a

circle, the pupils must.first find answers to these questions: (a) How

many circles can be 47awn through a given point? ..(b) How many.circles

can be drawn through two given poitts? How can thiS be aone? Where are

their centers located?

After answering these.questiois, the pupils will easily determine'.

how many circles can be drawn through three given points. It remains for

the,teacher tO explain'the necessary and sufficie conditions for pro-,

ducing a circle thrpugh three given points, to establish the reason for

the necessiiy and,sufficiency of these conditions, and to formulate the

results in a sentence: "A circle is complet*y determined by three

points that do not lie on the same straight line," emphasj_zing that

the term "completely determined" has already been,endountered in appli-

cation to the straight line and that the sentence formulated with this

term simply means that "one and only Ime cirele may be drawn through

three points that, are not on the same straight line." Thezacher may

if he wishes make the indicated formnlation in reverse order, but.it is

important that the pupils express this notation precisely in order that

they learn the materiar thoroughly.
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4

,camPle 4. 'The theoreM oft a diameter perPendicu4r, to a chord

arises as a natural consequence of the fact that triangle which

Ibiza. the .center 0 of theAcircle with the endPoil4s C tine)) of the

chord CD, is isosceles, so that the!theorem on the.coincidence.of the

altitude of an iiosceles triangle with ita tedian and bisectdra is appli-
.

cable.. "a

2. The second way of,stating the qqestion consists in revealing its

'essence before hand,,in order to illuminate the question from various

general positions at the very .beginning. This intr6ducea the pupils

to tile entire sphere of concepta and ideas that constitute the nelki
, 4

A

material and serves'-as 'a preparation for tir most natural.ind satisfaCtory

perceiition of tAis material.

Exataple 5. The unit on "The Circle," stualed in theoeventh grade,

is prefaced with the following general conceptions. At first the pupile,l' %

'using their intuieive concept of the circle as,a basis,Ictin dompare a"

circle with a straight line'and ascertain the similar and the distinctive

features of these curves: (a) both the circle and the istraight line

divid# a plane into two regions, each containing points located on. /

different sides of the Uoundary; a segment a paint in one regi4n

with a point in the other region must intersect this boundary;.that

region to which the center of the circle belongs is usually called lts

interior, and the other region ia called its exterior; (b) a circle is a

closed curve. If, in going from some point A in the circle, we Move along

it constantly going ih the same direction, we wIll return to the original

point A; this is what we mean when we say that a circle is closed. 'It is

'obvious that a straight line does not have this property, it is not a'

closed curve.

These two properties of a,circle, however, do not determine it. Any

convex polygon divides a plane inio two regions--intPrior and exterior--

and id too has the property of being closed. The circle has a property,.

that no other closed curve has, however. It is defined as a closed

curve (in a plane) all of whose points are located at precisely the same

distanceArom a given point called thecenter. This definition can be

ma:le mOre precise by showing that on eaCh ray radiating from a given

point 0 there is one and only one'point whose distance from 0 is equal

to a given segment OA. R.otating the segment OA around its origin 0, we

see that its endpoint A coincides in turn with each point. which is at
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the given distance OA from Point'0; the union of all these points is

a cirdle with center 0 and radius OA.

Example 6., The following discussion may 'setve as.an.iniroduction
4,

to.the' unit. on. "Features of Sirollar Triangles..1 Having drawn an aibi-

trary convexpentagon ABOVE, the teacher draws T;om sane point A' "in,the

plane a.segment A'B'; parallel to side AB Wad equal to, for example. 4
r

1
7, AB; then from,poitet'B' he-draws a segment B'C',

iy

par,11e1 to side BC
2

add equal to, say, BC; and finally from.point C` he draws a'segment
3

C'D', parallel to side CD and dqual to, say, .4- CQ.. If .he neXt`draWS..
,

ftom points'D' and'A''half-linesD"E' and A'i' i,Thich.are rallel

-to'aides,EfE and#AE,'respectively to.they mutuafwintersec iol'at

point then pentagon A'B'C'D'E'cls obtained whose sngles are corres-
,

pOidingly equal to the angles of pentagon-ABCDE, but whose sicree die not

.proportional to.the,sides of the Dater since

A'B' 1 B'C' 2 C'D' 3

- AMT--

The pupils' attention is directed to the fa t tile in the caie of
* pentagon only the lengths of three of the sides f iolpgon ArB'C'D'E' can

be chosen at.will,sinee the lengths of the las two sides aria already

determined by their,direction.

The same thidg ciin be seen in constructing a quadtilateral AIB'C'Dry
,

whose angles are correspondingly equal tR those of 'a given quad.rilaieral:a .

#

ABCD but whose sides arvot proportional io the sides oY die latter. 9
Again the lengths of the last two sides are determined by the'choice o

the other sides.

Anothtr conclusitn must be drawn in the simIlar-construction of a

triangle A'B'C' whose angles are correspondingly equal to the angles of

triangle ABC. Here, having chosen the length of side A'B wemOre forced

to stop since the lengths of sides B'C' and A'C' Ire dlrea y determined

by their direltion., and point "te' will be the poineof tate ection of

half-lines B'C' and A'C'.

The question arises whether, the lengths of the sides of triangles

A:B'C' and ABC would not ,be found to be in somejatio with one another.

A theorem is stated and proved. "If the angles of one triangle are

correspondingly equal to the angles of another triangle, then the sides
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of diese trim-1131es' azzroportional." Then the ipils cOmpose and prov

foimulations of the converse dikoremeexpressing the seCond and third,

features.of similar triangles. .

Example 7. When 'the pupils'are introduced to the essence of the

Unit on "Trigonometric Functions of the Acute Ak!le," it is adlritia4e tdr,'
4 k

..ereface it 4.th the following discussion.

a. It followp from the Covditions for the congruence of two tri-.,-

pangles established in gearietry, thatilty.three inaewndent basic elements

ides.or angle0\of a triangle determine the remaining basic elem9Its

cti-are.thus funcetons of die-three given elements.: "If, the. three '

independent elements'of a trianOe are given ge metricall'y (that, is,.
, .

, gra hIcally)t, the.. rdmaining elements of the tr angle chin be foultd'by
.,

.geo tric construction. tut if the three'independent elements of the .

4, .

triangle are 10.ven by.nUMbers obtaiAed by maa urin tqese ele4nts, the

.. remaining elements must biicalculated.

',his calculation, hoWever, can be made only if the unknot:TIn values

ouccessfully related to the given daL by EC*iystem of equations .

1
expressing a functional relationship. But no equatibn exists that

'expresses the relationships between angles and Aides of a triangle by
- 4

'means of the ordiAary functions the pupils know.

To solve this problem, special functions were introduceAlong ago

that served as a unifying element betwOn the angles and sides of a, '

triangle and permitted the geometri1method of finding the elements of

a triangle to:be reflaced by thP method of solving equations the so-

callgd analytic method. Just whaefunctions are these?

b. It on,one'of the sides of an acute angte AOB (Figure 1) we take

...an arbitrary point C and construct its projection C' to the other side

of the angle in a airectiOn perpendicular to he seCond side, we

(taneously construct a projection OC' of $3gment OC onto side OB. If we

A

,1

C
Figure 1
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'make the same construction beginning at some otber point D on side 9A0 -

we simultaneously construct,a projection OD' o segment ODLanto side

OB. With a cilangeOf position of the original 'point on side Q, thi

projecting.segwentk (CC', DD') as well
10
as t9ie projected segments-(0C,1

D) and their projections (0C 'OW) will hangs. At iheilame,time,
II 4

however, each of.these ratios will remained fixed- -

r .

pyojecting se.... ent

1 . projected.se_h-nt.'
*

that is,

/CC DD'

OC OD
.04g, . *

e

I e
I

(0 projecting segment
projection

CC' DD''
(b)

. OC'

Thus each given acute angle uniqnely determines each of the ratios
, .

(a) and (b) It is easy to prove'the converte thlit each of the ratieS

(a) and (b).uniquely determines a certain acute angle. Therefore each

of ratios (a) and (b) may be'considered a new numerical characteristic,

of an angle; but this numerical characteristic pf an angle'is distin-

guished becEiUse it is nót found by measuring thp.angle, but Sy measuiing

.two segments connected'with this.angle and dividing one,pf the results

of this measurement by the other. In view of the peculiarity.of the

conneCtion of the value (06f angle AOB 'with each,of tatios (a) and (b),

the exaMination and study 'of these ratios has proven especially fruit-
,

ful, and they have been giiren special nates. Ratio (a) is called the

"sine of angle a," and ratio (b) is called the "tangenp of angle a:"
1

c. After giving the ,pupils the above information and thus reveal-
.

ing the essence of the topic with sufficient thoroUghness, the teacher

asks the pupils:. (a)-to fftld experimentally (using measufament of the

segments) the sine and tangent of-an angle given geometrically; and (b)

to find experimentally (by geometric construction) an angle, given its

sine or tangent.

r

1
The proposed definitions of the trigonometricfunctions of an

acute angle have the advantage th-at: (a) they stem from the exami-
nation of an angle and not of a triangle; thus the relationships be--
tween the elements of a. righttrlangle-are already the'consequences
of these definitions; and (b) they iake possible A natural definition
of the trigonometric functions of an obtuse angle.
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.
The.Heuristic.Method of Instruction

The heuristic method of itsfructiontonsists in the teadher's,-asking

the pupils, with anaim to establishing new concepts and facts, a se-
4

quence of carefully composed 4nd ordered questinns that the pnpils must

answer, thereby gr4duallydeveloping ior themsebilLs the essence of the

new Coneepts'and fdtts. The effespivenegg Of the heuriatic form of

instruction:crepends primarily upon the gxtent to whicti the sequence ofr_

questions Is composed'correctly both logically and' methodo ogically --
AO .

and on how adeptly the'teacher conducts the lesSon in heurist forme

Here the statement ofthe 5uesttet(is an organic part of.the lesson (a !

lesson devoted to the Communication of new material). 4Ths, the.system.

of questions posed by the teacher sUould embrace thiS part as well.'

Exampl# 8% Unitvon "Quadratic Equations:" 4'

Teacher: Who can write the simplest aquaAon having.2 as a root?

Pupil: x 2 ... 0.

Teacher:, . Who can write the simplest equation having 2 and 5
as roots?

Pupil: (x 2) (x -15) 0.

T: Correct. Bui if we thultiply out the left-hand side of
this equation, we may replace it by the equation x2 7x + 10 100

which has the same roOts. If you were given is latter equation

how could iou prove that it has rooes of 2 nd 5?

P: You could factor the left-hand side of the equation and

represent it in the form of (x 7'2) (x 5) 0, and inithis form
ft would be clear that it has 2 and 5 as roots.

T: And how would you factor the :trinomiaf x2 7x + 10?

P: We would view its middle term as a sum and rewrite the
trinomial as the polynomial x2 2x 5x + 10, w4hfch we wou.1..e

factor by the thethod of grouping.

T: Correct: But can we factor any trinomial of this type.in this

way? For example, how would you factor these trinomials:

x
2
- x 12, 16x

2
- 16x + 3, x

2
- 2x + 5?

P: x2 - x 12 x
2
- 4x + 3x 12 - x(x-4) + 3(x-4)im (x + 3)

(x 4); and 16 x2 16x + 3 16x2 - 4x - 12x + 3 4x(4x 1)

3(4x - 1) .., (4x 1)(4x 3); but we don't know how to factor

the trinomial x2 2x.+ 5. Can ieireally be factored?
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T: ;:S.uhave factixed the first two trinomials correctly
and should tow be able to zolVe the equation x2 - x 4 =
add. 16X2.- 16x + 3 . 0:

-,,...

1):. The first equation has roots -3 and 4, and %lie seCOni
1 ;

hafi roots -:-. and--
3

44
41.,

1,

T: Correct. With regard.to*Ihe third trinomial, it .741)1in't
accidental A114 you couldn't factor it -- itcannot be
factored. Ndt all of youhowaver; were able to find the
factoWaf the.first two trinordials and'those WhO were able
wasted time At.it- The-question,griApS Of wteen a trinomik,
of the form ax2.4- bx + c can.-be facehred'ap4 whether some'
general method conmc't be found to factor it when this caa
.be doni.

The teacher then acquaints.the pupils with the method of forming a
,4 2

perfAct square from a quadratic trinomial ax + bx +.c. In so doing,

of.cburse, he begins with*particular cases and passes gradually to the'

most general case% '

ExamEle 9. From geometry it Is known that a straight line is
,

detiimined by two giyen points. Consequently, to eich pair 04 points

(given in any forb in the plane there corresponds one and only one atraight
#

,1ine passing through these points. Let us consider that qn,a plane

-imoordinatized by some system.of axes points are chosen with coordinates

(2,5) and (-1,-4). Let us try to determine the equation of the line

passingthrough these,poins.

T: What form should this equation have?

1111F
P: We can look for this equation in the form of'
y -.ax +

T: Correct. Consequently, to determine the unknown
equation we should find its coefficients a and b. How
can this be done?

,P: We must use what we knnw about the equation's unknowns.

T: Correct. More precisely, we must subordinate the
coefficients ,(make them subordinate) to the requirements
that are made of them as the cojkitions of the problem.
What are these requirements?

P: The unknown equation must\be.the ecpation of a straight
kine paasing through points (2,5) and .(-1, -4).
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S.

1

...
...,

,
4.*

4f
0

1

, .

sT:

,I .. . lir y? 'P.
. 0 .444 p. ... ,

But ho(tan we expreis.this,,..r.!luirementwalge:
0

F 14'., 4-

4,
P: '-lRe mu 'Ti..tq down that the,paiTs-af numbers (2*,5) And ,

(74., L4) are.,the silutions of anr eivation y = ax + b.:'
whr

S.
-, ,

.
Alt

T: Go.to th'e blatkkoard!and writ, this. ..

*k
....

t

1 '5 .
o

.

--1-W: 5 2a-+ b., -4.= -a + b.
., ,

. $

fl
T:.; Aq4c/shat.dhall we do tuaw?

P: lio'iW we must solv, this sys 15f'etinatio
. ; . - 0,

thd unknowns d and b: va

T. Correct. Do it.4
* \

ft If '
P: 3a = 9; a = 3; b

or

(

T: Consequently, wItat elquation /satisfies the condAions-

of the problem?
,

, i

e

. . Z/
..

'u 1P: y , 3x - l. .
.

. . ....f. ,

This example acquaints)the pupils for the first time with the method of .

undetermined coefficiltst After the ?Was have'acquired soliskiil
,., , k, ..

.

in'applying this method to the solution. of the,same.prOlem, w th .

differenepointrgiven,the teacher cqn adk them to solve the problem.

An a.general form. )

The use of these examples can help the teacher form a definite

conception of the essence of the heuristic method of instrudtion. To

prepare the best system of-'questions (whiah'Imuet be asked kcorc,iinto

a given system), the teicher is advised to prove tile stat or solve
,

the problem in advance by means of a careful analysis, which s the, most

power.ful meanTs of attaining the indicated goal and which thepupils

should master.

Assuming that the teacher is wholly famildar with the essence and

means of applying the analytic-syntheticpethod [201, we shall limit

ourselves to three examples.

Example 10.- The altitudes of an acute triangle.are extended until'

,they,meet a.circumscribed circle. Prove that the segments of tbese lines

between the point of inteKsection of.the altitudes and the point of inter-

section with the circle are bisected by the appropria,e sides.



_

E

Figare 2

'AnalYsis. If 0 i ihe point or intersec4p:m of the.alhtudes oU

tiiaMgle ABC (Figure 2), pbiu D is the'hase of altitude AD, .4.1a the

yextension of altitude AD,Intersects the "circle at point E, then.the .

problem is to prove that OD DE.

We make the folloceing scheme of analysis:

/->
Op

2.- ZOCD -e:ECD ("If the .atitude of'a triangle is
simultanedusly a bisector; then the triangle is.
isosceles"). ,

3. 4:0CD LBAD (both are complementary to angle 13);
14.ECD £BAD (inscribed angles based on a common
arc, BE).

The converse course of reasoning .(3, 2, ) that is, the 'symthesis;

'is Ihe proef of the theorem.

Example 11. Prove that the product of tid6 Sides of a triangle is

equal to-the product of the altitude on the third Side and the diameter

D of the.circumscribed

\-
Figure

Analysis. Designating the foot of the altitude he by E (Figure 3),

and by D, the diameter CF passing through vertex C of the triangle and .
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the center 0 of the circle circuMscribed about it, We make a scheme

of analYeis:

1) a, . D.

2) a hc D i b.

' 3) Triangle ECE Ttiangle FCA.

4) 2. B 4 Z.F (inscribed angles based on .a common arc, OLC):.

Example 12. Prove that if the feet of the altitudes of an acute

triangle are joined by straight lines, a uew triangle is formed for which

the altitudes,of the. first triangle are angle'bisectors.

Analysis. If altitudes AD, BE, CF of triangle-ABC intersect at

point 0 (Figure 4), then it must be proved

that DO, ED, FO are the bisectprs of the

corresponding angles D, E, F of triangle

DEF. Let us prove, for example, that:

^

(a) LTD° - qbol.

How can we prove this? Where

A

should we begin? To answer this Figure 4

question, we must study the conditions and the drawing carefully. We

note thalangle FDO comprises side DO and diagonal.DF of quadrilaterat--

EDOF with two'opposing right angles; in exactly the same way, angle

EDO is formed from side DO and diagonal DE of quadrilateral CDOE with .

rwo opposing right angles. Consequentl3N to prove equality (a), it is

sufficient to establish that one may circuniçiba circles around quadri-"e

laterals-EFOD ank CEOD, since then

(h) 4FDO FBO,' LEDO E

and to prove that

(c) L FBO ECO ,

1 whiah follows froi the fact that angles FBO and ECO ate complementary to
%.

angle A.
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The Teacher's Role in Developing the Pupil's Ability '

to Find Methods of Solving:Problems Independently

It is obvi,ous that the pupils' ability to f#41 proofs of propo-
.

*sitions'and solutions to examples and problems independently must be

encouraged by the teacher's use of a system of teaching and a rilthodology.

1. The teacher's primary job is to deVelop the pupil's ability to seek

independently the answers to mathematical questions by the example of his

teaching, giving prepared formulas and 'results and indicating: methods of

so1viug prublems:only in those relatively rare cases when it is,impossible

to expect the pupils to find the solution entirely on their own. Usually,

however, the teacher can remark in advance on the natural, most logical

codrse of'solving a problem and caa lead the pupils along this course

during their active efforts in class to.find proofs of proposiiions er

tb ao exercises. This permits him tO giVe many examples ofrhow to seek
A

sdrutions'to problems, whiph should teach the pupils an appropriate

methodical approach to independent work, instill good habits in them, and

become a constant stimulus to their work, determining its character and

direction. , " .
2. A significant role in developing the ability to solve matheMatical

problems independently is played by the detailed explanation of general-

izations and zeneral instructions that can be made with regard to the

application of the methods, device;, and means used to prove'pl'opositions

and to work examples and problems. The teacher must not miss any

opportunity to do this. It is st such general Instructions that are -

able to help the pupil begin the necessary reasoning, to pegest tb him

the choice of the most natural, most expedient way--to hand him a thread.

In conjunction with this, the methodology of mathematicsteaching

has long recognized the necessity and advisability of ending certain

sections and even topics of a course by generalizations of this typei

by the use'of some system of general instructions that are often put in

the form of schemata, tables, summaties, and drawings. The following,

for example, are usually presented in the form of a scheme: (a) the

method of solving a first-degree eqdation with one unknown; (b) the

method of ±nvestigating the first- and second-degree'equations and systems

/



of first-degree equations; (c) the method of evaluati4g trigonometric

functions (by quadrants); and some other results.

There is far f eaough of this,,however. An essential element,'

of the teaching of school mathematics should be for eacti teaeher to

compose (wIth the pupils' he/p, of course) general conclusions that

would not only summarize the material systematically but that would

also serve inPthe future as startinf4oints for the'pupils' independent

reasoning.
0

Example 1. As is known, in both. algebra and trigonometry an

important place is occupied by algebraic identities or transformations

Is it preper for methOdological manuals on teaching algebra and.trigo-
,

nOmetry to contain no geteral instructions in this area, for them not to

isolate the principles that should underlie the use Of these identities,

and for them not even to indicate general methods?

It is almost)impossible to think of a book or even an article in

'which any space is devoted to the systematic use oftalgebraic identities.

Onlyooccasionally do'authors group exercises according to the methods

of solving them, thus isolating the methods and influencing the readers'

acquaintance with the system of methods alplied in solving exercises of

each type. Thus in exercises concerning the,proof of polynomial identi-

Iles the following methods(are indicated: (a) the method of transforming

each'side of an equality to an equiValent term; (b) the method of arrang-

ing both sides of an equality by powers of some Ariable x and subsequent

comparison of the coefficients of the same power of x on both sides of

the equality; (c) the method of shortening the given identity before-

hand by replacing it with another that.lends itself more quickly to being

proved (for example, by placing similar terms on the same side of the

equation).

Equipped with the knowlddge, the pupil is no longer helpless in

solving an exercise in this field; on the contrary, he will actively

strive to use the most proper method known to him and will trST to 'find

or devise the best solution.

Example 2. The following general hints may be given to introduce

some sense of order and to orient the pupils as they begin factoring

polynomials.
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1. First remove tile commop factor.

2. . If a polynomial (after tileecommon factor is removed) is

(a) a binomial, (b) a trinemial, or (c) a polynomial of four terms, then

investigate to see whether it may,be (in case (a)) a difference of

,squares, or a,sum or difference of cubes (in the upper grades--the

difference of two elements raised to au even power, the sum or difference

of two elements raised to an odd power);' (in cage (b)) the square of the

sum or difference of two elements; or (in case -Cc)) the cube of the suM

or difference of two elements (in these cases factOrifig can be done

according to the appropriate failffitila).'

3. If hint 2 does not apply,'take any variable contain9d in the

polynomial as the main one, arrange the polynomial iy powiirs.of,this /

variable, and then factor it -- grouping the elements in the order in

which they were writtet.

4. If the deviee described in hint 3 does not help to factor the

polynomial, then an attempt should be made 06 group the terms,of the

polynomial in another way, using as a basis: (a) their signs, (b) their

coefficients, (c) their dimensions, (d) the possibility of applying

multiplication formulas to some group of elements.

5. If a trinomial arranged in descending powers of some variable

is not the square of a sum or difference,'it is rearranged (in the.

seventh grade) by detomposing (splintering) its middle element into two

summands or (in the eighth grade) by completing the square or finding

its roots.

Example T. In solving probgems related to the median of a triangle

it is'often helpful to use a ,construction consisting of exending the

median a distance equal to the length of the median, thus,fonstructing

a parallelogram from the triangle. Using this construction, (a) we can

prove the.statements that a median constructed from a vertex of a tri-

angle at which two unequal sides'iteet forms a greaten angle with the

smaller of these sides than wit.h the larger side;'that every median of

a triangle'is less than half the'sum of the sides that,it lies between;

that the sum of the three medians of a triangle is less than its perimeter;
/

(b)a formula for calculating theiength of the median is developed; and

(c) a triangle is constructed frOm two sides and a median produced between

them.
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txample 4. Having edtablished a neceSsary and sufficient Tonaition
A

for'a circle to be circumscribed about a convex quadrangle, the teacher
-

also points out that if a circle is circumscribed about a convex quad-
,

tangle ABCD and we draw' diagonals AC and BD of this'qt!prangle, we have

divided each of its angles into two angles and obtained eight inscribed

angles--based in pairs on A common arc-T.-and consequently, the, angles

making-up these pairs are equal: L ABC = LACD; LACB = L ADB;

4: BAC = Z.BDC; LCBD = LCAD.

This general remark can be used repeatedly in the proofs of theorems

and the solutions of problems when a convex quadrangle about which a

circle is circumscribed is given, outright or,can be incorporated as an

auxiliary figure.

Example 5. In solv,ing a gteat many problems on triangles, it must

be remembered that if the sides AB and AC of triangle ABC are not equal

(say, AB < AC), then when the altitude, the angle bisector, and the

median of this 'triangle are dropped from vertex A, they are distributed

in this order:

(a) smaller side, altitude, bisector,'median, if angle B is acute;

(b) altitude,,smaller side, bisector, median, if angle B is obtuse;

(c) altitude (smaller side), bisector, median, if angle B is right.

%.4The pupilslirthemselves come to ihis general conclusion after they

have examined successively (under, the teacher's guidance) the kinds of

angles formed by sides AB and AC with the altitude, bisector, ancOmedian

of the triangle, and into what parts these segments divide its base BC

in the first and second cages mentioned above.'

A set of exercisei connected with the solution of this problem and

containing (for the first case above) the following pro s can be

done by the pupils, without difficulty:'

\(a) the altitude AD and the shorter side form a smaller angle than

the altitude and the longer'side; the base is divided into parts BD and

DC such that BD < DC;

(Wthe median AM forms a larger angle with the short side than

wi h the tong side;

(c) the angle bisector AL divides the base into parts BL and CL such

that BL < CL.
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Example 6.

the cen,ter of a

two arcs cut by

It is tMportdnt to'show that the points located at

circlec, .the middle of a chord, and the middle of the

it, are all cqllinear.

.In setting forth the'theorethabout the diameteil of a cirele that

is perpendicular to a chord, it is useful to ask the pupils to formulate
:

and prove all converse theorems.

Example 7. Various usaslor the center 'of a segent must be combined

in a single instruction; these uies are: (a)ffinding the locus of

points equidistant from its ends, (b) finding the center of a circle

circumscribed about a triangle, and (c) joining the center gf a chnrd

with the center of a circle (cf. Example 6).

Example 8. To prove thflt three points, A, B0 C a;e collinear is

identical to proving that the two half-line! BA and BC form a straight

line.

Example 2.. Each angle inscribed in a given circle completely deter:

mines the length of the arc on which it is based and the length of the

chord which cuts off this arc.

3. Although the device indicated in section 2 helps the pupil to begin

the proof of a hypothesis or the solution of A problem, it is quite

insufficient, of course, for future progress toward the required goal.

&,t

The question of the means that the pupil should apply to find the entire

reasoning prigcess on his own and to bring if successfully to an end is

considerably more complex..

3.1. The famous Fre ch scholar 2%.Itadamard, in his Elementary

Geometry [1], suggests th followifig rules that pupils can use in their
-.,;..

ihdependent search for ways to prove propositions:

First rule. "In the course of the proof, one must empldy the

hypothesis and, in most cases, the encire hypothesis"[1: 262). This is

a very important rule. It means that: (a) before proving a theorem one

must establish its conditions Precise and )with exhaustive thoroughness;

and (b) when pp:Fing a theorem one must strive to use all points of its

conditions without exception..

It is the content of a theorem's conditions that almost always leads

the pupils to the proper way of proving it. The teacher wishing to lead

the pupil in this direction nearly always says to him: "Turn back to the

.conditions of the theorem, consider what you know; can't you make use

of this?" During this proof itself the diffictPities, hesitations, and
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failures to follow through in tOsoning can often he elimfnaiL by

considering the conditions that have not yet been utilized. .

.

11,Second rule. "One must subs4tu,te definitions.for the terms which
\ 'A

they define"[lt 263]. .We can explainthis rule with the following

examples ,

\
,'

(a) In the proof of a theorem on bisector of an anile,

the term "angle bisector" is replaced by *pNwe'rjds "dip half' line coming
. ,

from the vertex of,the angle and dividing it,41i.tos two equal

!

arts."

(b) In the proof of a theorem on;the rightle, the erm "right

angle" is replaced by the words "the angZe thaels equal to fts comple-

,

' (c) Having defined the expression ntri; where. S. > 0 andn .., any

/---- '

natural number, byllthe relation (nva )
n
- a,we use 1/24 the-p oof of each

ti4---
theorem establishing some property of the expression definition.

whichirves Sense to this equation.

^(d) The term "the distance from point A to line 2," is dPlaced by
l

the words "the length of the perpendicular dropped from pAn * to'line

2.
(e) The term "the center of the circle circumscribed a out a

given triangle (or insaribed in it)" is replaced by theword "the point

that is equidistant from all Vettices.(sides) of the triangl

device (replacing a concept by its definition) canbe success-

fplly applied-by the pupfl frop the moment he apOoaches the 'itroof of a

proposition or the solution of a problem; he should discover tor himself,

with thenecessary clarity and thoroughness, the contents of tir conditions
0

(what is given, what is known?) and thenconclusions (what are e trying

A

to do?) of the proposition or the text of the problem.

0
For example, these replacements might be made:

The statement: is trakormed into

6
the statement:

1. Point A belongs to a circle
witli its center 0 and its

radius R.

. Points A and B belong to a
circle with its center 0.

3. n triangle ABC, segment AD

is the altitude, bisettor,
. and niedian.

1y

1. Point A is located at.a
distance R from point 0.

2. Points A and B are at pre-
cisely the same distance
from 0. ,

In triangle ABC, AD BC,

L BAD L CAD , BD - CD.

'Taw-



4. In triangle ABC, point 0
, is the"center of both the
- circumscribed.and the

inscribed circles.

5. Parallelogram ABCD is both a
rectangle and a rhombus.

6. KL is the mean line of
triangle ABC.

7. AHD is an equilateral
trapezoid.

41-, In triangle ABC*,

OA OB OC,

OK = OL = OM, where
OK BC MI AC,
an 4.'

5. In pa llelogram ABCD,
angl A is a right angle,
.and the adjacent sides
are equal.

0

6. In tipngle ABC, the
Segment KL joins the
mid7points K and L of
two of its sides.

7. In Oadrilateral ABCD,
AD

f
BC, AB = CD.

These examples illustratecases in which the "transformation11 of a

statement consists only in translating its contents into the language of.)

mathematical symbols and bringing it closer ta the form from which a

precise d.escription of its:content mafle derived.

In discovering the contents of the conditions, however, it is Often

possible to go further orm4 replace a condition by one of its %immediate

consequences. For example:4°1i

The condition:

8. Segirient AB is longer than 8.

segment BC.

9. 4. ABC > 4:DEF.

10. Point P lies inside (outside)
a circle with center. 0 and
radius R.

be replaced by
condition:

BC + CD.

9. Z. ABC DEF + MM.

1:0- OP < R (OP > R).

11. Points A and B are. located 11, Segment AB does not
on the same side (on intersect (intersects)

, Aifferent sides) of line Z. line Z.

Similarly, the04:ents ofra concluson may be revealed by rpeatedly

replacing it with a statement from which it follows directly, and the

proof.of. iny relationship may be replaced 137 proof that a sufficient
. \

condition for the presence of this relation is satisfied.
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3,2: In a lecture on "Directing Methods of Matheaatical Research,"

delivered at the Second Congress of Mathematics Teachers'in 1913, M. D.

Osiilskii suggested that the following general principles gnide research

in mathematics:

(a) The equality of segments and angles is proved from the
equality of the triangles in which they are found.

(b) Second-degree,equations are proved from the equality of

.triangles.

(c) -An equality shows that its proof must be made.`-

(d) If the equality of two values cannot be proved direct
One ar both of them must be replaced by an equivalent

value and the equality of the latter proven. .

Y

(e) In the proof of theorems and the solution of problems
analogies with the proof of known theorems and wish

4 problems that have Ipeen solved must be used.

4. .In Conclupion, we present several examples in which we investigate

how the pupil's Ideas could arise.and crevelop when proving theorems

problews. Here we shall strive of necessity to;-use the

general instructions given above and to employ the general rules that

have been formulated.
410*

Example 10. Prove that a straight line joining the:midpoints of the

bases'of a tra0ezoid passes ihrough the point of intersection of its

diagonals.

Proof. Let ABCD be given trapezoid with bases AD and BC, and let

its diagonals AC Mad BD intersect at,point M. We must prove that point
-

M belongs to segment KL, which joias.4AAAmftsdpoints K and L of BC and AD,

.

respectively.

Thinking over the content of the conclusion, the pupil should trans-
'

-form it thus; "This means that we must prove that half-lines MK and ML

lie on the same straight linj." Arriving at this idea on the basis of

the gener0. instructians (Example 8), the pupil then attempts tq prove

that angles KMC and AML are vertical angles. To do this he examines

triangles KMC and AML and establishes that Z.K.CM 1. LAM. But this is

only a small step. For a proof of the equality of ihe third angles he

must prove the similarity of triangles KCM and LAM.
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But hoW can this be done? At this point he must reexamine:the

,conditions of the theorem. He finds that he has not useclthe fact

that ABCD is a trapezoid and that K and L are tht midpoints of its

bases. From the first fact*he concludes that triangles BMC and AMD
. ,

are similar; the second fact suggests that he should look at sides BC

and AD. These sides are part 'of the similar triangles and,

consequently, BC:AD CM:AM. But then KCiAL = BC:AD, too. Therefore

the triangles KCK and LAM are similar, so that LICMC ZAML. Conse-

quently these angles, are vertical angles, from which we. conclude that

half-lines MK. and.ML arethe continuation of eath other.

Example'rl. Inscribe in a given circle, a triangle in which the sum

of two-sides and the value of the ahgle opposite one of these sides-are

4 known.

Solution.. Let ti suppose.that the problem haS been solved, that'is,

that triangle ABC is inscribed-in the given circle and that the sum of

its sides (AC + BC) and its angle A, opposite side BC, are known.

alibthe pupil'has thoroughly learned the general instructions in

Example 9, he knows immediately that side BC of the triangle is complttely

determined by angle A and, ther fore, that to find side AC it is ennugh

to subtract side BC from the give sum.
Q

A.plan of, construction will th n become clear: (a) We inscribe the

given angle in the given circle. (b) ta sides intersect the circle at

points B and C, determining the segmen BC; this segment is the side BC

of the'INnknown triangle. (c) We find by construction the difference

between the given sum (AC + BC) of the sides AC and-BC antl the segment

BC; this difference is equal to the Side AC of the unknown triangle. (

(d) From the end point C of the segment BC with a radius AC we describe

ah arc that intersects the circle at point A. The triangle ABC is the

unknown triangle.

Example 12. Let ABC he an equilateral triangle inscribed in a

circle, and let M be a point of the arc BC. Proveythat segment MA equals

MB + MC. r

Solution. To show that segments MA, MB, MC are related by the equali-
.

ty MA = MB + MC, the pupils have no other means than to try to prove

that some point will divide segment MA into two segments that are
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correspondingly equal to.segmentsiMB and MC. How can these segments ,

be found? It is obvious that to find the unktiown point one of the

segments, say MC, must be laid out on segment MA.

As a result of this procedure, we find a Point P dividing segment

MA into segments MP and PA, with MP = MC.'

The problem has been reduced to proving that PA is equal to MB.

The equality of segments is most often established on pe
4
basis of the

,equality of triangles..

\

,

Of which triangles are segments PA and MB a part? Segment PA can

be a part of triangle APC. Segment MB, however, is a part of triangles

AMB and MBC. Both of these triangles have one side equal to one of the

sides of triangle APC: AB = AC and BC = AC. But triangle MBC also has

an angle equal to one of the angles of triangle Ak: MBC = PAC. We

shall therefore compare triangle APC with triangle MBC. A diffidulty

arises here. How can we go.on? Wha't have we notyet useik?

Since triangles APC and MBC each have a pair of corresponding sides

equal and a-pair of corresponding angles equal, let us examine the remain-

ing angles. We see easily that angle BMC = 120c.. In triangle APC only

angle APC can be equal to it, since angle ACP is less than angle ACB =
a

60°. But for.angle APC to be 120°, it is sufficient that the adjacent

angle at the base of the isosceles triangle, angle MPC, be equal to 600,

and consequently, that angle PMC at the vertex of this triangle als9 be

equal to 60°.

From a cawing we see immediately that this is true. Consequently,

triangles APC d MBC are equal, and AP = BM, which was to be proved.

Example 12 'as presented not for class use but only as a demonstration

of how to extricai oneseli from difficult situations given a sufficiently

large number of conditions.

Example 13. Prove the identity:

ia(b + c)
2
+ b(c + a)

2
+ c(a + b)

2
- 4abc = (b + c)(c + a) (a + b).

First method. Following the instructions, the pupil will. first

attempt to transform the left-hand sideof the equation into the right,

for which he carries out the following transformations on the left-hand,

side of the equation:
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1

(a) He removes the parentheses and multiplies out each term:
'2

4-
*

ab
2
+ 2abc + ae

2
+ bc. + 2abc + a2b + a2c 2abc + b

2
c - 4abc;-

,

, .

(b) he combines like terms:

ab2 + ac2 + bc2 + a2b + a2c + b 2C + 2a1;e;

(c) following the instructions, he arranges this polynomial in
decreasing degrees ot a:

)

c)a2 (b2 c2
2bc)a + bc(b + c);

(d) he puts the factor cb + c) outside the brackets:

+ cnEl
2
4. (b + c)a + be];

(e) he factors the polynomial that is inside the brackets

1
a
2
+ ab + ac + be = (a + b)(a + e).

Second method. The pupil; following another instruction, first

tries to compare the coefficients of ide1ttl9alfpowers of a on the lef.

and right sides of the given identity, for which he composes a table:

Power of a:-

a
2

a

a
o

Coefficient of this power of a on the
left and right sides of the equation:

b +c=b+ c

(b + e)
2

2bc + 2be - 4bE = (b +

bc
2
+ b

2
c7=,(b + c)bc.

)

Independent Execution of Exercises by the Pupils

Finally, since the pupil must necessarily work actively to solve

problems ih mathematics on his own both in class and at home, the

teacher should try as often as pbssible to make him seek the solution

of theordtical and practical problems independently. The pupil then

would be applying his OWD energy to definite Mental work without'kepend-

ing on the teacher's "nudging," although this does ngt mean that the

pupil should be deprived of general guidance in'his independent solution

of the proposed problems. The teacher should begin utilizing this

technique as soon as he starts teaching mathematics in the school.

The problem of developing the pupil's, ability to do exercises in
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algebra independently can be presented and solved quite clearlY. Bdt
-
the pupil's abilities to do exercises Independently can be developed only

if the system of exercises'for each topic satisfies the following basic

'requirement. Each consecutive exercise must not repeat fhe preceding.
.

one exactly but must be distidct from it in l'omebasie principle. The

difficulty of these principles should be allowed to increase almost

imperceptibly (for the pupils, of course), but each time they should

force the pupil -- eVen if only for a very short time -- to think about

the solution of the question, and-to meditate on the applicability to

this exercise of the Method or device used in solving the preceding

problems. Gradually the pupil should begial not only to reflect, but to

delve more seriously into the essence of the question'and to try 'draw-

ing conclusions about the method or device best used in its solution.

Here the teacher should. not miss, any opportunity, when there is a

possibility and when the need arises, to show the pupil the most natural

and expedient -- or rational -- methods of solving an exercise or problem.

This:forces the teacher both to seek and establish these methods, and

to communicate them in turn to the pupils as.a conclusion and as a result

requiring mastery on 'their part.

But it would be a mistake on the teachtr's part if he omitted those

exercises in the workbook that do not have a distinction in principle

fromtheir predecessors. Exercises of this type can be most helpful

as "practice material" for work in class and at home.

Somewhat more complex is the problem of developing the pupils'

ability to do exercises in geometry independently. Here it is signifi-

cantly more difficult to attain a systematic order in the arrangement of

exercises, an order which ensures the possibility of basing the solution

of a given exercise on the experience of the preceding one or ones. It

must be admitted, however, that those textbooks on geometry which are ai

the teachet's disposal do offer him a great deal Tf help in arranging

. exercises into a system satisfying the basic requirement stated above

with regard 4,c2 the exercises in algebra. The teacher must do this work

if he wants te,make the study of geometry feasible for the pupils while

awakeninz their interest in and enthusiasm for the subject and their own

creative abilities.
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'Laboratory Work for the Pupils

Until now we have understood "exercises that the Pupils should do

independently" to mean examples and problems fromthe appropriate prdblem

books. Such tasks demand Of the pupils oniy mental activity and con-
.

centration. But today teachers are also using the laboratory form of

instruction, a form of instruction based on activating the pupils' senses,

especially sight, bauch, and muscular effort, 4s a stimulus to the pupils'

activity. There are two fundamental tyga of laboAtory work.
,e

l.41104rfirst tYpe has arisen as a result of the teachers' desire

particularly in the fifth through seventh grades 7- to preface each

general statement (conclusion, proof) with some experiment that will

involve the pupil and convince him df the correctness 'Of the concept

being proved.

Even in the fifth grade, the pupils go us far as finding the formula,

for the circumference of a circleeby the experimental method.-Beginning

in the sixth grade measurement is applied as a,preparation to proving "

theorems,.and ehe result is that.each pupil -- by means of inductive

reasoning -- draws a general conclusion which, of course, must then

be proven.: In this way a number of the geometric theorems seudied,in
A

the sixth and seventh grades-are established intuitively before they are

proven.

At the higher stages of geometry instruction.(in the eighth grade)

the deductive pioof of a statement may still be prefaced with its induc-
.

tive establishment based oh measurement. This method is wholly admissible

when the teacher considers it expedient for surmounting difficulties

connected with the difect proof Of a statement, or for ascertaining more

concretely the essence of the statemenf itself.

For exampfe, we may be convinced by measuning: (a) that the

corresponding equality of the angles of two triangles implies the

proportionality of their sides (a theorem which is.false for polygo

othwr than triangles); (b) of the theorem stating that the product of

segments of chords passing through a given point within circle retains

a constant value, and so on.,

Those experiments that are meant to improve the pupils' ability to

visualize the solutions-to geomtric problems also belong to the first
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type of laboratory work. In aem, imagined operations (such as placing-

flgures on.top of and beside one another, reflecting a figure about some ,
. .

axis of symmetry, rotating figures about a point, recutting figures) are
1

replaced by-real operations perfOrmed with the aid of appropriate figures

gut from,a material such as paper, woo(4 or tin
...

. . It can hardly be doubted that these labOratory tasks, which bring

the pupils' eyes and.hands into action, promote rastery of the geometry

course, which is otherwi;e difficult'for some pupils to comprehend.

2. The second type of laboratory work is that directed at achieving
,

an organic link(between mathematics and industrial work. This type of

laboratory work originated in the-early practice of teaching a school
/

mathematics cours 4radually acquired a broader and deeper content in

polytechnical e catiofi, and will'now occupy, quite a solid place in
:.,

mathematics instruction in the schools.
,

If, as a result of tile current school reform, mathematics instruc-

tion- is to be closely linked with txposure to the methods provided by
. -

mathematics for 'solving practical problems, then the performance of the

second tyi5e Of laboratorir work will represent an experiment in applying'

these mathematical methods to, real-life aituations, to actual prodUctive

work; and to reality in general.
-111,

This segond type ofslaboratory work includes all those tasks whigh

demand the complex application of methods of calculation, measurement,

Construction, and graphing;it also'includes the performance of separate ,

.tasks in school shops and in the mathematics study room turned into a

laboratory. .

1
The school laboratory should b _well equipped With. all the necessary

Jilow.,--

referenae books and 'calgulating i n truments (Abacus, calculating machin-,

slide rule); with millimetric, logarithmic, and semi-logarithmic.papeet

and later perhaps with simple.electronic or mechanical computers.

-The second type of laboratory work should include (a) graphic
k. . .

. exercises, (b) measuring work, and (c) work on making models.

.-1.. (a) Graphic exercises involve.the'cotruction of diagrams and
:

. graphs of functions, the graphic illustration of the solutions o.f equations

and inequalities-612\systems of equations and inequalitiea, and the graphic
r . ,

4to1ution and investigation of these equations, inequalitieb and systems.
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The construction of diagrams, done in the fifth and sixth grades to

promote the pupils' understanding ce the idea of measurement.and their

conception of the idea of the functional relationship, is a firsst opportu-

nity for pupils to use actively their mathematical knowledge.

Ag early as the sixth grade, pdPils go frem the construction of .

diagrams to the construction Of graphs of functions. The major problems

associated with this idea, organically connected with the problem of
,

colistructing a mathematics course on the" idea of the function, are solved

gradually, in a definite sequence; and the sUbject is examined with great

thoroughness and depth'in the upper grades as a means of building up

related material.

The pupils first acquire skill in constructing graphs by plotting

points. .At this stage the pupils' activity is4anifested in plotting

points on a graph from given coordinates;Xtey begin using the Lass

blackboard covered with a coordinate grid, then paper ruled off in squares

in their ("arithmetic") notebooks. Gradually, an.increasing independence
A

and aCtivity in performing assignments on constructing graphs of functions

is demanded.

Beginning in theeighth giade (and indeed, to apme ektent in the

seVenth grade, as well) ihe pupils codttruct graphs of,functions after a

preliminary analytic investigation of their properties. At this stage

the construction of graphs of functions-unifies the pupil's mental and

physieal.activity in,a combination of theory and practice. hese exercises

are usually of great interest to the pupils>, especially if the functions

J.11ustrate a law governing some natural phenomenon which they have studied

in science (physics, chemistry, technology, or giology).

Exercises in constructing grgphs of functions have so much value

for the study of mathematics in'ehe school and in institutions of,higher

education, as well as for the pupils' future practical work, that the

teacher should not limit himself to the types of functions Lndicated in

the curriculum, but gilould freely use others which are similar in

construction to those being studie4. ThUS, having acquainted the pupils

with the method of transforming the graph of the function y = x
2

into

graphs of the functions

y = x
2

is- b, y = Ck-a
2

y,=
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the.teacher may suggest.that the pupils independentlx. apply these

transformqat.ions (translations, expansions, and compressions) to the
4

graphs of other functions.

Finally, the construccion of graphs may heip in investigating equa-
.

tions and systems of equations and may provide graphic solutions.to them.

This methAd is especially valuable when the analytic solution ol au

equaciOn or a system of equations tS particularly difficult. The graphic

investigation of an equation or an inequality containing a parameter is ,

11,

very interesting and instructive when that investigation consists in

constructing a graph representing the relationship of the parpleter to

the unknown equation or inequality;-this work proceeds in a non-standard

way.

(b) Measuring work, when properly organized (done partly in the-

classroom, but mainly outside it), constitutesthe active type of task :

that should aid in,the pupils' polytechnical training and in.communicating

useful practical information to them.

(c) The kind of modelling that involves the pupils in the actual

construction of models develops eldmentary skills in construction and

handicraft work in general (in work with wire, cardboard, g;pss, tin),

and delrelops the pupils' creative abilities -- often forcing them to

construct models of complex geometric figures resulting from the proof

of theorems and the solutien of problems. Construction of models

illustrating the change of various elements of a figure during the course

of the change of some parameter opens an especially wicle field for the

,pupils' creative activity.

The use of a Systdm of Questions Designed to Give

Depth to the Pupils' Knowledge and Development .*

A prepared system of questions applicable during drill on a'newly

studied theory, as well as in reviewing itiand in checking the pupils!

knowledge may be used to a significant extent not only to make the

pupils participate more actively, but also"to broaden their mathematical

.knowledge, The concepts and facts (relations, onjunctions) dealt with in

these questions must be subjected to thorough examination; their essence

shapld Jae explained so that the ability to answer the questions correctly,
.,

1 20
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will indicate how well the pupils' degree of logical thinking and

creative abilities have developed.
e'

This idea (of the nded to bring about the pupils' conscious mastery

of the stUdy material 'by developing their ability to solve theoretical .

,questions independently) has led to the appearance of a nuMber of articles

and boola to assist the teacher in his works We refer the teacher to

them.

"",,r"
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INDEPENDENTI4ORK POI% PUPILS IN ARITHMETIC

LESSONS IN THE ELEMWARY GRADES*

M. I. Moro

Problems and Methodology of Investigation

The il.wenty-second Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

presented our schools with the problem of the comprehensive harmonious

development of the child's personality, of imparting the qualities of

future builder and member of a communist society.. In the decrees f the

party And.the government, it was reCommended that instruction7in t

school be built on the basis of the principle of a close relations with

life, and,chat all educational work should be directed toward a develop-

ment of children's.cognitive skills and toward instilling in children
,

.independence, activity, initiative, and creative principle's. From.this .

recommendation the following requirement can be'inferred, which, in our
/

view, is a most fi;ortant one. In the instru ion process condiCtions

.should be created thAt provide opportunity for th children's systemttic

exercise in the "independent application of previously acquired knowledge

to the solntion of various egucational and practical problems, as well

as in the independentacquisition of-new knowledge.

'In the course of systematically conducted (on which children work

independently) tasks organized for all lessdhs, the children shoul&be

instilled with a feeling of duty and responsitility for an assigned task,

and with the persistence and.tenacity essential for overcoming the diffi-,

culties that arise in solving a problem in school or in work. .There is

no doubt that without using independent work for children as one way of

organizing educational aotivities, it is impossible to solve the problems

that have been posed.
4

Questions of the content and methodology of,directing the pupils'
A

independ t work therefore presently assume a special timeliness and

acut ess. Many works by Soviet didacticians and methodologists contain

* the Institute of General and Polytechnical Education, Academy of

Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR. \Ptplished in the series The Teacher's

Pedagoe.cal Library, Moscow, Publisfifng House of the Academy of Pedagogi-

cal Sciences of the RSFSR, 1963. 'Trans14id by Lydia Hooke.
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a number of useful hints and recommendations on these questions, and the

literature that illuminates the practical experience of the best teachers

has been enriched, but until now the questions'that arise in connection

, with the problemeof developing the pupils' independence have not yet

been completely solved.

In the present manual we consider the place of independent work for..

pupils in arithmetic -lessons, its aspects and forms at different stages

of instruction, features of organization, and the system and methods of

its execution. The starting point in the investigation was a study of

all those aspects and concrete forms of indePendent work for pupils that

are used in the practice of arithmetic instruction in t e lower grades.

In connection,with this study, one of our chief method f research was'

the observation of the work of superior teachers, and an.analysis of,

and generalization from, their experience. For this we used'uot only data

from our own,observations but also facts that have been elucidated in the

methodological literature.

In the academic year 1959-60 we studied the organization of pupils'

independent work in arithmetic lessons, attending the lessons of superior

teachers of grades 1-4 in schools in the Moscow, Volgograd, Yaroslav,

and Orlov provinces, and in 1961-62 in the Moscow and Lipetsk provinces.

Altogether, more than 200 lessons were analyzed. From the records of the

lessons, a rigoroustudy was made of the time spent on various activi-

ties. The assembled daL characterizes the content and methodology of

the execution of practical work in arithmetic lessons, and allows'one to

judge the place set aside for it-in practice, the average duration of'

Nyrious aspects of assignments, the relationshipbetween the work per-

formed independently by the pupils in class and that conducted with the

teacher's direct par icipatiOn and help. The appropriate data will be

ekamined below.

Since we did not limit ourselves to observing lessons, in each

school we became familiar, in the methodglogical centers, with those

visual aids and didaatic.materials*that are used in arithmetic instruction,

and we ascertained, through conversations with teachers, the methohologiy

of their application. Moreover, we studied the class registers and pupil

notebooks, trying, with the teachers' assistande, to understand the sort of

independent 'tasks in arithmetic cited in them,the content, how they



were organized, how checking and appraisal is accomplished, and the like,

We attended individual classes of sup9rior teathers in the elementary

grades but,70fiaeno opportunity to become acquainted with the general

system of their work.

Systematic observations of the arithmetic instruction of childred

in school No. 315 in Moscow (teachers A. M. Logacheva, Z. V. Kozhokina,

L. E. Zaikina, T. V. Titova, M. A. Korosteleva) were made with these

objectives in mind. In the first stage of the inyestigation (1957-1959)

ihe observation was limited to the work of the best teachers in the

school. During this observationywe introduced almost nothing that was

new in principle into the organization of independent assignmentis in

class. In the next stage (1959-1961) the character of our work in

school No. 315 changed--first in the first grade, then in the second

grade (feachers L. E. Zaikina and T. V. Titova). Experimqntal instruction

was erganized diet wail constructed in light of our_study and generali-

zation of the work experience of the best teachers and our analysis of

the literature and of the educational problems to be.faced by the

teacher, at each stage of arithmetic instruction,. In the organization

of experimental instruction in grade 1, we also considered the results

of experimental work-that we had previously conducted in the first

grades of the same school. Thls work was devoted to the study of the

level of arithmetic preparation of ,seven-year-olds who enter first

grade, to the special features of working with them at the first stage

of their school instruction [19] and to,the elaboration of arsystem of

visual aid0 d.didactic materlals in arithmetic for gyade 1 (after

testing the s m of such didactic materials in the course of experi-

mental ip4trutotion, we described them in our pamphlet)[1-1].

Parallel with the experimental instruction in class, we systemati-

cally conducted experimental classes with individual pupils (as a rule,

average and poorly prepared) and with small'groups of pupils. The

purpose of these classes was basirally a preliminary check of the

various aspects of assignments that.We had outlined for subsequent lessons.

In the course of these assignments, we studied the difficulties that

the children experienced in fulfilling an assigned task and outlined ways

of forestalling these difficulties. The latter consisted of modifying

the formulation of instruction; breaking down the assignment into smaller

1.25
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parts; and devising some additional peliminary exercises; special visual

aids, didactic material, and the like. Each change introduced into the

content and methodology of the outlined work was tried.out afresh during

classes with other pupils.

After having defined the tasks as a result of this preliminary selection,

we then tried the system with the Atire cl4ss participating. During the

trial, further perfection ind specificatir of the co'htent, organization,

and procedure of fhe tasks was continued.

We conducted some lessons in which new assignments were given in

order to have an opportunity to introduce necessary,amendments immediately

in class. In a number of cases we had to determine the relative Ake"
of.various aspects of assignments, or of vartout methodOlogical devices

that could be used i conducting the children's independent,work. To

clarify their dadvantages and defects in comparisbn with ona another, we

subjected them to an experimental check in two parallel classei; d#ing a
O'

different methodological approach in each (or a different assignment)..

During the school year 1961-62, work in the same direction was-

'conducted in grades 3 and 4, in whibh we observed the arithmetic instrua,
,

tion of children 'by superior teachers. In one experiment questiona

related to features of the organization of independent work were investi-

gated. Principal attention was directed to determining the-possibility

of using independent work at the ttage in which the pupils are familiar-

ized with new educational baterial. This question was examined in the

mAterial for the topic "Million" in grade 3. in two experiMental. classes

the study of this topic was conducted differently. tn ane class theNbasis

for familiarization with the new material was the teacher's explanation,

and in the other it was the pupils' tndependent work. Ts gave s an

opportunity'to compare both methods Ahd to answer the problem that was

posed. The syttem of children's independent work,in arithmetic instruc-

tion was elaborated only in material for grades 1 and 2 (the creation

of such a system for grades 3 and 4 is a matter for the future). The

system outlined was tested in the work experience program,of 25 teachers

in Mbscow schools who were students in the annual courses in improving

one's qualification at the Moscow advanced training institute for teachers

in 1960-61. The present work is by nature a methodologlocal aid, which

was intended to give concrete help to teachers in organizing and conducting
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independent work for children in arithmetic lesspns.

However; beformoving on to'the praCtical part of the work, we

should examine some general theoretical questions related to a

definition of the concept of "pupils' lindependent work" and to classify

various aspecta of such work used in arithmetic instruction in the
l

elementary grades. Confusion in the solution of these questions is,

we feel, one of the obstacles to introd

T

cing, into the broad practice

of instruction:methods that would crea e themost favorable conditions

for developing pupil's independence, initiative, and creativity*

Fundamental Aspects of the Pupils' Independent Work

Pefinition of the ancept "Pupils' Independenlpork"
/

In AS recent pedagogical literature a debate has developed.over

the meaning of "independent work." Many authors dbaTentrate on,an analysis

of the essential features of children's activity in performing various

types.of scholastic and practical tasks. Comparing the diverse forms of

assignments used by teachers in.theirschool practice, these authors

have shown that the 'pupils' activity often amounta to ilaitation, or the

precise execution of the teacher's instructions. At first glance, such

work demands noindependent thought of the child--no initiative or bade:
4

pendence in statin&the probifem or seeking a method for its solution.

Because of this,' some authors are not inclined to include imitation in

the ranks,of independent work. For example, R. B. Sroda writes, "By

the pupils' independent work we understand work in which they manifest

a maximum of activity, creativity, independent judgment and initiative"

[21: 7]. The contrast between 44tative," "careful" activity on one

hand, and "independent" activity on the other, may be found in stttements

by E."Ia. Golant, R. G. Lemberg, and others.

In the final analysis, such a contrastive distinction leads to an
,

extraordi arily narrow understanding of independent work, which would

not includ such activity as solving examples of the problem types

. ,

,-, familia to the children that are analogous to problems they solved

lier with the guidance and aid of the teacher. Under these aonditions
0

demand for raising the proportion of the inipils'. independent work

duircg,-the educative process,would have to be understood only as a demand

for frea,vent utilization of o-called creative tasks in Instructional;
4
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practice. Even though the role of,such work, which opens the greatest

possibilities for the children to evince their independence of thought,

initiative, and creativity, is great, one must admit that by such an

approach important possibilities of raising the efficacy of educative

tasks (including training tasks) could be overlooked by4ipvestigators

studying these questions, as well as by practicing teachers'. Neverthe-

less, observations of arithmetic instruction in the elementary grades

show that questions of the content, organization, and method of carrying

out these tasks (extremely important in teaching arithmecic) gtill

remain far from clear.

Trainin,aaelgnpentsydr important not only for developing appro-

priate arithmetical skills,.1k t also ;or getting children to iaster a

whole series of facts, abilities, and skills of independent work with-

out which one cannot imagine any kind of Creative.activity. To clari-

fy our understanding of pupils' independent work, let us examine a

concrete example from instructional practice that was evaluated in

contradictory waysAn two recent works dedicated to this aubject. R. G.

Lemberg [7) used this example as an illustration of the incorrect under-
,

standing of the term "scholastic independence" of pupils, and W. P.

Esipov [5] used it as one of the forms of the child's independent work.

The example concerns that period of instruction during which ch/ldren

master the ability to write letters (and numbers). Lemberg stated:

"For a long time Peter could not write capital letters; he had tb be

continually helped, but now he writes independently. 'Here he has drawn

the letter B exactly as on the blackboard,' says the teacher". Then the

rhetorical question followed,whether the,term "independently" was used

correctly which is followea by the categorical answer, "of course

and by the explanation: "The little boy wrote skillfully, not independ-

ently." Lemberg then produced, for comparison, an example of the correct'

(in her opinion) usage of the term "independently". The pupil reads

aloud and

his intonation and gestures do not copy the teacher's manner,
but express his independent relation to the text, his feelings,

his understanding. . . Of course, the concept 'independent
operation:, should assume not so much the pupils' independence
'from guidahce'as their introduction of something personal into
the work.

(3
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13,y this criterion 'Lemberg distinguished Mperformancem activity,

. which consists of "listening to the teacher, doing his instructions

and assignments" from independent activity, which consists.Of.a

mcertain contraposition to it."

If this division is thought through, the question arises whether

the pupil may bring somethilig "personal" into the work even when he

yorks,an assignment of the teacher's which demands that some given

instruction be followed.. Say, for ex(Imple, that the teacher explains

and shows first-graders how. to.write the.numeral 5, gives a model of

the writing of thisrfigure,,dand asks them to write it five times in

their notebooks. B. F. Esipov was apparently correct,when he wrote

that "if work on such assignments is organized so that the pupil doing

'it will consciously strive =best achieve tha aim, i.e., strive for

the biiit quality shown by the m odel, this work may be called ,independ-

ent werk" [5: 5). In fact, when doing such an assignment, the child

shOuld evince purposefulness; determination in overcoming difficultips;

an ability to make comparisons independentln and a capacity to

apprach his DWU work critidally, to.evaluate its results, and (on the

tiasis of this critical examination) direct his efforts to eliminating

eriors he made in previous stages of his work. For him, this is connected

onlj with musdnlar sensations and the need ,o concentrate his

attention, to,strain his will,.to Impress his conscionsness with a respon-
, t

sibillty for the,quality of his'work, but also with his active thinking.

At definite stages of instruction even the fulfillment of assignments:

.seemingly based on simple imitation and on the precise foll owing of

instructions, in'fact depends upon the children's showing a certain

amount of independence and deniaadstf them active conscious participation.

Such fulfillment of assignments therefore can,rightfully be related to

the category of pupils independent work. However, owing to the pupils'

.development during the instruction.process and to their mastery of

appropriate facts, knowledge, and skills, the nature of the childian's

activity in doing the same" assignment changes so that it Ceases to

involve evincing of cognitive activity. As a rule, fulfillment of the

.teacher's_assignmenewithout direct assistance on anyone's part demands

that the children show independence (eventthough in an extremely limited

amount)."
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Let us 4rn again to an example f7m teachin practice. Teachers

are well acquainted with sitUations in which the child, doing his
. ...

homework assignment or taking a test in class, Cannot cope with the

assignment just because he does net feel the teacher's direct support,

which he hasivown accustomed to under the conditions of collective

work in class.' Here it is enough for the teacher to come up, stand
. ,

awhile alongside such a pupil, and nod his head to signify that all is

correct. Then new strength seems to flow into the child, and he

coidently continues his work.

Lack of self-confidence, indecisiveness, the need for constant minor

-pretection from somebody else, the lack of elementary independence

(whickmakes it impossible to apply one's knowledge, abilities, and skills

even when doing a familiar type of assignment)--all this is unfortunately

still characteristic of pupils in the lower grades.

Therefore there can be great v'hlue in organizing the children's

si'udy activity so that they work alone, without the teacher's direct

participation, on various assignments.- This idea was expressed in the

definition of independent work given in. R. M. Mikel'son's book: "By

independent work we mean the pupils' completion ef assignments without

any assistance, but under the teacher'siobservance" [9].

In many articles that.appeared after Mikel'son's book this aspect

of children's independent work--the absence of anyone's assistance when

doing an assignment--was emphasized. Some authors, however, perceived
2

in such a treatment of children independent work a depreciation of the

teacher'siksuiding role in the education 'process. Criticizing M1kel'son's

detinition, they pointed out that all ttpupils' work, including independ-

ent work, needs constant control and guidance from the teacher and that

in londucti g the children's independent work, the teacher is obliged,to 1'

.
.......

render the necessary assistance.

Thus, for,example, in A Reference Book for the Elementary-School

Teacher, we read:

The children's independent work in class should not be a
form of instruction which in any way reduces the teacher's

role. On the contrary, developing the 'children's ability to
work.iyependently is possible only when the teacher system-

atically guides the children's independent execution of
assignments, explaining devices of work, observing the process
of t'he execution of the assignment, correcting
helping the children overcome difficulties [8: 159].
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In this and similar arguments there is a confusion of two different

thingsthe question'of the necessity of the teacher's,guidance and the .

question of rendering direct assistancse to the children during the work

process.

The fundamental characteristic of children's independent work is,

in our opinion, the fact that during its completion, the pupil is

deprived for some time of his accustomed guardianship from the.teaoher

and remains alone with the problem before him whose solution involves

definite (perhaps even significant) but suimountable diffiCulties. In

working on such an assignment, the pupil must put his strength to the

task andrelying on his own knowledge, abilities and skills;1Zeenness

of observation; quickness of.wit; and sometimes ingenuitYfind a way to

solve the problem and complete the'solution.
?

It is quite natural that.mistakes may arise in the pupil's inde-

pendent work; that one mistake may lead to artbther; and that an incorrect

answer will be obtained in the result. Does this mean, however, that the

teachir must halt the pu il's work at the point where a difficulty occurs

when a real threat of iistake in the solution has appeared? Must

measures be taken so the possibility of an error's arlsing is always

foreseen by the teacher so the teacher, interrupting the pupil's path

of argumentation, would eliminate the difficul1,114-redirect the pupil's

thought and actions along the right channel? Is it not more correct to

give the pupil a.chance to realize his error in the solution, to attempt

to independently qo find his mistake and correct it? Itseens that the

last-mentioned pedagogical method is significantly more expedient whenever

the pupil is well enough prepared for the corresponding work.

The teacher is forced to interfere in the pupil's work--to give him

direct aid in his completion of an assignmentonly if the proposed

assignment is not at the appropriate level of the pupil's attention. In

this case the teacher taies steps to eliminate whatever difficulties there

are (either.by simplifying the assignment or by rendering the pupil direct

assistance), but by doing so he deprives the pupil's work of its genuine

independence. In our view, the pupil's genuinely independent work is onli

that work which is done.without direct assistance from tge teacherL-with-
.

out the teacher's direct participation in the work at the time it is being
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done. This does not exclude,15ut presupposes, the teacher's guidance.

The definition given the concept of pupils' independent work in the

book by Esipov c1.50d above gives more.insight into the essence of the

matter. This definitiotilis presented in its entirety: P

11.1
The pupils' independent work .embraced by the educational

procesS.is work,done without the direct participation of the
teacher, but by his assignment, in a time period presented
especially for this purpose. Here the pupils consciOusly
strive to- achieve the aim presented in the task, using their.
capacitids and expressing in one form or anOther the result
of mental or physical (or both.simultaneously) operations
[5:.34].

41t must.be further stressed that independent work by necessity

would be connected with the children's conecious act'1vty, that the

efforts which the children make to achieve the proposed a should

be directed toware-shrmounting not just any difficulties (any work

generally involves the need to make certain efforts toward its compIetion)-,

but the difficulties connected with the solution of one or another cogni-

tive Problem. (

And so, by pupils' independent work we shall understand a form of
A.

organizatidn of .the children's eognitive activity in whidh they con-

sciously and.dOtively strive to Attain the proposed aim,Avercoming'
,)

difficulties tpey meet on their path without anyone else's help in the

course of completing the work: If in.his observation the teacher is

oonvinced that an assignment is unintelillgible to some pupils, he should

give them.the necessary assistance or replace the assignment with an

easier one. In.the future he should prepare these children for,completely'

independent solution of a similar assignment. In condUeting the children's

,i_ndependent work it sometimes'appears that the assignment given by the

teacher needs additional eXplanstion. If sO, the teacher interrupts

the children's work and gives-additional instructions which mike the work

more intelligible.

By this 'understanding of independent Workat,becomes clear that a

, more frequent use of such types of work broadens the possibill.ty of

exercising the children in independentappll:cation of their lu.owledge',

abilities, and skills and in J.ndapand4nt"riasteky of new facts which is
s

the7in ana fully necessary condition for the development of Pupils'
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'independence as a personality :trait.

Classification of the Basic Aspects of Pupils' Indepeodint Work in
Arithmetic Lessons

.

%

In theirpractice the best teachers use various devices to conduct
.

the pupils' independent work, utilizing diverse forms of exercises. In

teachers' works one may find numerous examples of assignMents used.in

arithmetic lgssons, valuable' ideas, and apt observations indicating which

'requirements sti:766 be fikled by such assignments and Which difficnities

are encountered by the children in doing t se assignments (see, for

example, [10, 12, 20]). The,analysfs nd geneialization of all this

material is, of course, still far from completion. There is still no

complete agreement on the-prOPer classification,of various types of

independent 1.1ork.

Without involying ourselves deeply in the juxtaposition of various

points of vie4,, we shall formUlate here only those coticlusions we have

drawn on the basis,of a critical examinektion of the literature, an

analysis of the work experience of the gest teachers, and the observations

of pupils in their completion of diversified exercises as indevendent work.
0

From all this data we may pippose the following c1assificittion 6f

various types of indepz(dent work.

1. Using as a cr on.the pedagogical aim pursued in conducting

independent tasks, ye-may divide them into basic.groups7-instructive

tas3A.Abld checkizg tasks. Instructive tasks can be subdivided into:

(a) tasks preparing the children to perceive new study material; (b)

,taskE in acquiring new knowledge; (c) tasks directed toward expanding
-- ,

,

deepe I ng the acquired knowledge; and (d) tasks of a training nature

._
whose aim is to secure earlier-mastered knowledge, abilieies and skills.0

Checking tasks can be. subdivided into: (a) tests whose aim 4s to ascertain
..,-- .

and evaluate the pupi;0. knowledge; and (b) test work having no ascer-

otaining nature, conducted by the teacher in order to specify the Ievel..of

the children's preparation and their possibilities. Such specification

is essential for &correct definitibn of the content and methodology of

. future instruction (the work done on the latter testscannot be evaluated,

for it is conducted, for example, at the beginning of the year in order

to establish what part of previously studied material has been forgotten
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by the children over the summer vacation, or at'the end of the school

year in order to review the material studied during the year aad so on).

2. Independent tasks may also be,subdivided into types according to

the nature of the/activity they demand of the pupils: (a) those based

mainly on imitation, or reproduction by the pupils, of the teacher's actions

and his argumdnts; (b) those which demand that the childremindependently

apply knOwledge; abilities, an skills atquired earlier under the teacher's

guidance, under conditions'analogous to the conditions in which they,were

formed; (c) those tasks which demand the same application as in.(b).but

under conditions more.or less distinct from those under which the know-

,
ledge, abilities, and Skills used by the ehildren in doing,Lhe assignment .

, were formed; and (d) so-called.creative tasks which demand that the child-

ren show independence in posing the question and in seeking ways of solu-

tion--independently making the essential observations, obtaining a result,

and, selecting the material needed to compose a problem.

3. Independent tasks may be subdivided according to the curriculum

material on which they are performed. In'arithmetic instruction in.the

eleientary grades, this feature may be used to distinguish work directed

toward forming basic arithmetical concepts and Work connected withrtSach-;,-.

the solutio/of arithmetic problems; arithmetic examples, practical

work (measuring*. etc.).

One- might list'several other:criteria by whiCh independent tasks .

may be diatingdished but whieh have lesser significance. -Thus, such

tasks nmy be.distinguished,, according to their form of organization in

the lesson, as general classwork-(in which the whole class works on a

single assignment), group work.(in which sepatate groups of pdpils work

simultantusly on different assignments), and individual workT(In which

each pupil receives an individual assignment from the teacher). Many

methodologists also subdivide ppils' assigned work into fully independent

and semi-independent work.. By seMi-independent work we usually Understand

work partly conducted with the direct particip.atibn Of the teacher. It

seems 4xpedient to refrain (rem using the term "pupils sami-independent

work" with this meaning, since it conceals the distinction between non-

independent and independent work.

It is more correct, from our point of view, to consider as separate
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that part of the work done with the teacher's assistance (and is there-

fore not independent), and that part of the work characterized by le

features essential for independent work. Then the practicing teacher

,end the investigator studying tthe features of the children's independent

work will alwaYs concentrate on this part of the work, and will conglider .

its other part (6'onducted by the thildren with the teacher's assistance)

only as preparing ihe children for independent execution of a more

specific assignment.

Let us return to the classification of independent work given above.

It is clear that a single task may be considered of different types

if it is'evaluated frem different points of view4 Such a versatile

approach'should help the Ceacher diversify the types of independent tasks

and note their system. In addition it must be remembered that all the

types and forms of tasks mentioned above (even within a single %pup)

rarely appear in complete isolation in teaching practice. More often

an assigniment fori.ndependent work embodies more than one type of work,

sometimes,falling into a single classification group.' Some assignments,

howelar, Seem to be transitional from one type to another.

This transitional nature is demonstrated.through an example of

children's 'solution of a familiar problem. Su8.11 indepAndent Work may

be-considered, as a rule, amongthe tasks direeted taward broadening

and deepening'earlier-acquired knowledge '(insofar as the independent

solutiOn of each new problem, even of a familiar type, furthers the

children's deeper,realization of the characteristics of problems of

a given type andof their solution method),ond among the tasks intended

to prepare children to perceive new maerial (e.g.-, when the teacher

presents.a simPle problem for independent solution before he begins to

examine, with the children, a problem of a more complex'tyge including,

in partieular, this previous, familiar problem). This work may test

the pqpils, but at the same time it will be instructive, since.the.

childran learn something in the course of its completion, perfecting

and strengthehing their previously obtained knowledge, abilities, and

skills.

Thus if the division of independent work is examined 'even by the

first*eture mentioned-it is evident that this division has a relative

character. it may be a matter not of a strict differentiation of various
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types of independent work according to a selected criterion, as is done

in any scientific classification, but rather of isolating the,essential
-

characteristics of the.work (again according.to an,isolated feature) in

every concrete case of its application in practice.

With an approach to the types of indepetdentyork like that mentioned

above, the pupils should net be surprised if a single task,.at the same

stage of instruction and in identical circumstances, is appraised for

example, at one time as instructional and at other times as verificational,

because in conducting it, the teacher may have pursued one.goal in one

case and another in the o.yer. Despite the condition of a, "given division

.of independent tasks into type'S, the dlyisio 'has practical vd.lue in'

that it helps specify the goal and place of each such task in the instrpc-
,

tion process and notes the corresponding methodical devices. In parti-

cular, depending on the.teacher's aim when he proposes a familiar problem:

to the children for independent solution, in the case examined, this work

will be conducted in various ways in class'and the pupilslwill be varioUsly

prepared to do the assignment in class. The nature of the teacher's gui-

dance of the children's work is determi4ecr, in a given case, by the elcact

aim of the work.

What has b6en said above IFy be extended to those aubdivisions which

relate to groups of tasks isolated according to other features. The

solution of any ithmetical storyproblem involvef the performance of

various calculations. Therefore, the independent work constituting the

solution of a problem may also be viewed as an exercise in alculation. If

so the teacher, ih thiinking over the content and character of the instruo-

tion to be given the children before the corresponding work is under-.

taken, should take into account those difficulties that children may

encounter in connection with planning the solution of a problem, and

those that are connected with calculation or renaming. Having noticed,

for instante, essential difficulties ii a problem he intends to use, the

teacher can donsciously simplify the work before presenting the problem

so as to make the aSsignment within the power of the pupils and also to

allow the pupils to concentrate on that aspect of the proible'm which is

(from the teacher's point of view) mast important at the time. Another

time, the teacher may consider it expedient to keep the content of the

problem intact and to organize tHe instruction to assist the children
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2
'in overcoming difficulties of a different type,,etc. But in all cases

it is important that the teaclaer take into account the aim of his con-

templated assignment and to which of the types listed above it belongs.

Thus, we see the practical value of the above classification of

various types of independent work.in arithmetic instruction in the

elementary grades. This classification should help the teacher in his

analysis and critical approach to the assignments he intends for inde-
.

pendent work and to the instructiow,abd other forns of guidance that he -

proposes to use in conducting these tasks. A wide knowledge of all

types of work should help the teacher in selecting a system of such

assignments and in facilitating their diversity and gradual increase

in difficulty.

It Ls evident that if one does not clearly imagine,all possible

types of independent work for children and if ona does not group this

work according to definite features, it will be.impossibleto begin to

develop a syEitem of such work. This. problem demands, moreover, a very

careful study of the character,istic aspects of content, the organi-

zaticin,and method of executing independent tasks of each type, and a

definition of their place of independent tasks in the podagogical

process.

The Place of Independent Work in Arithmetic Lessons

The Proportion-of Children's Indenendent Work in Each Lesson

Our method of observation of arithmetic lessons included a precise

indication of theA.ength of time of its.separate parts, which made it

possible to consider all types of independent work used by the teachers

and the time allowed ,for each. The data from observations during the

. 1959-60 school year are given in Table 1. Lessons from schools in the

Volgograd, Orlov, and Yaroslavl' Regions were analyzed. The a

of ,lessons from the Moscow Regian was limited to 14 lessons of variou

Moscow teachers and 6 lessons observed in Perovo. We purposely omitted

material of the work of teachers of the base schools of the Xcademy of

Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR, w.here our experimental work. was

conducted at this time. In Table 2 theAata characterizing the organi-
4.40'

zation of the pupils'Aek in schools of the Lipetsk Region are presented.
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. The first thing of importance is that of the 100 lessons analyzed

(see Table 1), independent work for pupils was absent from only,10. This

indicates that the concept of a good lesson is already firLly connected

in the minds of the best teachers with the necessary organization of such

wark. Further, th,e teachers used independent work 120 times during only

90 lessons:. Thus, in some lesson's independent work for pupl,ls was given

more than once. In addition to the dath given inTable 1, the distri-

bution of.independent work by lessons is given as fC'llows: no independent

work--10 lessons; one independent tasks--64 lesSons; two independent

tasks--21 lessons; three independent tasks--five lessons.

These'data are now compared with the data characterizing the lessons

of.'teachers of the Lipetsk RegiOn contained in Table 2. In the lessons

represented by Table 2, independent work for pupils was used signifi-

cantly more often than in lessons represented by Table 1. For Table 1,

there were 120 cases of independent werk in 100 lessons and, for Table

2, there were 57 cases of independent work in 12 lessons. 'The pupils'

independent work was not observed...at ten lessons, was observed at 64

lesSons one time 'each, And was observed at only five lessons three times"
y*

each, for the cities in Table 1. There was Aot a single lesson then,
,

in which the teacher did not conduct at least three indepenae4t tasks,

and during certain lesSons (see, for example, the dicond-grade lesson,

conducted by Sushkova, in School No. 19 of Lipets1) their number reached

nine.

pose 12 arithmetic lessons in the elementary 'grades which we observIl

in schools of the Liptesk Region were diStributed as follows:Y no indepen-
\N. 4

dent worknone; three independent tasks--(at least).one lesson; four

independent tasks--(at least) seven lessons; five-six Independent tasks --

(at least) three lessons; more than six independenetasks--one lesgon.

If the data of the tables characterizing the proportion of inde-
4

pendent tasks of the Lipetsk Region teachers with that acteachers of

other regions are compared,, there are very meaningful 4ifferences. Actually,

it is clear from Table 1 that at 100 of the lessons observed, the cihi1-

dren worked independently for approximately 1000 minutes-- 22.2 percent

of the total schoolOtime. From the Lipetsk materials this percentage is

64.7. It is clear, then, that Lipetsk Region teachers, having organized
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TOLE, 1

THE ME OF INDEPENDENT WORK IN ARITHMETIC LESSONS'IN GRADES 1-4.

Type of Independent Work: No. of Cases and Times*

City
**

[90: 10]
Copying from Solutions of
Blackboad Lamples

.Partially
Independent
Solution of
Problems

Independent
Solution of
Problems

Independent Work
'in Learning New
Matekial Total

Volgograd
[25:" 1]

6:(15,4,21,7,
10,13):70

16:(8,5,4,6,7,
3,3,3,4,6,
11,4,1P,7,'

-6,4)01

6:(25,7,14,12,
15,8):81

3:(14,6,7):
27

1:(4):4

Novo- 4:(10,13,7, 2:(20,16):i6 3:(10,6,6):
Annensk 4):34 8:(11,17,3,7, 22

(Volgograd 12,8,10,6):
Region) 74

[12: 2]

Orel 3:(4,6,10): 9:(7,4,3,8,6, 2:(10,12):22 3:(5,7,10): 2,6,4):10
[16y 2] 20 . 5,6,4,7) :50 22

Perova 4:(5,8,6,4): 6:(15,11,12,8, 1:(11):11 1:(8):8,
(Moscow 23 13,6):75
Region)
[6: 0]

Yaroslavl' 2:(10,6) :16 4:(8,10,12,6): 2:(10,7):17 2:(8,6):14 1:(10):10

[7: 3] 36

Oavrilov- 2:(6,4):10 g:(8,10,13, 2:(t,12):22 2:(10,7):17

Yam 6,14,7) :58

[10: 2]

Moscow 2:(7,4):11 6:(10,12,6,8, 3:(8,6,12): 4:(12,12,7, 2:(8,4):12

[14: 0] 12,5):53 26 10) :41

Total 23:184 55:437. 18:215 18:151 636

32:273

17:166

19:124

12:117

11:93

,4

22:107

17:143

120:1,003

*x:(a,b,...):y means x cases; the first of a minutes duration; the second of b duration; tc. for a total o
minutes

**
[a:b] means a lessons in which independent work was used and b lessons in which independent work was not

total and by city.
1



TABLE 2

THE USE OF LNDEPENDENT WORK IN ARITHMETIC'LESSONS IN GRADES 1-4:
SCHOOLS OF LIPETSK 'REGION

Type of Independent Work: Time in Minutes
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Total Eor
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1 1 0;3 .. 0 a 0 0 19 4

'2 7 9 03 at 0 00 30 4

3 . . 5 3 4 10 .. 0 0 22 4

/ 3 PO 4 , 5;2
4

0 8 .. 19 4

3 -, df 7 .. 2;10 . 19 3
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1 2 6 3 6 7 9 31 5

3 oo 5 4 12 8 . 0 29 4

1/1. a/38 7/53 6/18 13/92 7/37 11/92 2/4 3/12 347 57 111,

Note: In the'columns having two numbers in the Total, the.first number designates the r of cits.v involvir

use of independent work of the given type and the second number designates t total time (in alnutes)

devoted to tasks of this type for a total of 12 lessbns.
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*the prOblem of increaeing the efficacy of arithmetic.lessons, followed'

the path Of increasing.pie proportion of independent work per lesson

at the expense of other types of activity. They did this, signifi-

cautly, not by increasing.the duration of each tallsk, but by.more

frequent inc1usionf independent work in the process of rhe lesson.

Is this path correct? -From our.observations of the'feaching proCess

in experimental classes, we can affirm that this tendency, rea4zed'

in the practice of the teachers in the Lipetsk Region, satisfactorily

ansigers the problem of raising the efficacy of instruction. In

analyzing the problems of each individual lesson, selecting eXercise

materials corresponding to these problems.; and determining the methods

of carrying them out, we were convinced each time that a lesson cannot

be of full'value without including pupils' independent work..

For the duration of the experimental instruction in grades, 1-3

of School No. 315 in Moscow, there was not one lessen in which iáde-

pendent work for pupils did not have a place er was not neeessary.

Strivine-increase the puplls' activity at each stage of the lesson,

we usually-conducted independent wo* not once, but two or three

times, and at some lessons even four times.

' ,However, both the frequency of independent work at lessons and the

tiine devoted ta it depend on the nature of the curriculum material, and

change from one topic to another./ Even the duration of individual tasks

changes. Although in the ,beginning of the first year of instruction

the problems for independent work are mosf often calculated at three or

four minutes (sometimes less)t(and a maximuM\Lf ten or twelve minutes,

by the end of the year (for example, at review lessons) it is possible
' 4

to devote up to 2D or 25 minutes to such tasks. The most o4tem

,encountered tasks, however, are ot,5-7/minutes duration. In, later grades

such regularity was not observed. Beginning with the middle of the.

first year of instruction and in subsequent grades, short tasks (5-7

minutes) and tasks of a longer duration are both used with equal right.

The amplitude-of the'oscillations in this respect:is very great (2-3

to 35-40 minutes).

The same applies to the frequency with which thie form of organi-

zing class activities is used. It depends chiefly on the purpose of

each concrete lesson and is determined by the nature of the Sludy
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material examined during the lesson and by the degree of the pupils'

familiarity with it. In our experiment iridependent work was used at

various stages of the study of new material, but still the propoetion

of independent work was especially great during the consolidation of

knowledge acquired by the children under the teacher's guida*ce
1

and

was less during lesSons devoted to the study of new knowledge.

For guidance let us note that in our experimental class t
r -

number of cases of independent Work ya-fied accordiAg to the concrete

coritent and purpose of the lesson from one to five-six (When thg main

aim was to consolidate and review previous material).

Still, freqUentiswitching of the children from one,type of task

to Another, which was observed.at various lessons of the Lipetsk

teachers, may be to the detriment (if it is taken
4
as a model for the

everyday work with the pupils) of training the children's,fixed atten=

tion and-forming in them the skills necessary for lengthy independent

work. However, the ratio betweenthe children's independent and non-
.

4

independent work in our experience generally appeared to be..approx-
,
imately 1:2.(32%) during the entire period of the:experimental instruc-

tr tioa (grades 1 and 2); and during individual lessons the children's

independent*ork took 8-10 to 30-35 minutes.

We turn to the question of the conerete*poSition of independent

work for children in arithmeNic lessons. If the minutes of lessons

are gxamined from this standpoint, it can be observed that independent
-

work i the public school is now being conducted, as a rule, after the
p.

explanation of new material, as a consolidation or as a check of the

children's m previous material, as well as for review. However,

.by ex ng the work of the best teachers we conclude that the pupils''

ependent work At arithmetic lessons can and should find its place in

che king hOmework assignments (experience of teachers in Leningrad,

In evaluating the results of comparing lessons in L4etsk schdols
with those of other regions, one Must take into consideration that all

32 lessons observed by the co-workers pf the Academy (A.S. Pchelko and

myself) in the Lipetsk Region were based on material already familial'

.to the children. We could not observe any lesson in which new material
was introduced. Consequvitly the pupils' independent work'in the
Lipetsk experiment was observed oply at the stage of consolidacion.
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Moscow, Lipetsk), in'conducting oral calculation, and in preparing to

examihi-new study material. This experience has already been
0

'described In our literature.

We shall therefore concentrate on examining only one very important

but retofore neglected question--the question of giving independent
.1

work tc; children who are learninirsome new study Material.

t N

Teaching New 'Material by. 0iring Children Independent Work

At the leasons'we obsetved, children were seldom given independent
. .

work at the stage of their familiarization with new study material (in

6 of.the 120 capes in Table 1 and not once at the lessons.observed in
...

,

fre Lipetsk Region schools since latker were always built around

.study material familiar to the children). Observations and conversational.-
I

with teachers confirm that these indices are not accidental. There is

a rather widespread opinion among the teactiers that the study ot, new
,

material through pupils' indeflendent work is possible -bnly.in the upper

grades. Authors of modern methodological guidebooks 'on arithmetiC

instruction als6'proceed from this implicit assumRtion. In.disclosing

'Eia.11 methodology of familiarizing pupils with one or another new Mathe-

matical fact, they limit the expositiOft, as a rule, t

:

a detailed'

description of what the,teaeher should explain and ho he should
ft

explain it.

NP Trud, it .is often a matter of which devices and means of work help

raise the pupils' activity, attract their at,tention, awaken their inter-
.

est in the problem being examined, etc. The skillful Ilse of xisual

aids, detonstration of-the 'practical significance of the problem being

considered, careful selection of material on which the explanation of
.f

a new operation or concept is based, skillful constructiOh of the

discussion with the pupils, and other devices or means of work may be

used in familiarizing 'the children. with new material. However, it is

almost never mentioned that it might not be impossible, if only in a

few'cases, to ask the children to try by themselves--completely inde-

pendentlyto gain an understanding of a problem which is new to them.

Moreover, the final goal of elementary education is not only that the

. children learn the information imparted by the teacher, or even that
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theilearethow tO cdiously apply it--it is very important-that the

pupils who 4ave-finished school be sufficiently preparect for the

independent mastery of new knowledge.

It is perfectly clear that the ability to independently master ,

new knowledge will not appear spontaneously. I must be trained little

by littler', gradually and systematically. Is it right to begin such

. training, let us say? only in the fifth grade? Is there suffidient

'justification for relinquishing an earlier introduction.of the devices

and methods of instruction which the children would need for independent

solution even of very ancomplfcated, easily understood, but still

unfamiliar problems?

Let us consider the Solution to the problem of the forms of tasks

dealing with new material proposed in one of the latest manuals of

methodology (published after the promulgation of the school law) [17].
-

In a special section, "An Expla tion of the New EduCational Material"

Polyak wrote:

-

, Often a new operation presents itself as a complication
of one mastered earlier. Thus, the addition and subtraction
of many-digit numbers presents itself as a complication of
the aadition'and subtraction of three digit numbers, multtf
plication by a. three-digit number as a,complication Of multi-
plication by a two-digit number, etc. Upon the introduction
of each new operation it is advisableAhat the pupili inde-
pendently carry out that paft,of iewith which they are
already famtliar and *hat only the new materiai be explained

° to them. ilus, when introducing multiplication by a three-
digit riumber, it.is possible, after an explanation of the
decimal structure of the multiplier and a scheme for carrying
out the operation, to'ask the pupils to independently multiply
the Multiplicand by the units and tens of the multiplier; the
addition oi the three Partial prOducta can also be carried out
independently by the children. Thus, only th'e'new elements
of'this operation'are explained here, significantly increasing
the participatIon of the children in its mastery. But even

the, new elements should be fenplained so thatrthe'children
appearto cdnsider the problems along with the teacher, so that
they themselves, under his guidance, deem to find the means of
solution [17:24-25].

The recommendatiops quoted af3ove are directed against that clearly

harmful practice, which, unfortunately, to this day still occupies a .

place in the work of some teachers who censider it yecessary to explain

to the children everything from beginning to end--not only what is



really ne-w,'but even what is.already familiar to them. However, even

Alere the author limits the ildependent work of the chilaren to the

reproduction of what has already been masteled. ENI%n for a minimal
f-4

step forward, which must be made, for example, at the transition from

the addition *of three-digit numbers (already known to,,the children) to

the addition of many-digit numbers (with whose decimal structure.they

.are also already familiar), the author considers it impossible to

entrust to the pupils themselves. It iS proposed that the teacher

explain ehis new material and that rhe children be asked to folloc:/ his

explanation attentively, since later on "they will be asked .to gi.7 just

such an explanation."

Is it not possnle to organize the work tn a different way, so

that from the beginning the children attempt to gain an understandin

of an unfamiliar instance, the understandfng of which hassalready

been fully prepared for by all the preceding work and so that the

children do not appearto consider and do not "seem to find, bY

themselves, the means of solution", but really consider and search for

it'independently? We found experimentally that such tasks ate within the \

capabilities of younger school children. As a result' of our research,

It was established that with appropriate methods of instruction,

independent tasks for children can be used in the introduction Of new

Athmetical problems even in the first year of instruction. 'Necessary

prerequisites for its employment are: (a) systematiC work in accordance

with the children's development-on the practice oef inckPendent tasks--

ithe systematic but vAy graduallincrease of the demands made on the

children to independently compare and gener'alize from observed facts;

and (b) the ability to establish a cOnnection between what is new and

what has been mastered, to transfer knowledge and skills acquired
.;)earlier.to the solution of a new task.

").

Lelf us examine several concrete examples indicating exactly how we

fostered Ole pupils' capacity to generalize, and how they afterwards

made use of this capacity when new arithmetical 'facts were'introduced.

It'is common knowledge that first graders meet great difficulties on

their first acquaintance with numbers. The formulation of abstract

cenceptsabout numbers is.based on the examination of a great number

of concrete facts--practical dealings with groups of objects. However,

even herefiterally from the first step of instructioneur goal was

to Locus the Children's attention on the numbers themselves. Thus, by
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introducing his pupils to the foriation of the number two as the

addition of a unit to one, and then of t1i e. number three as theiSdition

of a unit-to two, of the number 4 as the addition of a unit to three,

etc. 4of course, at first using,objects and onlY later on.at an

'abstract level),the teacher tried to mAke the Ch4dren aware that eachnumber'

00 can be arrived at by adding a unit to the, preceding one. This was

accomplished in practice in the following manner. At every class
17

devoted to the introduction of new numbers, before exaMination of the, .

44 ,

formation of-a new number we went ovey (as a preliminary) with the

children,the means of,arriving at numbers mastered, in preceding lessons,.

In the lesson devoted to.tht number five, for example the teabler,Put

circle on the demonstration apparatus and asked:

.HOw many circles did I put out? What must we do to get

*, two of them?

When ithe received an answer the teacher put another &ircle on

the board.

. How many circles 044, there now? (two circles)

How many circles Will there be, if I put put
another one? (three circles)

And what should I do to make foyr circles? (Add

one more to the three circles.)
A. #

Then the.children's attention was directed to the rowsof,figures

on the apparatus (1;2,3,40. The teacher, pointing to the figures,

asked the childelk the following qUestions:

How much must we add to one kn order to Ihke 2?

How much will there be ii we add One to two2- How
tuch greater is four than three? How much must we add

to three to make four?

After she had received answers to these questions (the questions

did not present any paicular difficulties to the children, since they

had been.reviewed.at the study of each number) the teacher asked:

. WIlat number comes after four? How much,must we add

to make five?

When she had received the correct answer to this question
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(formulated in abstract terms), the teache

level of
,

to'cOunt out four circles (frot-the.didact c cut-out material,which
r ,

each pupil had) and to lay them in a row on their desks. When she had,

ascertained that everyone had executed hia task Correctly, she said(
. ,

shifted the work to,the

crete operations with objects. She asked the children

lidw, make it so that there are five cirefeS. What ° *

muSt be done for that?

41

Then analdgous exercises were performed using other demonstration

arld individual material (counting sticksthe beads, of the class abacus

,

andpthers), The results of the work were summed up with the questions:

What number comes after four? How-much must we'add
to four to make fiNe? Howdid we get the nip er 5?

We checked in a preliminary way this whole program f work 'by using
41,

individual experimental leisoms with pupils in,the c ass. Children were

selectea for the experiment who,.according tethepr, liminary investi-

gation (carried out before the beginning of-school) were less well.pre-..

pared than the others. In the experiment, we went ahead a little.

Turing the period for individual tasks we asked the Children such

questiots as:

What numbet comes.after five? Hdw can we get this

number? Count out six sticks. What must be done to
getseven of them? etc.

With the preparatidn described abave, even the most.poorly pre-

pared children were able to answer these question's. Thus, the aggro-

ptiate generalization was within their, Aver of understandia.

Let us consi4er another example. During.the study of each new

number a great deal is'devoediNto the consideration of its;,
-.4

compositNn. UsualW the ftumber's ccemposition,..just like its foiàtion,

is considered in class in always the'same fixed way. The lesson, begins

with pract,ical exercises.w=the chilotren lay out the,assigned nber of

objects in two piles, name sfveral'variations of such a division; and

then,examine the drawings in their telitbooks which illustrate all the

posSible combinations of the given number into two addends. Finally,

At they re eat all this on an abstract level.

ti?

.0
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As we wEre observing th progress of these lessons in the classes

of varipus teachers, we became convinced that Children (with rare

exceptions), are not capable of indepenOntly noting .a consistency in

the enumeration of all the possible combinations of addends of a number,

which would makci it possible not to lose sight of a single one of them.

Usually they NI! the varioUs combinations in no definite order. Thus,.

some combinations do not get named and others are repeated. As the

children proceed to the study of each successive number up to tee, no

essential change is evident. Moreoever: since the number of various

combinations become larger And larger for each successive number

ed, the reproduction of all of thpicfrom'memory (which many teachers

require) become mo.a and more dT,icull for the children.

It'is perfectly clear that ehis.task would be si nificantly facili

tated if it were possible to teach the children asVstem for the enu

merVon of all these instances. In relation to th;s the following,

questions occurred to us: "Would it be possible to do this? Would

such a requirement be too difficult for first graders? Would it require

too much time?" At first, during the individual experiments and later

during the triafa with the class, we tried Out various forms of the task

as well as methodological devices directed toward imparting,the proper

capacity to the children. As a result, we selected a particular. system

of exercises organically included in the lesso4s and devoted to the

mastery of,the composition ot the numbers studied. This system of

exercises, -used in the experimental classes of school number, 315 in

........00Moscow, made it possible to increase, from lesson to lesson, the amount
A

,

of the children's independent participation in examining the compe'sition

of the new numbers, and tO gradually accelerate the shift from practical

operations with objects,to an.examination of the composition of the

number on an abstract lev_53 This task proved to be gbod- preparation

for the study-of addition and subtraction.

Thus, the composition of the numbers 2,3, and 4 was discussed on

the basLs of practical operations with concrete objects. The children

were asked' to take in both hands the proper number of sticks and to

lay in two piles the proper number of circles, squares, etc.rchen they

were shown with the deMonstration materills how to make gradually and

successively, all the possible combinations of addends. The teacher
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elf and

put out four cires on the upper shelf of the demon-

ratus and then removed one circle at a.time from the upper

t in on the lower shelf. 'Each time the children named the

prope 7 ups (four--three andone; two and two; one and three)

Each time the proper figure was placed on the shelves of the demon-

stration apparatus. Thus, as a result of the examination of the compo-
.

sition of the number four', the following array of numbers was p1acV

on the demonstration apparatus:

3 2 1

4

1 2 3

Analogous tasks were carried out by the children with individual

material. They Npde suitable,sketches in their notebooks (outlining

the appropriate number of squares and filling them in with pencils of

two colors). In conclusion, the teacher asked the children either to

ennMerate aloud all the combinations of addends whose sum equaled the

number being Studiedcor to indicate them with the-help,of cut-out

(movable) figuraS, taking-care that these combinations were enumerated

successively.

The study of the composition of the numbers five and six was

accompanied by essentially the same tasks, ilut everything was done by

the children themselves--the teacher showed them nothing, but-called

one pupil after another to the board and asked them to demonstrate

indefendently what groupings could be made from .5 apples, 5 squares,

and others. The children had to follow the answers of their'class-
.

mates and correct'them if they made any mistakes.

q After examining the cOmposition of a number'with demonstration

materials, the children were asked to indicate its composition using

cut-out figures. Each pupil had to do this independently, ;although

the teacher walked along the aisles and helped the pupils who nedded

it. At home the children independently drew illustrations of the compo-

sition ot the numbers being stldied.

The study of the composition ot the numbers seven and eight did not

even begin with a demonstration , but with the inaependent work of the

children with individual materials. However, each step was examined

collectively under the teacher's guidance. During the study of the
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number eight the teacher asked the children to carry out all work

independently--to take eight ,circles and iay them out in two groupdito

indicate all the possible combinationsadends, labeling them with

the aid of.the cut-out f.igures. The result should have been:

7 6 5, 3 .2 1..6

l' 2 4 5 6 7

This is a difficult assignment which demands great concentration

and prolonged careful attentiOn. Even those children who had grasped

the principle of its execution had difficulty arrying it to a conclusion.

The teacher. had ta give individual help to several'.pupili. When they

had finished the indepenOent work, these pupils were called to the board

and had to indicate with the help of the demonstration material all the

cOmbinations of addends whose sum equaled the number eight. Meanwhile.

the remaining children checked their work.

The results of this preparation,were evident at the next lesson.

The .rdpetition of the composition of Ehe numbers seven and eight with

.which this lesson began. presented none of the difficulties which had

beep observed in the other lessons. During the lesson on the composi-

tion of the number nine, the teacher conducted the following discussion

with the children:

On the upper shelf of the demonstration apparatus
there are nine circles. How can I find out what pairs of

groupings I can divide them into? What must I do?
(Remove one circle and put it on the lower shelf).

How many circles are there left on the upper shelf?
How many are on the lower? (On the upper shelf, there

are 8 circles and on the lower there is one circle.)

And what shall we do now? (Move another circle

from the upper to the lower shelf.)

How many are there now left on the upper shelf?

(7 circles.)

How many are there on the lower? On the lower shelf

there are 2 circles.)

Repiesent this situation with the cut-out figures, and
then show the next division with the "help of the figures.
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After this lesson we questioned several children and were con-

vinced that even the slowest in the class understood the main point--

namely that all the combinations of two addends composing a number .can

be named without missing any, if one group is successively increased

bY one at the expense of the other. The only difficulty they encountered

was in determining the size of the dew groups.' With the use of visual

aids even these children were able to demonstrate and name all the

combinations of two addends,composing a number.

'In the lesson devoted to the composition of the number 10, the

teacher immediately asked the children to try to enumerate without re-

course to visual aids the possible combinations of addends composing it.

In this lesson, visual aids were used Only to check tbe pupils' answers

and for consolidation.

It is perfectly clear that the study of the composition of the

numbers from .1 to 10 was not limited to the exercises described above--

they constituted only a part of it. We dwelt at length.on the descrip-

tion of them only in order to indicate how gradually children are .

brought to .Ui independent mastery of new materiAl through questions

analogous to those relating to smaller numbers.

We strove to increase the children's independent participation in

the study of new problems also in work with other educational problems.

Thus, in the study of the topic "Addition and Subtraction of Single

Digit Numbers" the children were made aware of the general principles

which forms the basis for all these cases, namely that any number may
A

be increased or decreased by 1 or by any of the groups of numbers compos=

ing it.

In the study of addition and subtraction of numbers totalling less

than 20, both with and without carrying, the first few examples were

based on a detailed explanation by the teacher, but the independent

.
participation of the children was elicited more and more in the course

.of the demonstration and explanations. In the course of this work,

the teacher tried to get the children to grasp the general principle on

which each concrete solution was based. With such preparation it proved

possible to carry on the consideration of new instances, analogous to

those learned earlier, based on the children'sindependent work.

Still greater possibilities for reliance on children's independent
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work when introducing new material were discovered in the next grades,

as the ange of numbers studied is gradually broadened. Having

thoroughly mastered the basic methods of calculation with numbers under

20, the children have acquired almost,allfthe knowledge nesessary for

carry,ing out the addition and subtraction of numbers totallidg less

then 100. Therefore, in second grade we almost.always start from the

children's independent work, in the study of new cases of addition and

subtraction. We need Only direct this work, choosing appropriate visual

aids, controlling the process of its execution, giving it the proper

direction, and helping the children summarize the work (i.e., clearly

formulate the rule that they.had used when solving one or another

example). in the third grade we conducted the study of.the topic

"Million" in one of the experimental classes (teacher T. V. Titova) so

that the children's indepeaent work served as the starting point for

the explanation in almost every lesson devoted to addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division of ftumbers less than 1,000,000. The pupils

had to try independently to gain an understanding of the application of

a familiar computational operation to a broader16-tange of numbers. In

Akeer class (teacher:M. A. Korosteleva) the introduction of the new

material was conducted as,recommended in G. B. Polyak's manual quoted

above.

In this way the following picture of the study Of new materialwas
a

developed. In the class w ere the teacher eXplained everything to the

children, the work progres d very calmly, the children almost never met

with any difficulties in t e understanding of the new material, but it

did not arouse any great interest in them. The children met with diffi-
4

culties only when they had to apply independently the rules explained

by the teachet to the solution of new examples and to the explanation

of the derived operations. We came upon such phenomena more than once
4

in this class later on in the study of subtraction, multiplication, and

division. In the other class, difficulties arose immediatelyas soon as

the children were asked to try to undcrstand independently a new example

and to prepare an explanation of its solution. The progress of this

work is illustrated using, as an example, the explanation of the

addition of many digit numbers.
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The teacher began with an exantle, familiar to the children,

of the addition of three digit nUmbers.totalling less than 1000. The

solution of this example was put on the board with a full explanation

by one of the class's average pupils. Next to the solution on the

board was hanging a chart of,J*, decimal places. Several exercises were

given in the griting and reading of many-digit numbers using this

chart. ALterward the teacher said:

If,allmof you have learned how to explain the olution
of such examples and remember the names of the decimal
places,you will be able by yourselves not only to sol/e
a new example on the addition of many digit numbers, but
also to explain it,. Now I am going to give you such an
example. Solve it without, rushing, explaining each step
to yourselves: the significance of the numbers you are

, adding, what'the results are, what. yop ar4 keeping,io
mind, what you gie writing down. When you are rea0 to
explain the whole solution raise your hands.

On the boad,,in the columns of the numeration chart the teacher

wrote the exa le 2347 + 6485 and the children started their independent

work. er two minutes, five pupils raised their hands; after another

l'thre minutes--18. Wd)wa/ked along the aisles--only four had not

'written down'the solution to the problem. Two of them had simply'not%

had time to writ,p it down, because they hadn't-started working at the

same time as eveiyone else; but the two others asked in bewilderment

"How can I sotive it?" We had to talk with them'separately. Five min-
.

111111rter the work had begun,' the teacher asked, "Whollas not yet

solved the exampleri It turned out that everyone had solved. it. After

this, the teacher called on four pupils one after another ("in a chain")

to give the necessary explanation of the solution. During the explana-

tion they were permitted to look at the chart of decimal places and at

- the example written on the board. All the explanations were porrect.

Nor did the next example (which was solved with an explanation at the

board) %resent any difficult.

We attribute this sugpess to the fa.ct that (due to the teacher's

instructions) the children understood from the very beginning that in

their expla tiops of the example's solution they were to be guided by

the knowledge hey had gained from the study of addition totalling less

than 1000 aud from their knowledge of numeration. It is alsp ipportant
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that the requirement of gaining an understanding of the new material

independently "without the teacher's help" always arowses heightened

interest in children. The fact that the example was written in the

columns of the table of decimal places alSo proved of gredt help to

them.

'An examination of the children!s mastery of the new material in

secceeding lessons indicated thaethe children gained greater mastery

of the new material when they tried to understand it independently

from the very beginning, and received help from the teacher only if

they could not find a solution no matter how hard they tried. Thus,

the possibility of children's independent work on the introduction of

new-educational material is dependent on the fact that during the shift
4

from one cycle to another, the pupils work with material which is

similiar in many respects, and that the essence and methOds of execution
4

of arithmetical operations remain the same, no matter. what numbers are

involved. Moreover,-a greater and more daring reliance on the active

independent working of the pupils' minds is also made possible by the

fact.,that during the learning process children gradually amass knowledge

of a great number of varied facts, paving the way for and sometimes

spontaneously leadin one or another generalization, or to the

deduction of new law

One Of the greatest advantages of chil
f
ren's independent work. .

appea when, guided-by the knowledge-of numerous facts, they inde7 .

h

pendently.make new deductions. One must approach the construction of

such tasks carefully, estimating their difficulty, and preparing the

material and assignments thoroughly. 4

Consider the following example. Starting in the first-grade, when

children' in the study Of the addition of numbers less than 10, are

introduced to the commutative property of addition, they constantly

use'&

)

s property in oral calculations. The recommende& method (which

has be n widely put into.practice) is the rearrangement of addends

during the studyof each new instance of addition, where this seems

advisable. However, the formulation of the commutative pvperty, and

the introduction of its application in the verification of solutions

to examples in addition, are not given until the fourth grade.
#
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Let us consider the explanation-of the teacher E. G. Khvatova in

en described in her article "Devices Wh ch Increase the Efficacythe 1

of an.rithtic Lesson" [6]. After a check f the homework and oral

rdcitat ddring which there was not oir pr lem requiring the.re-

artangealen the addends, the teacher turned to an explanation of new

materi41., ,
I begin the explanation by writing the first addendj

.as 14, and the.seeond as 18. I ask for the sum (We
cAite down 32). I give the second example, but this 1

time with the'addends rearranged. The children solve 14.
Four more examples are solved: 27+55= 82; 270+320590 '

and 5+27..82; and 32Q+270...590.

I ask the children to look carefully at each pair of examples and to

say what they hillve Aliced. They all look, think, raise eheir hands

and give their conclusions.

The first addend becomes the second and the second the first, but

,the sum is the same.

Ilk addends changed places, but the sum stayed the same.

I confirm the correctness of the conciusi.Sn. The pupils make up

their'own examples and repeat the conclusion. Then I ask them to read

4the conclusion on page 53 of the textbook.

Let us check this rule with large numbers.

Then they solve-.$-everal examples in, the addition of many-digit

numbers with chesle. In other lessons, just as in this one,.I strive

to activate the children's thought processes and their independence

in work.

What can we 4;ay about this lesson? The teacher clearly strives

to organize the work around the new material so that the children are

as active as possible, so that they independently observe, think,

draw.conclusions, etc. And this is correct. This aspect of the

material of the lesson is very gratifying, since preceding instruction

laid a firm basis for the children's conscious perception. However, the

teacher did not succeed in sufficiently realizing these possibilities.

The reason, is that a connection between the new material and what the

children already knew was not established.in the lesson/This teacher's

lesson conforms to the classical scheme: from the children's
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independent observation of a number of facts, and the analysis and

comparison of them, to an independent canclusion, perfected in subaety
\and accuracy of formulation under the teacher s guidance, and then

consolidated with new examples composed by the pilftwithemselves.

In many eases one could not object to this meod, because, as a

rule, it demands, the strenuous and independent working of Ole children's

minds and furthers their development and understanding and mastery of

the new miXerial.

The task, which is rather complicated and demands a clear formu-

lation, was set up rather-Well by the teacher. The number of examples

chosen was sufficient for the coimation of-a cohclusion, and they were

appropriate to the task; the questions were clearly formulated; the

children were given time for reflections; etc'. The presentation woUld

be acceptable, if all this work did nbt ignore the fact that the pupils

had been familiar with the commutative property of addition since the

first grade. It is iaelf-evident that, under these conditions, any

consideration of this, problem in the third grade should be carried out

with 'extensive use of what is already known, and that the children's4

knowledg should serve as a starting point for further progress.

To prepare for an explanation of the Way to check examples in
are

\/
addition (in essence, this is the only new_materiai in the lesson)

there should be a preliminary solution of several examples in which

the use of the commutative property of addition facilitates computation.

This task can be set up both directly (in the fokm of oral recitation)

and as independent work for the children. It is important only that

before beginning work on the new material the children be'told once

more that, in the addition of two or more =miners, it is not obli-

gatory to perform the operation in the order in which it is written

and that the addends ean chapge places without changing the results.

After bringing this to their attention for the cases involving

small numbers, to which ty&Troperty had formerly bn ee applied, it is-
possible to ask the children to check independently its applicability

to larger numbers. After this rule has thUs been formulated and ex-

tended, the teacher can put the folldwing question to the,children

When and why do we use the commutation of addends?
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The children will answer: *
,

When the rearrangement of addehds facilitates computation.

In the next step the teacher tells the children that this device y

Zbe used not on/Y to facilitate computation,lrut also for checking t,

arid asks them to think about how the rearrangement of addends can be

used for this purpose. The children will be sufficiently prepared
--

to answer this question.. The teacher's job is to help them formulate

the appropriate rule and devise exercises to consolidate this knowl-

edge, as in the lesson described aboye.

y using.this example (taken from the work experience of a

teacherl our goal was,to indicate that children's independent work

with new material, when prepared for by previous instruction, can be

successfulicOnducted if, in the lesson devoted to the study of the
,

iv
new material itAelf,,a connection is established between the'new

material and what the children already know. All the children's knowl-

edge, capabilities and skills in the area 'Should be--initially brought

into play. As for the required content and character'of the inde-
.

pendent tasks given to the children, the most important thing is

that they direct the menal activity of the child to the solution of

a new problem which is within his capabilities, the solution of which

is based on facts which are already,known to him from past experience,

and thatJurthermore, the independent tasks (require hiM to make

observations, comparisons, and analyses within his capabilities. The

best teachers successfully carry on this sort of work in the third lr.,
,

and fourth' grades. Taker for-example, an exerpt from the cfass recbrd

of a lesson g'iven by the teacher A. V. Kozokina (School No. 315 in

Moscow). The lesson concerned the rule-for the checking of multipli-

cation by divisfoni The teacher started work on the new material by

asking the childrertto try to understand independently, asAionment

'number 164 inithe textbook. Here the assignment.

Solve the following examples. What is the result

'when a product is divided.by one.of the multipliersij,

16 x 5 = 80 x.6 =

80 5 = 16 120:6

80 ',16 = 5 x =

120 8 = 240
20 240:30 = 8

20. x - 30
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Before the children began to work, the teacher put the following

-questions to them.

Look at the first lina--what do we call the number
16? 5? 80? Read the second line--,what was the.number

80 in the first linei (PrOduct.)

And the number five? (Multiplier.)

NOw by yourSelves, look carefully at the results
of this example arid the next 'and then consider the
columns and-be ready to answer the questions I asked.

When many hands had been raised in the class, the teacher asked

4 who had not yet understood what had to be done and could not answer.

There turned out to be two such pupils. A discussion was conducted

with them in which the other children also participated, consisting

of the following questions,
A

,Read the first line naming what each number repres
in this lin. (16-multiplicand, 5-multiplier, 16 mult

plied by 5 makes 80, 80 is the product.)

Right. Read the second line. (8Q divided by 5.)

That's enough. What is the number_80 in the

first lino? (Product.)

The number 5? ,(MultiPlier.)

'.-d-----What happened when you divided the product by t e

multiplier? (Theresu1t was 16, the multiplicand.)

st

Tell-me what is going on in the third line and

what the answer is. (The pupil's answer follows here.)

Question to the class:

What is the result when we divide a.product by one

of the multipliers?

Two pupils, one after another gave a tomplete answer to the

question.

VIP

Class assignment:

Once again look carefully at the next columns and

tell me when we use this device. (When we solve examples

where one of the nalbers is missing.)
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Who can put it-better, more exactlywhat examples,
what number?

The.pupiI who was called on gave the.corrett formnlation.

How.can this device be used for checking multipli-
cation?

She called on'the slowest pupil in the class for an answer;

although the answer he gaye Was not completely precise; it displaye4.

correct-understanding.

You must divide by one of the multipliers and
you will get thr6t4er.

'The teacher gave a more accurate.formulation and then asked the

children to independently do exercise.number 165, which required the

Solution of a numbe"of multiplication examples. and the checking of

theae answers by division. Five minutes after the stait of the inde-

pendent.work, two pupils were called to the board towrite the solutions

to the first examples ant' their explanations. After a detailed

analYsie of these two examples and a r
*
eview of the formulation of the

tule, the rule Was read from the t4xtbook.

We see that in this lesson the study of neW material is based on
,

the children's independent work, and the pupils as a whole manage it

very well-. The explanation of the material to the two pupils whn und

the task difficult took place after, all Althe others had successfullY

Ctipleted it independently, and could take part in the explanation. Further

work was based on the independent application of the derived rule to new

instances and the analysis of them was given at the board only after all,

the pupils had.done the necessary.work themselves and the teacher was s

satisfied that'teveryone had managed it. The only purpose of the
,

analysis at the boara was a further repetitiOn of the connecting expla-

nation to consolidate the'necessary formulation in the minds of the

pupils. The analysis wag conducted by the pupils--the teacher only

guided them, and, where necessary, called on'other pupils to eliminate

a few rough spots from the formulatibn.

Children's independent work con serve as, the Starting point and

basis for the consideration of new educational material ndt only when

what is Lavolved is the,transference of a method of operation learned
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previously to a wider range of numbers, and not only when the way

has been paved for independent generalizations by previous experience.

In some cases the worl can be so organized even in,the study of a new

'kind of problem. We will take asan example the execution of, such

work in a lesson (experimental second grade of School No. 315, teacher

L. E. Zaikina) devoted to' the children's introduction to a new kind of

problem, the addition of.several units to a nynber in two operations, .

This is the problem. .

'In the first there are so many, in the second there

are so many more than in the first, and in the third

there are so many more than 14 the.second. How many ar,

there in the'third? (Problems 187-190 in thesecond-
grade textbook).

In the lessons when observede various timelend with various'
10'

0 teachers, the eleplal,ation of the solution of_the problem w'as carried
,

t... . ..1

out in acco'rdance with the description of this work in the manual by

N. V. Arkhangel:skaya and M. S. Nakhimova [1:20-21 . We cite this .

description in full so that it .J)4_11 be Clear what changes we effected_

in,the methodology of the study of 15-ew materiaf in our experiment. In
/
,.' the c urse of the ifscription the questions whieh occfred to uS while

..

.w were observing and anhlyzing th-esel.essons are noted.

.1. The teacher calls on two pupils, who stand in front of the -

class. /,Calling on a third pupil, the teacher tells him:

Give Kolya five pencils and ,yadya three more than

that. How many pencils doss Fedya get?2

2. Tlien the teacher calls on three pupils and tells'a fourthi

Give Volodya three p ci1s, give Ypra two more than

Volodya and Lev four more;than Yurn. *

4
So you'll be able to remember how the pencils were OVenlit 9

I'll write it on the board. She writes: V: three pencils;
,

Yu: two more pe cils; L: four more than Yura., ..

. i

How many pencils d

f

d Yura get? How many did Lev get?
Illt.

- 2Is it really necessary to dramatize this simple problam and to

make such great use of visual aids during its solution, if we take

into account that the children have been familiar with the addition of

several unit'S to a number since first grade and have already solved
0
many simil'ar prOblems without direct recourse to visual aids? M.M.
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The pupils repeat the pAliglim.

.After distributing pencils and eiving an answer, the teacher i

dwells at.length .on the question of how the pupils figured out how

marLy.pencils each boy received..

Is it possible to find out right away how'many,pericils Lev

received? f

It-becomes clear that firat if was necessary to give the pencirls

to Yura..and Calculate hoi4 iany he had received and only then was ft

po`SsibTe ve the pencils..to Lev and calculatp how many he received. ..

The r writes-the so,lution.on the board.
3

4 ;

In'the next stage of the lesson the teacher cautatgs out the thifd

task in exactly the same way:

Give three iimpils notebooks--to the first two notebolks,

to tile second three morg than to.,t1,1p irst and.to the thitd
two notebooks morethan.to the sesond

ifinally the fourth task is,carried out.

On the-class' blackboard circles,should be lrawn in
'three lines--on the topaine ,six circles, on'tEe middle -

line thre'e more than odthe top, and on thel-b4ttom fOur

"4.
0 more than on the middlei' .1-low many circles 'should be
drawn on,the middle line and how many.bn the.bottom.line?

FUrther a11,4#ng in-the plan.a description of the whole course of this.,
.

work is given,from which it is etoldent that both the drawing and the

writing of the solution en the blackboard are done by the teacher him-

self. In practice.the teacher more often calls on pupils to do the,

,jdowing,and the writing ef the_solution.

4

3
Observations Of the work of the teachif and children at the

, ,

lessons indicatethat.the first#part.bf the task-,the practical .

solutiOn oft'iVie problem2-does*not cause the children difficulties.
%

brfficultie4kre encourlered only when the teacher £urx their pioughts
to the be$Jmning of the task And requies an analyi;is,of a step of
the solutW, when he asks for a translation,of the problem's solution
intthe languAge.of.arithmetical oper tions. With these methods,
this patt of the task takes up mUch.of he pupils' time and effort 4d

iiik in the endthe teacher must write'the dolutionof the problem himself.
1111r in connection with this'One asks whether it is necess4y to separate"in

such 's way the children's practieal-sc tion of. the problem from the
writing of the Soluatn. Would it net e tere 4prep4ate to fixate,
each step of_ the' solution, so.that the,children would not-have to
return 4; an:analysis of their-actions after the 'problem is already

, .

solved?--M1M;
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.After thi.sAe'cUrriculum dictates that thp children carry-
. .

out two assignme s'given by the teac'er.
A

1. The tea her asks the pupils to put sticks in three,rows-7in
,

the top row, Seven'stieks,in the middle row four-moire than in the top,

and in'Le bottom row, three more than in the middle. The assignment

,is to find out how many stiCks there are _in each row and to state how

this can be determined

2. The teacher,has th*e pupils-draw crosses in their. noteitooks--

an the left, fou crosselin the midale, two more than on the left;

. and on the right, two more.than 'in the middle. The assignme iS to

write the corrdit number under each'group of crosses.

.
Only now does the teacher turn to the analysis pf problem.nUmber

'

93 from-tile textbook, which is completely and, concretely.inustrated.
4

1 This is 'how the analysis of the problem looks:

The'pupils read'the problem and examine the illuetration.
Then the teather puts the problem on the>ardNin an:abbre-
viated:form:

Bottom -- 10 books
Middle 6 books more than Oft bottom

Top --. 4 books more Than on middle

An analysis of the problearis conducted.

What is asked'in the iproblemi

Is it possible te find out, at orcce, how
many books are,on, the tdp shelf?

1
.

Why is it impossible? What is.it posible 0,

to find,out from the first?. ,And so forth.',
J

'...

then come\ an.oral analysis of the solution to still,another of :

this sort of problem (the children write the solution at home).- Thus,

both the authors of the curriculum and the teachers who follow the

recommendations cited above consider it necessary-that the children

analyze two problems of a' new type also, with the aid of' drarrihtization

and finally, that they solve yet another problem under the teachers

_guidance, with the full.illustration of the whole course of.its

4
4
In :the book uoted.ehis,problem /57 listed as number. 187-'

(§ee 4141).

, 10

'04,
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solution put on the board by the teacher.. Only after all this has*been

done do they consider it possible to turn to the children's independent

work with individual visual aids. But even at this atage, each step

in the children's work is controlled by the teacher and is explained

to the'children with his help. It is also proposed that the assign-
,

ment which the children do in their notebooks be exesuted with the full

use of concrete visual aids. The next problem (from,the textbook) is

still not to be given to-the children for independent solution (more-

over, its conditions are ilfustrated Lin the book)'but is to be alklyzed

"collectively froubeginning tolkmd, and the childreh must only write

down the solution.

However, as hai been noted above, before the introduction of

these problems, the child4n,have already sOlved many problems which

required them to find a number'bigger thanNjnother. 'one by 4eyera1 units;
,

they have-2alSo..solved compOund pradema..- Thus neithar the fact that
.

.

A. r
--...

in order to solve.the problem it is first necessary telind some miasing
. ,

information, nor the npcessity of increasing inumbeir'by several u its

..is new to ale children. ',By this time the pupils should be able to

solve problems on the addit/on of several.units to a number without

Attrecourse to visual aids.
10.

All these"considerations, suppoxbted,by the data gathered in our

/ observations Of pupils' class work, gave us grounds for.assuming

thati,the share of the,children's independenE particrpation could be

substantially increased. A8 always,,we fiest cheeked this supposi-
..

tion during separate lessons with individual pupils. The sessions .

continued up to,the introduction in elagS of th robl s und consi-

deratIon. The aim-f introducihg the problems ascert the

4f.ficU1ties children would encounter in the solutions, and,ein accor-

dance with the difficulties, to outline a method of.instruction which
t .

would minimize these difficulties and provide a faibter transition to

the indepencidnt solution of the problem. Proceeding from the Lact that

the sUceessful solution of this new-type of problem requires a firm

knowledge of simpleproblems in the addition Of severad Units to 41

number', we sdlected for the sesstons only students who, up to Lids
- 6

time, had,been able to handle indel)endOnt 'work in thp solution'of such 1

problem in ofasS.

1 ,
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This work consisted Of three tasks.

1. Outline six squares on one line, and ,two more

than that on the next line.

2. Solve the following problem.

In one piece there were 30m. of material end in
thin another 10 m. more than ii the first. How, many meters

of maeerial were there in thf second piece?

3. . Formulate the question and the solution for the
following problem.

Kolya solved 5 examples and Tanya solved 2
1 examples more_than that. Then write down a complete

answer to this question.

"t
Such tasks were carried out more than once in drills conducted

In the first grade. DUring the sessioh we also began with a practical
-7
assignment. Draw four circles on dne line and two circles more than that on

the second. Each time-we asked the child why he had drawn six (or nine)

circles. All of ,the six children with whom we had sessions were able .

,

to handle this task. Then we assigned the following problelo from the

textbook.

In:one box *s.,there are 3 pencils, in the Se ond,there
are two more than in the first and in the thi d there
'are four.pencils more than in te second. How many

. pencils are there in the ehird-bo ?

We aSsigned such ,a proble% for i ni ependent solution in the fist-

shsessions conducted with.good students i rder to find out wHat diff

cetlties ihe children, might encounter. We found out from this 'that
4

the errors cOmmitted during the solution were connected not with ;

.ehoosing an operation, but with insufficiently.analyzing the condition

of theproblem. Thus, one pupil ended his solution after having carried'

. out onlY thp first pperation, and e , in both operations, added

fitst two and then font pencils to t.ree pencils.

Because of this finding in the sessions with the next pupils

' (for these lesSons slower.pupils had been chosen) special attention

waskdeveted to the analysis of the conditions.. File7S-E, we-reminded'the
/

. children of he form for the schematic representation of the conditions

,
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,

which was used in the solution of simple 15roblems on the addition

of several units to a nitmher, and then asked them to represel4 the

following problem Aiagrammticalky.

In one box there are 3 pencils and in the second
,there are 2 pencils more them that.: How many pencils

. are in the second box?
.*

After they had written down:

two pencils more than in I .

we asked the children to write down the solution to the .problem.
,

'A compound problem then was,assigned:

In One box there are 12 candies, in-the second
.there are three more candies than in the first,
appi in the third there are six moie candies than in

- the second. How many candies are there in tho third
box?

The problem is read independently. Then the following questions

were aaked:

How many boxes are there in all? (Three.)

Make three rectangles and write in them as much as
you know from the preblem about the number of candies
in each one.

If this task caused the pupil any difficulty, we helped h m by

asking leading questions.

Do you know how many candies there areAm the firEfr

box? Write it down in the first rectangle. Does it
say in the problem how many candies there are in the
second box? (No.)

Put a question mark in the second rectangle. Does the
problem say how many candies there are in the third box? ,

Now write down what is said about the second and third
boxes.

As a resuit the following representation wali, written down:

12 candies ?

Three candies more than in I.six candies more than in II
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After this was written down, we asked them to solve the problems

-A.ndependently and again observed how the children handled the work

and what caused them difficulties.

We were prepared to help the children in the final analysis of

.the problem. But, in practice, this was mit necessary. All four

children with'whom we conducted these individual lessons solved the

problem tq.themselveso It is true that when we asked them to explain

-why it was'impossOle to find out at once how many candies ;there were

in the third bok, not everyone could,answer'precisely enough, but it

was evident that the solution had been carried Out with an under-

stand,ing of the essence of the matter. Here are the answers.

Slava K: First I figured out how many were in the
second one, and then how many in the third..

Misa M: There citwo problemsfere. First 12+3 makes
15 candies, and 15'plus 2 more make 17 candies.

I asked: But why did you add the 2 candies to the
15 candies?

Misa M: Fifteenthat's in the second and in the
third there are 2 more.

Tanja,M: Because in the third there are 2 candies
more than in the secon4, but how many are in the second
must be figured out first.

Thn.problem number 187 from the textbook was considered. The

children had to read it through themselves, examine the drawing in

the book, and write down the solution. And again evetyone Was able

to handle the problem: Only Yura Sh wrote down, both operations in

one line:

10 books'+ 6 books + 4 llooks .= 20 books
t

Individual lessons with six pupils, of whom four were among the

slower pupils of the class, convinced us that problems of this.type

are not so difficult that their explanation requires the prolonged

t
work that N. . Arkhangel'sklya ahd M. S. Nakhimova recommend., In

accordance wi h. our formulation, the teacher L. E. Zaikina conducted,
f .

this- lesson in an experimental cj.ass it the following manner.
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At the beginning of the lesson, in the checking of the homework

and oral calculations, two problems were solved orallyone on increas

ing and the other on decreasing a given number by several units. Then

the pupils were asked to compose a problem to fit a diagram and then

to solve it. For this composition two varitints were given,:

101

I II

SIX
J

Three more Four more

We cite examples of the problems the children composed:

,
In one box there are 10 kilograms of apples, in another

there are 3 more than that. How many kilograms of apples
arlit there in the second bdix?

Brother tound 10 mushrooms and sister found three more

than that. How y mushrooms did sister find?

In the earage there were six ca s and in the parking
iot there were four cars more than that. How many cars

were in the parking lot?
1

,... Each pupil wrote down in his book tSe solution to the problem

ellhe had made up. The teacher walk pr and down the alifis and eck

the correctness of the assignment's execution; then she called

ttNee pupils one after another to read their problems and explain the,.

solutions. The rest of the children listened and checked the answers..
I

For the solution of one of the problems another pupil was called on.

T4en.the teacher wrote on the blackboard an assignment to be worked

independently in the notebooks.

Outline squares: se

On the first line--four squares .

0
On the svond line--two squares Tore than on the first

After this assigkment was carried out, the teacher asked:

How many squares are outlined on the first line, how
many" the'second, why six?

.

When she had gotten answers to these questions, she added to
IMF

the assignment by writing on the board:
, .
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On the thirdthree squares more than on tlie

seconA

Thi g. additional aSsignment was read by one of the pupils. The

teacher once more emphasized the condition with the question:

Three squares more than on which line?

The dhildren answered that they were to outline 3 squares

more than on the second line. After this assignment was carried out

too, the teacher again asked how many squares there were in each

:line and why. Walt
After this the children were asked to listen attentively to a

problem and to compose independently Li diagram for it.

In one box there are four pencils and in e'second
there are two pencils more than that. How many pencils

are there in the second box?

The problem wap repeated by two pupils, and then the children turned

.to its diagrammatic representation.

During the execution of the assignment the teacher had to help

two pupils. When almost all the children.had handled,the task, 09e

of the pupils was called on to draw the appropriate diagram on the

board. The rest of the children checked to see if they had done the

diagram in the same way. ,The class wds given the question:

"4Do We Inow }flow many pencils there are in

the second box? (No.)

Can we fincyout? (Yes.)
04

Then-the teacher continued the probleM"And in the third box

there are three pencils more than in the second. Row mank pencils are

there in the third box?"--and called on one of the pupils.to completN

the diagram on the board.. The.Class was given supplementary questions

about the diagram.

Why did Jura put a question mark In the third

rectangle? (Because we do not know low many pencils
'there are in the third box.)

What does the problem say aboute6the third box? (It

says that in tilthird bpx there areMthree pencils more

than in the second.)
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The words "in the seCond" were underlined on'the board. The

children completed the diagram in their notebooks.

Then the following question was asked of the class:

Who Will, be able, to figure out how many pencils
there ere in the third box?

Many Tincrs were raised.

ho does not know how to solve the problem? (Two

hands are raised.)

Solve it, children.

The teacher goes over to the children who had hesitated. Ote of

the pupils who had solved the problem incorrectly was subsequently
,

called to the board and under)the teacher's guidance and wiAthe help
,

of his comrades'carries opt a eompleteirnalysis of the solution.

The nextdStage Cif the work wiathetisolut04.on of proibleth number 187-

from Le td4Thook.
5

The children independently, read the conditions and

examined the drawing for-'the problem. The teacher asked them to compose

a diagraff independently. Before the ,childen began the task she asked

them haw. many rectangles would be in their diagram and showed the moSt

'convenient way to draw the yctangles:on the board (top, middle, bottom).

Afte/ the assignment was carried out, one of the pupils drew the diagram,

orr the board.
o4

The course of solutio* is outlined in the direct questions asked
1 ,---Th

.he class:
.

.

Can we fins out at once how Many books are on the
N ....

top shelf? Why? _What must_be found out first?

One of the pupils repeats the plan of the solution:

First we figure out how many books there are on the
middle.shelf and'then.how many books on the top7shelf.

The solution is written down by the children independently and

checked cpllectively. Then problem number 188 5rom theiFextbook is

assigned as an independent task.

5
Here and later we refer to the atandard textbooks: [13, 15,

),and 16].
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,first strip is 5 cm long. The second strip .

is cm longer than the first. The third strip is

2 c lohger than the secdnd. Compute the lengths

of the second and tjilAa. strips.

All the children weresable to handle thp3 task. Thus we see that

by making considerably greater demands on the children, for which,

however, they were,properly prePared, we tucceeded in construcning all

the work of the lesson on the foundation of the pupil's active,inde- .

pendent work. p\lesson turned out to be more interesting and livelier

for the children, and the chil.dren consciously mastered the material.

The pupils' independent work served as the starting point for the

examination\of several other types.of problems'in the second grade--

'the explanation of problems on "the reduction into units" and its inverse

and others.

Pupils' independent work can sometimes be used gren when first

introducing children to instances of arithmetic operations that are new

to them in principle, If the teacher succeeds in selectitig the exercise

material or constructing the visual aids to laad to the right means of

solution. We demonstrate this by a practical example Prom teadhing in

our experimental class. Subtraction of one-digit numbers-within the

limits of 20 without carrying ovet ten was introdileed td the children.

Beginning with the considerationf-of new cases of subtractionof

the type: 16 - 2, 17 - 4, and so forth, yie teacher, instead of

turning immediaxely, too an explanation of the new subtraction device

(with a demonstration of the appropriate operations with demonstration

material) asked the children.tghsolve themselves the exatple 17 - 4

uSing counting sticks. Ten of each pupil's counting sticks had earlier

been tied into a bundle. Thus, when they were asked to take out 17--

sticks, each ong had a bulloOle and seven separate sticks. Of course,

when they were taking away four, none of the children tried to untie

a bundle but used for this purpose the seven sepa te sticks. To the

teacher's question; "How many sticcks were 1 tr e children confi-
,

dently anwered; "13-sacks were left,.."

,Theri came the questions:

How did you find out that 13 sacks we;e left? How

many,separate Sticks were there? Why were only -3 left?

.,1
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In answering, the pupils, in fact, reproduced the chain of reasoning

to which theteacher had-wanted to lead then:

Still another example (15 3) was solved in the same way. Again,

in the check of the independent work, the teacher posed the questions:

,How many were left? How did you find it out?
How did you take pqay, from which sticks?

After this the teacher Asked the children to figure out mentally how
,4410

manY are left if f are taken away froin19. A forest of hands went

up, and the pupi called on not. only,gave the correct answer but also

exPlained hoW he had computed it.

Only later, during the summary of the tgork which had been done,

did the teacher (at the dictation of the children who weke called on).

again demenstrate the solution of an example of this type. -In the

Course Of the demonstration the formulation, which had been arrived

at through the children's explanation of the solution, was specified,

1/44%""Ividl A detailed representation of the solutiOn was put on the board.

The fact that the children, from the very beginning, had, during the

execution of the assignment, followed the course which the teacher
,

required, can be explained, in this case by the selection Of materials

which in themselves led up to just this course. If the sape countl.ng

sticks had 'not'been tied up in buiedles earlier, the niethod, of addition

and subtraction with which the teae4er wanted to acquaint the children

wonikd haply have succeeded inAcoming to their awareness on the basis

of independent Work.

, This approach was also used to examine new methods of subtraction.

and in the introduction of additio2 and subtraction, with carrying over

ten. For t s lakter purOose we used the widespread deviCe."

Second Ten." This is a demonstration device corliNsting of\ituioarows

10 pockets e ch, in which cut-7out gdometrical canvas Wures can be

placed. The ievice had already been used for the organization of

ipupils' independent work in the examination of numbering within the

liOunds of 20, in addition and subtraction in cases whereone OT"the

addends is equal to IQ, and then in addition-and subtraction without

carrying over tea. With such preparation using'this device (each

child in the class-had his own), the study of carrying over ten addition
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and subtraction within,the bounds pf 20 proved to be complet'ely

within the thildren's abilities. In all the cases considered, the

lessons proved to be both mo;e interesting and more productive than

the lessons completely',constructedaround the teacher's explanations

of new material, where the children only had.to listen attentively,

remember,. and repeat his actions anci woidS.

/ Described above are separate inStances in which we succeeded

in constructing the introduction of new material on the foundation

of pupils' independent work. Through analysis.of the numerous facts

of this sort, which
i

ocCupy ail:ace in teaching experience in our

experimentalkelasses, we came to the follOwing fundamental conclusion
,

about the adN,isability of such an approach to the study of new educe-
dow *

onal material in arithmetic lessonA in the elementary schOol.
.

The use of children's independent work as a starting pOint,for
1

the introduction of new educational material proves productive:
:

LA, If the material which is to be studied in the lesson does
..-

.not contain anything new in rinciple relative 10 what is already

t
-

known to the children, if t e solution of the new problem is a re-
..

interpretation of what was mastered earlier or is an application,

with some modification of earlier acquired knowledge, skills, and
.

habits.

2. If the lesson contains a probleM in.generalizing several
ve.

relatively simple facts well known lo the children, with which they

have dealt more than once in the past.

3. If the method of.operationz.the approach to the solution of

the problem with which,the teacher. must,acquaint the children 'in the

lesson, can be preeented to them by creating appropriate conditions,

in the lesson itself (by using allopriately constructed and selected

visual aids, by organizing appropriate puparatory exercises and so
4

fOrth). 4

4. If the examination of.the new material can be constructed on

rhe foundation of the experiences with practical operations with

ob)ects, which the children have acqUltred earlier in the,school and,

out of it.

: 5. if the children have been sufficiently pre ared for indeundent

, work with.a book, and thenew miterial is set.forth n a form which the

can understaftd.
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The examples, cited above, of the atudy of the commutative

property of sums in the third grade, the study of the addition of many-
,.

digit numbers,totalling less tTan a million (after the writing devices4

for the addition of numbers totalling,less than a thousan4 have been

studied), belong to the fkrst case. In the teaching of arithmetic in
0

the elementary grades there proves to be a significant number of

Such instances, especially sinc many of the questioni in the elementar

artthmetic course are considered concentrically. This is relatedito

'the study of arithmetical operations (which are studied, first within-

the bounds'of 10, then within the bounds of 20, 100, 1,000.; 1,000,000.

an4 finally with numbers of any magnitude), and to_the formulation of

several arithmetical concepts (for example,'the concePt of the difference
.

of"numbers fully prepared for by the solution of problems on increasing

and decreasing numberso:by several units) and to the solution of arith-

meticalproblems (for instance, in the beginning ot the second year

,of instruction the children become acquainted with problems in two

perations, one of which is either addition or subtraction, and the

Second multiplication or division, an before that, icn the first grade,

they have already mastered theiskill of solving simpfe problems with

all operations, and problemscin two operations with addition and N.

'subtraction). As an illustration of the Second case, we may consider

the- introduction of, examPles in subtraction with zero in the.answer

and of the commutativeproperty of sums to pupils o th first grade;

the acquaintance with the commutative property of, p oducts, the
/4 *

.deductOn of the ruies for the cómparison of number by subtraction and

'division to pupils of the second grade; the.deduction of the rule of

multiplication.of numbers by 10, 100, and so'forth, to pupils of the

third grade. Such cases are encountered Articularly,frequenAy,in-

1141e fourth grade, in whrich one of.the fundamental problema of the

course is the generaliation and systematization of all the factual

macerial Whichrelates to the properties of a.xt111.11etical operations
-

to the relltionships, among the various oper tions and the applications

of each of them, and others, which have been acc4mulated by the chil-

drn,in,the preceding years of instru 0

The third case is not so Often encounte in practice. HOwelrer,

it too is of a'certain Intel-6st, yracisely because,although here the



element of'the ch'ildien's,independent "discovery" of new (acts

and mode* Of operation is predetermined by the tiacher's prelitainary

, the children do not realize this and remain fully conving,t.d

that:they madethe "discovery" completely,independently.

As an example of the use of practical operationb with objects as

a starting Roint.in the explanation of new arithmetic material., we pay

take ttle'Toractical work'in. the comparison of the'lengths of -two'strips

of paper' (ribbon,string)rimtmdiately before the examination of the ,

Urst problems on the cothparison of-Tmumbers by Subtraction.

AsvforcindaPendent work.with a book, only one of the instances

of such work cagyried-out by a teacher (kl?,B, Kozokina) in the fourth

grade was described above. -However', in the trial instrdctio{t in

7 ..
experdiMen4al cliasses we succeeded in'carrying out guch.work not only

in the fourth, but in all the othei: grades,beginning with the.first.

:thus, aftter having repeatedly gone over,with.the children the de4ailed

form for writing aown the solutions of vatious examples, indicating

the chain of reasoning of their solutions, we finally used the following

assignment as material for independent work:

Examine the way the solution,of..ou6 or,anoAer
new example is written, down-44.7the $O9,kd be
prepAred to explain-its,dolutiOnsalli-g to the'

Way it is writtet down.
.

rmy caseS.,,-tlie.inetkia'Oi 'writing the sollition illustrated in the

book was given to the children as a modelom which they ad.to write

,
down 1ndependealy ;. the solution of another, structurally aualogous ,

example. For 'the organization of independea york using a book in/
,

the second and third gra,des, we used the illus ations given tin the

book ofthe conditiokas of several problems and others.

In all the cases which do not introduce any material.new in

principle, very ,intenSive preparation 41s necessary so'that independent
-

work on new educational material will be within the children's capaci-

ties. The first and necessary condition for this is Ihe children's

conscious-and firm mastery of-the knowledge upon' whose use the solution

of the new problem is based. For this reason, such independent work
I

'may be Carriedout in class only after.the teacher is convinced of.such.
q41

)

.

rastery. All the necessary facts,"rules, definitions, etc., absolutely

4
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mustsbe reviewed Immediately(before the execution of the Independent

work.

Observation further.cOnvinced us that in order to prepare for the

execution.of independent work, the'necessary problets from past experi-

ence must be repeated separately frod the others and' must be divided

into .parts so that in giVing the assigmant the teacher can say:

0
see that you know so and so and so and so, know how

to' do so ana so and so and so, thus you sliould liable to
solve thi0 new prdblem (or-an4wer this question) by
,yourselves.

Thi orm of assignment, more than anything else, serves to acfivate

in drèn's consciousness.precisely the l'cnowledge which thdy. ,

must use to fulfill the assignment.

Furthermore,i ifAthe knowledge acquired earlier Must be applied.

by the children under conditions rather, different from.those they.

have encovtered earliert it ofteii proves useful and even necessary.

to pay special attention to what'in these new conditions is similar:,

and what is different'in relation to what is known. For examplip, in

the lesson devoted to addition, without carrying over ten but totalling

less than 100, before asking second grade children to independently4 .

. solve_the example 32 6 we not only reminded them'of the familiar,

case of additioh without Tarrying'over ien totalling less than

20 (12- 6), but also ask'ed them .to compare ;hese cases. This'

comparV. was made under the teacher's guidance, The children

reproduced the whole chain of re0oning with a familiar axampl.e, then

' the difference between it and the new one was for_mula te4 ("There

there was I ten, and here there are,3 tens.") Then the teacher said: .4t4 ,t

<.;

&

41.

So, children, this is the only difference end in
other respects these examples are,very similar. Now
solve the new example by,yourselves, reasohing as
you di!d earlier, and be prepared to explain the.

. solution.

'
a

Af,ter the explanation of the solutionto this examPle, other'ekampleS

of this type were EZ.0:1-Igned for independent solUtion, aq the chil,dren .

-
confidently fulfilled this assIgnment.

Then the childr&I went over'the appropriate reasoning aloud
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After a while (depending on.the children's.mastery of thefrule being. .

studied) the explanations will be formulated considerably more brieeiy

(using the-sgme example): "Add six to 32. Twd added to six *ekes,

eight; eight'added to'30 makes 3e." After the children have mastered

the method .for subtracting .there is no longer any ngessity for such

eakplanations during the solution and the pupils are granted4the right

to say at once what six added to 32 equals.

ajiowever, from time to.time (especially if one oi another error

during group work in the next lessonS. Having acquaint.ed ourSelves

with the "exercises with commentary" which were used in the expert-

mentalgionk of the Lipetsk teachers, we caMe to the conclusion that

it is precisely at this stage, during the consolidation of the, knOw-

ledge olf'the rule for.solving examples of'a new sort,Nthat they shsuld

. prove td be particUlarly useful, provided that the pupils' "e6mMentarie's"

,during the solution of examples are gradUally curtailed.from one lesson .

to the next and then completely disappear.

Thp,_in the case considered above,of addition without carrying'

ove ut totllin less than 100, in the first lessons the expla-

nati.. given during the solving of new examples of this type would,-for

plample, sound like this:

,Add 6 to 32. '4.P1ie number 32 consists of 3 tenjOirld 2 unit's..

We will keep the3 teds 14-1 mind,and add 6iunits to the 2'

units, making 8.unitWand there are also 3 tens--30

padded to 8 ,ftits--makes 38. units in all.

appears in subtraction) the teaner win ask how the subtraction was
.

carried out. Eath pupil should at any moment be able to give a

0 #

detailed explanation of the whole process of solution.

Thugl,the deduction is made,on the basis of the children:a inde-
.'

pendeAt examination of a new case duiing the same lesson.at whit.11 it

is intrdduced, and is c onsolidated during the next lessons under the.

.
,teacher's guidante *anbi contro. The teacher's guidancg leere must

directed toward the children'os conscioUs mastery of deduced rule a

the ganeral.automatization of.the opepitions dictated by it.

) In general, pupils' independent work i4 all'cases sa be Consi-.

dared only as a starting point in the study of new materi 1. It not
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only does not excl, ude, but absolutely requires, the teacher's well-

tholIght-out guidance at each'stage of the work on the mew matefial.

It is not out of glade to tecall'hpre an extremely important

a. conclnsion, ip out view which was drawn'on the basis of a psychologi-
.

al investigation of.the.process of mab ry of Icnowledge in school .

Children. This investigation concluded t t the first acquaintance

with a new concept, rule, 0.c.7 however it is organized (on the basis,

of.the teacher's explanation or on the basis of the children's inde-

pendent wok)

is only an initial Ahase, a point of departure
for mastery: the futthei fate of this process depen4s
on how the concepts, rules, etc., are,organized in
instruction. During the exercises, kilowlectge is nqt

-only consolidated, but alsn extended and made more
precise [2].

For this rAason'it is not possible to considet that'the ogni-
e4

zation
V

of children's inaependent work at the stage of the'initial intro-
.

duction of ong.or another new problem.indicatei; that tHe children have

independently 'mastered the appropriate knowledge. Even at this moment,

their activity proceeds under conditions created by the teacher,_nre-
-

pared and dirtcted by means of-the materials, exercises, que ons,

etc., thaE'she has sefected. . The teacher's gutdance,fully retains all
-

its sigrilficance in the' next steps of ti.he acquisition of new knowledge--
,

during the children's fulfillMent of various assignments connected

77- with the application of this knowledgio.

To'summarize what'has been said in th chaptex abeUt the place

Of pupils,' independent work in arittimetic les ons in the.e1emenfary

grades, it is possible.to formulate the following conclusions.

1. Rupils' independent work can alld must find a plce in every
A

arithmetic lesson in all grades, beginning with the first.

2. In Most lessons it proves expedient to organize the childreh'S

independent work along the lines of various assignments by the teacher,

more than once in the,cour4se of the lesson ktwo to six times in one

lesson), depending on the goals and prOblems of each lesson, the

.peculiarities of the educational materiel on which the independent work

is constructed, and the ohildren's lbei of preparation.
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3. Pupils' independent work can be used with suceesS.at various

stages of a-lesson, including the introduction of new educational

material. In this chapter we considered the concrete cases in which

sUch an organization of the work on new.educational material proves

proIctive.

The possibility and necessity of children's independent work at

'the stage of the coneolidation of knbwledge, skias, and habits which

# have been acqnired before is unquestionablein this,stage of.the Work4.

on new material it.is only important to note what types of tasks can

best be used here, and hoW the appropriate independent work must be

''carried out in the lesson. The next chapters are4evoted to,the
,

consideration of these problems.

r

Aesignments for Pupils' Independent Wonk with Various

Educational Materials
0 ,

It is possible to find, in,the methodologidal literature, assign-
4

meats diverse in content and character which are used by individual

teachers in instopcting children in arithmetic in the lower gradesof

school. However, our observations indicated that far,from all .of
e t

these assignmemts have'a practical application irithe expefience of

the mass school.

4
,Indeed, if the tables reflecting the general picture of the

organization of pupils' independent work in the lessons we observed

.are reviewed, it is *parent that the-number of kinds of independent

work represented is ektremely limited Even in the Lipetsk experi-

ment (see Table 2), as 'fa whole, the impression left 07 the independent

work observed is one oflextreme monotony. Furthermore it is impOssible

td note that too mt4 lesson time was spent On the exercisee which

least xequired that the 0.1.1dren manifest independence.

From Table 1 it is evident that copying from-the board toolc. up,'
# -

approximately 18% of thetime devoted to the chilgren's independent

;4*, and that solving p epared examples took up 41%. Thus, the

greater part of the time Imathe 14s!n when the children were yccupied .

with independent Wiirk wa4:',spent'on exercises.,devoid of the element of

creative work--the idepriden sc1 for a way'to sdlve some new

.1 .

problem-.
IS a
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Only in 30 out of 100 cases was the children's,independent work

in some .way connected"with,the solution of problemseven thoush,..as

is weil known, the solution of problemS Presepts one of the greatest

ficulties in the teachipg of ar`ithmetic. It is also important
r ft

to note that of these 30 cases. 15 consisted only in part, of independent

solutions--as a rUle, only.L writing down of the solution to the

problem whicll had already 6An analyzed fr4m beginning td end collectively

with the teacher's help.' The observations indieate that even in Small

sihools where, by force of.circumstance, the teacher must keep the pupils

occupied with independent work for 20-25 minutes per lesson, this time.

is also almost exclusively devoted tO the' solutionfof examples and

writing down problems which have already, been solved. During the

idiscussions of thiswcircumstance which we conducted at the teachers'

committee on methods, rt became clear that the reason for this selection.

) of eXercises -for pupils' independent work was uncertainty that'the

children cou).d handle the task. I.
%ou give thi assignment of solving examples independently

confidently,.knowine that the children as a group.can handle
the work, butif you ask them to solve a problem independently .
(even d( ajamiliar,type), many Inlpils"will sit idle because
they do not know how, to approach the solution.

This is a .tharacteristic

it is hardly possible to

'convincing.. It is impos
.

the positibn thatTUiAls

explanatlon given by tge teachers. However,

accèpt-e-iiplanation as suf

in fact, to become reconciled with

do A;lot know how to approach the solution of

even a fam41iar problem. tatimately, the goal of instructi n in

arithmetic will not be achieved if the t4Cher considers t is posi-
,

tionllormaland orients her instruction towafti it. I teems extremely

improbable that'the pupil could learn to solve problems independently

if he has no practice in doing so. to outline the content of'sueh
t ,

work, to select the best forms qyassignment, to wark out- a sy m

of these assignments so.that they gradually increase In difficulty,

has.become one of our main tasks.

During our'attendance at the lesson6 we observed, fuether

eharacteristics of the workbon examples tame to light. In the lessons

of all the experienced teachers with'whom we were acquainted, in the
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oVerglming majprity of cases, the assiplent consistedof tlie written

solution of prepared eXamples by the students There were no edentiaI

differences in the forM bf tho assignment-- e teacher either simply

indicated the number of the appropriate exe cise from the textbook,
4 .

wrote examples on 'the board, or disttlibuted eaids with examples
,

yritten on them to the childrUt (most frequently the assignment was

given in two variants So taat.pupils'sitting,neit to each Other worleed
.

I..w.

,on different.exampleg). Several..teachers ve supplementary'assignments,

to pupils whp,had finished their work bef re the others. While the

. children solvud the examples, the teacher walked up.and down the-aisles,
A

showing individuAl pupils-their errors:and helping them. A'sa rule,

the teacher checked the work after the 1,esson was over.

The assignment& werie conducted in the same way in all classes.

The only difference lay in'the.numbers the children dealt with. Trom

discupsions'with the teachers about the reasons for this monotony in

work with nuMbers, we became.convinced that many of the Xeachers who

limited the pupils'independent work to the written solution of prared
0

examples do not proceed froM any special consideration, and even lose
/

Sight of the,podsibility and advisability of introducing'variety in the.

work. Only insuffiCient attention to this can'expfain wh , during
4

the execution of independent work, the teachers rarelyuse even the
411,

kind of exercises which,are relatively richly presented (with respect

Jvariety but not quantity) in the textbooks by A. S. Pchelkd and

G. B. Po/yak.

Taking this int, account, we sh.all cousider below the various types

of 'tasks for pupils' independent mroork cin the soiutkon of independently

'compOsed and modified examples. 9f these,,we shall principally

consider exercises of a creative nature which favor the 4pvelopment of

children's powers of thought, observation and "mathematical insight."

Assignments for Pupils' InNependent WOrk on Arithmetical Examples

Exercises in, the;. solution of examples can serve.the most varied

purpoSes ii, the teaching of arithmetic. The most important of these

purposes is:, of course, ihe:deyeloptent of,the skills of mental and

written calculation. Howeveo, the examples can also be used for the

'4formula ti on of a whole series of arithsetical concepts, for the

t80.
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explanation of the properti,es of numbers and.aritbmetical opera ons,.
4

etp. Work on examples can and shQuld be not only highly useful in
an instructive sense bu,t also absorbing, interesting, and useful in#

an educational sense. . .

.There exist Niaried exercises coAnecteilwith the solution of arial-

.1 meticat examplee,, each of which require from pupils strenuous thodght,
.

,-
L

attention, and the ability to,apply practically thL(theoreticalknowl-

edge* they have deduced. We shall consider 'all possible exercises of

this sort and attempt to show the pnrpose of each, and w4i. and how*

it., is best to use them.

First, let us note that even in vork on the so on of wepared

.
examples considerable variation can be introduced, both in the form of

the,assignments and the writing of solutions, and'in the essence of

the wor1 to be done. Thus, the examples certainly teed n t always<fae

given to the pupils written out in fn11--often:it is possi le to use

the table for mental calculation which each school ties for independent

.class work. For dkample, the teacher they give the child n the ssign-
411.

ment: "Add the numbers in the second column to the numbers.in rdh first .

column, write douin the Xamples and solve them:" To give the.,Tchildrin

such an assignment, _the teacher,need not spend time writing the "examples

on the board. Such an assignment is useful for the children sifee it

demands greater attention from them than does theicopying,of prepared .

o

examples from the board or a book.

Assignments Of the following type are also helpful. A row of n

numbers is written on the bRard and the children are as to increase

, (or decrease) each one of them by several units or severl times. For

example,, in the second and.third grades the f011owing assignment may

be given.

Decr4ase six times: 36, 72, 12, 84, 96.

For the first grade: j

Increase by seven: 11, 13, 6, 9, 12, 8.

Such examples allow work on the development of computational
e

skills to be combined with the formation of very important arithmetieal

concepts.? ThUso apaut from addition and subtliaction by several units

or seVeral times, the .timparison of numbers both by subtraction and by.
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division cap Be. included in,suoh an assAgnment.. For example, two.

rows of nuMbers are written on\the board.

4 '04

53 48 32 54. r .

7 19 8
fa

Thchildren are asked to compute (and wrile under each pair of

numbers) by how many unitsthe numbers of one row are greater (or less)

than the numbers of the other row.

This kinpl-of independent work,for pupils can sometimes take the

RAsce, in a lesson, orso-called mental calculation. It is-wise to

limit beforehand the time srent on'an assignment; in this case the

'children can solve the dkamples orally sand rapidly. This form of liork

allows the teacher io check on how each pupil is handling the assignment
..,

(this is certainly not always.possible to accomplish during questioning

of the class in mental calculation)-. For the.teacher who works with

t'wo or more classes at a time thii type of assignment.is especially

good, because the lessons on mental calculation can be conducted withthit

A the teacher's direct pvticipation in the work. At present, according

4 to our observations, this form of assignment is used.od.f at all,'during

the conduction of'practici in mental/calculation undeethe teacher.'s

guidance. Furthermore', even whdn the examplestare giVen to the chil-

dren in written form, it is not at all necessary?thet they all rewrite
-; . .

them. In many cases, the writing canobe limited to just the an ers.

To carry out such work in the'third and fourth grades, the teacher

must have a set of cards on which', the assigned example's are already

written in columns. For example; I .

13567 3541 348

28782 4762 x3 ete.

Volk If a millibar is 'indicated on eaF,ii of these cards, then the pupil writes

it down in his notebook and may solve the examplea without rewriting

them. Or even better, if all the examples are arranged in one row,

then the pupil may align the shect,he has received with a page in his (

nOtebook and, after solving eaci example, urite just the snswer under

it.

It is useful:to introduce an eleMeAt of self-guidance into work
A
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on the solution of prepated exampies; This element arouses the pupils'
,

interest and, moreAer, intreases their'feeling of responsihility for

the work they have done. Theyell kiQwn ""eircularn'examplea may be used

Co introduce seCh seif-guidance. During the solution 'of-these examples,

the ehildren,continually check, tO some degree, the correctness,of each

answer ttly have gotten. Unfortunat4_57, even "cirCular" examples are
.1

seldom used by the teachers as material for childrees independent golork.

to indicate, let us.say, that

t is possible,' in.assigning,to the
/

e ual 53 (or some' otliel: number). ' Assume

assiged:

52 - 46 13 + 9 ...;

childre!n Several eKamples for

the sum of all the answers 'must 4

the lollowing examples were

72 - 67 ... ...; 18 +.2
.

After having solved thm and. a4ived at the proper answergi

6, 22, 5', 20 a-

the pupil must add these numbers-as a chAk on computatien.. If the

resul-t he gets is not 53, then he must again neck the solution of each

example*. Pract±cal experience indica+ that pupils, udtil the upOr

grades, oke not.know how to check/their 'arithmetical,work. ,In teaching

tha, special attention must be paid to the checking of gomputations
4

when independent work is being aarried OUt. 11

r Along with the introduction ef elementsof self-guidance intd the

assignment itself, and also'with'the reciprocal checking which many

teachers practice, it is possible to use'the following type ef work.

The children are given the assignment ofthedking the solAion of

examples written on the bord '(or on a c rd) and writing in their, note-

books the,correct solution of only the examples in which there,was an

error,.

Pupils aIso apprehend with great interest assignments.to write

out.examples from gived answers. This procedurL also requires a combi-

nation of mental calculation with writing. Several variations of this

assignment are possible. Let us ta.e, for example, a simple case in

which the _teacher gives-the children.a row of examples and the answer

6, and asks them to write in their notebooks the solutpn of onlywihe
4

examples whith have the answer 6. In a more complicated' but more
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interesting form of the task, the teacher makes up a .rdw.of such

examples to which. the an:swers are,/for examtde: 11, 12, 13, 1.4 etct

These examples are writtervdown pell mall and the children are giVen

the assignment of,writing nut first the examplewith 11 fOrian answer,
4W. 3

thjwith 12, 'then 13 etc-. 'For example, theacher may make up

examples on division beyond the table but within the bounds_of 100:

44 1 4 = 11 91.1 "c 13 75 5 715 68 1 4 =

72 1 6 7 12 42 f 3 mg 14 48 3 7 16 36 s 2 7 18
'

Mese egamplas will b5404iven to the children,. let Us'say,.:in the

'following sequence:,

48 1 3 =

72 :.6 7

75 : 5 .

44 s 4 =

36 4 2 7

91 1 7

68
4,

42 s 3 .

In the execution of this assignment the-children rename the quotients.

mentally many ttmes. Irv-the search for the firstwexample--with 11,for

an answer--they rename four quotients; in the search for the second--
,

' with 12 for an answer they return agein to the ,examplis they have just
4

"eenamed and rename the fifst tWo. then, looking,for the: example with

13 as an answer, tey must rename the first 6 quotients,êtc. The,

aqsignment can be cOmpleted ior iick1y if the pupil remembers the
)

results which he got through mental calculation. Thus, he teacher can

use this sort of task for the organization of a contest, based on speed

of salution.

Finally, the solution of prePlired examples may be facilitated by

casting them into the formiof a game.of lotto. 'Arithmetic lotto can

be made,etc Eiuit the curriculum of each class and ian be successfully

used both in and, out of class. \OP
It is a small thing, however,,merely to vary the tasks connected

with the solution o prepared problems:, It is more importaat to turn

to assignments which would, more or less, dapand creativity from the
1

children which would cultivate their powers of observation' and inde- r

pendent .thoUght. 'Here I have in mind the most diveme tasks for,pupils

,on the supplsementation'and independent construction of examples. The

simplesx such tabk is the.solution of examples with blanks. One of

the addends', one of the multiplicands, or a sign of operation etc.,
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a.
omi ted. Here aie instances of this sort of example:

54 9 '63, 24 3 :21, 36 = 12, 18 -44 27

Examplfesrwith operation signs omitted are,most suitable for the

40 first and second grades, because they make the children pay attention

to the signs for ari, thmeti_cal operations, which.chiidren of the lower
4

, ,

grades tend, at times, not to notice. However, tilts task, if it

made more complex, 'can be used with beneftt in the third and fourth

Pupilsean be asked to fi.4.in,the operation signs in such

examples as: 37 8 '7 38, 56 12 14 = 54 etc., ot

in still more 'complex .examples which require a firp knowledge of the

order of operations: 48 3 5 . 33, 36 '12 `4 in 33 etc.

Examples which _require the.discvery of The second'addend from

the Sum and first addend or the discovery of the multiplier from the.

product ind multiplicand, or the discoVery of the minuenCfrom'the

subtrahend4and remainier',,etc., can Ue given sacc)essfully toall

grades. In the first and second grades Pt j_s best Co give_them in-
.

:written form.. The assignment'itself is formulated as follows:

Goby these examples and fill in the blanks. For

example:

+ 2 x 6 4, 17 - = 4 etc.

In the third and fourth grades such examples can also be given,

but here the form of the assignMent can be varied., If tlite students

of these grades are familiar.with the names of the components of ihe

arithmetic&l operations, this knowledge can be used and examples of

the following type assigned. "Multiplicaud--136, produCt--1088, find
,

the multiplier." Anotlaer interestingsexercise-fer third-and fourth-

grade.pupils is filling in the blanks in exaMples of'the arithmetical
. .

rebus'. For exainple. :
. . '

3 65 54 ?

+ 7 36 x 6
,

/ etc.
.

628._0 94 #

This is not-Sn eagy task, and in Order to complete it the pupils will-
-4 1

,

have to utilize muCh of the knowledge whi'ch they have acquired at

, a
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'..

. various times and during the study of varicts pi:Oblems cid the curriculum.

. The varied cases ii1 onslitlicti4 eXamples are exLises of a crea-

i%
dye!, nature.. LetiVcOnitder tasks of this sort. The.teacher can isk

. t
.

.

the children to c6atruct fAN*Ar atx multiplication examtllesrlour
. . .

examples in which it, 4s neces ary,to add six, etc., when the.operatiae

and one of the coltponents dr given. Oxe'reises of this sort are'
1

especially useful fqr1. the first and second grades.

Great,benefit ia,obtginpqroM_the construction of exampfes from

a :given operation :atidansWer.br. ixample; "Make up addition wamples

witlh 10 for an anslier" or "Make up multipliCation examples with 48 for
V

an answer." In thiS' case, the:difficulty of the task.depends bn whether

or not it th preciselyiindicated how many'examplei must be made Up. If

the teacher does not specify the number of examples and ask them to construct

as many of these examples as possqle, the Children's task becomes more

difficult but also more interesting. The construction and solution

of such examples promotes the children's better 9stery of the compo-
.

sition of numbers being studiP, both of addends and dT multiplicands.

Sometimes it is possible to ask the children to bonstrUct several

examples using a particular operation wlthout any additional limitation

or with a given answer. In.the latter case the children can construct

example's 96ing all the arithmetical operations they know in liny

combination. In this way,ffrom al6ingle answer, it is always possible

to construct many examples. For this reason, it is necessary to

put a definite time limit on the task. Indeed, even if'in the first

gradTe, after the study of the first ten numbers, the children w?ere .

v.

asked to constrl.kct all possible examples with five fof an answerf-many

such exhmples-can be composed: '4 + 1; 3 + 2; 2i+ 2 + 1; 3 + 1 +_1;

6 - 1; 7 - 2, and in addition, examples in which both addition and

subtraction are used.

Arialogous work can be quite difficult apd useful even for fourth

grade pupfls. Thus, to make up examples in division from a given

quotient,.thepupilmustapPlytheknowledgewhichhepossesseeunder

completely new circumstances. Experience shows that eVen V.-children
,

have earlier practice checking divIsion through multtipli ation more

than once, finding a dividend from the divisor and quot ent stip causes
,

difficulty"for many pupils.

/86
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-, The constructibn of examples from three numbers I:6 not difLicul'
. .

.

' and,- moreotiet it is very useful'. 'for ;xami4e,Athe numbers II; 4 and.7
$

.

. A .

... ,. . .,

. 4
/ .

.

iers. iiveri:J Oildred must. struct-all,possiblg examples, n4me1y:
. ° .

3 + 4.= 7., 4-(-1-

l
3 ...:7',. 7 -. 4 -= I, "7 -.3 = 4. 6 the numbcrs 2, 6 and

a ,
, -,

,

12 are given and exampl-ps cbnttructed frbm them: -2 x 6 ='12, 6 it 21, .
. ,

12,'12 4 2.= 6, 12 41,5. 2.
,

.

-
.

.

..Such exerolsesare cbnducted in the first and second.-grades. Much-
,.

. , . . . , . - .

hefOre they.considee the connection.betwegn7addition: and sabtractiolk

orbetwien mulfiplichtion and division;,in theorythe children' are.
,

., .- .

...iAtiOdUced pificti:dally'tO tifeie'connecttonsthrone these; exexcises. ,-
. :

,

The'Accumdlatibn Of sUch:exiovi'ence'gratlyhelP's the pupil's i'n,th .

. upPer'grades. wheref on ,thia,basls,' ii-elr alkrive 'at the APiopriate.
.

.

- generalizational" In. thethird and fourth gradea, with thig 'Seine
. ,.

.

purpoke in mind, it is very useftil tp'require the children to check

the examples Chey',haVevolved.by veridils means, inclucling ihe

the. reVerse operation.."41' '

The following task, which fosters "mitthematical insight" ow

children, is also interpsting.

,11

Construct as many examples'as possible using any
operation and the given ndmbers (For example: 132,

15, 11, 144, 3, 24, 15),.

The pupils can construct the following division examples:

..132 ;- 11 = 12 75 ,i. 3 25 144 4. 3 - 48 24 3 - 8

132 1 3 - 44 75 -:- 15 - 5 144 24 6 .15 = .3 - 5

It can be indicated in the itstruction the number of. examples to

be oonstructed. This indicatiou'"facilitates the children's task, as

they will striVe to find the possible variants if all the eight cases

have not been exhausted. Numbers.for'the composition of other examples

can be selected analogously.

Finally, th following assignment on the construction of examples

O of a definite typ is possible.

Construct eight examples of dddition of one-digit
numbers, carrying over 10; five examples of subtrattion

of many-digit numbers; or several examples of division
with a zero in the-quotient, etc.
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this case too, the pupil:-is re44red to apiny earlier-acquired
.

knowledgeAinder new conditions which.promotea a deepar awarenepos,in

t.fa children.of.what they are studying:

P

. -

Pupas',coilaStrUOtion of Axamples izt varie4 aimigntetts can be

'used to create stipplemeneary materiA1-4 ke distributed to,the class,

'a procedure which later,helps to organize..the children's independent

wprk during the les'sOn. For eXamplel 111e.childreq.may be.aaked

consiruct six' examples of addition, carrying over ld, totalliftg rgss
. , - -, .

than 100. The teacher. 'e6cplains tha4the work
. ..

sheets,.thet all the eai9les must .be v;rittan,

.
.

a column and that thelanswers musst be..wrieteri
. . ..

away,from the equal,sign: Fof ixample: , ..#

24 4- ,8

37.-4- 9 -

58 + '5

32

46

63

.
In the third ant. fourth grades,

.

in Which'the pupilspust'practice

R

-

must bf done.on aepflrate

cine under the other it'

four or fi4A,squares

written calculation, the assignment may be given-to construCt three

examples of the addition of many-digit' numbers; in each,Tample there

must be three addends'. These ekamples may look as.follows:

3786 : 5423

542 1496

,+ 5618 + 358

7968
t.

,P6r0 ,

+ 8521 4
4

The answers are to be written several spates below the lines.

After the teacher has checked the work, he cuts'the answers off

but keeps the sheets with the examPies. Later the examples can be

used as cards for individusl'work with Several pupils (during a question

period, or during the class periid for independent work), Exercises

which require the.children to analyze, compare and notice theregulari-

ties in observed arithmetical facts are also very useful. Such assign-

ments can be both .Very simple and very complex. For example, even in

the first grade the children can be asked to continde.ehe'series of

nuNtbers 1,.3, 5...'or 2, 4, 6 In the skecond gitade, when the pupils

study the table of multiplication and division within the bounds of 100,

they must be able to note the principle of construction of each table
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and to continue imdependently, wrtting the
4

under the teacher's guidance. Here they.c

series like 2, 4: El.:. or 3, 6, 9 \

In the third and fourth grades assignments of 41/16"f

able w4ph was begun

an be asked to comPlete

can best be used.

owing sort

Centinue the given series of examples according to the
, same principle:

124,-', 4

224 4,

324 1- 4 qr

'1 x 9 + 2

l2c9:+ 3 .

123 v9,-+ 4

The'assig4ents considered above.for pupils' independent work

on the solution and construction of examples do not exhaust all the

possible variants. But it seems pc us that there are enough,ef them

to indicate how diverse, interesting and,,above all, how beneficial

for the.childT1 the minutes of independent work at a lesson can be,

. if this work .is not ieduced to the executiolsof uniform assignments

and the solution of prepared examples.

Assignments for Independent Work Directed Toward Instructing Children

In Problem Solving

It.bas already been noted above that the extent of pupils' inde-
,

pendence in tlie solution of problems is, as a rule, in practice very

small. The course of problem solving is usually analyzed co\lectively.

The teacher helps,the children realize the conditions of the problem,

help the children discover the relation between the unknown quantilty
114

and what is.,.given and uses 44verse methodolokical devices to facili-

tate the search for the means of solution through dramatization cf

the problem or by posing of leading questions of the type: "Can we
A

answer the problem's question at once? What else must we know in order'

to do so? Can we find this out from the conditions of the probiem?"-or

"What can be found from these given quantities? Doe help us

answer the problem's questitn? What can we find out then?" etc.

Often, under such direct guidance by the teacher and with his

direct help, the N"..ihole solution to the problqm, from beginning to end,,

is analyzed. Sometimes it is even written, on the board so that the

ipupils need only rewrite the prepared solution' in their notebooks.
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iV4vces which ;flake greater' demands on the puPii.are considered to-

be those where, for ekample, the problem is'solved on the board '

4

and then erased eer covered.after ighich the children are.asked to. write

the solution independently, or those where oirly the results of each

. operation:are written,on the.boarde However, these.variations do not

4ter the main pointin all these caoes the pupils can repr ce the

solution from memory.. But in none of these tEatantes do the pils

show any independence.in the actual'sOlution. t is true that teachers

- also use assignmvl.ts ill'which the children mUst'complete a part of the

task with real independence. But these assigumer Are

only in cases where the children solve a problem which they have already
.

studied, or an- aspect or problem' well known' to them, analogous to one

which lies just been analyzed under the teacheres guidance4 Thus,.wheu

they complete the solution to a problem or solve it independently, the'
4

pupils, instead of trying to grasp the conditions of the,problem and

looking'.for th wAy to solve it, often try to recollect.the operations

as they were used in earlier analogous cases and torecall thomeans of

solution to problems of this sort.

Pract ice shows the consequence of Elle selution of.problems "by

analogy" in accordance with a developed formula. After a short pericid/

deSroted to the study ofla particular new type of problem, the pupils.

appear to ha/e learned how to solve it, but after they have been in

duced to two or three new types of Problems, the children begin -tO 'have.

difficulty in solving ones which they formerly managed,easily.

forgotten these problems,"I've confused this problem with 'another

.one," the pupils,often say to justify the errors in their ;olutioli.
A

They proceed from the assumption that it is necessary to rgmember the

solution of problems of various sorts.

Experillence,convinces us thht a large,number of repetitions and

reproductions of the means of solution to a problem of one or another

type, on the whole, doeg not equip 6hildren with the abiiit4y to

independently analyze the conditions of a new problem (even 411 easier

one) or to find the way to solve it. Moreover, the methodology of
-

instruction in solving problems, in.particular the methods of conduct-

'ing children's independent work on problem.solving, is built, at

190
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, %present, mainly on this princikle--listen.to the poucse of a problem's

solution, understand it, learn to apply it in analogous caseis. Anather

prineiplg must be juxtaposed to'tkis one-4irst learn to ree the textl

of aproblem (any'preblem, lot just a familiar kind), learn to single

ouefhe question in the text of theproblem, learn to pose quésfions
-

and use/devices which help-to uneovei the relation getween the given

quantities and the unknown; and learn to apply thode devicea to the

%solution of every problem-whether it is of a familiar or an unfamiliar (

tyPe: #
,

.-

This.prineiple for approsching,the te-iching of'solving arit4metiehl

5 problems is formUlgtea/in onesof the latest' woris devoted to the

'psychology of teaching school children [3: Chapter 5]. It is alito

reflected in the explanAory nofes to the-arithmgtic curriculum wher;

it ls emphasized.that in order to teach, the pupils to independently,

solve all the arithmetical problems which are wit their gapdbili-
.

-ties, one must remember that

srleteaching several general ways to approach the.
solution is essential...pupils must leatn to read
correctly and with comprehension the conditions of
the problem, to briefly and clearly wiite down the,

condltions of the.problem, to illustrate the
conditions with the,help of a drawing'or diagram.. to
apply several abstract terms "price," "quantity,"
"value" and others [4:51-52].

We attempted to give some specificity to this principle in

considering.various types of assignments for children's independent

work on problems. Belew we consider concrete assignments involving

various stages of work on proltlems. 4 4

Independent tasks involving the perception and analysis Ri the

condition of a problem. The conscious, perception of the coAditions of

a problem, the ability to clearly visualize what is discussed in,the

problem, the ability tO single out its most essent41 conditions and

determine the relationship between the various given quantities, and

also between the given quantities and the question--is the irst and

neeessary step,in the solution.
0

It well known what great assidtance in the search for the

means offolution can be rendered by such deviced.,as briefly writing
w;
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dawn the conditions, rwrekenting them diagramatically and others.:

;A the methódological,tandbooks ii is emphasized more than once that

to form proper ikilis add, habits it is necessary to use, along with

'the beacherrs explafiation. and w k carried on with his indirect parti-

cOtion;,children's indeppnden work.. The foliowing types of assign-/

meats are especially directedtawards formation of the ski lls r'eferred
4.

to above.
.;

The first group of'a si nmeets is relate'd to the developmept df

the ability to correctly,readiana underatand the dOndiations of p 2rp-.

blem. *g assignment, "iead .by yourse;mes prohlem.nt?. (or ,the

problew written on the board by,the teacher), shrould be heard coppiai,

'ably mo re oftan La claas than It is at present. A propos of this,

we note that'when asklpgt.he chi,ldren to read 'the.cOn4i1V.ons, it id

necessary to give them enough time-to do so 6.t, often happensthit

the teactler, after giving-this assignment, 'Imedfately 'asks one of

the pupils to read ttha problem aloud or do s so himSelf),.. However, the

assignment "Read the prollilem yourselves" does not Always stimulate the

'pupils' active work. 'Frequently the children do not start to read

becaude they assume that the conditions of bile problem will be read

aloud anyway.

'.It is more expedient to givetassignme5ts in' which the pupil must

learn something from his reading, as when the teacher says:

Read carefully to yourselles problem no. ; be pre-

pared to read its question aloud.

In checking the completion of this task, -the tea , in this case,

watches to see that the pupils'read only.the anSwer; thus the pupils
;

are really obliged to prepare an answer beforeharid. Such an assign-
.

ment, moreover, requires the pupil to conduct a preliminary adalysis

of the problem's te4a. In the assignment under consideration such

variations As the following are possible:

Read the problem and be prepared. to tell what
the number 5 signifies and what is known La this

problem.

Teaching the independent reading of pbeblems Should begin with ttie

first gra4p and continue into the fourth grade. The difficulty of the

assignment to be worked upon independently in this case will increase

4
-"^
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A

ai much with the additional-Complexity of the problems to be solved
as with the greater difficulty of'the assignment, in regard to *the1 .anairais of thecondition. Althouib in the first and second grades.

. -it is possible to limit the assignment, forthe most part, to tasks of. -

the sort deacribed above, In the third. and fourth. -grades the demands0
will *be useful and more CoMplicated--fvx exahple,

,
..,Read the problem and single out pairs pf the given

qUantXtihs whjeh are relatedsto each other.,
.

.
..

,

. -Aca,further example, consider probleM no. 216 from.the fourth grade
,-. textbook 116J ,

. ,

1.
.

.

On,a collective faim there are-ibt zalves and 65 ,ctws
more thaealat.- Eaeh calf is provided with 12 ce4riers of

-`silagd for ehe winter and each tow with'four'timep,as
much. HOw much silage in all is Rrovidedilor thewinter

'. . ,
3for the calves and:tows/

t

'.

..

4By reading and rereading the problem, the children single out pairs
or given quantities, and name them when the teacherfasks.

(

A
1. On a collective farm these are'108 calve 65

dows more than

.

2. On,a collecqke farm there are 108 calves. Each
calf is proMed with 12 centners of silage for
the winter.

3. Each calf is prOvided for the winter wifa 12
centners of silage and each tow with(four

# .times as much.

-t

Such preliminary independent work on the conditionsfof a prglem can
. Ioften form a useful starti4 point for its solution.

It

4
The second group of assignments i,nvOlves the sketching of'

condArions. The.sketching of the conditi

r

ns of a.problem often helps
,

the children Inderstand it 6etter and paJticipate more actively in'
, .

. further indiAduaLor collective work on the.analysis of the solution.
,

The assignment "Sketch the conditions of a problem" can be-very
. *easy or relatively difficult depending on the characteristics of the

problem itself. Thus, it is easy for instance, to sketch the conditions
of a problem /ike no. 76 from the first grade textbook.
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.
Wye cut froakmaterial three black circles and

four green ohes.and made apenwiper out of them. How

many circles in ail.werd used for the-penwiper?. /

4

4

probleT, the children represent the objects which the .

A e

;The %pat stap is:whet.the children, to illustrate

a problem, replace the'objects Which are mentihned

s To illustrate. the

1 :problem mentions.

the Conditions of

in it with others.4rFor ekainple, in illustrating t'he eonditions Of

./ prOlem no. 413:

Op pChristmAs.tree there.burned threeNgreen lampa

and six red dues more than that .How many limps in al

" burhtd ori the tree? s

%

at:'W
-.

The children 'can rep a e,the.lamPA w h'cl.rFles.-, In ether,cases,

instead pf drawing oyi ',girls, etc ley can draw the propex numbef.

of sticks, bokes, etc.

Finall?, even in the first ade the children can begin to Use'

liOsome'of the designations for conditions. Thus, in illustrating

.
1 ,

problEms Oh finding a remainder, for example, they can be taught to
e

v
'use the device of crOssing ou' a device which the.authOrs of the text-

book continually ye in the tonsideration of vIrioutdases. .of.sub-
.

.

)

traction. Let us take as an example the solution of probleM no.,159:

,,,--- .

f,
.

.

.Vasyemust cut out*nine stars. 11 has cuf out

eight stars. How many more.stars must he cult out?

it'' A
,

To illustrate the conditions of the problem, the%children draw nine

It

1

stars and then cross out eight of them.

However, sketching the Conditions o

must not be misused--in'many:oases it is

in the solution of the simplest, problems

problems in the first grade

simply unnecessary. Thus,

in finding remainders and

sums, it is useful only the first few times when these exereises are

%

solved,completely
on,thtbasis of objects%as visual aids. But'after

0

the childyen gci over to,the solution of such problems by ideas, using

the methods cyf addition kor subtraction), the sketching ofethe conti-

tions is a superfluous and even a harmful task, because it returns

the children to an,earlier stage. Later, inintroducing new problems,

first the increasing (or decreasing) of a number by several units, and

then on multiplication and division, it is again useful at the first

stage of tWe work to use sketching, since it makes it possible to add
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The teachr, by checkinehow the Citildien sketehed the conditions, and

# ti cohditions7-diagranimatic representation, graphs, tables, etc.--

naturally cp be assigned for independent work only if the pupils

haVelbedome familiar with these deviceki under the teacher's guidance

actl.have learned t6 use them. It is not worthwhile, however, to delay

the use'of assignments of this type too long. In an explanatory note

to the arithmetic curaculum it says that "in the third grade the pupils

must...be able to illustrate, diagrammatically, the conditions,of, a

problem," Consequently, it is someqmes thought that before third .

precisioti to the ihildren's 4nderstanding of the problen's m'aning,

the meaning -elf the operation ofgaultiplication, and,its reietiOn to

addition.

Assignments which require the independent sketching of the con-
,

ditions of a prOblem are useftil not only in the firste ..but also in thelp

fr

secoad grade. T4ey
4

a prciblem is based
\

muchas,".."so much

cOrreptness of the

ere of the great t terest when the solution of ,

on the exact undeTstan lag of expressiong like."ag
,

mere than,","so tany tits more (less4," becausethe ,

..

drawing predeterMines the sutcess of ihe solution. :.

by being convincea by ihar ctrawings'that'the'Y understood:the problem,

yllsk the .pupils'to cotplete the.,solution.ineependen4y.db.n confiden

Os a so expedient to iesort to thle illustratioll of conditions '

--
-in introdulng osev,eral new types of problem'in th third and.fouriti.:

grades. However, simple sketching must gradually be-replaced by the

diagrammatic representation of ( a problem's conditions, reflecting

tIke.,connection between the, quantities given in the problem and the

1
unknown.

The assignment "Sketch the cenditions of a problem" can be given

as an independent task'afte the problem is read aloud by the teacher

or one t:f the pupils. The same problem can be given,'let us say, for

solution at home. But its solution also.cancbe analyzed in class

under the teather's guidance--it all depends on the characteristics of
V

r

the problem itiitelf.. However, it soon becomes'possib e to combine this

assignment" with the children's indepenant reading of he conditians7-

The third 'group of assiuments involves outlining è41e. problem's

94ond4tions. Tffis outline, with the use ofseveral designations for
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a

0- grade is too early to introduce children to the illustration of pioblems.

However, the stated goal can only be ,achlevedif the children dre system-
.

-atically and regUlarly taught the devices fOr the diagrammatic reprer

sentat4on of the conditions of a prOblem or the'outlining of them.
, -

Experience has convinced us"that.this work can besucces*fully,carried

out s5arting from the first grade. A,

A

first grade, wh6 teachisng the solution of..profblems

decreasing) a number by several unit's, the children

with'a diagrammatic outline of the conditions. For

Thus, In the

on increasing (or

were familiarized

exam0.ew consider problem'no. 269.

?etya has six books cind Mitya has four more than that:
HoW many books does Mitya have?

The conditions are outlined as follows:

Six books

four more
6

This diagram facilitates the analysis of the problem, the clari-
.

ficatioft of what is knoWn and wha4 is not . and helps define the type

of problem. Moreover, the use,of suoh diagrams facilitates the

organization.of the children's independent work on the.solution,and

4dependent constration of this type.of problem. Indeed, when the

children have btn instructed in ways to represent the condltions of

a problem, the teacher can, let us say, put two similar diagrams on

the board and ask the children to independently imagine'problems for

the diagrars and solve them. Or, the teacher can read a.eroblem and

ask the children to construct 4 diagram for it in class and then

solve it at home.

At first, of course these diagrams are drawn by the teacher. But

the teacher should gradually encourage individual pupils to construct

their own diagrams after which the appropriate work is, carried out by

all the pupils under his guidance. After Aevevl exercises in the

construCtion.of such diagrams, the children can complete the appro-
.

priate assignments Aidependently..

The abilfty to represent the conditions of a problem signifi-

cantly facilitates children's understanding and their sevch for the
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a

meni.hod of saution when they deal.later with Compound problen;s

,containing simplq problems of this dr. Indt, if the children

have really mastered the worksdeacribdd above, they wIll tot have

-gueet difficulty even with the diagramM.litic writing of the conditions .

of a problem in two operations.. Consider, fdr instanNa the problem:
a

In one box there are three penal in another five
. more than that: .How many pens re there.in the two.
' boxes? (so. 411) ,

f

Th6 diagrammatic ouaine oflaletonditions will, in this cage, loo
'T
follows:

f ive mola

r

The two question marks in the diagram alert the pupil attempting

to solve the problem. Those pupils who have 'really learned to read

such an outline do not stop with tAe solution of the
/

first operation

a typical mistake). In the first grade the dimensions of the

. rectangles in'such diagrams must-not reflect the quantitative relation-
,. , \

ship with which the problem is,concerned, since it is already difficult

for first graders to,realize that these rectangles havrsomehow replaced

the most diverge objects--boxes, pails, piec'es pf material, etc.

Welbave dwelt in detail in considering a particular concrete

instance qi the use of a diagrammatic outline of he conditions of a

problem in order to show that even the materi4 of first year of

instruction urgently requires the use of this device. In the follow-

ing grades, when more and more complex problems are studied, the use

of a diagrammatic outline-acquires even more significancein.clari-

fying conditions.

It is important that not only the teacher, but also the pupils,

understand that the outline of the conditions, or one or another

illustration of them, is not an end in itself--but rather they are

only a means, making the content of a problem easier to understand.

Thequestion of what form of outline is better depends on the character-
/

istics of each concrete problem. Most frequently the teacher indicates
L.
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. thp form direetay e.A.,. "Read the conditions of this prOblem 'and

4
1

t ,

: represent them with the help of segments," "Make a sketchof illls pro.0.-

lem, or "Write down the conditions of this problem, uaing aTtable,"
,

etc. 'However, in a number of casgp it is useful tiol leave eL chdice
? ei .

of ihe most suitable fofm of ,representation to thegupipethemselves.
. .

.

The tasks considered above,--in many cases, elitaii an anilySia of ,

s /

,

,

the conditions of thelproblemt since to construct a corre4 diagr4m,
.

.

, for example,. it is nercessary not,onlx,to recognize the conditions), 1

but also to diAover the relationshinlbetween the unknown and the given

'
data. The 'construction of a,plan of solution and the solutiOn itself

p 4,

present a whole series of special demands to.the pupils, and,the chil- t

dtren must gain mastery of the appropriate skills in the pourse of bide-
.

pendent'work.

The partially independent solution of a problem. The transitional

stage between the analysis of problems under the teacher's direct:

guidance and the completely independent solution is ehe partially. inde-
. ,

Indent
solution, which entails the teacher's help,at a definite stage

in the work. -Thus, the teacher can ask the children fo solVe a prob-,

lem independently.after, under his guidance, the conditions are

repeated, the type of pr kleth is defined, and certain preliminary re-
,.

marks are made which fix he children's attention on the most diffi-

cult moment in the.solutlo . or example, consider the solution of

problet no. 794 from the third-grade textbook:

1111F
On one plot there are 10,820 trees, on a second there

are 1,976 trees fewer than on the first, and on a third,

13alf as many as on the first two combine4. How many trees

in all are there on the three plots?

If the teacher thinks that the class is insufficiently prepared for

this problem, he can ask on2of the pupils to represent its conditions

graphically om the board. When the teacher is cpnvinced that the pupils

understand the conditions of the problem, he can ask them to solve it

independently. de

If such problems do not cause the pupils of a class any particular

difficulties, ygt the teacher fe.1,s that the children thy make errors

in the dolution because they did not pay sufficient Atention to the

instructions in the text,, "half as many as the first two combined,"

/
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he can say,,n ezii, reread Uhat is tte,li th thcLabout 'e ird
.

,

plot,"'or.he Y the_p to4read this prt iloud-.: -r` Y-4--
... . ,

If, Ar example a pr pp divis o acegrdine,to.contentis being ,

_

. -,
1,)-*

solved-sin the s cond grade, tnUit..after thecdadilions are read the
_

.
.

c

.

teacher may ask thp.children the queistion: 4What type of prebleii 1.s .4
>e., A. 5

this?" .When the tipe,p Pkoblem is dekermiqed;_the 5hildren earl solve

lt indepeZeihtly7. The assignmints Outlined below ri,5nire a realty
$ ,.../ ,

.:1
.

independent squtictial!2of the problem b7.the pupils, but ,with somewhat'

simpleied conditions:. 4 .

.

t'ilt G As
. 4 4,

Forns of tasks in watch: the children ifidependently complete oy .
,

s

a part of the solution are widply/Used in'Aactite. Foe'eximple,

an incomplete analysis.cf the solutionW ajroblem,maS, be con ucted :4"

in class trii4er the teaAher's.guidance And with hisAielp where tha ,'
/ 9

children are asked fo finish tilt solution independently. Fromthe
,

standpoint .of development of the properskilli', assignment& which are

also possible and useful are ones inwhich the children need only fo*au-
li-w . ....

.

late the questions or short e)Iplanations of each Operation,of a pre-

pared solution, or, on the otkev.hAnd, :select tithe appropriate operatio° '
.

.

,
to use at each point of a previously formulat red plan of solution. In

order to ortganize suCh, task, ihe teacher should..have a good selection

of appropriate flash cards. Th.e preparation of such cards may be car-.

ried out in the upper grades during the pupils, independent/work. Fer

Instan6e, the teachAr mAy giVe the pupils, cards on which arh printed

the text of problens (either from.the printed didactic materials b

N. S. Popova,' or frOm some aricihmetic book). The children are as ad

to write out-a plan for solution, but not to wr iae thesolution itselre,-

(the plan ié written-on a separate sheet),. Or, on the contrary, to .

k*
write only'the operations, etc. Ultimately, these sheets, together

with the appropriatecards, serve as material for indgpendent tasks

of the type deacribed above (the teacher need only take care thatthe

,pupils do not get the sameiproblems). Several supplementary variations

are possible in assignments of this type. The solution can be given

in abstract numbers so that the. pupils must supply the denominations.

'Nis is useful for problems in whose solutions pupils oftenmake errors

in supplying denominations (for example, in problems on divil/on
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"according to content) . Icwis possible to tell whether'.the children

gained an understanding of the conditions and question of the problem,
.

and the meanin,g of

they fulfilled the

ThA last type of assignment inyolves the construction of a plan

and the co pletely

the operations leaaing to its solutipn from the way+

assignment. I

1 '"Ik

independent solution of the problei. Soch an assign-

ment is pos ible only if the puPils are sufTicienEly prepared for4Pit.

ill'the types of'assignments considered abovrwhich demand, at least

partially, independent completion of one or another part of the solution,

serv to prepare the'children for-completely independent solutions.

How er, as we noted abovetexercises directed only towprd the formation

of patticuIar individual skills are not enough.

Even if theipupil is well able to read the problemo illdstrate it,

etc., this doeS not gdarantee t lie will be able to handle its inde- 7*

'pendent solut.ion.as a whole. It is important-to equip the children

with tfe ability to select, from Lie familiar devices andtmethodb of'

approaching the analysis of a problem's conditions and splut on, the
/

ones which are =est appropriate to a' particular concrete pr lem--it

4'4 is important'to teach them a plan for working on,a problem. Thern

pupils must also know what th4 must do when/they receive an assignment

to solve a problem. It is necessary to teach them this specially [3).

The appropriate knowledge, as always, is acquired by the children 041

under the teacher's guidance--at first, during the collective solu-

tion of problems with the teacher's aid, and later in the course of

independent.exercises. When assigning the children a problem for inde-

pendent sclutiol_(in class or at home), the teacher must'help them

project a work plan the first fewttimes. For example,when assigning

the children some problem from the textbtok as homework, the teacher

may ask them:

How will you execute the assignment: what must be

done first?: (First,the problem must be read.)

And then? (Read the whole-problem"again and repeat

the prolzlem's question.)

And if you have.not yet understood the problem very
well, if you do not visualize very clearly what the

problem is dealing with, what will you do? (I shall

make a drawing of the problem.)
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The plan.for work on the problem can be recognized and Mastered

by the Children as a result of f'requent contact with it. The appro-

priate "rule" is far' from always formulated (this is true in many of

the'cases which.are beyond the children's comprehension), but wheri-

evd1 he is analyzing the problem with the,children or checking the wy

ihey solve it themselve;, the teacher must make sure that this rule is

followed. The pupils thereby get used to working from a definite plan..

. In the process of intruction this plan is enriched with new elements

And the "rule" for the solution of problems becomes more comprehensive.
a

The pupils' independent work will be constructea d4fferently, depending

om how well they have mastered these "rules" (that is, how well they -
,

are able to act in accoidance with ,them).

At first it is useful to divide the children's independent solu-

tion of a problem into separate stages. checking the work at each stage.

Por instances the teacher may ask the children to solve the problem .

independently:

Flrst read the whole problem carefully and be preparei
to repeat it. When you are read...y.4 sit up straight so C4at

I can see who has completed the assignment.

Having made sure that all the children have finished reading, the

teacher then asks the children to make-a
4

sketch of the problem's "tittnai-

tions. After this part of the work has also been completed, the sketch

is checked. Then the children are asked, air example, to write down

a plan for solution; the way they handle this is also checked, Finally,

. the children independently write out the solution,\klud ansukr.to the

problem. After-this, perhaps, they are asked to cary out a check of

the problem's solution. Each step of the work is ch tked collectively

under the teacher's guidance. Later, the independent lution of the

problem can also be carried out by division" into separate stages of

wtrk, which are outlined by the teacher, but without a check of the

'workf at each stage. Fiaally, an organization under which the chil-

dren...solve the problem independently becomes possible too, and the work

is checked as a whole.
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Independent tasks involving the transformation of condition4, their

completion and th; constructionof problems. Independent tasks of the
t

type'indicated have especially great significance for the development
2

of pupils' thought processes. The completiop of a problem,, the trans-
.

formation of its conditidns, the independent construction of a probleM--

'. all are exetcises which make the children penetrate deeply into the

very essence of the problem'being considered, and gain an understanding
. s

of the peculiarities of its construction and the relationships between

the quantities which are given in it. For precisely this reason, these

exercises are among the most valuable means of teaching problem solving.

/
,

.

Let us consider sOme assigntents for independent work dealing with

the transformation of a problem. Usually, the transfonnation consists

ift,the Zollowing. After the solution of a givenproblem, the former

unknown becomes one of the given data,,and one of the given data of the

.giiren problem becomes the new unknown. Such a transformation is often
c

node under the teacher's guidance, but such a task is almost never
. ..,

assigned as an exercise for independent work. Nevertheless, such tasks

(along with the 'Ones enumerated above) are especially useful precisely

as independent work. Indeed, after the teacher has analyzed the condi- C

tions and Solution of the t4rst problem, its transformation and the

.
solution of the new problem make the pupils consider once more the same

relationships and the same quantities, but from another point Of view.
,

This facilitates the children's ddeper realization of the relationships

between the quantities, as well as the methods for solving the prob-

e lets under consideration. .
.

To minimize thetime pupi s spend on writing the text of the new

.problem resulting from the trinsformation, it is useful, in this case,

to use a short outline of the conditions. For example, if they were
,

solving the problem:

A housewife bought foar kg. of potatoes at 10 kopecks
per kg. and two ifg. of cabbage at 15 kopecks per kg. How
ranch money did she pay in all?

The conditions of the problem may be outlined on the board as follows:

Four potatoes at 10 kap.:

"3
'Two cabbage at 15 kop.
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After the problem is solved, the teacher may underline one.of

the given-quantities--for*example, the,first--and inaSace of the

question mark, write the unknown which has just been found--70 kop.

The children are askedto-iblva"this new problem, and then te transform
4

it, so that'it Is necessary tp compute, for instance, the,price of

cabbage..

A task dealing with a change

has just been solved is also very
0

the elements of the conditions of

in the conditions of a problem which

interatinglind useful: If one of

a problem which has just been solved

is changed, the new problem may be formulated in-whose solution,

naturally, this change is reflected. For example, in,the fonrth grade,

children solvo the following problem:

An automobile first went 125 km. and then 1/5 of this

distance. The distance covered made up 1/3,of what
was left. How many hours dic1it take the automobile
to go the whole waj, if 'its average speed was 50 km.

an hour?

In the ouline put ori the'board by the teacher or one of ,the pupils,

one of the elements of the conditions may be replaced--instead of

the words "of what was left" the teacher may write "of the whole way"

and ask the children to solve this new problem independently.

It is evident from the examples cited that the translormation of

the problem itself can be executed by the pupils as well as the

teacher and that such a task can have diverse meaningsrand purposes.

The first instance was directed toward the children's better mastery

of the interdependence b'etween prices, quantity, and cost. In he

- second instance, the change was directed toward focusing the chil-

-dren's attention'on the meaning of individual words and expressions

in the context of the whole problem and on demonstrating how a change

which appears small can lead to a al.arge change in the process of

solUtion: (It is especially important to mace use of this device in the

solution of problems which often ponfuse the children--for example in

problems including the e?cpressions "so much bigger" or "so many timf

blgger" and also when it Is necessary to emphasize one,or another 1

element of a condition Which is essential in the processif the prob-

lem's solution. In the second grade.textbook [14:23-24], a series of

problems in twp operations on the increasing and decreasing of numbers
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by several &Lilts is given. In all these problemi three quantities

are considered. The first A given in the problem, the second is given

by how much it is greater (or less) than the first, and of the third by

how much greater (or less) it is thin the second. The problems require

the pdpils to figure out the tfl,ird quantity,(or both the second and

the third). In all cases (no. 186 and beyond),the comparison is made

in exactly the saMe sequence (the second with the first, the thir

with the second). Thus the children mgy stop noticing with which

quantity the comparison is made. To emphasize this important point

it is useful) after the solution of a problem of the type referreS to

aboVe (for example, no, 190 [14]: "Draw three columns, one six squares

high, the second three squares higher than the fixst, an4 61e third,fonr

squares higher than the sscond. : What must the height of each colUmn

equal?"), to change an appropriate part of the conditions ("and the
46

0third.four,uares higher than the.first"). .

Such exercises can be used from the first grade, in which tasks
F-

in changing of the problem's question also prove to be extremely use-

ful. Here several variations are also possible. The teacher can ask

the children to change the question however they like, require for

instance,cfhat the question.be..changed so that the problem is solved

in two operationla or one operation, or require that the wOrd "larger!'

appear in the question; etc.
r

Models for such assignments can be found in the first and second

grade textbooks,. These exercises may be used for independent work. As

a rule (in this case) the childrdn should write solutions to both prob-

lems in their notebooks, 4so that the difference in their solutibns is

very obvious. It is necesSary to chec this work in clash paying parti-

cular attention to the correct fortula on of the questIon.

In the third-and fourth-grade,textbooks there are a whole series

of assig.nments dealing with the completion of problems, [15,161.

problem may be given in which the numerical data is omitted, and the

children must fill in these blanks; or the conditions orthe problem

are given in full, and the children7must pose the question and solve

the problem.

Exercises in formulating a question for given conditions are in-
.'

dispensable as preparation for the solution of compound problems. These
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.exercises develop in the ehildren appropriaee skills which, in many
.1

ways, determine the.sTess of their solution of these problems. How-
.

ever, it is no less imyortant that the children be able to.select tbe

data necessary to answer.one or another question. This ability is

important not only for the solution of aeademic probleMs, but also as

preparation for,the solutiOn of problems in real life.

ActUally an arithmetic problem has bearing on life whenever it

is necessary to answer some questzion which can be answered by using

one's knowledge in arithmetic. First the question arises,,and then

Ithe data nicessary for its solution are selected, To facilitate the

children'4. work, one can Point eut to them the data from which they
, .

will have te select the necessary data ant donstrnc a problem. For

example, an assignment is formulated ss follows:

Conetruct a problem in which it is necessary to
'figure out how mudh more one housewife paid.for her
purchase than another one did. The numbers can be
'selected from the ones written on the board (or on a
sheet of paper) or the data in the tables (erice
lists, tables of ,speed, etc.).

YUch extra time is,required to write down the text of the problems

that have been constructed. But the teacher, nonetheless, must check

on how each pupil' harlikied the task. For this reason, the construction

of problems must b$ combined with their written .solution. In such a

case, it is important that the questiOns to each operation, or short

explanation of them, be written down. Then, from what is written in

the notebooks, it will be easy for the teacher to determine the kind

of problems each pupil constructed.

Pupils'. independent construction of problems is nat only e of

. ale devices for instructing cl7ildren in problem solving, but aVo tht

most important means of strengthening the connection between arithme-

tic instruction and life, enriching the pupils' life eXperience,

broadening their horizons, and preparing them for the solution of

various practical problems. Of late, this 'sort of task has been given .

muc1,1 attention in the methodological literature. The appropriate

assignments are well known to every teacher and are enumerated in almost

every methodological handbook. They are the construction of problems

by analogi, from a given solution, from an outiline of the conditions,
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from given numbers of ddefinite kind (for example, on division aecord-

ing to content), on aVefialte theme, etc. However, not all of these

exercises are equally suited to the organization independent work by

children. Let us consider, for example, the con ruCtion of a problan

from an ,outline of its conditions. Herei'the pupil tust,write down in

fulll the text Of the-Problem, and the teacher must thewcheck 4t pf these

texts. For this'reason, it ia best to conduct this t4sk orally,as col-

lective work under the teacher'e'guidance. f

Teaching children independent construction of problems from a sketch,

diagram.or drawing has-great educational and inatructive significance.

Moreover, when children acquire this skill, the teacher can make use of a
4'

lage number of additional problems (taken from other collections, con-

structed by the pupilA themselwes or by the teacher). The fact that each

pupil does not have the full text will cease to be an insurmountable

obstacle to conducting the appropriate independent Work. ,

Here we have eonsidered, of course, only thebasid, typical kinds of

pupils' independent work on problems,, which allow the moft diverse var-

iations.

Independent Tasks of a Practical Nature

As was mentioned above, thid sort of-work is very rarely conducted

in the elementary grades. Nevertheless, the curriculum for' each grade

acquaints the children with an ever-broadening circle of the units of #

measurement 4nd equips them with theRbility to use units of mtasuremenbe#

practically in measuringy

Moreover, actardingito the arithmetic curriculum for each grade, the

children m t acquire the elementary skills in draftsmanship.. Thus in

the first g de, the children must learn not o ly "to measure a given line

segment in meters and centimeters applying the express ons "equal,"

"greater," or "smaller," "approximately," but also "to draW by eye a line

segment' 1 m., 1 cm., long; to determine wieh exactitude, by eye, dis-

tances up to I m. in class," and

must learn to use a rulersand set

olergeometric figures (a square,

so on. In the upper grades the children

square for drawing angles and the sim-\

rectangle, and triangle), and to learn to

compdre line segments by subtraction and division:etc.

The formation of 11 these abilities and skills can be accomplished
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only through a sufficient amount of,independent practice. It is
c,

A

impossible to learn to draw and measdte simply by observing how others

do so.. These skills'are developed in Vie 17ocess of independent work.

Observation shows the; practical tasks ata:usually conducted only in

lessons devoted to the consideration of nta\Nt(u4t8 of measurement. Thus,

in the first grade, let us say, the teacher way.allot,two lessons to

acquainting the children with the centimeter itl'tt.70 leSsons to the
\' 4

meter. In ihe course of the two days, the childreii'are occupied with

independent measuring (of line,segments, various"distancas in the

classroom and at home), but after this they,are notoiven assignments

of this kind and encounter new units of measurement Only auring the

,solution of problems in te text. Approx4mately the same thing.

happens in the second through fourth grades. Here the children use

the ruler and Nt square,_as a rule, only in lessons especisally:devoted

to the study of geometric material of new units of measurement 'As a

result children going into the fifth grade have a very low level of.

measuring and drafting skills. Checking the work disclosed such

scandalous facts as several fourth.-grade pupils measuring the ngth

of a line segment witka rUler started the reLiding not fro but

from one!
,

The practical trend in the teaching of arithmetic, dictated by

the problems facing our school', requires serious changes in methods

of teaching children measurement and draftsmanship. Thip ruler, set

squareqand pencil must become the Pupils' constant aids in all lessons,

in arithmetic and shop. Thus, beginning with the first grade, it is

necessary constantly te organize exercises which demand the ability to

draw a line segment of.a given length and then squares and rectangles

of given dimensions or, on the other hand, to measure the length and

width of,alrectangle, and the like. All this work must be closely

donnected c4th the study of the arithmet4cal material.

In the, first grade, it is useful to introduce the children ,to

the centimeter significantly earlier than recomiieaded in the text-

book. The centimeter is muchVasier tousir first-grader's inde-
* a

pendent work than the meter. We would visually acquaint the children .

with the,bentimeterin the very beginning of.the year--for example, in

connecyion with the study of the number two (two squares in a notebook
loft
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give approximate representation of a centimeter). It is possible, .

then, to use this u it literally in every lesson with the introduction

of a strip of the' given dimension, illustrating one or another number or'

component of a number. Thus,'if the teacher tells the pupils, for

'example, to "draw a strip four squares long," after having introduced

the children to the centimeter, he can formulate the same assignment

by telling the pupils to "draw a strip 2 dm. long," etc.

In lessons in shop, instead of operating with the square as the

unit of measurement, he can ask the children to measure the length

and width of a sheet of paper from which they are to make a bookmark

with the help of a centimeter ruler.

Familiarity with the centimeter,opens up considerably greater

possibilities in this respect than familiarity with the meter, but the

meter, too, must be used'to introduce as many independent exercises in

measuring as possible. In the second grade, when explaining the

concepts of comparison by subtraction and by division by the solution

of problems in increasing and decreasing a number by several units,

teachers widely use graphic illustration of the conditions of die prob-

lem. The children's independent execution of all the sketches during

the solution of the prdblema_can be handled so that they -also become

exercises in draftsmanstap and measurement. But in the classroom and

at home, it is useful, for example, to ask the chi en to solve several

problems of this pe:

One ribbon is 15 cm. long, the second 3 cm. longer

than the first, and the third 3 cm. longer than the

second. What is the length of the.third ribbon?

Instead of writing dOwn the solution, the chitdren can make paper

ribbons according to the conditions of the problem, and merely write

the numbers 1, 2, and 3 on them. In this caSe, when correcting home-

work in class the children should be asked to measure the length of

the third ribbon. The same task can be exeCuted in.notebooks (the

children draw the appropriate fine segments).

It is written in the second grade currivlum that the pupils must

be able to "constructin their notebooks, by the squares,a square and a

rectangle with given.sides." Such exercises can also be conducted
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in connection with the solution of arithmetic problems, and not only,

as an independent exercise. For example, it ia possible to give the

chirdien an assignment like:

i( Construct in your notebooks a rectangle, according
to the squares, with a width of S cm. and a length of
2 cm..more than the width, and write down the length
of this rectangle.

In the third grade, both drafting and measurement can be used

Analógously in the Solution of problems. They also have a place in

work on the topic "Familiarity with Fractions," in which the children

tan illustrate a half, a quarter, and an eighth, not only with line

segments, but also by dividing a square or rectangle int& parts. On.

a practical level, such tasks.must certainly be carried out in shop.

'lessons in Making various articles, as stipulated'in the:currimplum

'for each grade. In the third grade, the children must learn to construct

fa square and a.r..e.ctangle using, & ruler and a set square. For this ma-
,

son, it is important to use uillined paper both in arithmetit an4 in shop"

lessons, so that the exercises analogous to those described above are

really executed by means of these instruments. ,

Apart.fro the graphic illustration of the conditions of veans

arithmetic prob ems, other special exercises are also given. These

require the calc at of the sum of the measures of the sides of a

rectangle and a square. The solution.of these problems, as a rule, is
.

better introduced not on an abstract level, but connected with drafting

4and measuring. Rectangular sheets of paper, which the children have

previously prepared under the teacher's guidance, tan be widely used

'for the children's independent Work. These sheets are given to the .

children with the assignment to measure the sides, determine what the

-figure is(sqUare-or rectangle), and Calculate the sum of the measures.

In one lesson, the children individually draW rectangles and squares of

given dimensions; in the next, they measure the sides of these figures.

With this approach during the consideration of any arithmetical question

or the execution of any assignment in a shop lesson (and even in other
4

lessons), the children are compelled to use drafting instruments

constantly and conditions are created for the formation of the appro-

priate skills.

Oh.

Cr
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In arithmetic instruction in the eleMentary grades, every occasion

far broadening the pupils' horizons, lor familiarizing them with various

sides of life (industry, agriculture) should be.used. This has great

educational significance. Above we have already mentioned that, during

instruction in problem solving, this purpose is met through assignments

which require the use of diverse reference material, excursions, etc.

Assignments whose special purpose is to impart information to

the children, and to form the abilities and skills which are useful in

everyday life and in work are also useful. Examples of such assignments

can .be found in the textbook by A. S. Pchelko and G. B. Polyak for each

grade (13, 14, 15, 16]. Here, the making of simple estimates,

computations, accounts, the ability to draw a simple diagram, etc.,

are of impAtance. Analogous assignments can be successfully used for

the children's ind4ndent work, As always, the dhvelopment of the
4

appropriate ability requires the systematic repetition of xercises.

In the textbook there are not many of these assignments. or this

reasift they must be enriched by the wide use of local f tual material.

Calculations.made in everyday life of each r y can become the

9bjects of consideration in arithmetic lessons. The children must

arrange.to collect appropriate ctual material and the teacher must

arrange to help them to select and work on this material so that it

can serve as a basis for the indepen eau solution of problems-- for

independent calCulations. Exercises ntroduced with this purpose can

alsehill used for developing in the children Several skills for work.

with a book. The teacher can present the task so .the arithmetic text-

book becomes for the pupils not only a collection of arithmetic exer-

cises, but also a source of various pieces of knowledge about life.

This purpost is met through assignments w.b.i.Eh require the children's

independent, search in the textbook for the numerical material which

characterizes the vartous sides of life. The teacher caft., for example,

ask third-grade pupils to look over page 83 of the textboOk, select

from the text of the problems data conc*rning the weight of a bag of

flour and various grains, and to construct their problems using this

data.

In other instances, the children can be asked to select from the
t

text of the problems numerical data which perniits therh to relate

the standard quantity for feeding animals, the'standard quantity,for
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...sowing various seeds, the freightcarrying capacity of various types

of transport, the labor productivity of workers gf variou professions,

etc.

Finally, a *place in arithmetic lessons must ,be found or questions

which people often come across in everyday life, but which can not be

solved by purely arithmetic calculations--they may be called condi

tionally, problems on understanding. For example:

A housewife bought 3 liters of milk for herself
and 1 liter for a neighbor; she brought the milk _in
one,can. How can they take out the neighbor's one
liter of milk if theY do not have a liter measuring
cup?

4

Let the children propose various solutions with the help of any small

dishes--cups, dugs, etc.--divide all,the milk in half and then in half

again, or measure off one liter with glasses, etc. .The teacher can,

in the course of the discussionintroduce new CIOnditions which make

the task more complex. Suc# practical questions excite great interest

in the children', and moreover, are very useful not only in the practioal

sense, but also fOr developing powers of observation and understanding

in children.

-

A System for Conducting Children's Independent Work

insOirithme4c Lessons

General'gRestions

In the prec din

pupils' independe t

in all stages of t

Many'examples of ass

toward the formation

g chapters the forms, the times, the purpose of

work iii various stages of arithmetic lessons and

,study of gew educational material were clarified.

nments for children's independent work, directed

f various skills, habits.and knowledge, were cited.

However, to increase the effectiVeness of the instruction, .it is

ext emely important that such tasks be organized according to a definite

sys 1eM. To define this system we must consider thesvarious aspects

of the work.

The selection of exercises for pupils' independent work, the

estaPlishment of their sequence, and the method of their execution is
,-,

determined primarily by the goals which are being pursued in the study
0

of each topic in the arithmetic curriculum and by the problems of each

2n.
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concrete lesson. For-this reason, in the developme4 of a system.of

independent tasks, we first prOceeded in general, from the analysiff

of the goals and problemS of instruction ix elelaentvy arithmetic

and then, in particular,'the problems for each topic and each lesson

devoted to the study of these topics. However, not only e'sCh lesson,

but also the system af lessons devoted to the study of individual topics

were Considered not in isolation, but as one of the links of a single

process of atithmetic instruction in the elementary grades.

The system of independent tasks must provide the children with

basic general methods for approaching the solution of any mental

problem. These methods aro directed toward the recognition and analysis

of the problem conditions, and helps disclose the connection between

what is known andtThat is unknown which permits the projection of the

-course of solution and correctly and exactly brings it to a completion.

To ensure the employment of these basic general methods in the solution

_of problems, assignments for independent work must be given during

instruction in a sequence by which the children gradually learn each

separate method as well as the ability to apply them in coMbination.

t'or this reason, the gradual complication of,the assignment may move

toward masteringkarious individual methods, as well as toward increas-
.

ing the requirements for tleir combined application. Here$ it is

important that the' selection of prdblems and the ndture of the assign-

ments for children's independent work provide variety in form and

content to exclude the possibility of the establishment of a.set

formula for their solution.

_Among the most important features in developing a system of tasks for

children's independent work and methods for their execution are the

characteristics of the children's age and the level of their ptepara-

tion. It is perfectly clear that pupils' independent work, ',ever; when
.

it is based on the'Same arithmetical material, will be conducted

completely differently, let us say, in the fiist grade than it, isn
the fourth grade. As an example, it is sufficient to cite the dis-

cussion of the commutative property of a sum, which the children first
-00

encounter in the first grade and to which they must return in the third

and fourth grades. Independent work directed toward the realization of
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this law of addition can be Successfully conducted in the first grade.

,But independent woak is also necessary iri.the following stages of

instruction. The content of ehe assignments for the independent work

and the methods for conducting it in class will, without a atubt, differ,

greatly depending on the age and previons prepaiation of the pupils.

While thinking through the content and sequence of the exercises

for children's independent work, one must constantly remember the

principle for the selection of the eXercises and the organization and

methodology of conducting them, so that a gradual but systematic increase

-in difficulty of the assiknments is provided. Only under these condi-,

tions will independent work foster the children's development in the

process of instruction. Increasing the difficulty of the assignments

must not, however, lead to the destrnction of the requirement that they

be within the children's capabilities.

Finally, in 'determining the content, nature, and methodology for

conducting children's independent work, it is important to take into

account the characteristics of various kinds of indepe nt tasks.

In the first chapter, the types of independent work were named Which

can be classified according to the pedagogical goals for4Z4hich they

are intended, according to the nature of the educational materials,

and according to the activity which they require from the pupils. In

a system of independent tasks, all such types must find a place in the

procss of instruction.

It seems to us that the considerations enumerated do not require

additional explanations. Their practical application is given below

during the examination of the system for Pupils' independent tasks

in arithmetic lessons in the first and second grades. HoWever, it

would seem useful to illuminate in more detail the various trends

in the methods for gradually increasing the difficulty of assignments

for pupiks' iddependent work.

Let us consider the most Lmportant of these trends. First, in

order to execute any assignment whatever, it is necessary that the child

possess elementary/habits of independent work--the ability to organize

his place f,ar work, to select the necessary materials, to use these

materials, to-understand the teacher's assignment, and act.accordingly.
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These abilities are Eicquired by children in the process of work carried

out, first, under the direCt guidance of the teacher--wha dictates

literally every step to the children--and later witki an even greater

degree of independence. The increase of these demands must appear in

the added complexity of the assignment Aself, as well as 1;1 the.

additional complexity in the organization of the children's independent

work in class. This increase is demonstrated wijh specific examples.

Let us begin with the most elementary--workvwith a boa and the exe-

cution k in a notebook. At first the children are not able ta
P

get their b rings in a bdok (even on a particular page), or in a note-
.

book. The.teacher must take care that in each pupil's book the neces-

sary page is marked with a bookmark, and check whether the children

have understood precisely which picture on the page must be examined

, at a particular moment. When giving an assignipent for work in note-

books, it is also necessary to spec4.fy every triflehow many squares

should be left from the top edge of the page or from the preceding

writing, bow many squares must be skipped between drawings or written.

examples etc.

In lessons, in the first grade, however, a great deal of time is

spent on jus-t these instructions which deal with the technical side

of the work and it& external forM--this is easy to understand. But

if 'such tutelage is not gradually eliminated, ehe situation w.l.11 be

artificially extended for too long a time. Up to the fourth grade,

.and even the upper grades, pi1s often ask qnestions about how to

arrange the examples, whether they should write the date and how it

should be written, whether it is necessary to write the answer in the

problem's solution, etc. Such questions .bear witness to the fact that

the teacher did apt make systematic and gradually increasing demands

on the children in these matters.

Let us sea how increasing the complexity of the,assignments for

children's independent work on various educational materials is'mani-
rb,

fasted. Consider the illustration of the concritions of a ple prob-
6

lem: In the first steps.in the f*st grade, the appropria work may,

for example, look as,follows. The example problem is:
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On One platethere were fi, ppples and on another
three apples. Row many apples were there on the two
plates?

After reviewing.tbe.conations, the teadher may ask the'thildren to

open'their arithmetic cases, and remove as many red elrcles as there

are apples on the first plate and to put them in'one row. When.this, .

assignment is executed, the teacher checks to ascertaia Whether every-

* one has done it coi.reetly.. He th'en asks the children the following

questions: "How many red circles did you put on the desk? Why did

you, put out five elides?" and asks the children to counf their circles

again and check to sea if each child really putout five circles. Than,

reminding the children of how Many apples were on the second plate, the

sa4gteacher gives the a ent to take as many circles as there are

apples on the second plate from the case, put then in a second row,

and so on step by stip. This 'is repeated until theAchildren thoroughly

grqsp the meaning of an assignment and.become proficient .in the.appro-

priate skills for wrking with didactic material--until they.learn to

elcecute every such assignment quickly and accurately.

After the procedures immediately above are'grasped, analogous .

work will.proce4d differently. It would be enough for the teaCher CO'
416;

say, for example;show with the sticks how many hammers were bought

first and how many later" during the sontion of problem no. 54--

"For Le school they bought two,hammers and ehen so many more. How

many hammers were bought in all?" Later the assignment will be

formulated in still less detail.

In second grade, after the graphic illustration of 'several prob-

lems on increasing and decreasing numbers by sevetal unitg, and alsoi4."'

during the solution of the next problems ef this kind', the children

can be asked to make a sketch of the problem's conditions as an assign-

ment for.independent work. This gradual "curtailment" of instructions

\from the teacher represents an increase in the demands made upon the

chilikren's independent work. Thib is the case with every other type

of assignment.

It is now demonakIrdted what ig meant by the gradual increase in
rc)

the complexity of wZoirk in terms of its organization,in a lesson. For

the first two or three weeks ip the first grade, it does not work well
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to organize children't4 independent work on various individual assign-,

ments, Because children entering school have not formed habits for

such work, it first must .be carried out with one and the same assign.-
4

ment for all the children. This is-the simplest form of organization
, under which it is easy for the_teacherto interrupt the children's

independent work and give them the necessary assistance, give supple-

mentary explanations, etc.
i

.

0

) Gradually, as individual children acquire the necessary skills

and habits of work, it is possible to individualize the approach so

that the majity,of children work on One assignment with one set of
. *

material, and the others on individual assignments. Ul&ately, all

the children learn to work with 'individual assiim ents. In the upper

grades, more and more elements of self,-guidanc d ,:and even mutual

guidance,.in the course of the work are int,penced into the children's

independent work.

The second way in which the complexity of assignments for children'S

independent work can be increased is dictated by tte natural increase

of the complexity of the educational maferial with which the work deals.

Thus,'for example, although at ehe beginning of the first grade, ,the

children solve only the simplest probleils on iinding sums and remainders
4

and then:on increasing and decreasing numbers by several units, begin-

ning the second termsthe children are given compound problems for

independent work containing problems of the type considered earlier.

'Although in the first grade the children'solve only problems in Which

a.number is increased or decreaSed by several units only once, in the

second grade, compound problems in which a number.is increased or de-
.

creased twice are introduced. If, in tile second grade, the children

deal chiefly with simple problems' Ithich can be solved using one

operation and compound ones in which it is relatively easy t.o deter-

mine the ceurse of the operations, in the next grades they must become

familiar with standard problems and also with compound ones which

contain simple problems of diverse.kinds and.y.p.. This same thing is

true, on the whole, with respect to the solution of examples and all

other kinds of work whose increase in cotaplexity is dictated by. the

curriculum itselt.

This gradual ihcrease in the difficulty of the educational material
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with which the children must deal in the course of independent work

creates the conditions necessary for strengthening and perfecting the
4'

knowledge, skills, and habits which were formed in the previous stages

of instructions However, it would be wrong to suppo.se that this trend

in the organization of children's independent work is predetermined by

the curriculua and that.the teacher need not think about it spe*ically--

that it wil,1 come about all by.itself, With progress through the
0 '

curriculum.and the textbook. The fact is that, despite all the httempts

of the textbook authors to construct books so that they provide for

the systematic consolidation and review of what has been covered, .in

very many cases of the progreSsion th- the consideration of new topics,

the educational material not only does not grow *More complex, but, on

the contrary, becomes simpler. Tliis,AS-demonstrated with concrete

examples. Working from the first-grade textbook, the children after

working for a long time with the Solution of compound problems ih

addition and subtraction, turn to the stuily of multiplication'and

division. The curriculum does not provide for the.solution, in the

first grade, of compound problems which:contain these operatAvs. F6r

this reason, the avropriate.sections contain'only simple problev.

The seetiods in tha textbook which deal with .multiplication and

division do not provide sufficient material for the conAolidation of

the knowledge and skills which were formed in the children during

instruction in the solution Of compound problems (individual problems

of this sort are given here only in the small "Review" sections).

If the teacher loses sight of these.considerations and.doeSnOt provide

for the systematiocontinuation of work on compound problems, the

knowledge, skills, and habits 'related to their solution and previously

acquired by the children not only will not be perfected, but may be

lost to some degree.

We take our second example from the fourth grade. One of ths

most crucial general topics in the fourth year of instruction is "The

Four Arithmetical Operations on Numbers within the ipunds of a Million"

(in the curriculum called "Whole Numbers"). The study of this topic

'occupies the whole third quarter of the selool year. The subtopics

numeraAon, additián, subt4action, multiplication (by a -one- and two-

digit number, and then by a three-digit number), division, and the order
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of the operations are considered consecutively within the more general '

topic. The problems and exercises in the sectiolos of the textbooks

devoted to each qf these topics are selected in strict accordance with

the topicS. Tlieir selection is determined by the problems of explain-

ing the meaning of each operation, its applications, its properties,

and its relations,to other operations. However, if the children are

limited to the solution of these problems and examples, it is possible
A.

to hinder the conaolidatton and, above all, the further development of

.the children's habits of independent work on more cotplek material,

with which they dealt previously (specifically, the more complex

standard problems).

Finally, it is essential to provide a gradual increase ta.the

difficulty of the assignments directed toward the formation of various'

skills. Tasks which are diverse in naiure and Which demand some degree

of. indppendence from tne children can be carried out on althe same arith-

metical material and with'the same lesson organization, depending on

the way the assignment itself is formulated. It.is one thing, for

example, if the teacher, having chosen one or another problem for the

children to solve independently) tells them directly that, before

solving the problem, theyishould make a sketch of its conditions; and

it is another thing if he lets them settle the queStion of the most

suitable form for suCh an illustration independently. It is also quite

different if, having asked the children,to construct all possible

examples for a giVen answer, the teachei: reminds them that they shbuld

use all four arithmetical operations instead of nO saying so at gll.'

Tlig increase in the complexity of the exercises ust be linked

with the fact that in order to develop the individual 1Ti1ls and

habits .frot which general ability is formed--to solve a problem inde-

pendentlyit is necessry, in'the end, to bring .the children to use

these particular skills in 'Combination. For this reason, independent

tasks can at first be composed of small assignments, directed toward

the development of the ability to read conditions independently,.to
,

,

illustO.te them, to select the data needed to answer the question, etc.

However, later they.must be gradually replaced by assignments which

require application f various Whods and means of analyzing the .

\---
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conditions and searching for the way of solution, jich the children

acquired in the course of previous exerases. '44

Thus, the gradual increase of the demands made on the pupils 4. the

syst of independent work conducted in arithmetic lessons can be linked

e)with t e increased complexity of tile form in which thestasks are )

organized, With the content and form of the,assignments, with the change

in the nature of the work La terms of the,aCtivity which the tasks

demand from the ctlildren, and also with the methods of conducting the

work.

After these general remarks, we will now consider concrete methodS

of implementing these requirements in the system of pupils' independent

work, in arithmetic instruCtion, in the first and second grades.

Since the basic factors determining the systeM of these tasks, as

we mentioned fbove, are the goals and problems in'the study of each

topic of the.curriculum, and the pupils' level of preparation, we will

consider the content, organization and methods of conducting children's

independent work on,material from the basic topics of the curriculum.

Within each topic, we will single out questions dealing With the'system

of instruction in problem solving, with work directed toward the chil

dren's mastery of aritlitetical operations, and with exercises whose

.goal is the formation of the basic arithmetical concepts.

yupils' Independent Work in the First Grade

Children's independent work in lessons on the topic "The First

Ten Numbers." The topic "The First Ten Numbers" is divided into three

, subtopics, each of which is charadterized by its own specific problems

which determine, to a significant degree, the content and nature of

the children's independent work in each of these stages of instruction.

For thia reason, we will consider each of them separately.

The preparatory method pursues the following goals: to ascertain
r

the preparation with which each pupil comes to class, to systematize,
,..

enrich and deepen the knowledge ot numbers and computation which he

,/
acquired in th preschool period, to lay a foundat.fon for the,formation

of the a---;"pp priate generalizations at the next stage in the study of

numband operations within the bounds of 10, and to familiarize the

children with the elementary laws of academic work.in'class that is,

to prepare them for regular, systematic instruction. Literally, from
.
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the first lesson, the teacher faces the task of teaching the children-

how to learn. In the introductory lessons it is necssary to teach
%

the children at least to consciously' apprehend and exactly.execute the

teacher's simple avignments dealing with the use of a book, notebook,

demonstrational visual aids, and didactic material distributed to each

pupil. The content of the children's independent work in these lessons

will primarily cOnsist qf counting objects and practical exercise with

didactic material directed toward the formation of basic arithmetical

concepts--the concepts of "as much as,"."more," "fewer" (in an arith-
.

metical sense).

Since one of the main goals of the introductory lessons is to

ascertain the knoiwledge, skills, and habits which the children possess,

:the children's independent work in these lessons may have not only an

instructive, but also a verificational nature. As a rule, lessons

considering ea0 new question should begin precisely with verificational

independent work, since from the results the teacher will be able to

correctly estimate the knowledge the children possess about Vas ques-

tion, and construct the next lessdts.

However, at'the next stage the teacher faces the task of filling
4

in the gaps disclosed in'the ,children's knowledge. For this reason he
^

naturally turns to systematic instruction. In explanation, the teacher

uses the appropriate Visual aids, and the children observe his action!s.

Most, frequently, pupils' independent work in these lessons consists o

the most exact reproduction of the teacher's actions of which they

capable. In the present case, the.main demand made on the children

cc,sists of following instructions as closely as possible, and of

obtaining results close to the model the teacher set forth. In both

their content and thei character; assignments at this stage of instruc-

1tion are of the most ementary nature. they are very short--a task

with didactic materials lasts, as a rule, for two or three minutes.

However, in a,lesson several such tasks (four or five by our obser-

vations) may be carried out. Tasks dealing with drawing in notebooks

may last for a longer period, since they are training exercises and -..i

consist of the repetition of the same element..

The graral increase in the complexity of the assignments May
_4--

begin in these lessons. As illustration, one of the first assignment's
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is:

Accurately, using a ruler, line ep six circles
on the -%

The following; more coMplex assignMent deals with the formation of the

.coecept nas many as e.

Line up in a row, using a ruler, five circles and
below them in a second row as many-squares.

In executipg the latter assignment; the children use the method of

making up equal groups, with which they have heen acqneinted by the

teechec.(the elignment of the elements of the two groups in one to'one

correspondence; each square must be placed below a corresponding circle).

What is being depended of them now is not the simple reproduction of

the teacher's actions, but the application of a method theY' have learned

under different circumstances (The teacher may deiionstrate this method

with demonstration materials,.using, for example, various pi

objects, and the pupils, in-their independent Work, use circ

t:igres of

4 and

squares. The teacher may conduct the demonstration with groups con-

sisting ef six or seven objects, but the children'are asked to do the..

same thing with groups of five objects,,etc.). The following, still

more complex assignment is:

Take several circles and several squares--as many
as you like. Find,out if there are'as many circles
as squares.' I

The difficul of the exercise is determined by the fact that, in

carrying it e child must "guess" ehat to.answer tHqs question

he can use tlie sable method of aligning elements of both groups in one7

to-one cork6epondence. Experience shows that, under these tonditiceet,

children frequently return to the use of more familiar methods-of

---EOMI5erison based on the estimatibh-of the given grobps "by eye"--

by spatial indications (Some children, for example, pile all the squares

one on top of another and make another column of all the circles and
. ' .

judge whether there are as many squares as circles from the heig ts

of.the'se columns. Others laY the figures out iR parallel rows, ithout

observing the principle of aligning them piece by piece, and thus'they

often come to an incorrect conclusion based on whether one row is

longer). In this way, we see that such an assignment compels children
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to choose a way bf solving the problem, thus developing the skill of

applying acquired knowledge tonew conditions.

The selection of assignments,for the first arithmetic lessons

must also fulfill the requirement thap the chilAen's independent work

be varied. This requirement is deterMined, on one hand, by the psycho-

logical characteristics of children kntering school (extremely unstable'

attention, interest easily exoitedcby one matt& or another and jupip

as easily lost), and on the other hand, by the'task of creating a
se,

sufficient sensory basis for the formation of appropriate arithmetical

concepts. It is well known that one of the most important conditiona

for the formation of these-generalizationsiS the accumulation of a rAIE v'

ex4erience with practical operations,.using diverse groups of objects.

From this it follows that independent work in these lessons.Must be

constructed using diirerse visual materials.

Since we want the pupils to formulate several generalized 1.:at

of operation (here we have in mind the method for comparing groups

of objects described earlier), even at this stage of instruction it

is necessary to vary more than just the objects. All conditions which

are not essential from the standpoint of the particular law must be

varied. .A simple reciprocal correspondence between the erments of the

two groups being compared may be established, in yrious ways-:` In one
,

case, for example, thie circles are placed,on'top of the squares (each

circle on one of the squares); in another,, the squares and circles are

.
laid out in two parallel rows, one below the other; in a_third, in two t!'

,

vertical rows. Finally the alignment is conducted so that the pupil

takes from a box containing both circles and squares, a pair (a circle

and a squa're) at a time and puts them into another box, un il it beiomes

clear whether there are any extra circles or squares.

All these exercises will facilitate the children's realization of

the principle at the basis.of this method of comparison; while, if

the dppropriate exercisesare conducted in a monotonous form, the
i

essential feature may easiley be replaced by a non-essential one (ao

when, in the example cited above, the pupils lay out the objects of

both groups in parallel rows, without observing the principle of a one-

* to-one correspondence of the elements).
..1

The teacher should guide the children in their familiarization with
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all the ;,iays of arranging the objects of the groups being compared.

However, this does not mean thai the teachgr himself must, in all cases,

initially demonstrate each of them. DependIng on the pupils' prepare-

--itLeit'is'sometimes possible for the teacher to limit himSelf to

instructions: ."Compare and find out wilich there are more of, squaces

or circles, but do not lay them out in two rows. Fut the circles on

top of the squares." It is even possible, in some cases, to ask the

children to figure out by.themselves how else it would be possible to

find out whether there are as many circles as squares. Under tAse

conditions, from the very beginning, children's independent work in

.arithmetic lessons demands from them not onlylioncentrated attention

but also independent thought, and makes it possible for the children

to manifest their own initiative.

We have.described the features of children's ithepenc.tent work in

the introductory lessons from the point of view of their arithmetical

content. However, one must also consider their organizational features.

0.01
e of the main4goals of the preparatory period, as we noted above, is

e formation in the 'children of elementary habits of academic work.

In these lessons, on the basis of independent.activity, the children

must learn the fundamental methods for working with the material dis-

tributed to each pupil and with the sticks (how to keep them, get them
_

. , ,..,,,,,,,,,,, .

'out,.put th:eti-O-the'desk;'etc.), and learn to use a book (bookmark,

pointer, turning pages, finding the necessary material on a page, etc.).

One must familiarize the children with .lined (squared) notebooks,

teach them to outline the squares and indepAtiently execute other
r

uncomplicated assignments dealing with the use of lined paper, anol,,,

preparp them to write the numerals (the drawing o'simple "borders,"

the wrAing of the elements of the numerals, etc.).

AWhile they execute the appropriate independent
,

work, the children,

as a ruleact from the model the teacher has set up and in accordance

with his instructions. The increase in the requirements must be accom-
. .

p1.1.shedhere by a shortening, a "curtailment," of ehese instructions,

--:whi.ch were-mentioned earlier. 4
,

In terMs of organization, the independent work in the introductory
1

classeS', as a rule, is generateall the children work simultaneolisly on
. .

4
executini-the same assignment from the teacher. We becants convinced in
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practical situations that'it is not Worthwhile to strive for individual

assignments at this stage of instruction, although, at first glance,

(taking into account the difference in the preparation of children

entering first grade), this may also seem alluring. We learned that,

in practice, when children's individual work is started to& early,

the formation of a most important academic ability--the ability to

listen to the teacher when he addresses the whole class--is hampered.

As M. N. Volokitina very correctly noted in her study, one of the

difficulties of the first lessons lies in the fact that "some newcomers,

at times, do not realize their roles in class and look on all the pro-

ceedings as spectators, wit.14nt relating the teacher's words and demands

to themselves" [22:7-8]. The teacher, in giving individual assignments,

may often foster a situation in.which many of the children constantly

demand special attention and become used to working outside the group.

This is one of the features of the prel5aratory.period of indtruction

relevant to arithmetic lessons.

The next ftage gY instruction deals with.the stUdy of the first

ten numbers. The fundamental educational goal in this stage of instrucL

.tion is the formation in the children of a clear idea vf the first ten

numberstheir formation, composition and relative magnitudes. The

children must practically master the concept of number and the axiom of

counting (the results of counting do not depend on the order in which
A

the objects in a given grouP are counted), and become acquainted with

the series of numbers and learn to compare numbers.by the place they

occupy in this series. Finally, they must become acquaintedwith,the

numerals which designate the numbers, is.nd learn to recognize and

distinguish the numerals and write them. The children must ascertain

the relation between quantity, number, and numeral in various combina-

tions. In the study of this topic, it is of great value to familiarize

the children With arithmetical problems and examples--their construc-

tion, solution, and the writing of the solution.

The system and methodology of.the study of'the first ten numbers

are clearly reflected in the textbook. Our task is not to consider its

substance. In building a system of children's independent work at this

stage of instruction, we took into account the content and 6etha40 of

work which areidetertined by the curriculum and textbook. The numbers
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are considered one after another; in the consideration of each new

number analogous questions are analyzed. Because of this, conditions

are created in the instruction process under which similai Assignments

are repeated in lessons devoted to the study of varlous numbers. This

permits'the gradual increase in the demands made on the pupils and

helps them to manifest more and more independence in the consideration

of analogous questions and in the development of their activity. Lessons

iOn the study of the first ten numbers must be used maximally,with a

..view toward further perfecting the children's ability to work independ-

ently with pictures, books, distributed material and notebooks. The

task of forming habits of independent work is one of the essential

goals of the period under consideration.

Let us now consider the possible conclusions, concerning the

natureOf the material on which the children's independent work is

built, which ensue from the goals (formulated above),of this stage of

instruction. The fundamental task, as we noted above, is to familiar:-

ize the children with number. While one should not strive to develop

in te children the concept of number at this stage, one must make-them

. conscious of the central ariththetical fact that the result of counting

does not depend on quality,' on the individual features o the objects

couVed. It is, of course,.self-evident that we)are not talking about

the deduction af a law--not about the children's formulation in words

of this propositionh-but only about their inner conviction of the

possibility of_keplacing some objects with others in solving the prob-

,lem of their quantity. Thus, if a problem mentions objects which are

not at hand, it is
A

possible to use circles or squares in their place

in solving the problem. a squaresare mentioned, it-is not mandatory

to count squares--they may be replaced by counting stic-p, and,so on.

It is perfectly clear that the children can arrive at this conclusion

enly if, in their own practical activity, they have the opportunity to

become convinced repeatedly of its correctness, Accordingly, the

necessity for organizing the children's independent work with diverse

didactic materials so that it will lay a foundation for the appropriate,

generalization becomes clear.

As an example of tasks 6f this sort, 4e may cite the execution of
2
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such assignments as:

Put 5 squares in a row, below them.put as many
circles, below them as many triangles, and below
them as met)? sticks

In checking the work, it becomes clear how many circles, triangles and
/

sticks were put out and why (because it was necessary to put out !as

many,' that is five, since there were five squarea). As a check of

whe
%
her the proper generalization was made--of whether the children

can ransfer the regularity they have noted totother instances not

illustrated by visual aida--the teacher may ask a central questio,n:

"And if I tell you to take as many notebooks, how many notebooks

should tliou take?" (Notebooks are out Of sight at the moment). If

the pupils answer "also five" it serves as sufficient proof that the

required generalization has been formed in their minds.

turthermore, independent work chth this aim must contain ell pos-
.

sible exercises in coMbining two groupa of-objects and detaching a

part of a given group of objects. The recognition that the number of

7 objects in a group formed by combining two smaller ones does not depend

on-the objects with which the operations took place, serves as a basis
,

fur the formation of concepts of number:' Experience with such practi-

cal operations using quantities of objects is also indispensablefor

developing in the children an understanding of arithmetical operations.

ihe corresponding indeP,endent tasks for the children will resemble the
-

one described above. In them, tke knowledge and,abilities which the

children have acquired during the first 'sons receive subsequent

development. 'During the whole period inVich the first ten numbers

we.re studied, the necessrity of the'children!s comparing two groups of
4.

obj4ts by the number of objects in each group does not disappear,

'since it is the basis for comparing numbers. Such tasks, familiar,to
,

the children from the preparatory demonstrations, do not require that

the teacher give.a preliminary demonstration of the appropriate opera-

tions. They can serve as a starting point in examining the formation

of a new number and in comparing it with the preceding one.

In this stage of instruction the next step forward must be made.

The children will receive a more complete idea nf each of the first

ten numberCand will recognize several traits of numbers on an abstract
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level--the possibility of expanding a number into the addends which

compose it and the traits which follow from the place eadh occupies

in the series ot other natural numbers. ,Here it is always necessary

to reckon with the concrete thought processes of younger school-

children and their inbufficient preparation in operating with abstract

material. Throughout the period during which the first ten numbers

are studied (and sometimes even later), in the consideration of

every such trait, it is necessary to start from practical operations

with real objects. The children can be taught the necessary

generalization only on the basis of accumulated experience of such

operations under suitably varied conditions. ;

For example, to explain tile possibility of expanding a given

number into its component addends, it is u;4eful to organize practical

work,in separating suitable groups of objects into components. The

formation of a number may be illustrated by the formation of suitable

groups of objects (by adding still another object to a group corres-

ponding,to.the number pfeviously studied), and so on. All illustrations

of this type, with which it is necessary to begin the explanation of

anyAof the questions of'the topic under consideration, wre, at first,

given by the teacher using demonstrational visua aids. However, it

is impossible to restrict oneself only to'demanstration. The children's

independent execution of analogous operations with other groups of

objects (using individual didactic materials) is indispensable for the

foymation of the prOper generalizations. The children's rndependent

work is here carried out at the stage of initial consolidation. However,

in lessons devoted to each subsequent number, it may be carried out as

preparation foree introduction of new material.. Sometimes as early
3

as the stages of initial consolidation the.childrents independent exam-

ination of a nod instance proves possible.

Above we cited an example of how by increasing the ratio of the

children's independent participation eo total participation from lesson

to lesson, we gradually brought them to realize the principles which

permit the endmeration of all the possible combinations of eo addends

composing any number. It yas demonstratedthat, with the.proper'pre-

liminary preparation, the examination of the cOliiposition of a'new
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number could sucelpssfully b carried out on the basis nf the children'S

independent work with cut-out didactic material, and, later without'

on au abstract levele' Thus, as early as the first steps of instruction,

with the proper methods and with a strictly .gradual increasein the .

ik
aSsigtments' difficulty, children can independently gain at understanding

of questions new to them.

Analogous independent work by children may also serve as a basis

for the childrens' familiarization with the formation of new numbers,

and for° a comparison of the newly, formed-number with the preceding one.

However, it is necessary that, in the lesson devoted 'to the study of

,numbers, there be the same gradu al.transition for the children frou.1

Astening to the teacher's explanation and reproducin iactions to

ever greater active parxicipation in solving analogtus prob ms with

the material about new'numbers.

In the study of the first ten numbers, along with practical opera.7

tions with groups of objects, even greater significance is acquired

through exercises devoted to the.use of numerals. The use/Of Aumerals
e
makee it possible to organize the most direrse fmdependent tasks for

A

the children:-base4 on the ability.to cci elate a quantity And a numeral4

and to distinguish and recognize the numerals.

At first, the apprapriate exercises are conducted by work with the

class as a whole during which the teacher can immediately check the

correctness of.each pupil's execution of the assignment. Later, the

children do the exercises independently. Some examples of.such assign-

ments follow:

Make a square of sticks. Count how many sticks
were required, and find the oorresponding numeral.

For the execution of independent work on this,sort of assignment special

cards on which various figures are outlined by stidks may be used. It

is also useful to take up individual sheets on which, there are,.for

example, th;.ee circles on one line, five squares on the second, two

apples on the third, and a mushroom orr'the fourth. Such sheetslcan be
/

used for exercises,in distinguishing numbers, and for checking n-the

children's ability to correlate number and quantity. The childrq 'are

givenzan-assignMent to write the proper numeral on each.line. Reverse
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assignments, in which the children must illustrate with a drawing

various numbers represented by numerals, are also possible.
-

Aside from these assignments, one must devote a grat deal of

attention and time to work dealing with the formation of the ability

to write the numerala. Frequently in practice ,the writing of numerals

--crowds out all Other kinds of independent work in these lessons.

Without a doubt, this dAs definite damage to both the development of

'the children's independence at this stage of instruction and the mastery

.
of Material in the curriculum. But it is also impossible to neglect

the writing of numerdis In the experimentalfclass, sxerciaes in writing

numerals were carried out in literally every lesson, but-they occupied

not more than five minutes. ,

In our experiment, in the organization of children's, independent

work, we made wide use of the so-called movable numerals (found in the

'supplement to'the tetbook). They were used in exaMining the-composition-
)!

of a number,(after separating a given group,into two parts, the children

had to designate the nuMber of objects in44ach of thea by means of the

"Movable" numerals each time), in the relation of number and quantity

and in all exercises directM toward the mastery of the numerical series.

A whole series of ass gnments for independent work is directed

toward the study of the uineikcai series:, independently arranging the

numbers in order (an exerc se whlch must be carried'outaystematically);

and filling in the blanks in a.series of numerals etc. After the chil-

drenbave become acquainted with the signs of operation and the way to

write them, they can be given, for'independellt-work, the "printing" of

examples fro-liodels given in the textbook or on the board, and 'their

soi-jabus_.../Already, at this stage.of instruction, the Work can be

diversified and not limited' to.the copying of prepared examples. The

thildAn'may be,asked to dompose numerals independently in an assign-
,

ment as-follows:
e

46'

Compose two'examples in which it is necessary to add
one or in which it is necessary to subtract one or, to
a given number add a number so the sum is, let us s,ay,
three.

After the children have learned to write out the soltkpion of a

problem (if only by means of cut-out numerals, viithout designation&
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quay can be required to compose and solve problemsindependently. Of

course, this task must first be prepared for carefully with appropriate

exerciseS executed under the.teacher's guidance. These city look approx-
,

imately as follows:

Carefull wateh what I am going to do and then
compose a problem from what you have seen.

The teacher-Chen, before the childr4n4s eyes, puts two truckS and one

car on a toy shelf. The children mustwrite the solution of the'prob-

lem by means of cut-out namerals. 'By_ the way the writing is done the

teacher can, to some degree, tell whether they have been able to

handle the assignment. HOwever, likchecking it is necessary ndf only

to look At how the solation is written, but also to listen to the

problems composed b two or three of the pupils.

The next step (a more difficult assignment) is the composition-of

problems from pictures. For this purpose, the pictures in the textbook

may be used. .Here, however, it is necessary to keep in mind:that from

one and the same picture.at least three problems can be composed.

We will, demonstrate this with the example of the picture depicting

kittens [1 :16]. From this picture it is possible to compose,the

following problems/

1. Four kittens Are sitting on the floor and one on

the table. Haw many kittens are there in all?

2. In the picture there are five'kittens. Of them,

-three are drinking milk, and the rest.are not.
How many kittens are there in all?

In the picture there are five kittens.
twispare reddish, and the rest are gray
How many gray kittens are there in the

Ofa these,

,picture?

4. In the picture there are three gray kittens and two

reddish ones. HoW many kittens are there in the

picture?

The assignment must be definite, so that it is easy to check. After

asking the pupils to compose a problem from the picture, the teacher

can specify:

Compose a problem'from this picture so that to

solve it, it is necessary to take away (or add).
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In Solving problems at this level, when children still have not

mastered arithmetical tiperations as such, but determine the answer

on the basis of counting up the sum (or remainder),It is useful:to

have them make a drawing of the problem's conditionsin their note-

boOks. In the drawing, the children can depict the objects which are .

being discussed (mushrooms, apples and others).

'It is useful, however, to gradually introduce a forM of illus-

trating the cunditions in which the objects mentioned in:the problem

are replaced by Others. .For example, after introducing tjle pupils

to the problem:

Yura had eight pigeons. One pigeon flew aw4y.
How many pigeons did Yura.have left? [13: 25].

The teacher can ask the children to outline in their notebooks as many

squares as Yura had pigeons, and cross out as many of them as there%

were pigeon's that flew away (the assignment may be given all at once

or in parts,,depending on the preparation of the class). After the

teacher has checked on how ,the children have.handled this assignment

'and reviewed with them the conditions and questions, he may ask:

What sign do you use to write the problem's solution--
'to add' A. 'to subtract'?

The'pupils indicate the proper sign from he selection Of:numerals and

signg which they. have. After making sure that the children have chosen
I!

, the correct operation, the teacher may ask them to write the problem's,

solution independenty by ,using the mOvable numerals.

If the teacher-has the appropriate materilis at his disposal in

the study of the first ten numbers it is also Possible to successfully

organize gameslike independent work for,the children. Examples of such

games and the materials for them are given in.the printed handbook for

the two-group school [18].

When the teacher and children are examining addition and subtraction

within the bounds of 10 the followin must beekept in. mind. When the

#children study the first ten numb4w4 they become familiar with the

division of each of them into addends and can, in many cases, determine

the sum of two numbers or their difference based on a visual idea of

the composition of numbers. However, they have still not mastered this.
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-material to such a degree that they can confidently solve any example .

on addition or subtraction within the bounds of 100 on an abstract

In case of difficulty, they can find the iplution only by-

counting the objects (sticks,- abacus beads, etc.).

To form in the children the habit of consciously .executing abstract

arithmetical operations without giving up visual concepts of numbers

and without ceasing to use visual aids, it is necessary to put at,the

children's disposal a metliod for determining the result of addition or

sgbtraction which permits them to solve any example without recourse

. to visualization, based.onky on knowledge of the numerical.s;eries and

the principles of ,the operations. At this st e of instruclio4 the
101

goal is to teach the children a)method
0
of ad tion and subtraction by

adding on and taking away units and groups.

The sequenee of introducing the various cases of addition and sub-

tractiom within the bounds of 10 is nokyd in the textbook. Beginning

with adding.and taking away 1, 'and 3, .the children graNally coMe

to consider.more and more complex cases based on the preceding ones.

As a result they should master this method of adding and subtracting .

.and leaT the composition of the first ten numbers.

, When the children study, one after another, the tables.for adding

1, 2, 3:'etc., it is important.not only to ensure that the children

have a firm knowledge of these tables, but also to bring them to an,
V

understanding of the general principle on which these means of addition

and subtraction'are based. Namely, each number may be added or sub-
.

-trace ted either by a unit or by groups into which it may be separated.

The material of this chapter affords wide possibilities for the forma-

tion of this generalization, for the excitationof.the childre'S

interest in .the composition of numbers, and for the development of

the pupils' powers of observation, initiative and quickness of wit.

When introducing each new case, the teacher mutt, above all, remind

the children of the composition of the number whote addition or sub-

traction will be considered in the lesson. He must also review the

cases of addition and subtraction of.smaller numbers which may be ,

used in adding the given number by its parts. In the lesson various

ways of adding and.subtracting th men ;umber must be analyzed,

but in the end the children, with the te her's guidance, mtst explain
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which If them is the most rational.

We will show how work on the study of a new oase of addition may
4

be conducted, using as an example a. lesson devoted to.adding the number
1

four. While checking homework.or mental arithmetic, cases of addition

and subtraction which were studied previously must be reviewed. The

most attention must be concentrated on adding two and tnree (in consider-

ing examples in Which three is added, various ways of doing so shoufd

be reviewed: +(1 + 1 + 1); +(1 + 2); +(Z + 1); + 3). In preparing,

for the new topic it is also necessary to review the composition of the

number foueand give the children practice in solving examples in addi-
.

tion like those given in the textbook under no. 73: 3 + 2 + 2; 5 + 2

+ 2; 4 + 2 + 2; 6 + 1 + 3; 3 + 3 + 1; etc., aad to cvlesc the series

1, 3, 5, 7' and 2, .4, 6, 8, 10.

The appropriate work may be organized in different ways in the
. "

lesson. Thua,, the lesson may begin with the children's independent

work with an apsignment like this:
. 7

Write the numerals for the numbers which compose the
number four and then solve, ih writing, the examples from
the textbook.

In executing the assignment, the children must write:

3 Ilk '1

4

1 2 3

This representation is familiar to them from the time they studied the

first ten numbers. The solution of examples from the textbook may be

conducted orally, with only the answers written down, so that too

'much class time .1._s not spent on an assignment which prepares the chil7,

drenfor the consideration of new material. Thds, preparation for the

new material is based onthe children's independent work.

After the preparation, the teacher may formulate the lesson's

goal: "Today you will learn to add the number fibur."

sTwo groups of two and four objects are illustrated with demonstrational

visual aids. The teacher asks the children, "How Can we add four blocks

to two blocks?" With the pupils' aid the teacher analyzes various cases
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in which blocks are added by ones or twos, first one and then three,

etc. The same cases are illustrated with other individual and class-

room materials. With the teacher's guidance, the children should

conclude that it:is easiest to add 4 by twos (if you know the table

for adding twO).

Thehe teacher and the children consider the drawings and

detailed writing of the solution to the,examples 2 + 4 and.4 + 4, given

in the textbook on page 40, after which the teacher writes the appro-

priate repreSentation:on the board and asks the children to solve the

rest of the examples independently, 4A.ing various ways of computation.

After the children-do this assignment and, the teacher checks it, prob-
.

lem 75-is solved'orally. The children may make a drawing-in-a-ass for

problem 76, which may be assigned for homework. Example 78 may also

be given as homework.

In the consideration of adding 5, 6, 7, etc., the device of re-

arranging the addends may be used. Here too the relationship between

the corresponding 'cases of addition and subtractio must be established

practically. ,This is accomplished by''speciaily lectad examples from

the textbook. The teacher must take care that tfr pupils are made con-

scious of the meaning of the ji.Ltaposition of examples of the type:

4 + 1, and 1 + 4, 4 + 2 and 2 + 4 (from exercise 78), 2 + 4, 6 4,

4 + 4, 8 - 4 (from exercise no. 92) and othsrs.

In connection with uSing the methods of rearranging addends taking

into account that the Children hax)e alreadyamassed.a rathe.r large

experience in adding and subtracting--the lesson.devoted to adding and

subtracting the second five numbers should be constructed so children's

independent participation in worym new material increases.

in the lesson whoSe goal is to introduce the addini of seven, the

work may be conducted in this fashion. Preparation for the new,material

must cover the same cniestions as 'beforethe composition oT the number

seven, the review of adding smaller numbers (3, 4 and 5), the solutidt

of examples of the type 5 + 3 + 4, ett--. But it is also important tir

give several examples in whose solution the rearrangement. of addends

is used. After this th children may be asked, in the course of their

independent work to examine the illustration on page 49 of the textbook,
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and to solve the corresponding example. They must attempt to draw the
.

concluSion independently but under the teacher's control, who helps to

formulate it if nece aty. In exactly the same way, the detailed writing

'1!'of the solution of t e examples 2 + 7 and 3 + 7 given in-the textbook

may be considered Arst by the pupils themselve, so .that they may try

to figure out, independently, the method of computation prompted by the
A

written 'representation. Here, as in the first,case, after the children

think about this assignment, the teacher-listans to them and helps give

a clear explanation, which is later consolidated in the solutl4on of

other examples. Thus, the gradual increase of the demands made on the
-

Children is.ensured.
\

. During the study of addition and subtraction within the bounds of

1.0, the most frequent use is made, lin practice, of the wrltten solution

ofrexamples as an assignment for children's independent work. However:

other assignments, which require a greater strain on their thought pro-

cesses may also be used with success--assignments involving original

'composition-of eXampleS-ahd the application of acquired knowledge under
r

new conditions. A
Thus, in the study of the first ten numbers, the pupils' independent.

com osition of examples from assig4ments like "Compose four examples

,

where three is added,'
1 and "Compose examples in addition to which the

answer is eight," are alteady withip,the capacities of the children.

The composition of e?,camples from a given answer are especially useful

in the study of addition and subtraction within the bounds of 10, since

they require a knowledge of the composition of the first ten numbers.

This kind of assignment is made simpler if the teacher indicates how

many examples shoul& be composed, and made-more difficult if the number

of examples is tot indicated. Such work becomes still more difficult,

but alSo more interesting, if the operation is not indicated and ply

the answer iS given. In this case, for each number within the bounds

of 10, nine examples can be composed, if only examples in one operation

are considered. If the children have already,solved examples in "two

1See [13: problems 34, 46, 67, and others].
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operations, the number of examples which may be composed from.a given

answer increases considerably. In this &Ise, the assignment must be

given a definite time limit, so that the children aye judged According

to who 'makes up the most examples in the given time.

The composition of examples from three given numbers is an easy and

very useful exercise. For example, the numb'ers 2,46, 8 are given. From

them the following examples may be constructed: 2 + 6 .8, 6 + 2 = 8,

8 - 6 = 2, 8 - 2 =.6. Such exercises are the children's first,prepara-

tion for the discovery of the relation betweert addition and subtraction.

Mortikover, they facilitate the mastery of addition and Subtraction by

table's.

Another good exercise is the solution of pxamples with une of

the addends, the minuend, subtrahend, or operation sign left out (with

the answer given). The children are asked to copy'examples, filing

in the blank.

'Aside from those enumerated above,'astignments secially dir ted

toward mastering the way to add and subtract by ones'and groups'are a

useful. The textbook constantly gives models for the detailed writing

of the soItation of examples, models which reveal.these ways. /Conse,

quently, it is eventually possible to include apsignments like the

following:

Solve the f011owing example f'rom the model given
' in the textbdok:. In the textbook you'are asked:to solve

the example 8 - 4 thus: 8 - 2 - 2. Solve this problem .
another way; or Can this example be solved bly taking
away one at a time? Write this' solution.

If the class is sufficiently prepared, and ff the pupils easily

switch .from one type of work to another andAuickly master the technical

execution of n6w asskgnments, it is possible, using the material on

the first ten numbers, to acquaint them with circular examples, magid

squares, lotto games, and others.,:.

Work which is organized around the solution of examples must also
,

be diverse. Chillren can work on the solution 'Of the same examples

written on the board, salve the same ex pleb, but from-a book, execute

assignments in variants (it is useful to train the children tp do this

kind of work from the very beginning), or from cards with individual
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assignments. During instruction in problem solving at lessons devoted

to ti,le topic under consideration, work_begun earlier undergoes TUrther

development. Thus, along Ath colored cards from which problemN7ere
ts,

comPosed, drawings, including elements of diagrtms (brackets, arrows)

are introduced. The unknown i§ tepfgented in such a drawing by a

question mark. First the'children learn to make and 'read" such draw-

ings under conditions of group work, and then the composition and

solution of problems from such drawing-diagrams is carried out cOmpletely

independently. The drawings may be of various kinds, a variation upon

which depends the diifficulty of the assignment. Thus, the drawing may

be constructed with the full,use of visuaraids with objects represent,

ing both thAiven and the unknown data; the children must Pnly count

the objects'depicted. For example,,two dishes are depicted wlth four

apples on one and five on the other. Below the dishes is a bracket,

and under it a question mark.' There also may be a drawing with less

than fill1 use of visual aids, in which the unknown cannot be found

by coun_U.ag--(for example, a Closed box of colored pencils is depicted

and below the box is written "four pencils," and alongside the box

three pencils are drawn. Both of these pictures are joined with a

bracket, below which is a question mark). Finally, the third type is

when in th drawing only single objects of the kind discussed in the

probleM are awn and the numerical data is written (for example, a

roll is drawn and under it is w-4tten 6 kop., alongside is a tart,

and under it is written 3 kop. /a'bracket and a question mark)." The

teacher puts such diagrammati illustrationn the board.-

It is still better if the teacher has the appropriate posters.

(The chAdren themselves may successfully assist in making tilem.) Using ,

the posters, more complA work may lie carried using the assignment:

_Compose as Many problems as possible from the given
poster, or Compose two or three problems, and sa on.

The question of which precise type of illustration is better must be

decided according to each separate case, with regard for the children's

preparation and the features of the problem.

After the children have mastered the composition and solution of

problems from an illustration of the type described, it is possible to
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replace them gradually with a diagrammatic representation of the condi-

tions (without illustrations). For example, the children may be asked

to construct and solve a problem from the diagram:,

For Addition

[five apples three apples

For Subtraction

r:ight. I

eters

Work on individual assignments in compoe sing and solving problems As the

next step forward wi.tih respect tb organization as well.

Pupils' independent work in lessons on the topic "The Second Ten

Numbers," In studying oral and written numerati6n within the bounds
,

of ,20the children must acqulre a whole series of new facts important'

from an arithmetical point of view concerning the principle of the

construction of the decimal system, the spatial significance of numerals
4

in the notation'of numbers, and the decimal composition.of the secOnd

tefi numbers. One of the main goals.of the lesson devoted to these ..

considerations is the formation in the children of gncepts of ten

not only as an aggregate of ten units, but also as a new compound
A

computational unit.

In acquainting the children with the concept "tept and juxtaposing
,

-it with the. concept "unit," the teacher should make wide use of the

special

/Y

isual aids constructed so that, by using them., it is easy to

emph aeze the matter. The sl)ecial dethonstration board divided into

pockees--two rows of ten pockets--may be:used in demonstrating "tdn" as

a "unit," Blocks or beads arranged vertically, which may bethreaded

on two wires (10 on each), and other devicea may also be used.

It ia important that, aside from this type.of demonstrational

material, each pupil have analogous materials (aest of all are the

demonstration boards which permit the use-of the diverse cqt-out visual

material, which is found in the supplement to the textbook). With the .

help of these matdrials it is easy to illustrate*not only the formatiqn

And composition-of each of the secorar ten numbers, but also all the

cases of addition and subUraction within the bounds of 20.
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, In lessons devotdd to oral and written numeration, after'an

explanation of the new material w-tWh demonstratinnal visual aids, the

children cam independently do a series of exercises directed toward

the cons lidation of what has gone before. For example:

Write in your notebooks (or use the movablenumerals)
how-many blocks are on the shelf, bOw many beads are Marked
off on the abacus, how many circles'are out on-the demon-
stration board etc--or ttle reverse assignmentirOutline in
your notebook columns of squares corresponding to the
numbers 13, 17 and others; like the.model,given on page
60 of the textbook--or--from the series of numbers written
on theboard,_select and write with movable numerals only
the ones whiah'contain 1 ten and 7 its; write the /

/biggest of the numbers, the sma est of them.

Finally, besides Solving examples like 3 + 10, 16 - lo, 17 -,7,
-

exercises in the expansion of numbers into two addends, one of which

is 10, way alio be included in the assignments for the children's'

independent work. The assignment may be given in the following form:

Wirite as in the model: '

17 10 + 7

13
tl

14 10 + 4

15 at.

These exercises will be the best preparation for con.si4eriug the

liundamental methods of addition and subtraction within the bounds of
4,

20.

For each lesson devoted to addition and subtraction within the

bounds of 20-7in the simplest cases when one of the'addends equels 10--
,

the work begins with execises in the division of numbers into,tens

and units, nd the formation of these-numbers from ten and units (14

is 1 ten and 4 units or 14 units, 10 plus 4 makes 14, 1 ten and 6

units are 16, etc.).

In exactly.the same way,, for instructioniin subtraction one shonld

proceed from the partition of numbers into the tens and units which

compose them. This device is also used in lessons devoted to'addition

and subtraction without carrying over tens. As preparation for the

consideration of new material, addit,idn within the boUnds of 10 and

the composition of the second ten numbers are reviewed in these lessons.

The appropfiate assignment may be given as the pupils' Independent work,
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since -they Ilave ecuted analogous exercises earlier. The teacher'
11W I

Should, howevet, c eck the correctness and awareness of the children's

exegution of this assignent, and b.nly'then turn to an explanation of

ihe method of addition without carrai.ing over ten within the bounds
. ,

of 20.

In the explanations not only class, but also individual, visual

aids are used. On the board a detailed notation of the coupe of the

ca,leulation is made, Further, problems are Analyzed under the teacher's

guidance, and it is usefta for consolidation to ask the childten to

do the examples in tilt ;textbook independently and write the solution

of one of the problems analyzed.

It is important to note that; in lessons devoted to theconsidera

tion of general methOds of a'ddition within the bounds oi 20 without

carryrng (and then with carrying) over ten, it is absolutely necessary

to have the pupils work with indiVidual didactic material. Here the,

children are able not only tO r.eprOduce all.the actions of the teacger,

which they have just seen, but also to perform the proper actions by
le

analogy t,Tith the way in-which they were done before. For example, after

the cases of addition to nine and eight carrying over teu have been

analyzed, the pupils may independently considet-the cases of addition

to seven, using fOr this purpose the same visual aids, and reasoning

and acting by analogy.

For independent work it is useful to ask the children to examine
,

the drawing and detailed outline of the solution of an example in the

teXtbook,_and to thake in the r notebooks the same kind of drawing and

notation, but not, for exampl , for the case 7 + 5, analyzed in the

textbook, but for the case 7'+ 4 or 7 + 6 etc. (the assigament may be

given in several variants).

To develop the children's powers of observation and their capacity

for anaA?sis and comparison, it is very important, Seginning with the

fifst grade, to require them frequentlWo establish the similarities

.and differenees among various examples and problems. This purpose,is

met,through exercises in composing examples by analogy with a given

model. Examples of such an assignment are cited: Compose pairs of

exatiloles from the paradigm:
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e

5 - 3

15 -

- - 3

or compose 3 examples from the paradigm:

13. + 6 19 14 + 2 16

19 - 6 13

19 13,.. 6

or composeexamples like: 10 + 10 + 3,-10 + 4 e(ulually the compo-

sition of examples is combined fiith their solution). -Instruction Jai the

solution of examples in addition and subtraction also continues to

used.

When fastructing4pupils to solve problems, on increasing and de-

creasing numbers by several units, primary importance is'attached to

the children's correct understanding of the expression, "greater (smalle

--by so many." For this reason, the first few times itl.s useful to'

return to independent sketching of the problems conditions. 'Ale
0
correctness of execution in such an g'Ssignment may serve as an indi-

cation that the pupils have understood the con4itione and cai go on'
1 c

/to the independent solution of the problem.

If the teacher gives special consideration to instrUcting the

children in the diagrarimatic representation of the,conditions and their

refilking," this representation may very soon be used forlindependent

-work. The assinment will consist of composing a problem from a dia-

gram aild solving it. This work serves as the natural-deyelopmentof

what was done before, in the cdhsderation of problems on finding a sum

or remainder. It is also good preparation for analogous work on com-

youn0 problems containing simple problemkof this type.

In tlie solution of compound problems, diagrams liketthe follOwing

are used for independent comPosition and solution.

10 kop.

Two kops. cheaper

It fs useful to give such diagrams in pairs, so that they 'represent

problems of botil types: i.e,, on increasing and,on decreasing nuMbers
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by several units. Besides the composition and sqution of problems,

children may be asked to explain how and why their solutions di4pr.

Since, by the end of the second quarter, the children have more

or less.learned to read, it is imperative at this time to syst matf-

cally conduct independent work dealing with the reading,of th problem.

After the children have-read through the problem br themselves, the

teacher checks their work with questions like "What [or who) is the

probl4m talking about?" Then it is necessary to have the text read
A ,

aloud or reprodnced by the teacher. .Later, the corresponding assign-

. ments becope more complex.: For example, the children may be eaked to

read its'question aloud. To fulfill ihis requirement,..the child must
,

at'least read theough the whole text twice and.mentally Separa,6 the

question from the conditlons. This is already the beginning of

analysis, the moSt important fattor in the solution of a problem.

0Another aa,ignment may be given:

Rea&through the problem and be readyto tell
the significance of a certain datum, etc.

All these types of work are very important sinCe the children are

now really brought to a fully independent solution of simple problems.

Durilig instruction in the solution of compound problems, mallY of

them are solved under the teacher's guithence, but simple problems

should usually be 'solved independently. Heie it is.advantegeous that

the teacher, read the problem 0..oud. In all these cases the solution

ftselfmay be e.xe,cuted in diVerse forms--it may be "printed" by means

of movable numerals, it may be written in full in the notebooks, or not

written at all (only the answer being tndicated),. OFinally, only the

sign may be wtitten,' indicating what operation must be used tdi solve

'the problem.' The .use ofthese various forms of representatiovermits '

,the children to solve more problems in the_same time.

In the introduction to Tatiplication and diyision, Primary signif-

icance is attached to disclosing the meaning of these operations and

theirsrelation to the oPerations of the first stage. Here,\Ibesides all

the typesy assignments-for independent work on,examples and problems

which were used before and continueito be used in the Study of this

topic, it is useful to introduce ments specially directed toward

ote-
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4.

demonstrating these relations. From this poet of view, exercises

like replacing examples in addition with eXam les in matiplication,

'and yice versa, are useful.

fEn studying-multipltnation and division, exercises in composing

all possible example& from three given numbers are especially useful

(analogous to those in addition and subtraction). For example,

f2 3 ... 4, 3:2 4 3, 3 x 4 12, 4 x 3 P. 12.

Ass4nments which require the pupil to fill in blanks in a series

of numbers or to continue a series of numbers are also use..20. For

examp.le, the children are asked to Continue the series 2, 4, 6,... r

3, 6, 9....or fill in the blank in the series 1,3,;.. 7, 9, and other

assignments.

It is often possible to organize reciprocal chOcking of the

,examples,being sjolved so that the children sitting next to each other

can exchange note'books and check each other's solutions.

In'solving problems.in multiplication and di,yision.it is again

useful to return to the illustration of conditions. A drawing (usually

diagrammatic) helps to reveal the relationship between the quantities'

given in the problem and the unknown. Along with simple problems on

bultiplicaSion and division, problems ih two operations of. the type

considered earlier must continually be used as material for the chil-

dren's independent work at is time, so that toward the end of/the

'year the children can independently, consciously, and çuickly solve

any problem stipulated in the curriculum., .

The topic "A Hundred" is-only begun in the first,grade. Only

six hours of class time are set aside for, it. In this time it fs

'recommehded that the ildren be introduced only to oral and written

numeration within t s of 100. AAsignments analogous to those

described abekye, in work&on'Or411 and wriiten numeration within the Ø.

bounds of 20, can serve as material for independent work in these

lessons.

The year comes to an end With a review of what has gone before.

In the last' two weeks of classes, the teacher has the opportunity'to

chec,pnce again the children's mastery of the material which was

studied during the'year, and fill in the gaps in thelnowledge of

11011 pupi jthe class. The pupils' independent work in this
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concluding stage of instructio in the first grade must serve as a

check, aswell as helping to fill in the gaps. The first purpose is

served best by written independent work,teSed on the material of one

topic and representing, as fully as possible, its most important Point.

The second purpose is served by dards with individual assignmentso
4

contain±ng the material which a given pupil has least mastered.

Exercises reviewing what has gone before must have considerable diver-

.. siity of content, as well as of form. The review of educational material

must also be combined with perfecting the prganizational side of inde-

pendent work.

Pupils Independent.Work in the Second Grade.

The arithmetic'course in the ,second year of instruction is rich

in diverse and'crucial content. Here the children must acquire the

fundamental methods of mental calculation with numbers within the bounds

of 100
6

becomelicquainted with various uses for all four arithmetical'

operations, gain an understarOing of the meaning of these operations in

Mbi
solving various practical problems, and finish studying the tables 15f

multiplication and division.

The continuation of work directed toward "deVLioping, in'the chil-

dren, strong habits of conscious'and quick'computation with numbers less

than 100 is the basis for the formation of computational skills in.the

next grades. How successfully this task is completed in the first and

second grades determines, to a significant degree, the success of all

further mathematical instruction.

In aritiEmetic instruction in tcond grade, besides the develop-
,

ment of computational skills, it is very important to form in the

children a whAe series of important.arithmetical concepts. A feature

of the concepts formed in the s,cond grade is that, in many cases, the

knowledge which the children ust acquire in the arithmetic-lessons
2

comes into an aPparent conflict with the knowledge which they acquired

in previous experience. In second grade arithmetic lessons, the

'.differention of like phenomena easily confused by the children is a

particularly' obvious proble14. There is a need for special work directed

toward the differentiation of two types of division (division into equal

,parts an ti. division according to content), t,he two types of problems on
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traction (expressed in'direct and indirect forms), the

aring numbers (by subtraction and by division), the two

ing pr increasing a number'cby several units and several

times , d hers.

Taking this into consideratik, the second grade curriculum stipu-
e

lates that the children solve a large number of-appropriate simple

arithmetieal problems which reveal the essence of the distinctions on

which the differentiation of these concepts is based, using material
a

which is concrete and close to the children's ideas and interests. Work

on problems which are very diverse, not only in content but also in

arithmetical essence, affords wide possibilities for further perfecting

?and deepening the knowledge, skills, and habits the children acquired

in the first-grade.

Along with the development of separate, indiyidual skills neces-

sary for independent problem solving (the ability to read the problem,

- illustrate its conditions,to pick out the data necessary in order to

answer the question, to outline a plan for solution, etc.) in the

second grade, the next step forward, in the simultaneous use of these

individual skills in solving not only simple, but also compound prob-

lems, must be made. The curriculum stipulates the instruction of

children in the second grade in the solutinn of problems in two or

three operations, including all the types of simple problems with which

they dealt in the first, and then in the second grades.

In detenriringthe goals of instruction in the secong grade, it is

necessary not only to consider the curriculum for this grade, but also

to think about the goal for which the tieacher must prepare the chil-

dren7in the first two years of arithmetic instruction. With this

approach it becomes clear that the most important task in the second

grade (aside from those enumerated above) is to create conditions

under which the children amass knowledge of A number of arithmetical

facts, necessary for the generalizations stipulai.ed by the third- and

fOurth-grade curricula. This requirement must be reflected both in

work on problems and in work on examples.

Indeed, aside from the significance of the solttion cab examplar

in the development of computational skills, which was shown above (see

the section devoted to the various types of exercises dealin with the
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solution of examples), work on examples affords broad Possibilities

for preparing the children to understand the relationships between

separate arithmetical operations and among component operations, for

acquainting the children with the composition of numbers from addends

and factors, and with the laws'of arithmetical operations. Account

must be taken of all these conditions in the development of a system

of children's independent work in arithmetic lessons in the second

grade. %

It follows from the goals formulated above, above all, that the

basic contynt of children's independent work in. the second grade must

be the solution of arithmetical examples and,problems (not only simple,

but also compound ) in order to develop the appropriate skills amd

habits. A place, moreovsr, must be set aside for exercises directed

toward-a deeper study of the features of the arithmetical material

with which thetchildren must deal. Below, we consider the concrete

forms in which these requirements are realized in the study of the

primary topics of the second-grade curriculum.

Pupils' independent work in lessons on the ...topic. "The Four

.0perations within the Bounds of 20." The present topic is devoted to

the,review of what was studied in the first grade. Much attention

must be given to reviewing the tables of addition and multiplication

within the bounds of 20. It is also very important to freshen the

children's memory of the devices and methods of computation with which

they were acquainted earlier and the devices and methods dealing with

problem solving. As alwayS, the review must be organized so that

it facilitates, to some degree, the enrichment of knowledge acquired

earlier, and the perfection of the skills and Habits just formed.

Pupils' independent wotk must occupy a relatively large place in

the review lessons. Along with exerCises of types well known to the

childen from the first year of instruction, ft is useful to introduce

several varieties so dist, in eXecuting the teacher's assignments, the

children mustlook at the same material-from another point of view.

For this reason, aside from the usual training exercises dealing with

the solution of prepared examples and problems, it is especially

important to Make use of assignments requiring a great deal of
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independent thought and initiative from the children. Thus, in review-

ing addition and subtraction with ana\without carrying over ten, the

assignments requiring the children to compose examples from a given

model prove to be very useful. Models for these assi nts are

made so that the children, while executing the assi

material for the composition of various instances

our experiment, for example, the children were aske

more pairs of examples from the model:

6 + 3 .

16 + 3

7 - 2 -

- 2 =

nts, receive

he operation. In

toempose two

After solvipg the given examples and independently composing analogous

ones, the children were asked to be prepared to explain the solutions

they had reached. As a check, the teacher asked how the examples in

each pair were alike and how they were different.

The children's independent construction of examples from a given

answer is also frequently used as a review. For example, they were

asked to compose any six examples with 18 for an answer. In this case,

it depended dn the pupils' own initiative whether they made up only

examples which did not require carrying over ten, or-whether they

used numbers for which the ability to add and subtract carrying over

ten was required. It alSo depended on the students' own initiative

whether they used, let us say, only addition, or included subtraction

as well, and finally, whether they composed examples on multiplication:

This assignment can be given during the review of addgition and sub-

traction without carrying over ten. However, by the way the children

approach it, the teacher can tell approximately how well each of them

remembers other instances of the operations from the first grade.

Further, because in future work in the study of addition and sub-

traction within the bounds of 100 the children's reasoning must often

prOceed analogously their reasoning in the study of adottion and sub-

traction within the bounds of 20, we included, as early as the first

weeks of the classes devoted to reviewing what had been covered, assign-

ments which served as a certain preparation for such reasoning. ,The

children were asked to compose examples analogous to the ones in the

model, which used the first ten numbers, but using numbers beyond 10.
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For example, as a model the teacher gave the children examples like:

3 + 5 = 8, 5 + 3 = 8, 8 - 5 = 3, 8 - 3 = 5. From this model they

had to compose analogous examples with ihe numbers 18, 12, 6 and 20, 6,

14. Then the children were asked to independently compose any example

in addition and then construct the corresponding subtraction example.

Such exercises represent a development of the work conducted in

the fi t grade. :They lay a wider foundation for the formation of

the proper generalizations (about the link between addition and

subtraction, and about the interdependence of the components of these

operations); and they are good material for practice in drawing analo-
.

gies. In drawing an analogy, in this case, the children must apply
%

a regularity which was observed in smaller numbers to work with larger

numbers. This kind of analogy is precisely what is necessary in pre--
paring for the kind of reasoning which later must be relied upon when

considering operations within the bounds of 100.

In the first lessons:in the second grade, it is already quite

possible--and very useful--to give the children practice in independently

making comparisons by juxtaposing a pair of examples which differ by

only one feature. In selecting examples for exercises, it is necessary,

of course, to strive for the condition so that the conclusion.which

the children can reach through comparison acquireNs some cognitive

meaning, -1.e. deepens the knowledge which they have acquired earlier
-

and serves as preparatiq_on for the following work. The following is a

model that can be used to create the foregoing condition. Two examples

are written on the board: 18 2 and 18 + 2. The teacher asks the

children to solve them, to think about how they differ, and to explain

why, in the solution of one example, the answer is greater than 18

and in the solution of the other it is less. In the check, the,pupils

explained that in these examples, the numbers are the same--18 and 2,

but in the first it is necessary to take away 2 from 18 and in the

second to add 2 to. 18; that if 2 is taken away from 18, the number is

smaller, and that if 2 is addedthe number is larger than it was.

Not only do such exercises develop the'children's powers of

observation anI capacity for the analysis and understanding of causal

relations; they also help to deepen the knowledge "ef arithmetical
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operations which the thildren acquirecl in the first grade, where this

deduction was not made in a generalized form.

Independent work on problems in the review of what was overed

in the first grade must also be directed not only toward resheuing

the children's memory of what they learned in first grad but also

.toward deepeninOhis knowledge. Thus, in the first grade fficient

attention was given to th'e diagrammatic notation of the conditions of
At

a problem ond;finding the sum Of two44umbers band on finding one of

the addends from the sum and the other addend. The children,'for

example,imewthow to make diagrams for problems of the following

In one box there were eight pieces of candy, and
in a second, four pieces. Hos:,-MLny pieces of candy
were there in all in the two boxes? There were 10 44

. .

carrots in two bunches. In one bunch there were six.'
Hai many carrotS are in thr,second bunch?

Eight candies 1 Four candies [s.ix carrots I 7?
"---,.....---,----L----.1_ --- - -.- -10 atiats--

.

After reviewing with the children the notation for problems of

This type and also. the composition of. a pioblem from a diagrammatic .

.

.

outline, the eachlr May give the childten a pair of" these problems

for independentwoik with the assignment to write both problems accord-

in

4to the.following diagram: .

111if

L

The children must not only independently apply the m

1
iliar metfiod of

ithe diagrammatic regg_sentation of conditions, but St also Unwittingly

..TpoOlve the

variation whi

leads to diff

In revie

ifference between the proSie3r-tru4.9r considerationa

h requires thedifferential use of the same diagram and

rent solutions.

ing problems on increasing and decreasing 4 given number

by several units, it is also very useful to const,ruct assignments for
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pthe cLidren's il endent work so that, from the very beginning,

the children compose and compare, in the course of doing them,
,

-'corresponding pairs of concepts.

Exercises analogous in nature can also be carried out in a review

of multiplication and division within the bounds of 20. Most of the

pupils' attention must be directed towarld reviewing the meaning of

these operationS. For this reason, both in solving problems and in
r-1

reviewing.the tables, it is useful to organize the children's independ-

ent work so as to deal with the illustration of a problem's conditions, &

and to reveal the meaning of_an operation (replacement of multiplication

by addition, and vice versa). It is best to organize the check of

the mastery of.the tables in the form of an "arithmetical'Aictation."

After the review of what,was idtudied in the first grade, the

children turn"to the study of numeration and tAe_four operations within

the bounds of 100. We will consider the primary units of this topic.

Numeration and the four operations with whole numbers Of tens.

The children were acquainted with numeration within the bounds of 10.0

at the end of the first year of instruction, so this question must,

on the whole, be considered as a review. What is new to the children

in this topic are the rations with Whole numbers of tens, and prob-

lems in two operations luding multiplication and division.

The use of visual aids is very importantiin understanding opera-

tions with whole numbers of tens. Using couriting sticks tied in

bundles" of 10 each, the teacher must make the children conscious of

the fact that 10 sticks constitute 1 ten, and 1 ten is nothing other

than 10 sticks (units). After the children gain an understanding of

this principle through visual demonstration and through work,under

the teacher's direct guidance, all the operations with whole'numbers Of

tens can be examined on the basis of the children's independent work.

The children's independent work is the starting point in the lessons

devoted to the study of each new instance. The independent work is

built on the.material of the first ten numbers in preparing for the

study of the &)rresponding instances of operations with whole numbers of

tens. It is also useful to make use, in assignments, of malerial

which affords possibilities for the composition and comparison of
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corresponding instances of operations. For example: 3 + 5, 30 + 50,

8 6, 80,- 60.

After ,the pupils consider, under the teafher s guidance, the

illUstra Und detailed notations given(in the textbook to clarify

net./ ins Warm operations with even tens, it is possible to ask them\

to,try ilidepeh t.,X,y to gain an understanding of a notation relating to

a new iastaace (fOr example, after they have already'underst od the

addition tllustrated, ofr page 11 and the multiplication odpa e 15,

division from a book can be used in conducting the children'S
\

independ-

ent work).. The assignment may be given in this form:

Carefully examine the solution to example 40 en page
17 of the textbook, show with the sticks411 that is
written therd.and be prepared to explain The solution
of this example.

'In exercises directed tows(ird consolidating the acquired knowledge, it

is important to include numerical material, not igolating operations

with evelibtens, but cotbining work on them with other operations within

the bounds of 20.

The possibiliky of using children's independent work when.introducing

problems of a new type, and of using their independent work on compound

problems including multiplication or division was mentioned above. As

preparation for solving,such problems, one should review with the

children all the metEnnd devices for work which they used in

first grade for sdiCing corresponding simple problems. Just before

solving the new kind of problem, the children are agked to solve,:in

independent work, two problems analogous to those of which the new one

is composed. -A*fte; checking this work, the teacher can present the

new problem, analyze its conditions with the children, explain that .

it is not possible to get the answer to the que6tion at once, and then

ask the children to solve it independently.

In some cases the diagrammatic notation, to which the children grew

accustomed in the firSt grade, proves very useful. for example, in

order to clarify to the children ale method of solving problem 127

from.the textbook, a diagrammaticrepresentation'(apart f,//m the

drawing in the book) is useful:
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30 kilograms
L, 4.44.

Two baskets, 10 kilograms each

The diagram is made in the following way. The teacher reads the

problem's fext:

Some schoolchildren gathered two baskets of apples
with 10 kilograms in each basket from one apple tree,
and, from another tree, 30 kilograms b(apples. How
many kilograms did the children gather from the two
trees?

' Then one of the children repeats the question and it is explained'that

they must find the kilograms.ol apples which were gathered froM the

two apple trees. Thus the diagram must have two boxes (as is done in.

the first grade in the ,aolution of compound problems including the

increasing or decreasing of a number by several units). The children

are asked further, whether the number of kilOgrams of apples which

were gathrred from the first apple tree, and whether the number of

aAlograms of apples which were gathered from,the second tree dre

stated in the problem. The appropriate data are wtitten in the

\diagram (A question mark is put in box I, and "30 kilograms" is

written in box II).

What is stated in the problem about the first apple ,

tree?

Again the appropriate figure is written, but fhis time below the

first box (as was done in the first grade, in the cpnstruction of,dia-

grams for problems whicii require the increase or decrease of a'number

by several,units). Finally, with the help of a bracket .a.nd question

mark, it'is indicated what4ilat be found out in _the problem.

After the conditions are analyzed and nbted in the diagram, the

children independently solve the prOblem. 'Later,, in the solution of

problems of the given type, one may .begin to include in the children's

independent work the diagrammatic representation of their conditions

and the comppsition of. problems from such representations. This work
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provides further development of the knowledge.and skills acquired

earlier, since the children learn to apply them under new conditions;

this has great significance for instruction in problem solving.

PupiIs'independent work in lessons on'the topic "Additions and

Subtractions within the Bounds of 100." This major topic requires

approximately six weeks of class tiie. It is divided into two sub,

topics-=addition and subtraction wit , and without, carrying over ten.

The study of new instances of the arithmetical operations is here

interwoven with the introduction of new types of problems (problems in

which it is necessary to increase or decrease a number by several,3,lnits,

indirect problems on finding an unknown minuend or unknown addenj from ,
A

the sum and the other addend, problems on finding the third add nd,

on comparingTumbers by subtraction).

Thete is nd major difference in the organization of children's

independent work In the study of addition and subtraction both without

carrying, and with carrying over ten, since-bot4 are equally familiar

to the children from the first grade where they were studied using

numbers'within the bounds of 20. Hgpee, we will consider-questions

relating to the study of new instanc" of addition and subtraction as

a group, and separately analyze questions connected with instruction

in solving new types, of probleMs.

The system fqr the study of various case,s of addition and subtrac-

tion is very clearly defined in the textbook, which provides for a

gradual shift from easier cases to more complex ones. The, selection of

numerical material for children's independent work should follow this

system. Pupil's independent Work in the study of each new instance of

addition or subtraction should appear during preparation for the per-

ception of new material, during this material's introduction, and

during consolidation. Preparation fdr considering eacli new instance

will most freqtently consist of solving appropriate examples, using,

what was learned before.

. For example, in the lesson on the introduction of addition, with- -

ou

,

carrying over tea, within the bounds of 100 (e.g., 45 + 3), the

children may be given, as preparatory work, examples on addition within

the bounds df. 10, and also correspondkng examples on addition within

tile bounds of 20, such as 15 + 3, 17;4- 2, etc. It isalso very
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at this stage of instruction to continue using practical exercises

with visual aids. Here the same materials with which the corresponding

instances of operations.were explained in the first grade (counting

sticks and bundles of sticks) are used. This makes it possible to

demonstrate.visuelly the similarity of the new cases to those which the

Aildren encountered working with numbers within the bounds of 20.

By gradually increasing t proportion of the children's independ-

ent participation in the study df new cases by'analogy with familiar

ones, it is possible, finally, to bring the children to the independent'

examination of new material as described above. This is relevant to

addition and subtraction carrying over ten. Here it is useful to use .

visual aids analogous to those used in the first grade. Therp the'

device "The Second Ten," a demonstration board consisting of two

rows of boxes witIll ten in eac) uips used; here we pIopose the device

described by G. B. Polyak called "Calculation Table. The First

Hundred" [17:146-47]. i

In examining problems of the type 30 + 26 or 87 30, it is

neCessary, as preparation, to solve not only examples on addition

and subtraction within the bounds of 10, but also examples on addition

and subtraction with even tens. Since all the material which must be
,

used in preparing for the study of the new toplio is well known to the

children, the teacher must try to construct assignments so that the

lk independentCwork is not monotdnous, using for this purpose various

t was outlined for the first lessons'devoted to reviewing material

alieady covered. Thus, so that bhe children may establish more precisely

the.similarity between cases of a single type of addition, using numbers

of different magnitudes, it is possible to give the following assignmen

for independent work. Columns of examples are written on the board

types of assignments dealing not only with the solution, but also with

tlie children's independent'composition of examples, which we described

above. This is also true of exercises for independent work directed .

toward the consolidation of new knwledge. Especially significant is

the use of as% signments which require the children to make comparisons,

establish points of similarity and difference between observed examples,

and reason by analogy. The appropriate work
e
is a development of what
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(it is even better if the correaponding cards are prepared .for the

individual work of each pupil):

6 + 3 8 + 2 7 + 5

16 + 3 18 + 2 17 + 5

26 + 3 28.+ 2 27 + 5

36 + 3 38 + 2 37 + 5

The children are asked to continue.thlise columna, cOnstructing'examples

. of the same type.
. i f

i:
-- In checking the students' work,,we established.how the examples in

each column differ f m eacji other, and how the differences in examples'

lead to differences in solution. Thus,a, general tulefor the solution of

problems of the given type is formulated. In completing the assignment,

the children must not only perform the appropriate calcnlations, but also

Make cOMparisons between the examples they have solved; note the general

principlOby which they are arranged; independentlyCompose, on t

baais, the next examples; consider all the examples La each column a

a whole; and draw acgeneial conclusion about the method Of soIVing them.
.4

It is also useful to give, for comparison,'examples in which the

differences concern the method of computation. Thus, one column of

examples may represent addition without Carrying ovdr'ten, and the

second, with carrying. In comparing these columns, the children muSt

notice this feature, and themselves compose examples relating to each

aspeci.

All the exampleg carried out with material on the first twenty
4,0

numbers in drder to provide a deeper familiarity with_the composition

number6 and Tjtoperties of arithmetical operations, must be repeated
.............

with material on large numbera which the children first encounter in

the vecond grade. The corresponding assignments will also be built

around the transfer of earlier-acquired knowledge to a broader range

of numbers (with the help of analogy). Siome examples of such assign-

ments follow.

Earlier the children did exercises in which they were required to

indicate the composition of a given number according to a model:

17 10 + 7

14 = 10 + 4

12 = 10 +

16
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Now the analogous exercise must be performed with the first hundred *

nemhers:

36 = 30 + 6 '58=

27 = 20 + 7 43=

In the first grede the children.solved the so-called examples

with blanks of the trpe 6 + = 8 vd others; aere, they can be

given analogous exa les with larger numbetbd: 26 + = 29,

28 A- = 30,etc. Until this time the children Used the commutative

property of sums only with riimbers,less than 20. Now they can be
A

-given the opportunity. to check it for larger numbers.- ,With this

purpose, they can be asked to compose eXamples from the model: 23 + 7 =

7 + 23.
41L

agt

Solution of exemples inito operations, as well as in one'operation,

should be included in the children's independent work. 11t is'also nse-

ful to assign examples wi'th one of the components left ut. For

example: 14 - 2 + = 15. Varioup examples of this type can be

iltrodnced through exercises.in the completion of "magic squares,."

w4igh are percei'Ved by e children as a kind of game and excite great

' intere They are very useful for deVeloping the skill of mental

computation.

This gradual increase in the complexity of assighments dealing

with the solution and composition of examples facilitates not'only

t1.4 formation of the proper computational skills, but also.the chil-
e

dren's deeper mastery of the methods of operation, properties of

numbers, alyi relationships among the components of operation.

In instruction in solving ne,64' types of problems, thd nature and

place of the Aldren's independent work depenAs on the characterilacs

of each type of problem. Several of the prob1eith introduced do not

cause the children any p ticular difficulty, since their solution

is ased 'entirely on what the childric already know and requires

only the application of knowledge and skills acquire/6earlier under

somewhtat altered conditions. In these cases, Independent work'can be

given to the children from the very beginning at the stage of intro-

duction. This was shown above, for example, in problems in whickthe

inerease or decrease of Ei number by several units was encountered twice.
0
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In other cases, Op exami

conduc.t0d.tlirough recourse to the

practical operations with objects

comparing nurbers Sy subtraction.
.

serve as a starting point in the introduction of new material, but it

n of a new.type of problem can be

childreWs acquired experience with

. This is true of problems on

Here independent Work can also

will differ in nature frorl the preceding case.,-There the goalpf .

".

independent work was,to freshen the 'children's awarene of a series.

.of arithr4eticaIfacts which4they learned in the first grade, i.e., the

realizati the knowIedge-and skills of problem solving, knowledge
"

.and skills must be-used in solving a new, type of problem.

'In A,lesson 'devoted to the comparison of numbers 1;y subtraction

we are not ,dealing with earlier-acquired knowledge a4tTed under new

conditiOns. :The children do not yet have 'theiknowledge whichlwould

allow.them,to indepeftdently solve a probl..em of this ,type. Helie we

only suggest that,,in their practical experience, the children more
. a

than once have had to solve,the problem of thesomparison of two,

objects, that the very statttment of the question may be,fomiliareto

.thed and that thuS, if we use their practical knowl*Ige it will be

..easier to brink.them to an understanding of the &rithmetical_essenqg
"

of the problem.
. -

Independent work preparing the pupils to examine a new kind of

problem:must thus be of a,practical nature. The children can be asked,
%

.for, example, to comppre practically the length of two strips of paper,

two tapes, -etc.- ;l3y'performing the approxiMate practical operations,

the children soon can understand what-precisely must be determined in

this type of problem, and,what arithmetical operation correaponds to

thepraElical pperatiolis which they used in solving the'problem

Finally, the pupils encounter problems which the knowledge they

acquired eardier.does:nOt 'help io sobve; the*knowledge may even lAnde

thomastery new materialA. .e,have in mind the so-called "problems
,

expressed n indirect form"-:-pfoblems on finding the unki.nuend
itrk

from the subtrallend and difference, or iinding an 'unknown addend

from tha sum and other addend. 'Problem, of this type have more thani

.

.1ponce.attracted the attalltion of methodo ogists and psychologists. Their
,

-..intest is determined by.preeisely this feature--that the children's
:

study of mew materiels, ia this cage, nrecCconti-gdictln to what
'

al

4
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they 1,earned befprftthis time. Thus, although during the whole first

year the childre ways dealt with problems in4which the expressions'

"made in aal," "brcight more," "bought more," etc. , invariably implied.4

the operation of addition, and'in which the expressions "gave away,"

"ate up,",Nas left," etc., implied subtraction, it win now be neces-
.

sary, whn solving problems on:finding an unknown ainuend or addend

containing these same expressions, to app1y7 -t1e operations in a way

opposite to that which seems to suggest,i Self to the child.under,the

influence of, previolasexpeniance in solvilig direct problems.

Keeping in mind the difficulties such a reversal causes the

children, the teasiher must, in this case, very &irefully compose and

prepare an explanation accompaniedby visual material. (The most

'expedient ,form of visual aids for.explaining to .the children the
. ...

pvocess.of,solving indirect problems is dramatization, which permits.-

the illustration not.only of.the components. of operation, blat also

)

of the operations themselves; such illustration ts 6specia1'1y important

tor problems of this type.)

Pupils' independent work can be used here only at the tage of

'consolidation, after the children, under.the teacher's,guidance,.have'

gained an understanding of the special features of the new problems.

Practical experience and special studies indicate that even after the

child'en have understood the chaTacteristics of these problems they
. .

continue, for a verY long *time, to miike errors', "confuSing indirect prob-
,

lems with the corresponding dinect ones.

For thisfreason, when teaching 'children to solve indirect problems,
.

it is very important to provide'a seidction of etareises for iddepend-

dent work which would afford sufficient materiarlfor discrimination and

differentiation.. For-this purpose, it is useful, at thiS stage of .

instruction,.to solve not only indirect problems, but the corresponding

UiTect problems studied earlier as well,. Tiaisbexcludes the possibility

of solving prohlems.mechanically, without sufficiently analyzing,thetr

conditions,'or cons4er1ng the specific characteristics of each type

1
of problem'..

However, on must do more than give direct and indirect prolpjlems

aiternately to the iildren for independent solution. it is also
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necessary to make sure that they 'have learned, when solvin ew

indirect problems, to apply to the analysis of their condition the

devices and methods which they should have learned by...this time, and

-also to see that they have mastered several new devites which prove

especially useful in the solution of indirect problems..

In connection with this aspect of the solution ef tndirect

problems, as work for the whole class and then as independent work,

we successfully assigned diagrams and outlines of the conditions. An

example is cited to illustrate how this work was 'conducted. Th'nhil-

'dren were asked to independently solve the followirt problem, on find-

ing one addend from the sum and other addend,

To prepare for a .pliday, the children made 58
flags in one day. ThW next day thex"made some more
flags: there were 96 flags iiLali,. litio many flags

did they make on the second day? .(No. 136-from the
secondgrade textbook.)

. . A Y

The independent work was divided iN.two sta ea: (a)t represent the

problem's conditions by a diagram, and (b) so ve .the problem. The

-children were allowed to go on to the second stage of work only affer
,

the.teacher had checked the 'diag% rams of the Zonplitions. The teacher
x

conducted the check in the course of the wAk--walking up and down .
0'

the aisles and looking over the pupifs' notebooks. However, after

making sure that all the children had bee able to plandle this part

of the,task, he submitted the task of ehecking the first stage of _
7\

the work to general .disyssion For'this, one of the pupils was

called on to write the problem's conditions'on the boar.de.S1ainin g

each step in his wo ,Other children on whom t teacher caiid

participated in the explanation. The following di am was itten

-r
n the board:

58 flags

_

96 flags

The 'construction of the diagrsam Wds accompanied by'an explanation.
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In one day the pupils made 58 flagg.--we will write that
in box I. On the next day they made some more flags--since
it is not stated how many, we must put a question mark in
box IT. Further, the problem says that there were 96 flags
in all--that is how many they made in two days; we will draw .

'a bracket and write down that in two days'they made 96 flags.
.The problem asks how many flags did they make on the second
day? Me have'a question mark-in box II--we must answer this
cestion.

After this analysis of conditions, the children solved the problem

independently. It did not cause them any difficulty, since they recog-

niied in the first diagram a problem of a type known to them since the

first grade.

In the above,case the diagram helped to .indicate the general

.principle whichunites problems on finding one addend fromithe gum

anZt the other addend when they are expressed indirectly, and when the

plobleM's formulaLon does not contain expressions which suggest the

choice of one or another operation like ("In two bunches there are

20 radishes. In one there are 10. How many radishes are there in the

other-bunch?")'. For this purpose the device of Outlining the conditions

was also used. In many cases, it facilitated the solution of indirecl

problems, since such a notation includes a whoise series of separate

expressions:used in the complete text of the probl , and emphasizes .

the indirect nature of its formula'tiô.p. An example Is given as illus-

tration.

Asters were growing in a.flower bed. The children picked

six asters for a bouquet. After this, eight asters remined
in the bed. HOW many asters wete there in the bed at the

"beginning? (No. 266 from the textbook).

The outline.of the conditions of this problem looks like this:

For the bouquet - 6 asters

Left in the bed 8 asters

How many ii all?

In writing the conditions of this problem one is half-way to solving \

itsince in this form it does not differ from protilems.well known to

f the children since first grade.

It is not very complicated to prepare the pupiic--for the. independent
,

execution of diagrams and outlines.of the conditions of indirect prob-

lems,if they hav T. master-ed these methods of representing various types
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of problems in preceding'lessons. For consolidation and drill, it is

continually necessary to. include this type of assignment in independent

work on new types of problems. Here again the knowledge, skills and

habits which the Children acquired in previous stages.of instructlon

undergo development.
..

However, as was noted above, the solution of indirect problems
o

is related to the use of still another way to approach the analysis of

\Conditions, and the search for the method of.s lying a Problem. We

will deal with this pi more detail.

The indirectness of formulation which hampers the,understanding

and solution of problems of this type is, in fact, still a formal

indication; the problem's formulation may be changed so,that the indirect-

ness of formulation disappears, completly revealing the mathematical

essence of the'problerl...in the new formulation. An example illustrating

thiS poj.nt follows.

In a state farm, there were 16 tractors. When they
sent some more tractors, there were 22 tractors in all
on the farm. How many tractors did they send to_tpe state
farm? (No. 334 from the textbook).

In this formulation everything suggests addition to the pupil. Indeed--
%

"There werg, then they sent more...were in all.."--here not only are

Qailkthe separate expressions stronglY associated in the children's minds,

with the choice of this operation, but the course4bf theyractiCal

operation described in the conditions logically requires the performing

of addition. As a result, even-if the.children correctly answer the

question4 tchey often write the problem's solution thus:

We will

In a
tractors
How many

16 tr. 6 tr. = 22 tr.

now formulate the same problem in another way.

state farm, there- are 22 tractors. Of theSe, 16 .

were there'earlier, and the rest were sent later.
tractors were sent to the state farm?

111*

We see that, from this rephrasing of the conditions, the essence of the

prob,Lem does not, suffer at an. Moreover the problem formulated in

this way leaves no cause for doubt-that it.must be solveeby,subtraction

(the-children have encountered problems formulated in this wdy more than

once even in the firsL grade).,

2.61
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Accordingly, one of the devices facilitating the understanding

and solution of indirect problems is this rephrasing of the. conditions.

An alteration in the formulation is,one of the general devices which

prove useful in the solution of other problems as well. En the work

on the psychology of instruction which we have already quoted [3],

this device is recqmmended as one of the distinctive Means for facili--

/tating problem solVing. Thus, it is adVisable, when the children are

studying indiree.t problems, to acquaint them with this device, and to

teach them to use it with awareness.

After carrying out the.appropriate w k with the teacher's guidance

and kelp, the children may be assigned to change the formulation of a

problem in their independent work on the conditions of this problem.

A model of an appropriate assigment is Cited: "Carefully read the

problem and try to expressV_t so that it is immediately clear how it

is .golved." The children must be given sufficient time to execute this

assignment. Afterwards one should call on at least three or four pupils.

The rest of the children should listen carefully to how they formulated

oblem's. text, and.make suggestions foi- the cortection and in-

creased precision of the formulation. This task.is the next step for-

ward ia instructing the Children in the conscious reading of the condi-

tions and their precise tepresentation. The ability to express the same

idea/the same relationships in a different form is one of the important

indications of the pupils' development; hence such exercises have great

educational significance.

In later exercises directed toward the consolidation of knowledgd,

skills, and habits acquired earlier, as we have said above, it is use-

ful to include not only indirect problems, b also those directly-
%

expressed with which the children confuse them. lere it is wise to

formulate an tassignment for the children
I s indepen ent work which spe-

,

cially directs the pupils' thoughts toward the juxtaposition and com-

parisdn of these problems. So that this comparison may thoroughly reveal

the peculiarities of these problems, one should vary the assignmenZ,

asking some of thIchildren to d4gra:ii the cOnditions of both problems

of the pair, allow;ng the children CO- establish the difference between

them. hI others, on the contrary, one should direct th work toward

bringing out the similarities between inairect problems and thc
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corresponding direct ones (as we showed aboVe, with the example of the

assignment of diagrams and outlines of the conditions). Finally,

one shauld assign work in which the children must mark the points of

similarity in comparing the formulation of indirect and direct problems,

.and underline the differences in the course of solution.

Along with these assignments it is constantly necessary to continue

the work begun in tiveNfirst grade, whose purpose is to develop in the

children the ability to supply the question for data, to select the

data necessary for answering a.question, to compose a problem by analogy,

etc% ger'e too in the exercises one may succesgfully follow the same'

principle on whiCh the w&k on indirect problems was based. Foil example,

it iapossible to'as:NIchildren to compose 'two problems, 'one indirect,'
7

the ottter direct, from one dia'gram.

They are given the diagram:

g
ht rubles

I

,

1

Two rubles

.-

The'thildren aredbasked to.compose problem in whoac_conditions the

words "were left" are used and another in whose conditionk is the word

it more." While checking the problems the children have composed the

teacher may ask them to sol both problems in the same way.

All during the work o the twic "Addition and Subtraction within

the BoUnds of 100," the children's indeliendentwork must Consist of

both ihe completely independent solution of simple problems of a type
4.,

studied earlier, and the solution
.

of coppound 'problems which they
It.

,

solved in the .f,irst grade (usinekall the diverse forms of assignment

used in the first grade).
i... 0

F'upils' indeEsndent work in lessons 4 the tonic "Tables of

Multiplication and DiAision."- This topic includes the'study of all
.

instances of multiplication and division by tables within the boundS f
, .

of 100, and the introduction of various applications of these operations.

Along with the construction of tables, their study, and practice

exercises having as a'goal the firm mastery of the tablt of multipli-
.,

catIon and division, much attention-is 'devoted in this topic, as in the

preceding one, to,problem solving. Here the chil!ren first encounter

v I
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Problems onAivision according to content, on finding.the parts of a

number, and on increasing (and decreasing) a nutber by
.

They also encounter multiple comparison of numbers and problems solved

by the Method ofireduction into units.

It is possible to regard the work carried out in the first grade .

as preparation for.the tudy of multiplication and, division within

the bounds of 100. .For is reason, here, as in the study of addition

and subtracti it often proves posksible to prepare for and sometimes

even to carry out the consideration of new material on the basis of the_

children's independent work.

Thus, as preparation for drawing up each new table, the children

may be given diverse exercises on familiar material directed toward the

(11)e replacemenof addition with subtraction and vice versa, the contin-

.tion of an appropriate series of numbers (3, 6, 9, 12..., 8, 12, 16

eview of the meaning of multiplication. For example Problems requiring

teli 100, and others.

w During preparation for the construction of multip iipation tables

within the bounds of 100, the children can be asked to draw up inde7

pendently the portion of the table which theyaearned ir the first
4

grade. Forexample, they can be asked to continue this table:

3 + 3 = 6 3 x
4
2 = 6

3 + 3s+ 3 = 9 3 x 3 = 9

3 + 3 + 3 = 12 3 x 4 = 12

It is not wortingkwle to set any limits in the assignmentexperi-
.

ence shows t,h.many.-pupil.s.-zonstr.ur.t. theurLola-ta4le-of muLt4p1icon-

by three themselves, and not just within the bounds of 20. If there

turn out to be many such children in the class, the teacher may let ond110

of them pUt the new portion of the-table on the board, including the

other pupils in this work as well. In any case, after the .construction

of the first two or three tables, the rest may be madeon the basis of

the children's independen work. The teacher need only ctieck on whether

, all the children have really understood how these tables are constructed,

and organize further exercises directed tArard their mastery.

When new tablese introduced, thec.iildren become acquainted with

`1
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several aew devices for selecting various addends. To make sure that

they master these:devices based on the properties of multiplication,

it Is neCessary to include appropriate assignments in the pupils' inde-

pendent work.

ler eXhmple, the teacher may ask the children to write one of the

examplesiin-lsthamultiplication tables directly. L us say the example

:4 x 8 was.giyen.1,This example can be wxitten in an7 ther way, a

follows: 4 + 4 ± 4 + 4 + 4 + + 4 + 4, 4 x 4 x 2, 4 x 2 x 2 x 2, etc.

tA detailed notation of the'cal ulation can be used for this same purpose:

4 x 8

4 x 4 16

4 x 4 a.)16

16 + 16 32 44:.

It 1.8 pssible to give this representatiin asoa model and a k the chil,-

dren td wri4ether exampleA from this model (7 x 6, 2 x 8 etc.).

To coneolidate knowledge of a table, it is possible to use all the

exercises .of the same type that were usedAn the study/of addition and

subtractionthe construction of-eamples from a given operation and.
:!

one of the components (cOnstruct four examples on multiplication of six)
A

the construction of examples from a given number, the solution of ex-
i

amples With ablank, and others. To establish the connection between

multiplication and divisAn, and also to introduce the commutative

property of ibultiplication, assignments requiring the construction of
t

vg

examples from three given numbers (for example, 6,, 4, 24), and all other
1

types of tasks mentioned above, are useful. '
.

.

It is usefftl to conduct the check on the children's mastery of the

tables in the form of*an arithmetical dictation. Here, however, it
,

is already possible to include the children themselves in the check,
'.;

organioeing
.

classwork in pairs so pupils sitting next tà each other

check each other's work, And in case of doubt, check with the table or

aak the teacher.

In studying multiplication and diyision liy tables, it is very

important to conduct nUmeous practice'exercises requiring the solution

of prepared examples. ,The children must in the ern learn the tables

by heart. For this reason, it is.useful to drill themmore than once.
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in the re1uction of the tables' results.

To fucrease the number of examples solved, it is useful to make

frequen use of the so-cated half-written tasks, in which the children
,.

write dotm only the answers to the examples they solve, without rewriting
Y

the conditions in their notebqpks. This form of work may be used

when solving problems"from the textbook, A well a8 mork from individual

cards and from variants written on the board.

Now let us ga1/4on to consider questions relating to instruction in
\ `..

solving problems when studyingfa given topic, . e content and nature

..-----1 of the pupils' independent work on problems, in t is case, are determined;

to a si ifiant degree, by.the features of the problems under consider-
,

. -...

ation. re,,, as during the study of addition and subtraction, the pri-

mary gkl f problem solving is the formation of important arithmetic l
. i

concept.S. the process of fOtming these,conCepts, the differentiatio

of similaroncepts and operationS must be ensured.

' This is also relevant, to'problems on division.accordfmg to content,

which acquaint the children with the application of familiar operations

under new 5onditions--i.e., solving a practical problem which is differ-

ent- in principle from earlier ones. The Solution of theSe-problems

causes a series of difficulties connected with preersely The necessity

of distinguishing this'application of division from division into differ-
.,

vo ent parts, which the children have been stdying'until this time. The

distinction here_isj)tw,of principle,but it also involves the form in
,

a

whichthey are written.

The difficulties cennectedmith the necessity of distinguishing

similar concepts arise also in the consideration of problems on increas-

ing and decreasingtnumbers by several times, and in the comparison of

numbers through divipion. )

The children often confuse increasing (decreasing) a number by
f-

several times with the familiar ins ance of increa g (decreasing)

a number by several units; decre g gets confUsed, ith increasing.

The childreq sometimes-multiply when they try to solve problems on

comparison through divAion, just because in the question there is

the word "bigger" ("How' many times bigger?"); comparison by division

also gets ,confused.with comparison by subtraction.
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All this requires the wide use of juxtaposition and opposition
'

gf similar concepts during independent exercisis on the material of

these problems.. The juxtaposition and comparison of various types of

problems can here be carried out in the most diverse conerete forms.

'Here, as in the cases described above (relative to problems on

addition and subtracti0p), the work sometimes aims at the clarification

of the similarities, and.sometimes especially at the clarifica;ion of

the differences between the problems.

We will not cite here supplementary examples of this work--they

.may easily be-composed by the teacher, analogoup to Close described

above. We.note only that they must lead to bhe further development of

the.knowledge, skills and habits which were formed4by the material'of

earlier problems.

?or example, While the conditions of problems requiring increasing
.

(or decreasing) a number by several units were formerly written dia-

lmmatically
and the illustration was given through full use of visual

.,

aids with objects (the children had to draw the number of objects

indicated by the conditionsj, now these forms are gradualj.y replaced.
v,

by a diagrammatic illustration in'the form of strips or line Segments,

drawn at least approximately to scale.

Thus, illustration takes on a conditioned nature.. Itile earlier

it was directed toward helping the chtldren develop a cOncrete, graphic

ideaef the conditions, this nec4 type of traphic illustration reflects
A

in a visual form'the relationships among the quantities given in the

, problem. This is the next seriouS advance in the aevelop t of school

children's I,tspal concrete thought proce5ses.' ,

At first*Ehe eacher himself makes sUch dra .of the conditions

.of a problem analyz d in class, direCts the childrea s attetionsto tha,

method of their execution and requires them to reproducvhe problem's

'conditions from this drawing. Later he.increasingly includes in the

children's independent work the formulation of problems from a drawiag,

aii4 the construction of a.drawing to represent the conditiDns of- argiven

problem. A,
The forlatipn of a question for data, and the 'selection of data

necessary to answer this question, are included in the assignments for
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independent work, as they were before. This work.must also:become
I

.
gradually more complex. We cite a concrete example. Ile children are

given the conditions and nume4ical data:
\

On one day aestore sold eig t boxes of apples:. on the
second day it sold four.

The assignment is formulated thus:

Formulate a question such tha.t the problem is solved

by addition: then change the question so that it is solved
by division.

At this stage Of instruciAtn, it is necessary to assign he chil-

dren increasingly more often, the task of ftdependenily sonst ucting

problems of a4aefinite type. These assignmemos will be formulated as

follows:

Compose a problem on increasing a given nuJer by

aliti

several times; or compose 4 roblm e for whose solution it

is rftcessary'to use divis ccording to content, etc.
....

e

In the opposite assignment, when it is necessary .to select the .

proper numerical data for a given questiont, it is very important to

use material from the claildren's own observations--everyday numeri-

cal data which they have encountered in solving the preceding problems

from the textbook, numerical data drawn from class excursions, etc.

If, this material from lifelawhich may be used as a basis for the

construction of problems, is systematically accumulatdd, if these ^

numbers are fixed, written in special notebooks, used for making posters,
,

etc., all this'material will help in organizing the children's.inde-

pendent work in class and will Alow the' teacher to vary this work,

)naking the assignment simpler .or more complex at his discretion.

Th us, the teacher can for example, introduce a poster on which

4various postal rates are written: tie clirdren are asked to compose

problems in which it is necessary to calculate how much more expensite

a stamped envelope il than an unitamped. 44v, or how.much more expensive

various types of telegrams are, etc.' This assignment will be relatively

easS7 for the children, sitice they can draw the rcssary 'data directly
,

'from a consideration of the poster. Somewhat mor complicated is this

assignment:
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,

Using this poster, compose a prob-lemon the comparison
of numbers by division in which the precise nuiaerical data
to be used are nbt indicated.

0

This type of assignment becomes more complicated, if the teacher gives

the children freedom to choose any subject, or any data from those in

their notebOoks.

The work described above invaving the children's independent con-

struction of problems will strengthen the link between arithmetic

instruction and life. Askde from simple problems directed toward- the
0

formation of the conCepts repeatedly mentioned above, theohildren's

independent work must also include'the solution of compound probiems.

These must be both problems of new types, and those'which were solved

before.

* *

4

Since we limited our consideration to the fundamental topics of

the curricula for the first and second years of insTction, we
/naturally could not completely dvcrioe all the aspects of assignments

for independent work, or all the methodological device's and forms

of organization used in carrying out these tasks's:luring arithmetic
/

lessons.

We set ourselves the goal of merely giving examples to dllustrate

those topics which, during the course of the work.answer the'requixe-

ments and goals, advaticea in preceding chapters, for orgailizihg chil
4 ,N

dren's independent work.

\v`
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